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Abstract 

 
This thesis investigates two of the most important themes concerning women’s problems that 

have been tackled by Saudi female novelists between 1958-2011 with special attention to the 

development of their thoughts about the issues from stage to stage. To investigate the two 

powers over women explored in Saudi women’s novels, the works have been divided into 

four separate and important stages and each stage has its own thematic and stylistic 

charactersics.  

 

The thesis consists of seven chapters starting with an Introduction, in which the importance 

of studying the subject is detailed; the theortical framework and the methodology of this 

study is also discussed. A section is devoted to reviewing previous studies of the Saudi novel 

in general, as well as studies published on the women’s novel. The status of women in Saudi 

society is discussed in Chapter Two which covers the structure of Saudi society, women’s 

education, women’s employment and the effects on the status of women in Saudi Arabia of 

the events of September 11th, 2001.  

 

The other four chapters are divided according to the stages of development of Saudi women’s 

novels. In each chapter, two novels are analysed: the first novel represents the first theme 

examined in the thesis, which is the authority of society over women. The second novel 

represents the second theme, which is the Saudi novelists’ vision regarding the relationships 

between the sexes in Saudi society. In addition, a section in each chapter is devoted to an 

examination of the characteristic of the themes in each stage by comparing and contrasting 

sample novels with the case study novels. The conclusion summarises the most important 

points of this research with reference to the findings of this study. It also suggests some 

further research in the field of Saudi literature. 
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Chapter One: The Social Status of Women in Saudi Arabia 

1. Introduction  

It may be true to say that the subject, ‘what is a woman?’ is one of the most difficult topics of 

discussion today. Many studies in different subject areas(1) have studied ‘woman’ as a living 

organism and as a social member, sometimes siding with her and sometimes siding against 

her. However, all these studies have not reached a meeting point and no doubt analysis of this 

problematic and complicated subject will continue for some time to come. This study 

attempts to make a contribution to the question of ‘what is woman?’ by exploring how Saudi 

novelists see the status of women in society. It will focus on certain issues that have been 

raised in Saudi women’s novels by following the stages of the development of these novels. 

Genuine expression comes from the heart and can articulate real suffering; and this suffering 

motivates artists to create works that invite us to share their experiences. Therefore, it is 

important, at the beginning of any study of Saudi women, to clarify their situation in Saudi 

Arabian society before looking at the issues played out in their novels. The cultural and 

social status of women should be elucidated in order to show the influences that they 

experience in their lives. In addition, it is necessary to examine and realise men’s beliefs 

about women in the Saudi community. As with any study of literature, Saudi women’s novels 

must be examined in the context of their origin. Therefore, this chapter will introduce Saudi 

women in Saudi society.  

 
Saudi Arabia is one the largest Arab countries. It spans approximately 2.25 million square 

kilometres and occupies about 80 percent of the Arabian peninsula.(2) It holds a strategic  

position because it is surrounded by eight countries, the Red Sea in the west, and the Arabian 

Gulf in the east. The countries bordering Saudi Arabia are, Iraq and Kuwait to the north; 

Jordan to the northwest; Bahrain (offshore), Qatar, United Arab Emirates, and Oman to the 

east; and Yemen to the south’.(3) Its strategic position arises from its location since it is 

adjacent to many countries and this provides an easy connection between them. In addition, it 

is located in the crossing zone of the routes to the south of the Arabian Peninsula. Moreover, 

                                                 
(1) For example, Cantarow, Ellen, Moving the Mountain: Women Working for Social Change, (New York, The 
Feminist Press, 1980), Ardener, Shirley, Defining Females: the Nature of Women in Society, (London: Croom 
Helm Ltd, 1978) and Davis, Kathy and others, The Gender of power, (London: SAGE Publications Ltd, 1991). 

(2) See: Long, David, The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, (Florida: University Press of Florida, 1997), p 2.   
(3)  Ibid. p 3. 
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it occupies a central position among Islamic countries; and furthermore all Muslims must go 

there to fulfil the obligation of Hajj.(4)    

   

Due to its large area, Saudi Arabia boasts different regions and each region has a completely 

different character and climate. The west of Saudi Arabia is affected by the Red Sea and the 

east is affected by the Arabian Gulf where the relative humidity is more than 85 percent and 

frequently 100 percent for extended summer periods. Also, the climate in southern Saudi 

Arabia is affected by its high mountains in <As\r; and southern |ij[z receives an average 

rainfall of 300 millimetres. The middle of Saudi Arabia is a dry desert, with average 

temperatures of 45C; but readings of up to 54 C are common.(5)  

 

Before the establishment of Saudi Arabia, there were three important regions in the Arabian 

Peninsula; each of them had its own customs and traditions. According to the differences 

between its regions, there were differences between them in their connections with other 

countries; for example, people in the |ij[z associated with people of different nationalities 

before Najd did. It is important to take the differences between regions into consideration. 

  

Saudi Arabia is one of the most important countries in the Middle East because of its 

geographical location, its energy, economy and its holy cities of Makka and al-Mad\na. 

Geographically, it is divided into three regions: the |ij[z which is about 700 miles long lying 

on the shore of the Red Sea and containing the two holy cities, Jeddah, and al-^[>if (6), Najd 

in the centre, containing the capital city of Saudi Arabia, Riyadh(7); and <As\r in the south 

towards the borders of mountainous Yemen’(8).   

 

 
 

                                                 
(4) See: |ab\b, <Az\z. Al-<{lam al-<Arabi min al-Mu+\% >ila al-Khal\j: al-Mamlakah al-<Arabiyyah al-
Su<]diyyah, (Cairo: Maktabat al-Angl] al-Misriyya, 1975), p 5. 
(5)

 See: Metz, Helen. Saudi Arabia: A Country Study, (Washington: Library of Congress, 5th  ed, 1993),  pp 57-
58. 
(6) See: Al-*ah[r, Naj[+. Ta<l\m al-Mar>ah fi al-Mamlaka al-<Arabiyya al-Su<]d\yya wa Izdih[ruh fi <Ahd al-
Malik Fahad, (Jeddah: D[r al-Muhammad\, 2003), p 12. 
(7) See: Metz. p. 53. 
(8)  Ibid. p. 51 
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2. The status of women in the structure of Saudi society 

 As it has been already noted, due to the large size of Saudi Arabia, there are differences in 

traditions and customs between the regions. It has also been mentioned that, for certain 

reasons, the people of the |ij[z are more educated than the citizens of other regions. 

Accordingly, the status of women inside Saudi society varies between regions, and therefore 

women in the |ij[z contributed to the cultural movement at an early stage. Consequently, it 

is important to consider the differences between regions while examining the structure of 

Saudi society. Additionally, different generations are relevant when studying women’s status 

in Saudi Arabia because each generation takes on a different character.  

 
In 1926, the founder of Saudi Arabia, King<Abd al-<Az\z (1873-1953) emphasised that the 

country should be based on the Qur>[n and Sunnah. King Fay~al (1906-1975) endorsed this 

when he declared that ‘our constitution is the Qur>[n and our law is the Shar\<a of 

Muhammad (God’s peace and blessing be upon him). Our system of government is based on 

the interests of this country Saudi Arabia, where such interests do not conflict with the 

principles of our religion and the Shar\<a’.(9) Accordingly, each king of Saudi Arabia asserts 

this principle when he assumes his duties as a king.  

 
On the other hand, Saudi society is structured from different groups, and tribes represent the 

social majority. Because the majority of people are from tribes, Saudi society is considered a 

tribal society in which the tribe or the family controls and guides people. Before 1913, the 

majority of people were nomadic and obeyed the orders of their tribes; and naturally, this 

became a very serious problem for King <Abd al-<Az\z. Therefore, he attempted to change the 

way they thought and lived by building settlements for them. This involved building many 

settlements for the different tribes; for example, al-Ar%[wiyya which was the first settlement 

establissed is Saudi Arabia. It is founded for the Mu%ayr\ tribe in 1913.(10) According to 

Pascal Menoret, ‘There were 52 settlements by 1920, 62 by 1923 and 120 by 1929’.(11) 

However, this action did not solve the problem of the power of the families and people’s 

loyalty to their tribes although it helped to reduce the strength of the tribal society. As a 

result, the tribal communities moved to their new locations while still practising some of their 

                                                 
(9)  Sohrab, Muhammad, State and Society in Saudi Arabia, (New Delhi: Global Media Publications, 2008), p 51. 
(10) See: Menoret, Pascal, The Saudi Enigma, (Beirut: World Books, 2005), p 87. 

(11) Ibid, p 87.  
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traditions and customs even though some of these were against the doctrine of Islam. The 

outcome was that the order of tribes continued to guide people and put pressure on them.    

 
The power of the tribes made the members of its society subservient to it, even when they 

were not convinced that it was right or just. According to the system of the tribes, when the 

citizen does anything against its customs, he or she would face the tribe’s punishment, which 

in many cases differed from the punishment laid down in the law. There were many ways of 

punishing people in this kind of society; for example, the tribe might demonstrate its anger or 

sarcasm, it might humiliate the wrongdoer, and it might even take measures of revenge.(12) 

The family plays an important role in bringing up children in a tribal system in which the 

child receives and practises ancient traditions from his or her father or  mother and where he 

or she learns the traditions and the behaviours of his or her community. Women in the tribal 

community were highly valued in tribal society because they were the repository for the 

honour of the family and the tribe. Therefore, as Menoret points out, women were considered 

to be blessed and nobody was allowed to spread rumours about them.(13)  

 
However, because Saudi Arabian society placed such great focus on women’s status and 

behaviour, women suffered from its pressure and control, so it is no exaggeration to say that 

the power society exerted over its women was even stronger than the the government’s 

power. The history of Saudi society played an important role in making women’s issues very 

sensitive and from this point it became extremely difficult to make changes. The differences 

between the status of women living in the desert and others living in cities supports this: for 

example, nomad women are allowed to drive cars while women living in cities are not.(14). 

Therefore, most of the difficulties that women face are generated by the power of Saudi 

society and because of the sensitivity surrounding women’s issues. 

 
On the other hand, it is true to say that the strength of the tribal system does not obliterate the 

power of the Islamic religion in Saudi society; rather, the problem is the confusion between 

the doctrines of Islam and traditional habits and customs. Islam has emphasised the position 

of women because it aims to stamp out harmful traditions that existed before Islam. It asserts 

                                                 
(12) See: al-Tall, Ghass[n, Al-Mujtama< al-<Ash[>ir\, (Amman: D[r al-Kind\, 1999), pp 17-18.     
(13) See: Menoret. p.99. 
(14) See: al-{gh[, Far\da and al-M[ni<, <{>isha, Dir[sah Istiq~[>iyya bi sha>n al-Bu+]th al-Mu<addah <an al-
Mar>ah fi Mana&amat al-Khal\j  al-<Arab\, (Beirut: Al-Mu>ssasa al-<Arabiyyah liddir[s[t wa al-Nashir, 1984), 
p.58. 
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the equality of men and women in many ways, that is, men and women should receive the 

same punishment for the same crime; but society does not adhere to this. For instance, a case 

was reported in Riyadh, concerning two girls who were arrested by al-Hay>ah(15) because they 

were found in a flat with two teenaged boys. Al-Hay>ah asked their father to come and take 

them home but instead, their brother arrived with a gun and killed them. The surprising 

aspect of this story was, that according to an electronic newspaper’s comments which praised 

the action of the girls’ brother, some people supported him. One of the comments was that, 

“He is born from a man! All[h bless him because what he has done is considered as a legal 

action…”. (16) This case emphasises the confusion between Islam and social customs and it 

illustrates one of the important aspects of women’s problems.  

 
3. Intellectual Life and Women in Saudi Arabia 

  
The 1960s witnessed the emergence of educated women in the public arena; and this  was a 

result of the rise in women’s education in Saudi Arabia. On May 1st 1965 Khairiyyah al-

Saqq[f  started her column in the Riyadh newspaper and wrote the first article by a woman as 

a regular correspondent. The title of the column was Z[w\yat\ (My Corner) and  it was the 

first step for both Saudi woman and the newspaper in the Saudi cultural field. (17) However, 

before that, the |ij[z region had witnessed the first Saudi novel written by a woman which 

was entitled, Wadda<t {m[l\ (I said good bye to my hopes) by Sam\ra kh[shuqj\ (1935-1986) 

published in 1958.(18) Since previously, men had dominated the field of literature, readers 

were now able to appreciate the female writer’s form and style,  as well as the insistence on a 

woman’s right to be alive due to, in al-Saqq[f’s words,  the deep feelings expressed in female 

writings. Before writing her column, she wrote under the pseudonym of Ins[n (a human 

being). Her decision to publish under her own name in 1965 was a sign that she no longer 

accepted the idea that it was a disgrace for a woman to write.(19) But by declaring her thoughts 

and opinions about the status of women in the country al-Saqq[f’s decision could be seen as a 

                                                 
(15)

  This is the Islamic organisation established in 1940 for the purpose of making sure that the Islamic doctrine 
is implemented in public, for example, in markets, streets, etc.  
(16) See al-Surayyi<, <Abd al-Ra+m[n. "<Ishr\n\ Qatal Shaq\qatayh" al-jazirah newspaper Julay 06, 2009, 13430,  
Accessed 3 June 2010 http://www.al-jazirah.com/2009/20090706/lp9.htm 
(17) See: al-Ghadhdh[mi, <Abd All[h, |ik[yat al-|ad[tha fi al-Mamlaka al-<Arabiyya al-Su<]diyya, (Morocco: 
Al-Markaz al-Thaq[fi al-<Arab\, 2nd ed, 2004) p 133. Also see: Menoret. p.183.  
(18) See: al-Rif[<i, p 27.  
(19) See: Al-Ghadhdh[mi. p.134. 

http://www.al-jazirah.com/2009/20090706/lp9.htm
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crucial turning point at the beginning of the involvement of Saudi Arabian women in 

intellectual life.  

 

In the mid-1970s, foreign travel became popular, whether for study or for enjoyment, and it 

affected the development of the country. Scholarships were made available for either short-

term or long-term study in different academic disciplines and about one hundred thousand 

students used the opportunity. The most important aspect was the contact between Saudi 

people and the American world, which had an influence on Saudi society.(20) It also affected 

the Saudi cultural field by transporting the cultural movement in Saudi Arabia to a new stage, 

that of ideological and intellectual struggles. These struggles started with the critical literary 

issues that did not concern the general public but turned into bitter struggles between the 

modernists and the conservatives.(21)   

     
In the lead up to the Second Gulf War in 1990, the level of discussion between intellectuals 

became higher as they transcended the simple issues, such as women’s education, and moved 

on to ideological and intellectual matters. There were many issues raised to public discussion 

such as the cultural background of the stream of modernism and its impact on the beliefs of 

society.(22) The reason behind this was the rise in people’s education since most of the  

participants in these discussions were PhD holders or were lecturers at Saudi Universities. In 

addition, many writers had been affected by reading non-Saudi writers whether they were 

from Arab countries or from the West. The intellectual struggles between conservatives and 

modernists appeared, in the beginning, through the articles in Saudi Arabian newspapers 

when, in order to resolve its financial problem in 1985 the al-Nadwa newspaper, (which was 

about to declare its bankruptcy), made a decision to allow anti-modernists to publish their 

opinions. Most of the Saudi Arabian newspapers were a platform for the modernists since 

they published only a few articles written by the conservatives with whom they disagreed.(23) 

The arguments continued in the newspaper until 1988 when <Awa# al-Qarn\ (1956-…)(24) 

published a book under the title, al-|ad[tha fi M\z[n al-Isl[m (Modernity in Islam’s Scales). 
                                                 
(20) See: ibid pp. 165-167. 
(21)See: Lacroix, Stephane, Awaking Islam: The Political of Religious Dissent in Contemporary Saudi Arabia. 
(Harvard: President and Fellows of Harvard College, 2011), p 135. 
(22) See: ibid. p.134. 
(23) See: ibid. p.139. 
(24) <Awa# al-Qarn\ was appointed as a lecturer at al-Im[m Mu+ammad Ibn Sa<]d University in 1981 in Riyadh 
where he gained his  PhD in Islamic law in 1996. He taught at the University’s branch in Abh[; South of Saudi 
Arabia which is now called King Khalid University.   
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According to Stephane Lacroix, the book, ‘became widely popular, partly because al-Qarn\ 

had persuaded Ibn B[z (1912-1999) (25) to write a preface in which he approved the book’s 

content’(26) and this raised a huge debate within Saudi society. The writer introduced the roots 

of modernity, and then he mentioned the well-known modernists in Arabic criticism and 

literature. He contested their ideas from his point of view and his understanding of Islam, and 

asserted their danger to Saudi society and to Islam. One of the arguments discussed in his 

book concerned their plan to change the status of women in society, which appeared in his 

criticism of Mu+ammed al-|arb\’s poem of 1987. He argued that al-|arb\ aimed to ask 

women to remove their +ij[b and mix with men, which  he thought unacceptable.(27)   

 
<Abd All[h al-Ghadhdh[m\ (1946-…)(28), was one of the modernists attacked in al-Qarn\’s 

book because he published his famous work entitled, al-Kha%\>a wa>l-Takf\r: min al-

Binyawiyya il[ al-Tafk\kiyya (Sin and Expiation: from Structuralism to Deconstruction). 

This book is considered to be one of the most important books since it opened the gate to the 

intellectual struggles as it was, ‘inspired largely by Western theorists particularly Roland 

Barthes’.(29) Al-Ghadhdh[m\ referred to the influence of al-Qarn\’s book on a large part of 

society especially the students in Saudi Arabian universities.(30) He emphasised that people in 

Saudi Arabia were angered by the publication of Modernity in Islam’s Scales and he 

mentioned al-Qarn\’s announcement that 80,000 copies were sold in the first week of 

publication. Because of this book, he faced hostility that almost led to violence.(31) This 

intellectual movement could be seen as the preface to the ideological discussion which took 

place during the Second Gulf War. In addition, it helped Saudi society to understand a variety 

of opinions and different ways of thinking, even though in some cases, the reaction was very 

strong.   

 

The 1990s witnessed a peak in the discourse of the stream of al-@a+wa al-Isl[miyya 

(Awakening Islam) both during and after the Second Gulf War; and during this time, 

                                                 
(25) <Abd al-<Az\z Ibin B[z was born in Riyadh and is considered to be one of the famous Muslim scholars of the 
Twentieth  Century. He was the President of Senior Scholars in Saudi Arabia from 1993 until he died in 1999.  

(26) ibid. p.140. 
(27) See: al-Qarni, <Awa#, al-|ad[that fi M\z[n al-Isl[m. (Cairo: D[r Hajr, 1988), p 70. 
(28)Al-Ghadhdh[m\ is one of the most famous critics in Saudi Arabia and he published about twenty books on 
Arabic literature and criticism.    

29
 Lacroix.  p 135. 

(30)
 See: Al-Ghadhdh[m\ .p.280. 

(31) See:  ibid. .p 15. 
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intellectual  arguments  concerning many political and social issues were made public. The 

two preachers, Safar Al-|aw[l\ (1955-…)(32) and Salm[n al-<Awda (1956-…)(33) represented 

the Islamists by presenting lectures in mosques, and recording cassettes or publishing books 

and articles in newspapers which voiced their objections to the participation of the US army 

in Saudi Arabia in the Second Gulf War.(34) Although many other matters were also 

discussed, this issue was the most important raised at that time. Importantly, the Saudi media 

and women in Saudi Arabia were also debated; and the subject of ‘woman’ was one of the 

most important  topics. 

 
It is useful at this point to offer an example of the kind of debates of wide social interest that 

became very heated. Novelist and politician, Gh[z\ al-Qu~ayb\ (1940-2010)(35), published 

letters under the title of |att[ l[ Tak]n Fitnah (Lest There Should be Discord) which was a 

reaction against the books and cassettes that Salm[n al-<Awda, N[~ir al-<Umar (1952-…) and 

<{>i# al-Qarn\ (1959-…) had disseminated in order to attack secularization.(36) Al-Qu~ayb\ 

gathered a large number of proofs from the Qur>[n and |ad\th to demonstrate their faulty 

understanding of the situation and he emphasised that the nation did not live in normal 

circumstances because of the war and it, therefore, needed to unite the members of the 

nation.(37) He mentioned the “issue of women” as a debatable problem  and that society, and 

the preachers, since they form such important elements of society, should seek to find 

solutions to  the issues that affect women. He believed that the question of whether women 

should be educated had been settled but that the curriculum needed to be suitably developed. 

In the same way, the question of whether women should work outside the home had been 

settled but the sectors in which they should work still needed to be discussed.(38)   

   

                                                 
(32) Safar al-|aw[l\ was one of the most famous preachers in Saudi Arabia during the Second Gulf War where he 
published books about the American interests in the Arabic Gulf. He got his M.A. from Islamic University in al-
Mad\na and the title of his thesis is Secularization and its Effect on the Islamic Life.      
(33) Salm[n al-<A]da is one of al-@a+wah’s preachers and because of his activities, he was released from his 
duties at the al->Im[m University in 1993.    
(34)  See: Menoret. p. 124.  
(35) Gh[z\ al-Qu~ayb\ represented the modernists in this intellectual struggle. He was appointed to different high 
positions in the country; for example Minister of Health, Minister of Labour and Saudi Arabian Ambassador to 
the United Kingdom. 
(36) They published many books and cassettes attacking some writers in Saudi Arabia for example; |atta l[ 
Taghraq al-Saf\nah by Salm[n al-<A]da and the cassette of al-Sak\nah al-Sak\nah by Na~ir al-<Umar. 
(37) See: Al-Qu~ayb\, Gh[z\, |att[ l[ Tak]n Fitnah, (n p: Dar al-Nadwa, No d), p. 8.     
(38) See: ibid. p.7. 
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In 1992 Abd al-Rra+m[n al-Jibr\n reacted against al-Qu~ayb\’s letters by publishing his book 

under the title of Ris[lat al-I~l[+ (A Treatise on Reform). This book is divided into two parts: 

the first part concerns the struggle with secularization and secularists and the second is a 

disputation with the Qu~ayb\’s letters. He mentioned many points in answer to al-Qu~ayb\, 

but it is important to identify the main points he made about the “woman issue”. He objected 

to the offering of job opportunities without consideration of religious criteria and he 

mentioned the health sector where men and women work together in one place as an example 

of the rejection of Isl[m’s doctrine. In addition, he condemned the women’s demonstration in 

Riyadh and women’s demand for the right to drive cars as part of an integral plan to corrupt 

Saudi society.(39) The fact that he attempted to raise the topic of women’s rights was because 

of the view that secularists planned to destroy society by spreading corruption and that 

women were a prime target in their plan of action.   

          
Because of the disputes between the Islamists and the liberals, an unprecedented event 

occurred in Saudi Arabia. In November 8th, 1990, approximately 50 women demonstrated in 

al-<Ulayy[ street in Riyadh by driving cars, and demanding the right to drive. They were 

arrested and lost their jobs because most people were against what they did. For example, the 

students of one of the demonstrators refused to attend her lectures at King Sa<]d 

University.(40) ‘The women were suspended by royal decree from their teaching jobs at the 

women's section of King Sa<]d University’.(41) However, they returned to their position at the 

University two years later.(42) Some of these women got higher degrees in western countries 

and there was a connection between them and the people who are considered by the stream of 

al-@a+wa as secularists. <Az\za al-M[ni< and Fawziya al-Bakr, who were lecturers at King 

Sa<ud University at the time, were the organisers of this demonstration and were known 

through their articles which defended women’s rights. It seems that the demonstration was 

organised by different liberal circles in Saudi Arabia whether they were men or women.(43) 

This demonstration might be seen as the first practical action by women demanding their 

rights since they called for justice in their publications and writing corners at the newspapers.    

                                                 
(39) See: al-Jibr\n, Abdulrra+m[n, Ris[lat al-I~l[+, (Beirut: no Pub, 1992), p 66.  
(40)

 See: Murphy, Kim, "Saudi Women Drivers Facing Islamic Wrath" September 12, 1990, Los Angeles Times: 
Accessed 5 July 2010 http://articles.latimes.com/1990-11-12/news/mn-3273_1_saudi-arabia     
(41) Ibid at http://articles.latimes.com/1990-11-12/news/mn-3273_1_saudi-arabia       
(42) See: Lacroix.  p 163. 
(43) See: ibid. p.163. 

http://articles.latimes.com/1990-11-12/news/mn-3273_1_saudi-arabia
http://articles.latimes.com/1990-11-12/news/mn-3273_1_saudi-arabia
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The Government refused their demands, showing that Saudi society had not yet accepted the 

idea of women drivers. The Ministry of the Interior directed the <Ulam[>  Commission to 

refuse the women’s demand and to emphasise that women were forbidden to drive cars. 

About 15 years later, the statement of Prince N[yif (1934-2012), the Minister of the Interior 

in Saudi Arabia, clarified the real reason behind the refusal of this demand. He asserted that 

women’s right to drive cars was a public matter and that it was not the appropriate time for 

discussing the problem, and he emphasised that the Government would deal with the topic 

according to the public’s interest.(44) Reading between the lines of his statement, it seems that 

the public’s opinion was very important in making such a decision, but the prince did not 

mention that women  were not allowed to drive cars because the country’s constitution is 

derived from Islam.  

 
The issue of driving in Saudi Arabia is still a problem for women and society and the issue   

rose to the surface again at the time of the Arab revolutions. New technology contributed to 

the call for women’s right to drive when a group of women started a campaign called, “Teach 

me how to drive so I can protect myself”, and the call for this campaign appeared on the 

Facebook website. In late May 2011, the activist Man[l al-Shar\f drove her car in al-Khubar 

with Waj\ha al-|uwaydir who filmed her driving and posted it on Youtube.(45) In the video, 

al-Shar\f stated that, ‘This is a volunteer campaign to help the girls of this country to learn to 

drive … at least in times of emergency’.(46) As a result, it seems that women will drive cars in 

Saudi Arabia but only at the right time, when general social opinion is in favour.  

 

4. Women’s Education   

Education is one of the most important components of the development of any society 

because it raises awareness amongst its members. Islam, ‘encouraged women to learn and the 

prophet Muhammad made available a special gate at his house for women who wanted to 

                                                 
(44) See: al-Zayd[n, Kh[lid, “Maw#]< Qiy[da al-Mara>ah li>l-Sayy[ra Yajib All[ Yak]n Qa#iyya Bayn Fi>ah wa 
Ukhr[“, June, 13, 2005, Riyadh newspaper. Accessed 16 March 2010 
http://www.alriyadh.com/2005/06/13/article72002.html

 
 

(45) See: Al-Huwaider, Wajeha. "The Saudi woman who took to the driver's seat" France24, May 23, 2011. 
Accessed 12 Oct 2011http://observers.france24.com/content/20110523-saudi-woman-arrested-defying-driving-

ban-manal-al-sharif-khobar 
(46)

 Al-Shihri, Abdullah, “Manal al-Sherif, Saudi Woman, Detained For Defying Driving Ban”, huffpost world 

internet newspaper, May 12, 2011. Accessed: 17 Dec 2011 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/05/21/manal-

al-sherif-saudi-arabia-driving-ban_n_865120.html
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khobar
http://www.alriyadh.com/2005/06/13/article72002.html
http://observers.france24.com/content/20110523-saudi-woman-arrested-defying-driving-ban-manal-al-sharif-khobar
http://observers.france24.com/content/20110523-saudi-woman-arrested-defying-driving-ban-manal-al-sharif-khobar
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/05/21/manal-al-sherif-saudi-arabia-driving-ban_n_865120.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/05/21/manal-al-sherif-saudi-arabia-driving-ban_n_865120.html
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learn about Islam’.(47) Arab women’s illiteracy is the reason behind the non-participation of 

women in political and social activities, but on the other hand, there are many studies which 

emphasise that the rise in education of women is the reason behind their delaying marriage 

which, as a result, is affecting the organisation of the family.(48) It is useful to highlight, 

briefly, the history of women’s education in order to elucidate the development of the Saudi 

beliefs that affect women’s behaviour. 

 

Before reviewing women’s education in Saudi Arabia, there is a very important question that 

needs to be answered: why was women’s education delayed in Saudi Arabia? And the answer 

seems to be that the Saudi community’s culture played an important role in delaying 

women’s education. A large number of studies have examined the social influences on 

women’s education; and one of these shows that Arab people believed that: 

 

1- Educating girls weakens their femininity and it is more important for them to study 
what is perceived as women’s work, for example, cooking and sewing. 

2- There is no need for women to be educated because, in the end, they will be taken 
care of in their husbands’ houses.(49)   

 This kind of understanding dominated Saudi society for a long time and caused women’s 

education to develop very slowly, through several stages, so that people could acclimatise to 

the idea of the importance of educating women.  

 

4.1. Teaching in Kutt[bs: 
 
Teaching women in Kutt[bs played an important role in their education in the 1940s and 

1950s and it was the only means of educating women at that time.(50) Kutt[bs were traditional 

Qur’an schools consisting of a room in the teacher’s house for teaching the Qur>an, reading 

and writing. (51) These Kutt[bs for women were supervised by a lady who usually taught 

                                                 
(47)

 Abukhalil, Sa<ad. The Battle for Saudi Arabia: Royalty, Fundamentalism, and Global Power, (New York: 
Seven Stories Press, 2004), p 150.  
(48) See: Zakarya, Khi#r. <An al-Wa#< al-Ijtim[<\ li>l-Mr>a al-<Arabiyya, (Damascus: Al-Ah[l\, 1998), p 71. 
(49) See: al-Afand\, M[>sa, al-Mu>thir[t al-Ijtim[<iyya wa al-Iqti~[diyya wa Ta<l\m al-Mar>ah, (Riyadh: D[r al-
<Ul]m, 1983), pp 74-75 
(50) See: B] Bshayt, Al-Jauharah, T<l\m Al-Mr>ah Al-Su<]dyya : al-T[r\kh wa al-W[qi< wa al-Ta+addiyy[t. In al-
Mr>ah f\ al-Su<]diyah: Ru>[ <{lamiyya, (Riyadh: Dar Ghayna>, 2008), p 31. 
(51) See: Al-*ah[r, Naj[+, Bid[y[t al-|y[t Al-<Ilmiyya wa al-Adabiyya li>-lmr>ah fi al-Mamlaka al-<Arabiyya al-
Su<]diyya, (Jiddah: D[r al-Muhammad\, 2003), p. 34. 
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girls,(52) and this kind of education was an extension of  the ways children were taught before 

the establishment of the nation. The facilities of the Kutt[bs depended on the ability of the 

teachers, resulting in differences between the organisation and facilities of one Kutt[b and 

another. Also, there were differences between the curricula for boys and girls. For instance, 

girls were taught some, "knowledge and skills considered to be appropriate for woman’s role 

as a wife and as a mother,”(53) while boys were taught the principles of mathematics. Kutt[bs 

were funded by the parents who paid the teachers’ salaries, though some teachers worked as 

volunteers. There were many Kutt[bs in cities and even in some villages; for instance, Makka 

had 43 Kutt[bs.(54) 

 
In spite of the superficial approach to girls’ education of these traditional schools, the Kutt[bs  

prefaced further stages in female education in Saudi Arabia. Many teachers who contributed 

to women’s education at that time had graduated from Kutt[bs. Although traditional schools 

did not reach the whole country, they acted as a basis for convincing people about the 

importance of educating women.  

 
4.2. Organised Private Education(55) 
 
As previously mentioned, teaching in Kutt[bs initiated female education and led to the next 

stage, which was that of organised private education. These schools were built by the efforts 

of parents or non-governmental institutions while the budgets of these schools were supplied 

through student fees together with funding from the Saudi Arabian government. Thus the 

government contributed to the provision of teaching materials and it also organised the 

curriculum(56) in their plan for the establishment of women’s education. The first private 

school was established in Makka in 1942; then this kind of school prevailed in the important 

cities of the country such as al-Riyadh, Jeddah and the Eastern Province.(57) However, the 

government did not dare to establish any formal schooling at that time because of hostile 

social opinion. 

 
                                                 
(52) See: Bubshait.  p 30. 
(53) Al-Hazzaa, Abdulaziz, Scenario Projections for Women in Saudi Arabia: the Changing Status , Educational 
and Employment Opportunities by the Year 2010, (Minnesota: University of Minnesota, 1993),  p 94. 
(54) See: Bubshait. p 30. 
(55) It is called in Arabic "التعليم األهلي المنظم"   
(56) See: al-*ah[r, Naj[+, Bid[y[t al-|ay[t Al-<Ilmiyya wa>l-Adabiyya li>l-Mr>ah f\ al-Mamlaka al-<Arabiyya al-
Sa<]diyya, p 135. 
(57) Bubshait. p.131. 
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In addition, there were some students and families who were not satisfied with the 

approaches of these schools to teaching women so they decided to teach their daughters 

outside the country in foreign schools and universities. It is worth noting that some of the 

women novelists completed their education in Egypt, for example Sam\rah Kh[shuqj\ or in 

Britain, like Hud[ Al-Rash\d.(58)   

 
At the beginning, the issue of women’s education was so sensitive that any person who 

supported the idea of women’s education wrote under a pseudonym. The government did not 

allow public discussion of this issue because they thought that it was not yet the right time. 

For instance, Abdulkar\m al-Juhaym[n (1912-2011) reported that when he was editor-in-

chief of Akhb[r al-*ahr[n newspaper, he published an essay demanding education for 

women. The writer of the essay was unknown but Abdulkar\m al-Juhaym[n took 

responsibility for publishing   it and the result was that the newspaper was  closed, he lost his 

job and  he was placed under arrest for four days.(59)  

 
At the end of the 1950s, the Saudi government permitted discussion of this issue in the 

newspapers in order to get the public’s reaction before making a decision.(60) There were 

many voices demanding an end to this debate on the pretext of closing the door to evil. 

According to Abukhal\1, ‘They argued that education could corrupt morals and bring about a 

breakdown of the family’.(61) There were some people who described women’s education as a 

great disaster; they travelled from city to city asking people to fight against it and they went 

to the mosques to warn people against accepting the idea. Therefore, people felt it wise to 

avoid discussing this issue with others for fear of being accused of deviation, although they 

believed women’s education to be necessary.(62)  

 
One of the factors that helped to influence the government’s decision on women’s education 

was that male students began to study abroad in the 1950s. ‘A group of educated middle-class 

young men became advocates of women’s education and mounted a press campaign for 

                                                 
(58) Interview with Hud[ al-Rash\d in London, 12-11-2009.   
(59)See: al-Washm\, Abdullah, Fitnat al-qa]l bita<l\m al-Ban[t f\ al-Mamlaka al-<Arabiyya al-Sa<]diyya: 
Muq[raba D\niyya wa siy[siyya wa Ijtim[<iyya, (Casablanca: al-Markaz al-Thaq[f\ al-<Arab\, 2009), p 17. 
(60)See: al-Washm\. p 97. 
(61) Abukhal\l. p. 150. 
(62)see: al-Washmi. p 16. 
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schools for girls’.(63) This idea contributed to the formation of a new, more positive opinion 

about women’s education, that was  in opposition to the dominant idea; and as a result, 

people were at last able to support it in public and write about the important issue.   

 

One of the consequences of sending students to study abroad was the phenomenon of 

marriage to foreign educated women. ‘Men who married foreign wives claimed that they 

were looking for educated wives who could understand their needs and raise their children in 

the modern style’.(64) This phenomenon may have awakened some people to the dangers of 

keeping women in  ignorance, so they started to listen to others’ opinions. The result was that 

there was a change in attitude in that there was now a part of society that could accept 

women’s education and believed in its importance.  

 
4.3. Formal Education for Women:  
  
A royal decree signed by King Fay~al {l Sa<]d, issued in 1959, announced the establishment 

of girls’ schools to teach them the Qur>an, religion, beliefs, morality, domestic sciences and 

child care. These schools were single-sex schools, separate from boys’ schools, and 

administered by al-Ri>[sa al-<{mma li-ta<l\m al-Ban[t (The General Organisation for the 

Education of Girls). This decree was signed by King Fay~al who ordered that the <Ulam[> 

supervise these schools and organise their programmes and that they  should consult with the 

Muft\ Mu+ammad {l al-Shaykh.(65) However, the struggle between advocates and opponents 

of women’s education continued. Although al-<Ulam[> supervised girls’ schools, opponents 

used the discourse to  argue that according to religion, educating women was forbidden. 

Furthermore, because the issue of women’s education became a real problem in society, it led 

to a call for  punishment  and some of the opponents permitted the murder of the head of 

girls’ education in a village near al-Qa~\m.(66) 

 
It is worth noting that  women were denied education in Najd and the south of Saudi Arabia. 

However, the |ij[z had enjoyed a better educational system before this, for several reasons. 

One reason for this was religious, in that the |ij[z contained the most important cities in 

                                                 
(63) Al-Manea, Azeezah, Historical and contemporary policies of women’s education in Saudi Arabia, 
(Michigan: The university of Michigan, 1984), p 82. 
(64) See: ibid. p.85. 
(65)See: Bubshait. p.34. 
(66)See: Al-Washmi, p 18. 
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Islam, Makka and al-Mad\na. Islamic studies had been taught in their mosques since the 

seventeenth century, which meant that the citizens of these cities had long been aware of the 

importance of women’s education. Another reason was economic; because of the importance 

for Muslims of the two mosques, the cities offered a successful environment for trade. 

Therefore, people in this area lived a relaxed life compared with people in Najd  which gave 

them the opportunity to think about the matter carefully and make the right decision for their 

daughters.(67) Thirdly,  society in the |ij[z was multicultural because it, ‘was influenced by 

immigrants from different Muslim countries who came to the holy cities’.(68) Furthermore, 

some of the people who came from  other countries had been educated so they contributed  to 

the awareness of the citizens of Makka and al-Mad\na.      

 
Al-Ri>[sah started to do its job in the 1960s(69) by establishing girls’ schools around the 

country, although it faced difficulties due to the position of its opponents.  An example of this 

was that citizens in some villages opposed the idea and fought anyone who came to open 

girls’ schools in their area.  It seems that some people were still violently fighting against the 

idea of women’s education in different cities of the kingdom. An example of this is that when 

the delegate of al-Ri>[sah came to al-Zulf\ to establish the first school there, the local citizens 

wanted to punish him and throw him out. Fortunately, he managed to placate them and 

escaped to the police station, but, nevertheless, they asked the police to punish him.(70)  

 
Another problem that Al-Ri>[sah faced while establishing girls’ schools was that many 

people  stopped  their daughters  from studying in the schools. They thought that educating 

women in schools was giving women the opportunity to go outside their homes and that was 

a sin.(71) Al-Ri>[sah did not impose compulsory education for girls because they thought that 

the advantages of educating women might lead to a voluntary change public opinion. In 1962, 

a large delegation from the Qa~\m region came to Riyadh to meet King Fay~al demanding a 

ban on the establishment of girls’ schools in their city. However, King Fay~al did not accede 

                                                 
(67)See: Al-Manea. p.76. 
(68) Ibid. p.77. 
(69)See: Bubshait p. 34. 
(70)See: Al-Washmip 32. 
(71) See: Ibid.  p 34. 
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to their demand, but instead, allowed them to choose whether they wanted their daughters to 

be educated.(72)  
 

The idea of giving parents a choice succeeded to the extent that many opponents changed 

their minds and allowed their daughters to go to school after they saw the results. One of the 

opponents of girls’ school came back 40 years later to look for a job for his daughter after she 

graduated from university.(73) However, the disadvantage of allowing choice was the resulting 

high illiteracy rate among Saudi females. The percentage of illiterate females above the age 

of fifteen in Saudi Arabia in 1980 was 97,7%
(74)

 which shows that society’s objections to 

women’s education  took a long time to overcome. The percentage of Saudi Arabian 

women’s illiteracy decreased in 2003 when it was 27%.
(75)   

 
 Clearly there were difficulties facing the establishment of women’s formal education that led 

to the postponement of this step. These difficulties arose because educating women was an 

unacceptable idea to large segments of Saudi society. Therefore, the issue of women’s 

education was contentious both before and after the introduction of formal education for girls.  

 

 To get to the root of this problem it is important to examine the differences between religion 

and custom. This problem arose from traditions and customs of Saudi society, not from the 

religion of Islam,(76) even if opponents used Islamic discourse to support their stance. The 

<Ulam[> in Saudi Arabia supported establishing schools for girls, while its opponents 

continued to use the same discourse. The reason behind this reaction may be that there was 

confusion in their minds about the differences between Islam and the traditions that they 

observed in their daily life.  Therefore, they were not ready to receive any new ideas in their 

society, even ones aimed at the development of their country.  

 
The victim of this argument was ‘woman’, because she had to remain silent even though the 

problem was hers. Some women expressed their ideas about women’s education, demanding 

the speedy establishment of schools in their city so that they could benefit from them in their 

                                                 
(72)See: Al-Hefdhy, Yahya, The Role of Ulama (Islamic Scholars) in Establishing an Islamic Education System 
for women in Saudi Arabia, Florida State University, Thesis, 1994, p 69. 
(73)

 See: Al-Washmi. p 167. 
)74( See: Zakariya. p.72.  
(75)See: Bubshait p. 38. 
(76)See the attitude of Islam of women’s education: almunajjed, Mona, Women in Saudi Arabia Today, (London: 
Macmillan Press Ltd, 1997),  p 17.   
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own lives. However, women who expressed their opinions on this issue in newspapers wrote 

under pseudonyms (77) thus showing the power of social pressure. Fathers used their power to 

control their daughters and planned their futures without listening to their needs. One such 

father travelled from one village to another when he heard about the opening of girls’ 

schools. The reason behind this was to find a village without a girls’ school because he feared 

that people would put pressure on him to send his daughter to school.(78)  

 
After al-Ri>[sah resolved the problem of the social rejection of women’s education by 

leaving the choice to parents, it focused on the means of developing education for girls. It 

began with a budget of only two million Saudi Riy[ls in 1960, whereas the budget for boys’ 

schools was 12,268,000 Saudi Riy[ls in that year.  al-Ri>[sah’s budget increased eight-fold in 

its first four years. The number of female students, also rose by approximately five times in 

the same period from 11,812 in the first year to 50,000 in 1965.(79) ‘By 1980 the number of 

students registered in the elementary schools was 311,725. A comparison with 1947, in which 

there were 215,454, shows that 20,000 students were added every year’.(80) 

 
To summarise, it is apparent that women’s education in Saudi Arabia was established 

gradually, passing through five stages and keeping in step with developments in Saudi 

society’s awareness. Firstly, girls were taught in Kutt[bs even though the number of girls 

studying in these places was small. Secondly, formal education for boys started in Saudi 

Arabia but then they were sent to study abroad which prepared their society to accept 

education in general and increased the public’s awareness of the importance of education. 

After that, the establishment of organised private schools for girls was allowed, supported 

financially by the government. The fourth stage was the establishment of optional formal 

girls’ schools emphasising the role of the <Ulama> supervised by the Mufti Mu+ammad Ibn 

{l al-Shaykh. The last stage was the integration of al-Ri>[sah into the Ministry of Education 

in March 2002.(81)  

 

                                                 
(77) See as an example: al-Qa~\m Magazine 19-10-1960 No.45 p.5. Under the pseudonym of B.Gh. also see the 
same magazine 13-12-1961. No.103. Under the pseudonym of S[rah    

 
(78)

 See: al-Washm\. p. 166. 
(79)See: Al-Hefdhy. pp.71,72. 
(80)Ibid. p.72. 
(81) See Al-Washm\. p.164.  
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The struggle over the principle of women’s education had ended and society moved on to 

discuss what girls should learn. As mentioned above, the royal decree of 1959 laid down the 

subjects taught in these schools and allocated responsibility for designing the curriculum. The 

<Ulam[> in Saudi Arabia continued supervising al-Ri>[sah whose curriculum was criticised in 

many studies. It was claimed that the subjects in the girls’ curriculum did not develop their 

powers of thought and that they were designed only to fill empty papers.  An example which 

clearly illustrates the problem of the difference between girls’ and boys’ education can be 

seen in the reading book for Year One: Ahmad writes and <Umar reads in the boys’ book 

while in the girls book <Af[f sews and Sus[n cooks.(82) Also, all texts in the Year Seven 

reading book were written by men except one which was a text written by the Andalusian 

poet |amd]na; in the footnote, they mentioned that there is disagreement about the 

attribution of this text to her.(83)  
 

The issue of the girls’ curriculum became a subject for public debate in the last two decades, 

and it has been argued that it was designed to consolidate male supremacy. Although the 

curriculum was programmed for females, most of its topics were relevant to males which did 

not help to fulfil women’s femininity.(84). In addition, the perception of women’s absence 

from the curriculum is evident throughout the topics chosen. For example, there were twenty 

texts in Year Eight addressed to males and none addressed anything to females.(85)  

 
4.4. Women’s higher education: 
 
 As a result of the success of girls’ education in primary and secondary schools, society was 

assured that education for daughters was a very important matter. King Sa<]d University 

started to offer courses for women in 1961 but they studied only as affiliated students.(86) 

Public awareness became keener and ‘pressure increased to create a university for girls’.(87) 

The first girls’ college in Saudi Arabia was established in Riyadh in 1970 and in 1975, girls’ 

colleges of education were founded in the more important cities of Saudi Arabia, such as 

                                                 
(82)

 See: Al-M]sh\, S[lima. Al-|ar\m al-thaq[fi bayn al-Th[bit wa al-M]ta+awil, (Riyadh: D[r al-Mufrad[t, 
2004), p 23.  
(83) See: ibid. p.26. 
(84) See:  Al-M]sh\. p.27. 
(85) See: ibid. p.26. 
(86) See: Bubshait p. 41. 
(87) Al-Mouhanis, Zakiah, Higher Education for Women in Saudi Arabia, University of San Francisco, thesis, 
1986, p 33.  
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Makka, Damm[m and Jeddah.(88) ‘By the beginning of 1979, the administration had 

established junior colleges to train women for teaching in the intermediate and secondary 

schools’.(89)  

 
Today, the number of female students in higher education has increased dramatically in all 

Saudi Universities. For example, by 1995, the number of female students in King Sa<]d 

University was 20,655; in Imam Muhammad bin Saud University it was 7,606; and in King 

Fay~al  University 7671 students attended.(90)  

 
Later, the number of high school graduates increased and the institutions of higher education 

were unable to offer work opportunities for the graduates as teachers. In addition, society 

needed women to do other jobs rather than teaching such as nursing and social work. 

Therefore, Universities and the Ministry of Education took the serious step of establishing 

community colleges for girls. The first college was established in Tab]k in 2000; then more 

than twenty community colleges were founded in Saudi Arabia. The number of female 

students in these colleges reached 6,882 students in 2005.(91)   

   
Al-Ri>[sah opened post-graduate programmes for women in 1976 to train them to teach in 

girls’ colleges of education, and to offer opportunities for women to learn and work at Saudi 

universities. The number of post-graduates registered in 2005 was more than four thousand 

female students in all Saudi universities.(92)    

 
There was no social objection to higher education because since the 1960s there was an 

increase in awareness of the benefits of education. Also, it is noted that the number of female 

students has steadily increased every year, which demonstrates that society has realised the 

importance of educating women. As a result, society avoided one of the most divisive 

problems it has known since the creation of the Kingdom. In addition, the benefit of offering 

opportunities for women to learn and work is that it develops their powers of thought in such 

a way that now Saudi women are able to discuss their issues and offer their opinions. Also, 

higher education opens the door for women to read important writers and write about their 

                                                 
(88) See: al-Mouhanis. p 34. 
(89) See: ibid. p.34. 
(90) See: Bubshait  p  41. 
(91) See: ibid p  42. 
(92)

 See: ibid. pp 43-44.  
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ideas academically. Therefore, women have begun to participate in the literary movement in 

Saudi Arabia by expressing their emotional and social sufferings through various literary 

forms.   

 
5. Women’s employment 

Islam teaches equality between men and women in their rights relating to trades and 

possession; a woman is also independent in her own business. Women, therefore, have rights 

in all financial practices such as selling, buying and transferring. However, there is a problem 

in Saudi Arabia in that women’s perceived weakness is exploited and they often tend to be 

deceived in money matters.  

 
There is an association between women’s education and women’s work because before 

education, women were not qualified to work. Also, the Government did not offer jobs to 

women before issuing the royal decree. In 1960 al-Ri>[sah established 15 primary schools for 

girls and offered 114 opportunities for women to work as teachers. The number of Saudi 

teachers in these schools had been 14 and the new appointments for women established 

governmental work for Saudi women in Saudi Arabia.(93) Subsequently, the opportunities for  

women to work increased dramatically from 14 teachers in 1960 to 130 teachers in 1963. In 

1996, the number of Saudi women teachers reached 135,584.(94) In 2003, the number of Saudi 

women in the education sector was 237,940 which was approximately 84% of the total 

number of women working in the governmental sector.(95)    

 
The Government also attempted to open the door for women to work in other sectors of 

government; for example, in hospitals, at the Ministry of Social Affairs and in the media.(96) 

However, women still faced difficulties for social and practical reasons but most of these 

difficulties stemmed from the  strength of social traditions. Restrictions within the family 

constituted one of these problems, because when a woman found a suitable job, she 

sometimes faced opposition from her husband or father whom traditionally, she had to 

                                                 
(93) See: al-Dukhayyil, Waf\qa, <Amal al-Mar>ah al-Su<]diyya, (Riyadh: Maktabat al-Malik Abd al-<Az\z al-
<{mma, 2000), p 93. 
(94)See: ibid. pp.93.101. 
(95)  See: Al-Jurays\, Hud[, al-Mar>ah f\ S]q al-<Amal. In Al-Mr>ah al-Su<]diyah: Ru>[ <{lamiyya, p 85.  
(96) See:  ibid. pp. 163.186. 
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obey.(97) Secondly, there is the problem of transportation since women are not allowed to 

drive and their relatives may not be willing to take them to work. Thirdly, there is the 

problem of rumours; people in Saudi Arabia show contempt for women who work in a job 

requiring them to be in contact with men;(98) for example,  in a hospital or in the media.  

 
In addition, there are practical reasons why women are not encouraged to work; for example, 

there are no financial incentives because Islam obligates men to feed their families. Also, 

some families do not need money and women, therefore, do not need to work. Secondly, 

there are limited opportunities for women because they commonly work in the women’s 

sectors.(99) These difficulties have resulted in an increase in the number of women working in 

the education sector because girls’ schools are considered to be the most suitable places for 

Saudi women. Women’s education is the biggest sector that is separated from men,  but the 

disadvantage of this  is that very few women work in other jobs; in 2003 the percentage of 

women working in  sectors other than education was a mere 7,5%.(100) 

 

On the other hand, women contribute to investment in Saudi Arabia, though the number of 

female investors is still low. In 2003, the Chamber of Commerce in Saudi Arabia announced 

that the number of women registered was 2,398, which amounts to 5.8% of the total. 

Furthermore, because of the limitations in their investment experience, they are concentrated 

in small projects.(101)   

 
6. The Effects of the Events of September 11th, 2001, on the Status of 

Women in Saudi Arabia  

The events of September 11th, 2001 prompted a revolution in the social and cultural 

movement in Saudi Arabia, which instigated many changes in many sectors. The revolution 

raised big questions about whether the sectors of the government gives citizens their rights 

and prepares good members of society. These events also resulted, in an indirect way, in a 

reconsideration of the Islamic discourse that had dominated for a long time. It is important to 

examine the changes that happened for women in Saudi Arabia after the events of September 

                                                 
(97) See: Al-{gh[,  Far\da and <{>isha al-M[ni<, p 51. 
(98) See: ibid, p 51.  
(99) See: ibid, p 51.  
(100)See: al-Jurays\. p 85. 
(101) See: : ibid. p. 86. 
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11 in order to see its impact on women writers. Discussion of women’s rights, one of the 

most prominent social issues, underwent a significant change in both the government and 

popular culture. The freedom to discuss and criticise the problems facing society was the 

most important factor in prompting change. The freedom to criticise is fundamental to the 

ability of the country to open its eyes to the real problems that the Kingdom faces, to propose 

different solutions and to choose the best one. In the educational system, for example, since 

September 11 Saudi intellectuals, ‘have begun freely to debate in the press the content of 

such reforms’.(102) They emphasised that in general the curriculum does not prepare students  

to find suitable jobs after graduating from these schools.   

 
In addition, the curriculum has been criticised outside the country, especially in the United 

States where it is believed that it encourages pupils to practise violence against western 

countries. It was maintained that there was an over emphasis on the teaching of religion and 

the Arabic language: 30 percent in primary schools, 24 percent in secondary schools and 14 

percent in high schools.(103) However, the majority of Saudi intellectuals, whether Islamists or 

liberals, refused to countenance any interference by other countries in their educational 

system. They defended its aims and asserted that many Saudi intellectuals had graduated 

from Saudi Arabian schools.(104)  

 
Both opinions alerted the Ministry of Education to the need to revise its curricula and make 

changes to improve them. After adding some amendments to the content of the curricula, the 

Ministry of Education unified the curricula for boys’ and girls’ schools in 2003.(105) This 

happened after the integration of al-Ri>[sah into the Ministry of Education in 2002 which 

eliminated the independence of al-Ri>[sah. This idea strengthened education in Saudi Arabia, 

since it removed the separation of efforts. It also supported the Ministry of Education to draw 

its plan for boys and girls by unifying responsibility for education.  

 
 Criticism, after the events of September 11, also resulted in the positive measure of giving 

women the right to be leaders. The first step was the appointment of N]ra al-F[yiz (1954-…) 

                                                 
(102)

 Menoret, p 202. 
(103) See: ibid. p. 198 
(104) See: ibid. p.198. 
(105) See: al-Sayf, Mu+ammad, Al-^ull[b wa al-^[lib[t fi Manhaj W[+id wa Lughat W[+idah. Al-sharq al-A]sa% 
newspaper. Saturday 20 September 2003.   
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as the Deputy Education Minister for Girls’ Affairs in 2009.(106) Al-Fayiz is the first Saudi 

woman to occupy a ministerial position, which illustrates how serious the Government came 

to view Saudi women’s status. This royal decree is considered to be an important decision, 

and one which acknowledged Saudi women’s ability to take responsibilities and to participate 

in the development of the country. This action encouraged ministers to promise to give well-

educated women the opportunity to be appointed to higher status jobs. <Abd al-<Az\z Kh]ja 

(1942-…), the Minister of Information, has announced that the doors of his Ministry are open 

for women to occupy its higher positions but this is, however, conditional on their 

qualifications and abilities.(107)  

 
On September 25th, 2011, King Abd All[h  (1924-…) referred, during his speech in Majlis 

Ash-Shura (The consultative council in Saudi Arabia), to his decision about the participation 

of women in Majlis Ash-Shura as members, starting in the following term. He emphasised 

that the reason behind this decision was that he refused to marginalise the role of women in 

Saudi society. The King’s speech mentioned that the decision was made after consulting with 

the <Ulam[> and the participation, therefore, was according to the Islamic criteria.(108) In 

addition, according to the King’s speech, women had the right to run, and vote in the council 

elections. (109) This decision opened a huge debate among the <Ulam[> and the intellectuals in 

Saudi Arabia; for example, Sheikh @[li+ al-Lu+ayd[n (1930-…), who is one of the well-

known members of the Senior Religious Authority and the previous president of the High 

Judiciary Council of Saudi Arabia, showed indirect objection to this decision emphasising 

that he had not been consulted even though he was eligible for consultation according to his 

long history in the Senior Religious Authority.(110)  

    
It is also significant that the Saudi government realised the importance of establishing 

connections with other countries in order to benefit from their experience and understand 

their civilisations. Therefore, the Saudi Government took steps to provide for the education of 

                                                 
(106) See: “al-Malik <Abd All[h Yujadid al-Dawla wa ^um]+[t al-Mujtama<”Al-Riyadh newspaper. 14846, Feb 
15, 2009. Accessed: 12 April 2010 http://www.alriyadh.com/2009/02/15/article409691.html  
(107) See: “Abw[b waz[rat\ maft]+a” Al-|ayat newspaper, August  23, 2009.  
(108)  King Abd All[h speech “King Abdullah: We refuse to marginalize the role of women in society 
On homeland .. Woman member of the Shura Council and municipal councils”. See: al-Balaw\, <Abd al-Salam, 
“F\ Ya]m al-Wa%an.. al-Mar>at <U#w f\ al-Showr[ wa>l-Maj[lis al-Baladiyya” September 26, 2011, 15799, al-
Riyadh newspaper,  Accessed: 23 Nov 2011  http://www.alriyadh.com/2011/09/26/article670109.html   
(109)

 See: ibid, http://www.alriyadh.com/2011/09/26/article670109.html 
(110) This has been taken from al-Jaw[b al-K[f\’s programme (The Sufficient Answer) on al-Majd channel in 
September, 30, 2011.     

http://www.alriyadh.com/2009/02/15/article409691.html
http://www.alriyadh.com/2011/09/26/article670109.html
http://www.alriyadh.com/2011/09/26/article670109.html
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students abroad by opening the King <Abd All[h scholarship programme. The number of 

students studying abroad reached 150,000 males and females,(111) and is regarded as the most 

important project in the history of higher education in Saudi Arabia.  

 
This programme started at the beginning of King <Abd All[h’s era, in 2006, at a cost of seven 

billion Saudi Riyals. This higher education programme is divided into five stages. Higher 

education establishments have chosen about 26 countries according to Saudi Arabia’s needs 

for development. In addition, higher education establishments selected the academic subjects 

needed by the Kingdom so that students are able to contribute to the development of their 

country.(112) This programme gives equal opportunity to men and women so that women have 

the right to learn and study abroad. In addition, women can choose any subject that they are 

interested in rather than being restricted to working in the educational sector.     

    
One of the changes after the events of September 11th was the foundation of the King <Abd 

al-Az\z Centre for National Dialogue. The royal decree to found this centre was issued in July 

2003 and it was established as a national independent institution. The aim of establishing this 

centre was to spread the understanding of dialogue between the members of society and to 

make such dialogue an important feature of social life. Also, it aims to establish a basis for 

national unity in Saudi Arabia in spite of the fact that people have different opinions.(113).  

 
This centre started in Riyadh where the first meeting was held between 15-18/7/2003(114) 

followed by the founding of the Centre.(115) As the national meetings progressed they 

attracted people’s attention; and it was noticed that the number of citizens following these 

meeting had increased from one meeting to another, due to extensive media coverage. 

Therefore, awareness of the importance of dialogue started to spread.(116)  

 

                                                 
(111) See al-Gh[mid\, Asmah[n, “al-Mamlakah Istathmarat al-<uq]l” September 22, 2012, 16161, Al-Riyadh 
newspaper , Accessed: 22 Sep 2012:  http://www.alriyadh.com/2012/09/22/article770177.html 
(112)  See: the announcement of the deputy higher education minister for scholarship in “al-M]s[: Barn[maj 
Kh[dim al-|aramayn al-Shar\fayn |aqaq Naj[+an B[hiran”  June, 22, 2009, Albilad newspaper, Accessed 23, 

June 2010:  http://www.albiladdaily.com/news.php?action=show&id=31047   
(113) See: Markaz al-Malik <Abd Abd All[h  li>l-|iw[r al-Wa%an\ min Wijhat Na&ar al-Mujtama<, (Riyadh: 
Markaz al-Malik <Abd Abd All[h  li>l-|iw[r al-Wa%an\, 2007), p 4. 
(114) See: “al-Liq[> al-Wa%an\ al-Awwal li>l-|iw[r al-Fikr\” June, 15-18, 2003, Accessed: 11 June 2010: 
http://www.kacnd.org/first_national_meeting.asp  
(115) See: Markaz al-malik <Abd All[h lil+iw[r al-Wa%ani. p 40. 
(116) See: ibid. p.40. 

http://www.alriyadh.com/2012/09/22/article770177.html
http://www.albiladdaily.com/news.php?action=show&id=31047
http://www.kacnd.org/first_national_meeting.asp
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 It was clear to observers that women were beginning to attend the meetings because more 

and more of their issues were being addressed. Ten women participated in the first national 

meeting which was about Fighting Fanaticism and Extremism, along with seventy four 

men.(117) However, thirty five women participated in the third national meeting which 

equalled the number of men.(118) People in Saudi Arabia started listening to women and 

hearing their opinions on different issues in the country. In addition, the King <Abd al-<Az\z 

Centre allocated one of the meetings entirely to women’s problems under the title of 

Women's Rights.(119)   

  

The foundation of the Human Rights Commission was one of the consequences of the events 

of September 11th. It was established in March 2004 under the supervision of the Council of 

Ministers and the decision of its foundation detailed its functions.(120) Although there is a big 

question mark about the supervision of the Council of Ministers, it is thought to be a very 

good way of considering  human rights. Time and popular effort will have the responsibility 

for separating this commission from the control of government.  

 
The Commission has begun to carry out its duties in Saudi Arabia and “the rights of women” 

is one of the most important matters it oversees; since there are many problems facing 

women in Saudi society and the Commission is attempting to address them. One of the 

phenomena for Saudi women is child marriage, which often happens in rural or urban areas 

which lack education. The families practice the custom of marrying their young daughters to 

old men, for money. The Commission is concerned about this problem and they co-operate 

with other governmental sectors to eliminate it.(121) Another example of the Commission’s 

efforts on women’s behalf is their attempt to address the problem of unemployment among 

Saudi women which  affects 36 percent of graduates. They demanded that opportunities were 

                                                 
(117)  See: “al-Liq[> al-Wa%an\ al-Th[n\ li>l-|iw[r al-Fikr\” Accessed:19 June 2009  
http://www.kacnd.org/second_national_meeting.asp  
(118) See “al-Liq[> al-Wa%an\ al-Th[lith li>l-|iw[r al-Fikr\” Accessed:19 June 2009: 

http://www.kacnd.org/third_national_meeting.asp  
(119)

 See “Third National Meeting” Accessed:19 June 2009 : http://www.kacnd.org/eng/Third_meeting.asp  
(120) For more details see the website of the Human Rights Commission in this link: 
http://nshr.org.sa/tabid/146/Default.aspx   
(121) See: The announcement of the president of the commission, The periodical of Human Rights Commission 
issue number 20. p.12. 

http://www.kacnd.org/second_national_meeting.asp
http://www.kacnd.org/third_national_meeting.asp
http://www.kacnd.org/eng/Third_meeting.asp
http://nshr.org.sa/tabid/146/Default.aspx
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created so that graduate women could work in suitable jobs; and they referred to the 

successful experience of women working in different sectors in the Saudi Government.(122)   

 
The events of September 11th 2011 played an important role in the development of the 

movement towards the wider publication of works by women writers in Saudi Arabia. The 

events raised many questions about religion, education and women, leading to the publication 

of many books in these areas. The main objective for publishing these books is to construct 

an attitude to the events of September 11th. For example, many women writers have 

published novels after these events; and when we compare the number of novels published 

after September 11th to those published before, we find that the former outnumber the latter 

despite the shorter period of time. It has been emphasised that these events played an 

effective role in awakening women in Saudi Arabia to participate in answering the questions 

raised after the events. (123)    

 

7. Conclusion  

It is clear that the status of women in Saudi Arabia has undergone noticeable development 

since the introduction of girls’ education. Because of the intellectual movement observers 

saw great improvements in women’s rights that had been limited by a lack of awareness in 

Saudi society. However, it is clear that there are some obstacles in the way of the 

development of women’s status in Saudi Arabia although the Saudi Government has shown 

its concern by establishing institutions to serve society, and recognising that women are an 

important section of the community. Islamic doctrine remains the most important engine that 

leads women from one stage to another and Islamic discourse, therefore, takes the lead in any 

work done for women.  

 

Saudi society itself presents women with difficulties by imposing many kinds of restrictions 

on them; yet, confusion between Islam and social tradition is one of the obstacles in the way 

of elevating women’s status. Therefore, allowing the media to broadcast women’s voices 

discussing the difficulties they face is one of the ways of increasing social awareness. Also, 

                                                 
(122) See: ibid p.2.  
(123) See: al-Rif[<\. p.54. 
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the ideological struggles between intellectuals in the Saudi cultural field contribute to raising 

women’s awareness about their problems.  

 
As a result, Saudi Arabian female novelists who feel and understand the many problems 

facing women in their country attempt to illustrate these difficulties in their novels. In Saudi 

Arabia the novel is considered to be one of the most effective means of expressing issues 

because observers are able to see the public’s reaction to them. For example, the novel 

entitled, Ban[t al-Riy[# (The girls of Riyadh) has raised an important question about the 

status of girls in Saudi Arabia not only among the critics but also in  society as a whole.(124) 

This suggests that when the novelists deliver their message to readers it has the effect of 

shocking them. In general, it is true to say that women writers supported the development of 

the women’s movement in Saudi literature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
(124) See more details about this novel p 232, 233 in this thesis.  
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Chapter Two: Introduction  

1. Hypothesis 

Since 2002, there has been an increase in the number of novels published by women novelists 

in Saudi Arabia,(125) which is a fact that raises a variety of questions: Why was there an 

increase in the publication of women’s novels during that particular time? Has women’s 

awareness of their problems been developed in their novels? What are the factors that 

contribute to the development of the work of Saudi female novelists and what aspects of this 

development can be discussed? Are these works of sufficient artistic value to place them in 

the Saudi Arabian literary landscape? In the light of these questions, it is necessary to 

examine the phenomenon and to trace its origins.  

 

 

2. The importance of studying this subject: 

 In the last decade, as the number of published novels grew, women’s literature has become 

an important subject, particularly due to the concern this literature has generated amongst 

critics in Saudi Arabia. The considerable number of published Saudi women’s novels invites 

critics’ attempts to interpret the rise of this genre at this particular time. In comparison with 

their interest in reading and writing poetry, female authors have demonstrated greater interest 

in producing novels. It is well known that two Saudi women novelists turned to writing 

novels after they had published their first collection of poems; a clear sign that women have 

begun to establish themselves in this specific literary form.(126) Furthermore, Saudi women 

play an important role in the emergence of the Saudi novel as a whole even though most 

critics ignored this crucial role before the new millennium. 

 

                                                 
(125) The novels published from 2002-2011 are listed in this thesis. See: pp 190-192.  
(126) Zaynab |afn\ and Bash[>ir Mu+ammad published their first novel after publishing their collection of poems. 
For more details, al-Rif[<\, Kh[lid, “Thaman al-Shukiy[ta: Bash[>ir Bi-M\l[d Basha>ir “1”, April 21, 2008, 244, 
al-Majalla al-Thaq[fiyya, Accessed 20 Jan 2010 

http://www.al-jazirah.com.sa/culture/2008/21042008/read47.htm 

. 

http://www.al-jazirah.com.sa/culture/2008/21042008/read47.htm
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Through the experience of studying women’s novels, the importance of discussing women’s 

issues outlined in novels written by Saudi female novelists becomes obvious. Its importance 

can be broadly divided into the following categories:  

 

Firstly, women in Arab societies protect their privacy, which distinguishes them from women 

in other societies and this preference is derived from a variety of effective authorities. 

Primarily, their instinct for privacy stems from the Islamic teachings, which is the most 

important authority for women. Secondly, the traditions and customs of societies in which 

they live dictate the rules that must be obeyed. However, women’s sense of privacy has the 

effect of encouraging Saudi intellectuals, especially men, to write about women’s issues and 

their needs from the male perspective. Yet, given women’s natural predisposition of being 

more capable of addressing their own specific issues, it seems logical to explore their novels 

in order to understand these issues from the woman’s point of view.  

 

Secondly, some literary critics argue that the artistic value of a novel is the main criteria for 

its classification, since novelists cannot properly convey their message unless their works 

demonstrate adequate artistic value. For example, if a story seems to be absurd, it might be 

problematic to view it as a novel even though the author described it as such. Similarly, 

although there are many stories published in Saudi Arabia as novels with an explicit claim 

found on the cover presenting the story as a “novel”, critics tend to often dismiss this claim, if 

they do not believe that these stories fulfil the artistic aspects of the novel. Therefore, an 

analysis of the artistic value of Saudi women’s novels help to navigate us through different 

stages of qualitative development of Saudi women’s novels and to recognise factors that play 

a role in the artistic awareness of Saudi novelists.         

Thirdly, an analysis of the Saudi women’s novel offers an insight into the development of 

women’s novels at each stage. In addition, the reader can see the correlation between the 

development of Saudi society, the novel as a literary form and the women’s voices in 

addressing their issues.  

Fourthly, through studying the way women’s issues are presented in the Saudi women’s 

novel the reader acquires understanding of how women’s awareness has been developed. As 

explained later, the Saudi female novelists represent large segments of their society 
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encompassing different regions, tribes and classes. Furthermore, by contrasting the various 

stages, the reader is able to understand the influences on this development, whether direct or 

indirect. 

Fifthly, by examining women’s issues in novels written by Saudi women the connection 

between the development of the novel, the bourgeoning of the novelists’ own society and the 

advancement of the expression of women’s needs is revealed. 

 

3. Theoretical framework: 

This thesis focuses on tracing novels written by Saudi women and highlighting their 

development throughout their history in order to discover the development of Saudi women 

novelists’ awareness and the extent to which they have kept up with their societies at 

different stages. Therefore, it is appropriate to adopt feminist literary theory as a theoretical 

framework in this thesis, since it derives its subject from the creative literary works of 

women. The importance of studying Saudi women’s novels stems from the importance of 

hearing their voices and reading about their needs and demands within Saudi society, 

particularly provided that one of the most important instruments for expressing these issues is 

the art of the novel. Looking carefully at the changes in societies around the world, especially 

in Arabic countries, we will see that feminist movements have developed via the efforts of 

critics who recovered women’s artistic works and studied them to understand their 

progression. 

 

In this regard, Elaine Showalter, as one of ‘the most influential American critics of the 

second wave’(127)of feminist criticism, has made a considerable contribution to the study of 

women’s literature. She refers to two types of feminist criticism; ‘the first type is concerned 

with women as reader, which Showalter labels “feminist critique”. The second type deals 

with women as writer’,(128) through Showalter’s emphasis on the importance of rereading 

women’s literature. Furthermore, she reflects on the history of British women’s writers and 

classifies their works whilst reaching a conclusion that British women’s awareness has passed 

                                                 
(127) Selden, Raman, Widdowson, Peter and Brooker, Peter. Reader’s Guide to Contemporary Literary Theory. 
(London: Pearson Education Limited, 5th  ed, 2005), p 127. 
(128) Moi, Toril, “Sexual/Textual Politics: Feminism Literary Theory”, in Eagleton, Mary, Feminism Literary 
Theory, (Oxford: Basil Blackwell Ltd, 1986), p 191.   
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through three important phases called by her as the ‘feminine, ‘feminist’ and ‘female’ stages. 

During the ‘feminine’ phase, (dating from about 1840 to 1880), women writers in an effort to 

equal the intellectual achievements of male culture internalised its assumptions about female 

nature. In the ‘feminist’ phase, (from about 1880 to 1920 or the granting of the right to vote), 

women were historically enabled to reject the accommodating postures of ‘femininity’ and 

used literature, ‘to dramatise the ordeals of wronged womanhood. In the female phase, 

ongoing since 1920, women reject both imitation and protest two forms of dependency and 

turn instead to female experience as the source of an autonomous art, extending the feminist 

analysis of culture to the forms and technique of literature’.(129) Showalter attempts to follow 

the novels in each stage to find the characteristics of each phase. In this regard, it is important 

to see how women’s literature is different and special, in order to reach this goal. Showalter 

emphasises that it is necessary to return to the history of women’s literature and restructure it 

to discover some women writers who have become obscure. This kind of study supports the 

continuity of women’s literary production through tracing and evaluating it from decade to 

decade instead of ignoring many women writers and focusing exclusively on examining 

women’s works of a certain level of perceived quality.(130)      

 

Through her definition of feminist literary criticism, Showalter stresses the idea of women as 

producers of literature, since she refers to the subjects of feminist literary criticism: the 

history, themes, and structure of literature, etc. She also includes in the subjects of feminist 

literary criticism the ‘psychodynamics of female creativity linguistic and the problem of a 

female language; the trajectory of the individual or collective female literary career; literary 

history; and of course, studies of particular writers or works’.(131) Showalter uses the term 

‘Gynocritics’ to refer to the study of these subjects concentrating on texts written by 

women.(132) In her book A Literature of Their Own, Showalter looks at the way in which 

women’s self-awareness appears in their writing and how their self-awareness has been 

translated into a literary form.(133)     

                                                 
(129) Showalter, Elaine, “Towards a Feminist poetics”, in Showalter, Elaine, The New Feminist Criticism: Essays 
on Women, literature and Theory, (New York: Pantheon Books, 1985), pp 137-139.  
(130)See: ibid. p 137.  
(131) ibid. p 128. 
(132) See: Humm, Maggie. Dictionary of Feminist Theory, (New York; London: Prentice Hall/Harvester 
Wheatsheaf, 1995), p 116 
(133)See: Showalter, Elaine, A Literature of Their Own: British Women Novelists From Bronte to Lessing, 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977), p 12. 
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Clearly, Elaine Showalter’s theory applies to issues concerning western women’s writers in 

terms of a patriarchal society of the 18th and 19th century. At this point, it is worth reiterate 

that there are and always have been clear social, political and cultural differences between 

Saudi society and British society. However, much of her comments might be as well applied 

to women’s writings in Saudi Arabia during the decades that are a focus of this thesis given 

that the basic elements of her theory addresses similar issues: the history, the literary works, 

and the development of women’s awareness. Similar to the way Showalter divides British 

women’s novels into three stages according to the characteristics of their development, this 

thesis categorises Saudi women’s novels into four stages according to the characteristics of 

the development of two pertinent themes that this thesis focuses on. In addition, in a way that 

Showalter refers to the factors that affected the development of British women’s awareness, 

this thesis considers the factors contributed to development of the consciousness of Saudi 

women’s novelists from one stage to another stage. In her article “Women’s Time, Women’s 

Space writing The History of Feminist Criticism”, Elaine Showalter emphasises the idea that 

her theory could be possibly applied on the literature of women anywhere: 

 

‘In addition to having a broad social and intellectual base, feminist 
criticism is unusually wide in scope. It is not limited or even partial to a 
single national literature, or century; it is interdisciplinary in theory and 
practice’.(134)        

  

Therefore, the analysis of women’s novels has been adopted by Arabic criticism, whereby 

Arab critics use the Showalter method to analyse the writings of Arab women. It is clear to 

see, when the critics focus on the history of Arabic women’s writings, the value of tracing 

their works and of considering the development of women’s consciousness. In her attempt to 

study the history of women’s awareness, Alanoud Al-Sharekh adopts Elaine Showalter’s 

work by diving the stages of Arabian women writers’ development into three discreet parts 

whilst entitling each stage in the same way as Showalter: the feminine, the feminist and the 

female. Al-Sharekh emphasises that the structure of her book is, ‘based on the work of Elaine 

Showalter, A Literature of Their Own, her research on British women writers in which she 

                                                 
(134) Showalter, Elaine, Women’s Time, Women’s Space Writing the History of Feminist Criticism, in Benstock, 
Shari, Feminist Issues in Literary Scholarship, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987), p 31.   
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suggests that there are three phases in the evaluation of the novel as a form of female artistic 

expression’.(135)     

  

Another work in Arabic criticism which adopts feminist literary theory to study women’s 

novels is Rifqa D]d\n’s book entitled, ‘Khi%[b al-Riw[ya al-Niswiyya al-<Arabiyya al-

Mu<[~ira: Thim[t wa Taqniy[t (The Discourse of Modern Arabic Feminist Novel: Themes 

and Techniques). He emphasises that he adopted the criteria of feminist criticism as the 

methodology of his study. The author refers to Showalter’s work as an important milestone in 

the history of feminist criticism.(136)   

 

4. The methodology of the study: 

Maintaining Elaine Showalter’s theory as a point of reference, this study hinges on the 

observation of women’s novels in Saudi Arabia historically, dividng the observed period into 

four important stages. Representative novels have been selected at each stage in order to 

highlight the most important women’s issues in the female novelists’ perspective, and to trace 

the development of their awareness of women’s issues. An analysis of Saudi women’s novels 

reveals a trend followed by female novelists, whereby they address women’s problems 

through a criticism of two social powers: the power of their society and the power of men. 

Therefore, the thesis focuses on these two important powers in order to explore the 

development of women’s awareness in terms of tackling these social authorities. It is worth 

pointing out that there is an overlap between the two powers that has to and will be taken into 

consideration while treating these issues.    

 

The four stages into which the observed period have been divided were formed according to 

the theme and the artistic value of the analysed novels where each stage has its own thematic 

aspects, (i.e. we shall discuss different themes and their artistic value). Historical events play 

an important role in the formation of each stage, and therefore this study will highlight the 

character of historical circumstances at the beginning of each stage.  

 

                                                 
(135) Al-Sharekh, Alanoud, Angry Words Softly Spoken: A comparative Study of English and Arabic Women 
Writers, (London: Saffron Books, 2006), p.12.    
(136)  See: D]d\n. Rifqa, Khi%[b al-Riy[yya al-Niswiyya al-<Arabiyya al-Mu<[~ira: Thim[t wa Taqniy[t, 
(Amman: n pub, 2007), pp. 9-21. 
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Specifically, this study focuses on the way that female novelists treat women’s problems, 

hence it is appropriate that the observation adopts an eclectic method when choosing the 

representative novels at each stage. The analytic method is another critical tool adopted in 

this study; this method is used when exploring the artistic value of the work and highlighting 

hidden meanings.   

 

Considering the vast number of women’s novels, an analysis of all the novels by this thesis 

would be impossible; therefore, it is logical to adopt an eclectic method. This study divides 

women’s issues into four stages whilst each stage starts and ends with a discussion of the 

thematic, artistic and historical issues influencing writings in general and women’s novels in 

particular. The stages are as follows: 

1- Early beginnings (1958-1979).(137) 

2-  The Establishment of the Saudi Women’s Novel (1980-1989).(138) 

3-  The Coming of Age of Saudi Women’s Novels (1990-2001).(139) 

4-  The Popularisation of the Saudi women’s novel (2002-2011).(140) 

As mentioned, due to practical considerations, covering all the women’s novels written 

during the period cannot be achieved, therefore, an obvious question arises: how to select a 

representative sample of the novels. The approach adopted in this study follows four carefully 

considered steps: 

 

First: To collect all the novels in the stage and then placing them in order according to the 

date of their publication, thus the reader is made aware of the number of novels and novelists 

in each stage.  

 

Second: To exclude novels that do not cover issues that are a focus of Saudi female novelists 

work, especially since one of the main concerns of this thesis is the development of Saudi 
                                                 
(137) The author of this thesis agrees with the division of al-Rif[<\ who calls it al-Riy[da and Jar\d\ who calls it 
al-Bid[y[t as the 1958-1979 is the first stage of Saudi women’s novels. Al-Wahh[b\ expands it to 1980.     
(138) Jar\d\ disagrees with this period since he argues that the second stage extends from 1980-1999 and calls it 
al-Nu#j. Al-Wahh[b\ dates it from 1981-1991. This thesis agrees with al-Rif[<\’s division and title as he calls it 
al-Ta>s\s. 
(139)  This thesis refers to 2001 as the end of this stage because of the importance of the events of September, 11th 
2001 and its effects on Saudi society and its literature. It agrees with al-Rif[<\’s title as he calls it al-Izdih[r.  
(140) Jar\d\ and al-Rif[<\ refer to 2000 as the beginning of a new stage whereas al-Wahh[b\ stopped his critique at 
the third stage of his division which is between 1992-2002. The main reason for starting this era from 2002 is 
the events of September, 11th 2001. Al-Rif[<\ calls this stage al-Intish[r and Jar\d\ calls it al-Thawra  
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female novelists’ awareness of two problems that tax Saudi women in society, the two 

authorities, men and society. 

 

Third: Not to include stories that do not fulfil the accepted artistic aspects of the novel as 

many critics dismissed them as such even though their writers have presented them as novels. 

 

Fourth: To choose the representative novels at each stage according to four important criteria: 

the quality of the novel, the value of the novelist at the particular stage, the way women’s 

issues are treated and the way issues in the novel are supported by at least another novel at 

the same stage.  

 

These standards may raise an objection in a sense that they might present a wrong picture of 

these stages when light is thrown on the ‘best’ novels in the stage and the stage is then judged 

according to them. However, the novels of each stage are in general artistically close so that 

the artistic features are considered while classifying the stages. Importantly, the novels that 

do not fulfil the aspects of the novel are excluded from the study. In addition, when a 

representative novel is chosen, the issues explored in the novel must be supported by another 

novel in the same stage to make the issue clear for the reader, and furthermore, to give a 

clearer picture of the stage in question. Therefore, a section called Comparisons and 

Contrasts in each chapter is devoted to examining whether the characteristics are supported 

by other novels or not.     

 

The title of the thesis mentions the word “Saudi” and thus, it is important to refer to the 

meaning of this word in this thesis. There are some critics who exclude the novelists who live 

outside the country, even though their nationality is Saudi Arabian. These critics do not 

consider such writers to be Saudi novelists because they believe that their works do not 

represent the nature of Saudi society. The meaning of the word “Saudi” in this study is 

classified according to a novelist’s nationality regardless of her place of residence; for 

example, even though Hud[ al-Rash\d has spent most of her life in London,(141) she is 

included in this study, as her nationality is Saudi Arabian. On the other hand, there are some 

                                                 
(141)  From an interview with Hud[ al-Rash\d in London 12- 11- 2009.  
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novelists who spend their life inside the country but their nationality is not Saudi Arabian; 

hence they are excluded from this study.    

 

After the classification of women’s novels at each stage, one novel representing each theme 

will be chosen as an example of the novels belonging to a particular stage. This selected 

novel will be analysed thematically and artistically to answer the question as to how the 

artistic techniques articulate women’s problems. The writers should treat the issue by using 

novelistic techniques to clarify the problem and to capture the readers’ attention. The artistic 

tools that the novelists employ in order to express their attitudes towards the issues will be 

highlighted and analysed. The analytic method is grounded in the style that the novelist 

selected to express her viewpoint about the issue that she wants to tackle. Therefore, the 

analysis focuses on the most important techniques that the novelists employ to clarify the 

issues in their fictions. In addition, the analysis reveals the weak and the powerful points in 

the novels in terms of employing the novel’s techniques that can indicate features of the stage 

artistically and thematically.  

 

5. Literature review: 

 Through the examination of the resources related to the Saudi novel, we can see that 

studying women’s novels might be split  into three clear sections. The first section focuses on 

the study of the Saudi Arabian novel in general, that is, on the books or theses published to 

date on the Saudi novel regardless of the sex of the novelists. The second section concerns 

the academic resources devoted only to Saudi women’s novels that exclude male authors. The 

third section concerns critical collections containing academic lectures published by the 

literary and cultural associations in Saudi Arabia by different authors. Looking at the history 

of the resources published in women’s literature, it is possible to chart and critique the 

historical development of women’s novels 

 

5.1. The Saudi novel criticism in general: 

 

There are many works that examine women’s novels through the literary context as a whole 

in their effort to chart the history of the Saudi novel. Even though some of these works refer 

to a portion of the women’s novels, most of them ignore the role of female novelists in the 
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emergence of the Saudi novel. This part will shed light on the most important general 

resources that focus on the Saudi novel and the number of women’s novels referred to in each 

book. 

 

We may firstly consider Fann al-Riw[ya fi al-Mamlaka al-<Arabiyya al-Su<]diyya bayn al-

Nash>at wa>l-Ta%awur (The Art of the Novel in Saudi Arabia Between the Growth and 

Development) by al-Sayyid Mu+ammad D\b. The first edition of this book was published in 

1989 and, according to the writer, it is the second book to date on the Saudi novel after the 

publication of al-|[zm\’s book Fann al-Qi~ah f\ al-Adab al-Su<]d\ al-|ad\th (The Art of 

story in the modern Saudi literature).(142)  

 

Due to the artistic features of the novel and its date of publication, the writer divides the 

development of the novel in Saudi Arabia into three stages: the first attempts, self-assertion 

and the development and modernisation.(143) The writer also critiques the Saudi Arabian 

novel thematically and artistically.(144) Then he chooses six novels as a sample to be analysed 

under the title of the applied samples. Although the writer mentions, in the bibliography, 

fourteen novels written by eight female novelists, he analyses, in his field study, the works of 

only four women novelists. In the conclusion, the writer refers to the value of women’s 

participation in writing novels such as Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ specialising in the emotional 

novel.(145) 

 

Another example of a general resource is a thesis entitled The Novel in Saudi Arabia: 

Emergence and Development 1930-1989: A Historical and Critical Study by Sul%[n al-

Qa+%[n\. The thesis is divided into five chapters. The first chapter concerns Saudi Arabia and 

the novel in which the writer goes back to the era before the emergence of the novel as a 

literary genre. In addition, he mentions the stories which are not classified artistically as 

                                                 
(142)

 See: D\b, al-Sayyid, Fann al-Riy[ya fi al-Mamlaka al-<Arabiyya al-Su<]diyya bayn al-Nash>at al-Ta%awur, 
(Cairo: Al-Maktaba al-Azharyya li>al-Tur[th, 2nd  ed 1995), p 7. 
(143) See: D\b.  pp.9-12. 
(144) The theme has been critiqued in the second chapter where he divides the theme in the novel into five 
subjects: the didactic novel, the social novel, the historical novel, the emotional novel and the political novel. 
Also, he judges the Saudi novel artistically, when he follows the structure of the novel through the events, 
characters, style, setting and time.     
(145) See: D\b. p.367. 
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novels, for example Gh[dat Umm al-Qur[ (The girl of Umm al-Qur[) by Ahmad Ri#a |]+u 

1947.(146) 

 

In Chapter Two, the author lists and explains factors that affected the appearance of the Saudi 

novels, namely education, journalism, printing, publishing and the rise of the educated 

class.(147) The writer  notes a contentious issue in the Saudi literary field in Chapter Three 

entitled ‘Pioneers’ in which the writer discusses the authors who are considered to be 

pioneers of the novel in Saudi Arabia. According to al-Qa+%[n\, such pioneers are <Abd al-

Qudd]s al-An~[r\ (1906-1983) in al-Taw>am[n (The Twins) (1930), A+mad al-Sub[<\ (1901-

1984) in Fikra (An Idea) (1947) and Mu+ammad <Al\ Maghrib\ (1914-1996) in al-Ba<th (the 

Resurrection) (1948). 

 

In Chapter Four entitled ‘The First Appearance of Narrative Art’, al-Qa+%[n\ discusses the 

Saudi Arabian novel in the period 1959-1979 whilst  when referring to seven novelists of this 

period he mentions three female novelists: Hind B[ghaff[r, Hud[ al-Rash\d and <{>isha 

>A+mad. However, there is no analysis of the novels as such, as they are discussed through 

summaries of their stories. Unexpectedly, the author does not include Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ 

despite the fact that she is considered to be one of the most important Saudi female novelists. 

The reasons why Kh[shuqj\ was ignored will be clarified in Chapter Three of this thesis.(148)   

 

Chapter Five discusses the Saudi novel in the 1980s and starts by listing the novels in this 

period. There are seventeen novelists mentioned at this stage, yet only two are female: Amal 

Sha%[ and @afiyya <Anbar.(149) Following the list of the novelists of the period, the writer 

divided the works into two groups: 

1- The first group were novelists influenced by J]rj\ Zayd[n (1861-1914)(150) and this 

influence can be seen in such works as Mu+ammad Z[ri< <Aq\l in his story Am\r 

al-|ubb (The Prince of  Love).(151) 

                                                 
(146) See: Al-Qa+%[n\, Sul%[n. The Novel in Saudi Arabia: Emergence and Development 1930-1989: A Historical 
and Critical Study, (Glasgow: Unpublished Thesis, University of Glasgow, Department of Arabic, 1994), p.6. 
(147) See ibid. pp.19-38.  
(148)See p 68 in this thesis. 

(149) See:  ibid. p.110.  
(150) Jurj\ Zayd[n is a well-known Lebanese writer and novelist. He is the founder of al-Hil[l magazine (1892-
1914) and he published many books and novels.   
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2- The second group were novelists influenced by the modernists, both of Arab and 

foreign origing. For example; Hud[ al-Rash\d read the original writing of Western 

novels and Amal Sha%[ was influenced by the translations of these works into 

Arabic and all of them read the famous Arab novelists such as Naj\b Ma+f]& 

(1919-2006).(152)  

The practical methodology adopted in this book is descriptive since the author spends the 

major part of the thesis describing the events of the novels.     

Thirdly, a thesis published by Mohammed Alhasoun entitled Social Criticism in the Saudi 

Novel: 1990 - present day. The main focus of the writer, apparent in the title, is on the Saudi 

novels published in the period of 1990-2007 and he also focuses on the novels criticising 

Saudi society. Al-|ass]n stresses that ‘the significance of the present thesis stems from the 

fact that it is an investigation of both Saudi fiction and society since its focus is a literary 

theme closely intermeshed with vital social issues’.(153)  

 

The writer divided his thesis into six chapters. In the first chapter, he introduces the thesis by 

explaining the importance of the study and the reasons behind choosing this topic. 

Furthermore, he states his objectives and highlights the previous studies and then outlines the 

methodology for analysing the novels. In Chapter Two, the writer provides a general 

background of Saudi Arabia from a historical, political, geographical and social point. The 

writer continues by exploring novels prior to 1990 in Chapter Three. It is worth noting that 

the author dedicated more than one hundred pages to introduce his study, which might 

consider as a defect in the design of the thesis. Thus, the discussion of the thesis’ main topic 

commences in Chapter Four in which the writer separates male and female novelists whilst 

tackling the most prominent social questions in the post-1990 Saudi novel. Al-|ass]n refers 

to the reason behind creating this division as being relevant to ‘the different nature of the 

questions handled and of the methods pursued by Saudi male and female novelists 

respectively’.(154) This view is central to the reason for choosing the topic of this thesis, that 

is, an examination of how Saudi female novelists explore their issues and treat them in a 

                                                                                                                                                        
(151) See:  ibid. p.113. 
(152) See:  ibid. p.114. 
(153) Alhasoun, Mohammed, Social Criticism in the Saudi Novel: 1990-present day, (Unpublished thesis, 
University of Exeter, 2008), p 16. 
(154)  ibid p.132. 
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different way than previously. In addition, the Chapter Four addresses three social questions 

as dealt with by five male novelists. The first topic concerns class distinctions and 

marginalization in Saudi society; this topic is represented by al-<U~f]riyya, (The Lunatic 

Asylum) by Gh[z\ al-Qu~ayb\ and Fikh[kh al-R[>i+a, (Traps of Scent) by Y]suf al-

Mu+aym\d. The second topic tackled in this chapter is the relationship between a man and a 

woman which was addressed by Turk\ al-|amad in his novel Jur]+ al-Th[kira (Scars of 

Memory) and <Abdu Kh[l in his novel Fus]q (Corruption). Fundamentalism and religious 

extremism is the third topic to be treated in this chapter and the writer chooses two novels:  

R\+ al-Janna (Winds of Paradise) by Turk\ al-|amad and al-Irh[b\ 20 (The Terrorist Number 

20) by <Abd All[h Th[bit.  

 

In Chapter Five, al-|ass]n turns to the most prominent social questions in the post-1990 

Saudi novel written by female authors. Three social issues analysed in this chapter includes 

male dominance, where he chooses Unth[ al-<Ankab]t (A Female Spider) by Qum[sha al-

<Ulayy[n and Wijhat al-Ba]~ala (The Direction of the Compass) by N]ra al-Gh[mid\ as a 

representation of a work tackling the issue; sexual relationships with  the novels entitled Sitr 

(Screen) by Raj[ <{lim and Ban[t al-Riy[# (Girls of Riyadh) by Raj[ al-@[ni< used as an 

illustration of these category of issues; finally racial and inter-tribal regional discrimination is 

the last social issue tackled in this chapter with two women’s novels as this issue’s 

representation this problem. The first novel is entitled, J[hiliyya (Times of Ignorance) by 

Layl[ al-Juhan\ and the second novel is al-Ba+riyy[t (A Touch of the Sea) by Umayma al-

Kham\s.  

   

In addition to the aforementioned, the writer devotes a section in Chapter 5 to comparison 

and contrast of male and female novelists’ representations of social concerns.(155) The writer 

stresses that female novelists are different than their male counterparts in terms of their 

concerns about women’s rights. In addition, through their treatment of social issues, women 

use the romantic style, especially when they tackle sexual relationships. The writer also noted 

that female novelists tend to use poetic language, which is one of the most remarkable aspects 

of their novelistic style;  however, he  points out that al-@~[ni<’s language in her novel is 

                                                 
(155) See: al-|ass]n p.305. 
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simple.(156) On the other hand, the writer refers to the similarities between male and female 

novelists by emphasising the point that they both use the ‘colloquial or a simple version of 

literary Arabic in preference to classical Arabic’.(157) The issue of the importance given by 

society to the right to choose a partner is another similarity between both female and male 

authors in their novels. The writer also refers to other similarities in both themes and 

techniques.(158)  

 

The significance of al-|ass]n’s research for this thesis stems from the presentation of Saudi 

male and female novelists as separate entities, in order to clarify the differences between the 

two sexes in the way they choose and present social issues. However, it differs from this 

thesis through its focus on social issues rather than on the development of Saudi Arabian 

female writers’ awareness of women’s problems, which is a subject of study of this thesis. 

Thus, this study depends on the historical line as an important tool in the choice of the 

representative novels whereas al-|ass]n does not choose the novels according to the date of 

publication.      

 

5.2. Critique of the Women’s Novel: 

The studies devoted to the women’s novel emerged in the middle of the last decade when in 

2005 Abd al-Ra+m[n al-Wahh[b\ submitted his thesis about the history of women’s novels in 

Saudi Arabia; since then, the number of similar publications have increased. In this part, we 

will present the most important books focusing on the analysis of women’s novels. 

 

The first example in this section is a book entitled Women’s Novel in Saudi Arabia: Its 

Emergence and Development in a Changing Culture by Abd al-Ra+m[n al-Wahh[b\. It is an 

unpublished work that has been divided into six chapters in which the author charts women’s 

novels in Saudi Arabia from the beginning of 1960 until 2002. He analyses Saudi women’s 

novels by dividing the work into a study of three generations: the first generation covers the 

period between 1960 - 1980, the second generation runs between 1981 - 1991 and the third 

generation extends from 1992 to 2002. In Chapter One of this work, the writer emphasises 

that the aim of his study is to,  

                                                 
(156) See:  ibid p. 307. 
(157)See:  ibid p. 308. 
(158)See:  ibid pp. 309-310. 
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‘determine the role of historical development, and its affect on society by 
relating the works of individual women novelists as they appeared (including 
the types of novel and themes) to cultural developments in society, bearing in 
mind the fact that the novelists have been writing in individual styles, which 
reflects their individual culture and attitudes. Different categories of writing 
can be seen in the work of each of these novelists in terms of their themes or 
styles. One voice may dominate the whole of a text and determine its 
categorisation, or many voices may appear in any one individual novel.’(159)  

 

The writer chooses ten novelists to represent the women’s novel based on the importance of 

their contribution to the development of Saudi women’s novels. Al-Wahh[b\ entitles Chapter 

Two, ‘The Appearance of the Feminine; the Appearance of Women’s Novel’. He attempts to 

emphasise the idea that the emergence of novels written by women is linked with the nature 

of historical and ideological development of Saudi society, and to prove his argument, the 

researcher chooses two novelists representing the period 1960 – 1980. The first  selected 

novelist chosen in this chapter is Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ who is the first  female writer to appear in 

the literary field in Saudi Arabia. In the first section, the writer indicates how Khashuqj\ 

called for women’s liberation and for the right to appear in public life. ‘The second section 

listens to the voice of characters seeking women’s rights’. (160) In section three, the writer 

discusses how the novelist pictures ‘man’ and stresses the problem of ‘masculinity’. The 

second novelist discussed in this chapter is. Her writing technique is examined through the 

way dialogue is employed in her novels. In the second section of his analysis, Al-Wahh[b 

argues that the most important theme in Hud[ al-Rash\d’s novels is cultural criticism.  

 

Chapter Three is entitled ‘The Development of Saudi Women’s Novel: Heart and Mind’ and 

it deals with the first part of the second generation of female novelists. The novelists chosen 

in this chapter as an early example of this generation are @afyya <Anbar and Amal sha%[. The 

first novelist’s work is introduced as unreal since her characters ‘represent a withdrawal from 

reality’.(161) Al-Wahh[b emphasises that @afyya <Anbar depicts the romantic and thought 

lives of the women in order to highlight the differences between men and women. The writer 

believes that there is a similarity between each of her novels, therefore he examines the role 

of memory in creating a link between them. In contrast, Amal Sha%[ illustrates how society 
                                                 
(159) Al-Wahh[b\, Abd al-Ra+m[n, Women’s Novel in Saudi Arabia: Its emergence and development in a 
changing culture, (Unpublished Thesis, University of Manchester, 2005), p.14.  
(160)   ibid. p. 80.  
(161)   ibid. p. 133.  
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has changed, especially in her last two novels. The writer refers to the development of her 

novels in terms of the narrative structure: ‘This chapter also examines the different aspects of 

the female character in Shata’s novel, that is, ethnicity, the identity of a woman in a family 

context, and the contribution of the heroine’.(162) 

 

In Chapter Four, the writer shifts his focus on to the second part of the second generation of 

female novelist in a chapter entitled ‘The Development of Saudi Women's Novels: Style and 

Structure Reflect Different Thinking’. Al-Wahh[b\ takes two novelists as an example of the 

development of Saudi women’s novels. The first is Bahiyya B]subayt who uses a direct 

approach to convey her messages, hence al-Wahh[b\’s predominant focus on  the language 

and the structure of her works.(163) He also refers to the theory of Islamic Literature,(164) 

which was formulated in the 1980s, as having an important effect on her novels which can be 

seen in the didactic approach used in her fictions. The chapter also discusses a different, 

symbolic style which came to prominence in the 1980s when Raj[> <{lim appeared. The 

reasons behind the development of <{lim’s style at that time and the question concerning the 

value of this type of writing are analysed in this chapter as well. This chapter further 

examines the picture of women in these types of novels and how the writer employs history 

and legend to deal with women’s issues.(165)   

 

The title of Chapter Five is ‘The Movement of Society and the Movement of the Novel: 

Women and the Novel after the War’. In this chapter, al-Wahh[b\ suggests that the second 

Gulf War had an important  affect on the development of society and accordingly, on the 

novel, whether written by a male or a female. The number of novels written by women in this 

generation increased and in fact was higher than the number of novels written by male 

authors. The writer emphasises a change in women’s style and themes, arguing that during 

this period, they adopted a bolder style and started to address sexual themes. Layl[ al-Juhan\, 

Qum[sha al-<Ulay[n and Zaynab |afn\ are the novelists chosen to represent the third 

generation of women’s novels. 

                                                 
(162)  ibid. p. 133. 
(163) See: ibid, p 192. 
(164) The concern of Islamic Literature is the content of the product whether it is poetry or prose; theorists require 
that this literature must carry Islamic principles. See: @ub+, <Al\, Ma<[lim al-Adab al-Isl[m\. In @ub+, <Al\, 
Sharaf, Abd al-Az\z and Khaf[j\, <Abd al-Mun<im, al-Adab al-Isl[m\: al-Mafh]m wa>l-Qa#iyya, (Beirut: D[r al-
J\l, 1988), p 10.    

(165) See: ibid, p 252 
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The writer concentrates on the Saudi women’s novel in general and he examines its history, 

its connection with society and its different themes. In addition, since his study stops at the 

end of the third stage i.e. in 2002, that the writer does not include a fourth stage in his 

research, thus his study does not examine the effects of the events of September 11th, 2001 

on Saudi women novelists and their work.       

 

Second examined book in this section is  Al-Riw[ya al-Nis[>iyya al-Su<]diyya: Khit[b al-

Mar>ah wa Tashk\l al-Sard: Saudi Women’s Novel: Women Discourse and the Formation of 

Narrative by Sam\ Jar\d\. This book was published in 2008 and approximately 370 pages are 

divided into seven chapters. The first chapter presents a historical background in which the 

writer examines the beginning of the Saudi women’s novel and the most important stages in 

its development. He also presents several factors which impact upon the appearance of the 

women’s novel in Saudi Arabia and its development.(166) 

 

The title of Chapter Two refers to an artistic study that focuses on ‘setting’ and ‘streams of 

consciousness.’ Instead of treating this issue in Saudi women’s novels, the writer focuses on a 

theoretical criticism of the two terms ’Setting’ and ‘Stream of Consciousness.’ This chapter 

contains 58 pages in which he reserves 5 pages to the examination of these techniques in 

Saudi women’s novels.(167) An analysis of language and the formation of narrative takes place 

in the third chapter in which he discusses these techniques through two important formations:  

a- The Individual formation: this concerns the letters or sentences that are 

relevant to the setting and indicate one meaning.   

b- The structured formation: this is tackled on three levels: the inspirited 

language, poetic language and dream allegory. 

Chapter Four highlights characterisation and narrative formation, whereby writer refers to the 

character in terms of its connection with the setting in two parts: static formation and 

dynamic formation. The event and the narrative formation are analysed in Chapter Five in 

which the writer addresses these aspects through the connection between the setting and the 

events. These issues are tackled in two parts: total formation, meaning the central event of the 

novel, and partial formation that denotes events when they split into small parts. 
                                                 
(166)  See: Jar\d\, S[m\, Al-Riw[ya al-Nis[>ya al-Su<]diya: Khit[b al-Mar>h wa Tashk\l al-Sard, (Beirut: 
Mu>asasa al-Intish[r al-<Arab\, 2008), p.13. 
(167) See: ibid. pp 78-110 
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Chapter Six emphasises time and setting by arguing a connection between them and narrative 

formation. The writer tackles this issue through three elements. The first form of time is time 

direction, which means the form of events duration, whether it is inversed, not inversed, or 

circled. The second form is time structure, which concerns the way that time is presented and 

whether it stopped, jumped or coincided. The third form is dialectic of the self and time, 

which means the struggle between a ‘self’ who is still able to resist and ‘time’ which tries to 

destroy the self.(168) The significance of the formation of the narrative takes place in the last 

chapter and is treated by addressing five levels of significance: the political significance, the 

social significance, the psychological significance, civilised significance and the historical 

mythical significance.  

  

A third example in this section we examine @]rat al-Rajul f\ al-Riw[ya al-Nisuiyya al-

Sa<]diyya: Ru>ya Thaq[fiyya Jam[liyya (The picture of man in Saudi women’s novel: 

Cultural Aesthetic Vision) by Man~]r al-Muhawwis. This book concerns the picture of men 

in Saudi women’s novels which the writers examines in two parts: 

  

Firstly, the book examines cultural types of ‘man’ pictured in women’s novels. He divides 

this part into three chapters in which he attempts to cover the patterns of ‘man’ in Saudi 

women’s novels.  

 

The First Chapter focuses on the idea of man’s behaviour in the Saudi women’s novel and he 

refers to five kinds of behaviours: firstly, the picture of ‘bossy man’ which is rooted in a 

culture which glorifies the man because he has value in himself and woman is dependent 

upon him. (169) The writer indicates seven novelists to clarify the picture of this type of man in 

women’s novels. Secondly, the picture of ‘humiliated man’ which is the opposite of the first 

picture, and he finds this picture in women’s novels in two forms: man who is humiliated by 

his society and the man who is humiliated by his family. In addition, he finds two kinds of 

humiliations: the psychological humiliation and the social humiliation, but he does not 

understand or explain this politically, or intellectually.(170) The writer refers to 12 novelists to  

discuss this picture but he gives only basic reference to the idea without  attempting a deep 
                                                 
(168) See:  ibid. pp 238-274. 
(169) See: Al-Muhawwis, Man~]r, @]rat al-Rajul fi al-Riw[yya al-Nisuyya al-Sa<]diyya: Ru>yah Thaq[fiyya 
Jam[liyy, (Riyadh: Mu>asasat, Al-Yamama, 2008), p.45. 
(170) See  ibid. p.82. 
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analysis. Thirdly, there is the picture of the ‘frivolous man’ who appears in two 

characterisations: a man who has different relationships outside his home and a man who 

shows irresponsibility towards his family’s needs. Fourthly, there is the picture of ‘positive 

man’ who rejects tradition and supports women. Fifthly, there is the picture of the ‘dream 

man’ who exists outside the consciousness of the novelist and only appears when the 

novelists employ a stream of consciousness to escape from psychological and social 

problems.  

 

The Second Chapter concerns a picture of man in terms of his relationship with women and 

the writer divides this chapter into four sections. The first section focuses on a woman’s 

father and this character appears in the novels as a supportive character that participates in the 

movements of the events. Also, he can appear in some parts of the novel to fulfil a specific 

artistic aim; for example, he attends while his daughters are educated. The writer emphasises 

that the figure of ‘father’, in women’s novels, is limited to either the positive or the negative 

father.(171) Section two  concerns the picture of a woman’s husband which is  most apparent 

in women’s fiction. The writer stresses that this picture appears in two forms: the positive 

husband and the negative one.(172) Section three presents the picture of the son in women’s 

novels and he refers to the well-known tradition of putting the son’s needs before the 

daughter’s. The writer refers to the helpless son who is used to put pressure on the partners 

and he also indicates the positive son. This character is used symbolically, to reveal the 

novelist’s rejection of the idea of a “man leading her life”. The last section in this chapter is 

the picture of a brother who is depicted both positively and negatively. 

The Third Chapter in this part discusses the psychological opening, which focuses on a 

picture of man revealed by the events of the novel. The chapter is divided into four sections,  

in which the author specifies the first section for the ‘affiliated man’ whether his affiliation is 

to  his region, tribe, religion or doctrine.(173) In the second section, the writer attempts to 

follow the picture of ‘expatriate man’ according to the issues behind his emigration, whether  

for external reasons, such as a man who does not have the Saudi nationality, or a 

psychological matter which comes from his personality.(174) The picture of the man who is 

looking for freedom takes place in the first section  of this chapter  in which the writer 
                                                 
(171) See:  ibid. p.176. 
(172)

 See:  ibid. p. 195. 
(173) See:  ibid. p. 254. 
(174)See:  ibid. pp. 268-278. 
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describes different types of freedoms that appeared in women’s novels; for example, the 

presentation of a character looking for absolute freedom, or seeking freedom of speech.(175) 

The last section is about the man who has a dual personality and describes how women’s 

novels suggest  reasons behind  the problem and explore the effects  on the characters, 

especially women.(176)  

 

Secondly, it examines the aesthetic formation for the picture of man in women’s novels. 

This part is divided into three chapters concentrating on the artistic value of Saudi women’s 

novels in terms of drawing the picture of ‘man’. In the first chapter, the writer follows the 

female novelists’ approach to drawing their characters. Here, his analysis attempts to 

determine the connection between the narrator and the character which is clarified by the 

presentation of the narrative, such as first-person narrative or third-person narrative.(177) He 

also refers to the value of dialogue in terms of drawing the character of the man in women’s 

novels. His analysis of characterisation and symbolism takes place in the third section  of this 

chapter where he indicates the value of employing symbol to draw the character of man 

artistically.(178) In the following two chapters, the writer refers to the value of time and setting 

to portray the character of man.(179) 

 

Fourthly, Al-Riw[ya al-Nis[iyya al-Su<]diyya: Qir[>a fi al-T[r\kh wa>l-Maw#]< wa>l-

Qa#iyya wa>l-Fann (The Saudi women’s novel a reading in the history, theme, issue and art) 

by Khalid al-Rif[<\. This book was published in 2009 and consists of approximately 500 

pages. The writer attempts to classify the stages and most important turning points that 

women’s novels in Saudi Arabia have passed through. However, these classifications appear 

in the introduction of the book only and he does not clarify its features while analysing the 

novels in the field of study.(180) The writer divided the Saudi women’s novel into four stages 

soley to simplify the study,(181) but his analysis  does not follow his classifications. In 

addition, the author includes some short stories in the list of Saudi women’s novels such as 

                                                 
(175)See:  ibid. p. 285. 
(176)See:  ibid. p. 316. 
(177)See:  ibid. pp.325-333. 
(178)See:  ibid. p. 362. 
(179)See:  ibid.pp. 363-403. 
(180) See: al-Rif[<\, Kh[lid,  Al-Riw[ya al-Nis[iyya al-Su<]diyya: Qir[>a fi>l-T[r\kh wa>l-Maw#]< wa>l-Qa#iyya 
wa>l-Fann, (Riyadh: al-N[d\ al-Adab\, 2009), p 39.  
(181)

  Interview with the author in Riyadh 12-9-2009. 
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Dhikr[y[t Imra>ah by <Ahd <An[n\ in the second stage and Sirr f\ A<m[q\ by Bahiyya 

B]subayt in the third stage.(182) 

 

The book is divided into three chapters: 

 

The First Chapter discusses the themes of the Saudi women’s novel in five sections. The 

emotional novel is the first theme discussed since it is interpreted as ‘every novel that the 

emotion becomes the main subject for it which controls its language, the movement of its 

events, its characters and the emotion dominates the reader’. There are three representative 

examples of this type of novel.(183) In addition, the didactic novel is interpreted as the kind of 

novel which aims to reform society and to this end, the novelist converts into a preacher 

instead of concentrating on the artistic value of the novel. The novelist chosen to represent 

this type of novel is Bahiya B] Subayt with her two novels Dura min al-A+s[> (1988) and 

Imra>ah <al[ Fawhat Burk[n (1996).(184) Furthermore, the social novel refers to novels that 

focus on criticising the problems of society and ways of treating such problems. The writer 

divides this kind of novel into two parts: firstly, the novel described socitey in particular 

period and secondly, the novel of characterised formula that criticises society through one of 

the characters.185 In addition, the Islamic novel cannot be explained without the definition of 

Islamic literature, which is defined as the artistic effective expression about human, life and 

existence from the vision of Islam. Finally, the insurrectionary novel which refers to the 

novel which aims to stage a revolution in society in order to remove it and found an 

alternative one.(186) The writer chooses three women’s  works to represent this type of novel: 

Maz[m\r min Waraq (2003) by Nid[> Ab] <Al\, Hind wa>l-<Askar (2006) by Badriyya al-

Bishr and al-Qir[n al-Muqaddas (2005) by ^ayf al-|all[j.  

 

The Second Chapter, which is divided into two sections examines some of the ideas 

contained in the novels; the first is devoted to the comparison between two authorities: 

generality and speciality to form a picture of the man. The writer attempts to make a 

                                                 
(182) See: al-Rif[<\, p 44 and p 47. 

(183)  See: al-rif[<\. p.67 .
 

(184) See: al-rif[<\. p.99. 
(185)

 See: ibid p. 117 

(186) See: ibid p.177. 
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statement about the nature of relationships between man and woman, and then moves on to 

create the picture of man in the Saudi women’s novel. This picture is analysed in two ways: 

in the positive picture of man and the negative picture of man. The represented novels here 

are, Qatar[t nim al-Dum]< by Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ and Hind wa al-<Askar by Badriyya al-Bishr. 

The second section in this chapter is entitled,‘Women’s Issues in the Saudi Women’s Novel’  

in which the writer attempts to concentrate on the most important issues in women’s novels 

according to his view. The first issue is the one where women seek a place for themselves in 

patriarchal society and this is presented as the main issue in all women’s novels. The second 

issue is equality or the requirement of rights. He focuses on two kinds:  equality in creative 

writings and equality in society, and he chooses three novels to represent this issue. 

 

The Third Chapter discusses the aspects of the artistic Stricture’ and this includes four 

sections that cover approximately 200 pages. The first section concerns characterisation and 

has been divided into three parts: the circle, types of character and ways of introducing 

characters. The meaning of circle is relevant to the reader, since it connects with the 

participation of the reader in a culture. He tackles this by dividing the circle into three parts: 

the social circle, the mythological circle and the psychological circle. Following this, the 

author refers to Forester when he divides the characters into two types. Then he moves to 

ways of introducing the characters, which are: the descriptive way, the graphic way and the 

internal monologue. The ‘language’ discussion takes place in the second section where he 

attempts, at the beginning, to make a statement by giving Saudi women’s novels two circles: 

the pronounced language and the literary language. He chooses different women’s novels to 

represent this aspect. ‘Time’ is the third section in this chapter and the writer tackles this 

issue in three parts. The first part is ‘tendency’ which has been given three temporal trends: 

sequential upward tendency, sequential downward tendency and the nested time. The second 

part in this section focusus on the order of ‘time’, in these novels. ‘The place of Setting’ is the 

subject of the last section of this chapter and this has been tackled in three essential parts: 

types of setting, the setting’s function and the formation of setting. 

The writer concludes by presenting the most important consequences, divided into two 

sections:  
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The first section concerns special consequences that focus on the results reached through the 

plan of the study, as there are outcomes described in each chapter. One of these is that he 

believes that Kh[shuqj\ is the founder of the Saudi women’s novel, and this is for two 

reasons: the outrun, because she is the first Saudi woman who published a novel, and 

divination because she influenced  women in Saudi Arabial  to write novels.(187) Another 

special result mentioned in the conclusion  is relevant to the artistic value of the Saudi 

women’s novel. He asserts that there is a lack of narrative consciousness which causes an 

increase in the number of women’s novels although he cannot trace any phenomenon that 

deserves praise.(188)    

 

The second section concerns the outcomes resulting from reading and following novels 

written by women. The writer suggests that there is a special creativity in women’s work that 

can be distinguished from men’s, and this is apparent in their attention to emotional themes as 

well as in the artistic form, seen in the predominance of tragic events coupled with sad 

language. 

 

A fifth examined book is al-Rajul fi al-Riw[ya al-Nis[iyya al-Su<]diyya: al-@]ra wa>l-Dil[la. 

(The man in the Saudi women’s novel: the picture and significance) by N]ra al-Qa+%[n\. This 

book consists of approximately 190 pages and the writer chooses the period 1990-2003 for 

her field study, for she believes that the 1990s have not yet been covered well by 

academics.(189) This book focuses predominantly on the status of women in Saudi Arabia and 

the appearance of the Saudi women’s novel.  Following the introduction, the book is further 

divided into three chapters.   

 

The first chapter  deals with  a negative view of man in his relationships with woman in the 

Saudi women’s novel, and  paints a  negative picture of man as  father, brother, husband and 

son. While analysing this negative perception of a man, the writer attempts to discover the 

attitude of the novelists or their view of men in their society.(190) The writer then continues 

with a more positive picture of man in the Saudi women’s novel in the next chapter; and she 

                                                 
(187 ) See:  ibid. p.459. 
(188) See:  ibid. p.464. 
(189)See: Al-Qa+%[n\, N]ra, al-Rajul fi al-Riw[ya al-Nis[iyya al-Su<]diyya: al-@]ra wa al-Dil[lah, (Damascus: 
D[r al-Qalam, 2009), p 10. 
(190)See:  ibid. p. 42. 
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returns to the same characters for the purpose of viewing them in a positive way.(191) In 

Chapter Three, her analysis concentrates on the role of the novels’ techniques used to portray 

the negative and positive picture of a man. She believes that the direct form dominates Saudi 

women writers’ style. Therefore, she argues that there are many weak areas in Saudi 

women’s novels, since the novelists focus on expressing their thoughts, hence scarifying to a 

certain extent the artistic value of their literary works.(192)   

  

Sixth book in this chapter’s analysis is Nis[> bil[ Ummah[t: al-Dhaw[t al-Unthawiyya fi al-

Riw[ya al-Nis[iyya al-Su<]diyya (Women without mothers: feminine-selves in the Saudi 

women’s novel ) by Sam[hir al-$#[min. 

 

This book consists of 400 pages and the writer, as she mentions herself in the introduction, 

focuses on the novels published in the 1990s and the following decade.(193) The main aim of 

this book is to explore the achievements of the Saudi women’s novel with an understanding 

of  the novelists’ privacy and their stand on the most important aspects, issues and concerns 

through an analysis of its discourse and the revelation of  the aspects of self-

consciousness.(194) After the beginning which offers a theoretical introduction to the definition 

of self-consciousness, she divides her book into three chapters.  

 

The first chapter concerns the conditions of creation and reception; the author argues that 

women’s self-consciousness underlies women’s desire to be liberated from men, a wish 

which finds expression in their literary works. (195) The writer then turns to the history of 

women’s self-consciousness in the novel where she emphasises that the novel is the best 

literary option for women to express their thoughts and experiences, as it gives them the 

opportunity to convey their ideas and to express their emotions without facing pressure from 

society.(196) The writer attempts to follow the critics’ argument about the existence of the 

difference between  men’s and women’s writing. Then, she deals with  the process of 

women’s writing. She argues that the theme of women’s writing is based on resistance and 

                                                 
(191)See:  ibid. p. 91. 
(192)See:  ibid. p. 13. 
(193)See: al-$[min, Sam[hir, Nis[> bil[ >Ummah[t: al-Dhaw[t al->Unthawiya fi al-Riw[yya al-Nis[iya al-
Su<]diya, (Beirut: Al->Intish[r al-<Arab\ institution, 2010), p.18. 
(194)See:  ibid. p.16. 
(195) See:  ibid. p.83. 
(196) See:  ibid. p.90. 
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explicit criticism, and the technique of their writings mainly favours the poetic and emotional 

styles. (197)       

 

In Chapter Two, the writer attempts to reveal the history of the women’s novel in Saudi 

Arabia from the early beginnings until 2010 with the aim of examing the development of 

women’s self-consciousness.(198) She refers to the artistic tendencies of women’s discourse in 

the beginnings of the Saudi women’s novel and thinks that they are twofold: the 

melodramatic tendency and the realistic tendency. However, the 1990s witnesses the 

transformation of the women’s novel from being a ‘beginning’ to being well established. This 

specific stage has three tendencies: the classic, the renewal and the modern tendency.(199)  

 

Chapter Three is entitled ‘The consciousness discourse in the Saudi women’s novel’ which 

focuses on the most important themes in women’s novels. The writer believes that two 

themes are most prevalent and they should be analysed. The first theme is women’s 

resistance to alienation, and the writer’s argument relates to women’s situation, i.e. when they 

live or think; and their situation is not of their own volition but stemming from a powerful 

society.  Therefore, since women need freedom and humanity, they are not treated in the way 

they deserve. She distinguishes between two forms of women’s alienation: the alienation of 

will and the alienation of consciousness.(200) The second theme discusses  a female 

intellectual crisis in  fictional discourse and it commences by presenting the  male 

intellectuals’ viewpoints about the  situation and the contrast between  male and  female 

intellectuals’ crises. In this regard, the writer believes that the suffering of a female 

intellectual in this kind of society is more than double that of a male intellectual. (201) The 

writer analyses this theme through five Saudi women’s novels.(202)    

 

5.3. The academic lectures: 

A book published by the Literary Cultural Club in Jeddah in 2007 contains 17 lectures 

presented by Saudi critics about the women’s novel in Saudi Arabia. The title of this book is 

                                                 
(197)See:  ibid. p.131. 
(198)See:  ibid. p.141. 
(199)See:  ibid. pp.216-231. 
(200) See:  ibid. pp.239-267. 
(201)See:  ibid. p.298. 
(202)See:  ibid. p.303. 
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Khi%[b al-Sard: al-Riw[yya al-Nis[>iyya al-Su<]diyya (Narrative Discourse: Saudi women’s 

novel) edited by |asan al-Nu<m\. The first lecture concerns the period prior to the beginning 

of the Saudi women’s novel by <Al\ al-Shadaw\ in which he refers to the emeregence of the 

novel in Saudi Arabia and the status of women in their country. The next 15 lectures are 

devoted to an analysis of women’s novels, whereby each lecture examines one novel. This 

book also includes the discussions and comments of the audience in these lectures. (203)  

 

|asan al-Nu<m\ concludes this collection with a lecture about the discourse of exclusion and 

inclusion in the Saudi women’s novel. He asserts the importance of reading women’s novels 

from the viewpoint in the writer’s discourse and concludes by emphasising the idea that a 

woman cannot separate her writing from her crisis with man. (204)   

 

By considering the abovementioned studies on the women’s novel, it appears that the two 

most important themes that Saudi female novelists deal with are: the authority of society and 

the authority of men over women. Therefore, this thesis aims to analyse the development of 

the novelists’ perception of both types of authorities from the emergence of Saudi women’s 

novel until 2011. This analysis covers the development of women’s ideas and the style they 

employed to express their thoughts on various themes; by doing so, the author of this thesis 

reveals the factors that affected women’s perception of society and men and also inescapably 

influence their style of writing.   

 

6. The structure of this study: 

This research is divided into seven chapters as follows: 

The first introductory chapter presents the main hypothesis of the study and underlines the 

importance of studying the Saudi women’s novel. In addition, this chapter clarifies the 

                                                 
(203)  Fifteen novels are analysed in this book: Ghadan Sayak]n al-Kham\s by Hud[ al-Rash\d, Qa%ar[t min al-
Dum]< by Sam\ra Khashuqj\,{dam Y[ Sayid\ by Amal Sha%[, al-Bar[>a al-Mafq]da by Hind B[ Ghaff[r, 
Basmah min Bu+ayr[t al-Dum]< by <{isha Z[hir, Wahaj min Bayn Ram[d al-Sin\n by @afiya <Anbar, Al-Lla<na 
by Salw[ Damanh]r\, Masr[ y[ Raq\b by Raj[ <{lim, Wijhat al-Baw~ala by N]ra al-Gh[mid\, <Uy]n <Al[ al-
Ssam[ by Qum[sha al-<Ulay[n, Imr>ah <Al[ Fa]hat Burk[n by Bahiya B] Subayt, Al-Fird]s al-Yab[b by Layl[  
al-Juhan\, Maz[m\r min Waraq by Nid[ Ab] <Al\, <Indam[ Yan%iq al-@amt by |an[n Mu~%af[ Katt]<a and 
Ta]ba wa Sulayy[ by Mah[ al-Fay~al. 
(204) See: al-Nu<m\, |asan, Khi%[b al-Iq~[> wa>l-I+l[l f\ al-Riy[ya al-Nis[>iyya al-Su<]diyya. In al-Nu<m\, |asan, 
Khi%[b al-Sard: al-Riw[yya al-Nis[>iyya al-Su<]diyya, (Jeddah: al-N[d\ al-Adab\, 2007), p 668. 
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theoretical framework and the methodology adopted in this study. Examples of previous 

studies are presented under the title ‘Literature Review’, which is divided into three parts. 

 

The second chapter, which represents  an introduction to the study, offers a brief overview of 

the development of the women’s status in Saudi society in order to increase the reader’s 

awareness about the changes that have affected society, especially regarding the women’s 

issues, namely women’s education, women’s employment and the influence of the events in 

the aftermath of September 11th, 2001on the status of women in Saudi Arabia. All these 

issues are thus discussed in this chapter. 

 

Chapter Three marks the beginning of the main part of the thesis. Since this chapter deals 

with the first stage of the development of the Saudi women’s novel, it is entitled “The Early 

Beginnings (1958-1979)”. Two novels that are chosen to represent this stage express Saudi 

women’s perception of two main issues: the power of men and the weakness of women, and 

the issue of marriage.   

 

The fourth chapter is entitled “The Establishment of the Saudi Women’s novel (1980-1989)”.  

It considers the development of women’s awareness, and their decision to choose to address 

women’s problems; to illustrate this, two novels have been chosen to examine issues relating 

to the problem of “Preventing Women from seeing their Children after Divorce” and “The 

Emotional Traumas Causing Relationship Break Down”.  

 

The title of Chapter Five is “The Coming of Age of the Women’s Novel (1990-2001)” which 

is indicatory of the third stage in the development of women’s novels. Two novels have been 

selected to represent the women’s novels’ progress, namely “The Search of Freedom” and 

“Women Betrayed”. 

 

Chapter Six covers the fourth stage of the Saudi women’s novel’s development and is called 

“The Popularity and Extension of the Saudi Women’s Novel (2002-2011)”. Two novels 

represent two issues in this stage:  “Women’s Self-proving” and “The Effects of the Tribal 

System on the Formation of the Relationships between the Two Sexes”. 
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Before concluding each chapter, the author of this thesis in the section entitled ‘Comparisons 

and Contrasts’ examines the characteristics of each stage by comparing the sample novels 

with the representative novels analysed in the chapter.  

 

Chapter Seven represents the conclusion of the thesis, and as such, it summarises the most 

important points of the research with reference to the findings of the study. It also suggests 

directions that a further research in the field of Saudi literature might and should follow. 
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Chapter Three: First stage: The Early Beginnings (1958-1979) 

1. Introduction  
Before looking at the beginnings of the Saudi women’s novel, it is important to refer to the 

establishment of the novel in general in Saudi Arabia, in order to understand the position of 

the women’s novel in the context of the Saudi literary movement. It is also important to 

compare the roles that women and men played in laying the foundations of the novel in the 

country. In their analysis of the history of Saudi literature, certain critics have not 

acknowledged the role of women in the foundation of the Saudi Arabian novel.  Instead, they 

have argued that the Saudi novel, as a literary genre, was founded by |[mid Damanh]r\ 

(1922-1965) when he published his novel Thaman al-Ta#+iya (The Price of Sacrifice) in 

1959(205), although Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ (1937-1986) had published her first novel Wadda<t 

{m[l\ before  this, in 1958, and this  issue needs to be discussed in an exploration of the 

reasons behind this (seemingly) deliberate neglect of women’s writing during the initial 

stages of the Saudi novel. 

 
The neglect of women in the history of the Saudi novel is, in fact, mirrored by the neglect of 

women in the history of the Arabic novel in general. Many critics of Arabic literature would 

agree that the first novel of quality in Arabic literature was Zaynab (1914) by Mu+ammad 

|usayn Haykal (1888-1956)(206). However, it is reasonable to refer to the precursors of the 

novel in Arabic literature, which were the stories published before Zaynab. There were 13 

stories written by women,(207) including that written by Zaynab Faww[z (1844-1914) who 

was the real pioneer of the Arabic novel, and who published |usn al-<Aw[qib (Good 

Consequences) in 1899.(208) According to Buthayna Sha<b[n, who investigated this literary 

historical issue, when she asked Mu+ammad Dakr]b, who studied the history of the Arabic 

novel to explain the reasons behind critical dismissal of women’s writing; he answered, ‘The 
                                                 
(205)  See for example Al-Qahtan\, Sultan. p.69. 
(206)See: Haykal, Mu+ammad. Zaiynab. Dar al-Ma<[rif. Egypt. 5th  ed. 1992. . p.7.  
(207) Some of the novelists who published these novels are: Zaynab Faww[z when she published: |usn al-
<Aw[qib (1899) (The Good Consequences) and a few years later, al-Malik Qawrash (The King Qawrash), 
Lab\ba H[shim when she published Qalb al-Rajul (1904) (The heart of Man) and Sh\r\n Ibnat al-Sharq (1907) 
(Sh\r\n: The Daughter of East), Lab\ba Mikh[>\l when she published her novel |asn[> S[l]n\k (1904) (The 
beautiful girl of S[l]n\k), Far\da <A%[y[ when she published her historical novel Bayn <Arshayn (1912) 
(Between two Thrones) and <Af\fa Karam when she published her novel Bad\<a wa Fu>[d (Bad\<a and Fu>[d). 
There is no date of publication of this novel but she published  it when she was thirty years old and she was born 
in 1883 which suggests that she published this novel in about 1913. See: Sha<b[n, Buthaiyna, 100 <{m min al-
Riw[ya al-Nis[>iyya al-<Arabiyya, (Beirut: D[r al->{d[b, 1999), pp.45-59. 
(208)    See: ibid. p.47 and 62.  
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only reason that I can think of is that writers, including me, believe, in a subliminal way, that 

the literature written by women is not important’(209).  

 

Buthayna Sha<b[n refers to another reason behind the exclusion of women’s novelists  in the 

list of pioneers in the history of the Arabic novel, and that is that, whenever a woman’s novel 

has been discovered in the history of Arabic literature, the only question directed towards the 

researcher by literary critics  will concern the artistic merits of the novel.  Therefore, she went 

through the novels written by Arab women before 1914 and analysed them to prove their 

artistic value. In addition, she refers to women’s awareness of the importance of a novel’s 

techniques when she mentions Zaynab Faww[z’s thoughts outlined in the introduction to her 

novel when she said: ‘since the literary novels are the most important type of writings which  

reflects a person’s thoughts and it entertains and benefits; and since the novels reformulate 

the reality, I decided to write this novel with my hope to be useful and enjoyable’.(210) This 

sentence reveals the novelist’s objectives in writing the novel in 1899; she linked her writing 

with the literary field, and she considered the reader’s enjoyment as one of her aims when 

writing a novel. A result, of these women’s novel being published and the inclusion of both 

men’s and women’s works is that researchers have been encouraged to pay more attention, in 

an objective way, to the history of the novel in Arabic literature as a whole; and thereby the 

history of the novel has been reformed. Elsadda refers to Sha<b[n’s argument about the 

marginalisation of women’s writings in Arabic literature. She argues that ‘the processes of 

inclusion and exclusion in the canon were regulated by the symbolic power of the liberal 

national elite whose cultural imaginings shaped the literary canon so as to represent their own 

worldview and their ontological and cultural conflicts, as well as their aspirations for the 

future’(211)    

 

The novel as a new literary form in Saudi Arabia, begun due to the influence of various 

factors such as education, journalism and publishing.(212) In addition, the translations of 

English and French novels by Egyptian and Lebanese writers has been very effective in 

                                                 
(209) See: ibid. p.62. 
(210)  See: ibid. p.48. 
(211)Alsadda, Hoda, Gender, Nation, and Arabic Novel: Egypt, 1892-2008, (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University 
Press Ltd, 2012), p xx.  

(212)  See: Al-Qahtan\. pp 18-44. 
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identifying this new literary genre in Saudi Arabia.(213) Furthermore, the novel was 

established in Arab countries where the most famous Arab writers had published their 

popular fictions; and therefore, Saudi writers had most likely read them. The Saudi Arabian 

literary field was filled with the novels published by Arabic writers such as Jurj\ Zayd[n 

(1861-1914), Nuq]l[ |add[d (1878-1954) and Naj\b Ma+f]&.(214) There were many reasons 

behind the delay in the appearance of the novel in Saudi Arabia which  relate to the nature of 

the Saudi people. One of these reasons was the fear of social punishment, especially since 

some of the novels could be interpreted by readers as autobiographies of novelists.(215) The 

Saudi novel, as a literary form, did not appear suddenly; rather, it developed gradually until it 

reached a state of artistic quality in 1958. <Abd al-qudd]s al->An~[ri in al-Taw>am[n (The 

Twins) 1930, A+mad al-Subay<\ in Fikrah (An Idea) 1947 and Mu+ammad <Ali Maghrib\ in 

al-Ba<th (The Resurrection) 1948 were considered to be pioneers of the novel in Saudi 

Arabia(216) even though  these works, artistically, could not be considered  to be novels 

because the didactic objective insists on  such stories that  have a negative effect,  on the plot 

of  these works. Critics who have studied these stories argue that the writers have met the 

didactic side but have ignored the artistic angle.(217) However, the value of their works came 

from their attempt to write novels without the benefit of a model in their country and, 

therefore, their works were important in preparing the way for writing novels in Saudi Arabia 

and in encouraging other writers to think about writing in this form. Also, they were 

important in that they stimulated critical discussions about these works; for example, 

Mu+ammad |asan <Aww[d wrote an article about al-Taw>am[n in 1933 and published a 

critical book entitled Khaw[%ir Mu~arra+a (Declared Thoughts) in 1940.(218) As a result, the 

period between 1930-1958 was considered to be the precursor to the emergence of the Saudi 

novel. 

 
Many Saudi critics argued that Thaman al-Ta#+iya (The Price of Sacrifice) by |[mid 

Damanh]r\ represented the stage of technical maturity of the novel in Saudi Arabia.(219) They 

                                                 
(213)

 See: ibid. p.65. 
(214)   See: Al-|[zim\, Man~]r, Fann al-Qi~~a fi al-Adab al-Su<]d\ al-|ad\th, (Riyadh: D[r Ibn S\n[, 3rd ed, 
2001), p 32.  
(215)

 See: Al-Man[~ira, |usayn, Dh[kirat Riw[yat al-Tis<\niyy[t, (Beirut: D[r al-F[r[bi, 2008), p.41. 
(216) See: ibid pp  
(217)See: al-|[zim\, p 35. See also: Al-Subayyil, <Abd al-<Az\z, Bid> al-Riw[ya al-Su<]diyya, A+w[l al-Ma<rifa 
magazine, 31-12-2003. p 75. 
(218)See: Al-Qa+t[ni, p.7. 
(219) For example: Sult[n al-Qa+%[ni p.15. See also, al-Subayyil. p.74.  
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argued that this was the first novel to concentrate on its artistic value and showed the 

influence of the senior writers such as Naj\b Ma+f]& on its structure.(220) Surprisingly, they 

ignored the role that Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ played in the emergence of the Saudi novel in general; 

sometimes by neglecting to mention her name or her works, as Sul%[n al-Qa+%[ni and 

Mu+ammad al-<Uwayn did,(221) and sometimes by emphasising that her novels did not picture 

Saudi society and that she did not represent Saudi Society. |asan al-Nu<m\ has argued that 

the 1980s was the real decade of the beginning of the Saudi women’s novel and he related the 

exclusion of Sam\ra Khashuqji’s novels to her experience of life outside of the country. 

Another reason he gave  in support of his argument was that women in Saudi Arabia did not  

enjoy the benefit of formal education until the beginning of the 1960s, which was the date 

that Sam\ra’s novel was published, so, the question is, how  could a woman write a novel  

when she was not qualified to read and write? He believed that this  did not make sense and it 

is not logical.(222) Moreover, Khayriya al-Saqq[f supported this argument when she said: ‘I do 

not think that Kh[shuqj\’s novels belong to the literature in Saudi Arabia, except via the 

identity of the writer, because her writings circulated among people who did not represent 

society in Saudi Arabia because she lived in Beirut, Egypt and Europe’.(223) However, Sam\ra 

Kh[shuqj\ started writing novels under the pseudonym of Bint al-Jaz\ra (Daughter of the 

Peninsula) and this was a sign of her affiliation to her country. The lack of formal education 

for women is not a reason for rejecting Kh[shuqj\’s novels as a Saudi writer because in fact 

there were private schools in Saudi Arabia for  women before the introduction of formal 

education and, furthermore, Khashuqj\ had her essential education in one of these schools in 

Medina.(224) The settings that she used in most of her novels were placed outside the country 

but critics are advised to analyse her novels in order to find the reasons behind this choice, 

because it does not necessarily prove her alienation from the nature of Saudi society. Prince 

Naww[f bin <Abd al-<Az\z, who introduced one of her novels, attempted to find an artistic 

reason behind choosing the Egyptian and Lebanese dialects in the dialogue in most of her 

novels. He concluded that the reason for choosing another dialect, different from the 

                                                 
(220) See: Hadd[rah, Mu~%af[, Qi~at Nsh>at al-Riw[ya al-Su<]diyya, Al-Majallah al-<Arabiyah. p.90. 
(221) See: al-<Uayn, Mu+ammad, Kit[b[t Nis[iyya Mutamarrida : Ru>iya T[r\khiyya wa Naqdiyya liKit[bat al-
Mar>a al-Su<]diyya, (Riyadh : n Pub, 2009), pp 52-67. 
(222) See: al-Nu<m\, |asan, Al-Riw[ya al-Nis[>iya al-Su<]diya Bayn <Iqdayn, In al-Riw[ya wa Ta+awwl[t al-
|ay[t, (Al-B[+a: al-N[d\ al-Adab\, 2008), p 140.   
(223) See: al-Saqq[f,  Khayriya, Dil[l[t al-Mak[n fi al-Na~~ al-Riw[>\ <ind al-Riw[>iyya fi al-Mamlaka al-
<Arabiya al-Su<]diya, <{lam al-Kutub 21, (Oct and Nov 1999), p 3.   
(224) See: |uq]l Magazine: a special issue about Samira kh[shuqji, Al-N[d\ al-Adab\, Riyadh, September. 2007. 
91.  
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language of the Arabian peninsula, was that she wanted to picture an example of a society 

which defended women’s rights.(225) 

 
In addition, there were disagreements among critics about the date of the publication of 

Kh[shuqj\’s first novel, and they also disagreed about its title; whereas they were all in 

agreement about the dates of the men’s novels in Saudi Arabia(226). These observations, as al-

Rif[<\ argued, add weight to the notion of intentional exclusion of all feminine literary 

works,(227) even though these works were essential for dating the birth of Saudi Arabian 

fiction writing. S[m\ Jar\d\ emphasises that Kh[shuqj\ is the pioneer of the artistic novel in 

Saudi Arabia because there were no novels with a similar technique or artistic level before 

the publication of her first novel.(228) It is fair enough to consider Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\, with 

H[mid Damanh]r\, as the founders of the novel in Saudi Arabia.  

  
It was apparent that the beginnings of the novel started in 1930 in the |ij[z region with the 

publication of al-Taw>am[n, and this was an important factor in the beginning of the 

women’s novel in Saudi Arabia because this attempt prepared the ground for further attempts. 

In addition, Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ lived for a long time outside of the country, for example, in 

Egypt, before she published her first novel and this may be another factor that inspired her to 

write it. During that period, the Arabic novel began to flower due to the work of well-known 

novelists such as Naj\b Ma+f]& and I+s[n <Abd al-Qudd]s which gave Kh[shuqji the 

opportunity to benefit from the many fictions published in the 1950s. 

 

Besides the above, the issue of women’s liberation was flourishing at the time and was 

discussed as an important subject in the cultural and social fields in Egypt, through the 

famous writer Q[sim Am\n (1863-1908) ‘who was the first man to address this issue at 

                                                 
(225) See: Sam\ra Bint al-Jaz\ra, Dhikray[t D[mi<a, (Beirut: Zuhay\r Ba<labakk\, n d), p 7.   
(226) Various critics mention that there is some disagreement about the date of publication of Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\’s 
first novel. Some cite 1958, others, 1959, 1960 and 1963. They, also, disagree about the title of the first novel; 
for example some argue that the first novel written by Kh[shuqj\ was Dhikray[t D[mi<a. <Abd al-Ru+m[n al-
Wahh[bi said ‘the first novel Dhikray[t D[mi<a (Tearful Memories) by Sam\ra Khashuqji\ was published in 
Beirut in 1960’ (Al-Wahh[bi. p. 81).  
(227)See: Al-Rif[<\, kh[lid, al-Riw[yah al-Nis[i>yah al-Su<]diyyah.  
Al-N[di al->Adab\. Al-Riyadh. 2009. p 37. 
(228)See: Jar\d\, p 15. 
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length’(229) in 1900. When Kh[shuqj\ was in Egypt in the 1950s, this idea had become widely 

discussed by well-known women writers as well, such as Durriyya Shaf\q who started 

tackling women’s issues in the 1940s. She argued, ‘against the entrenched chauvinism of 

men, and against the inherited disrespect for women’s rights and freedom’.(230) There were 

many women writers treating this issue widely via publishing books or newspaper articles, 

and Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ can only have been influenced by these popular activities. As a result, 

external and internal factors came together to aid the emergence of the Saudi women’s novel. 

Also, these factors played an important role in exposing the issues that Saudi women 

novelists selected for discussion, in their novels.  

 

2. Women’s Novels Published in This Stage 
    
This chapter will focus on women’s issues in the first stage of the Saudi women’s novel to 

find out how women started to write novels and how their novels developed. One of the 

reasons behind dating this stage is that all Saudi women writers at that time had received their 

education outside of their own country, which gave them the opportunity to discover more 

open societies and to read women’s works from other countries. The fact that they had been 

educated outside of the country had an effect on Saudi women’s writings, either on the theme 

or on the form, an issue that we shall clarify later in the analysis. Another reason for dating 

this stage is that all the novelists in this period had lived or worked in the al-|ij[z region 

which was the only region in Saudi Arabia whose women  wrote novels.  

 

This stage extended from 1958, the date of the publication of Kh[shuqj\’s first novel, to 1979, 

the date of the publication of <{>isha Z[hir A+mad’s  novel Basma min Bu+ayr[t al-Dum]< 

(A Smile from Lakes of Tears). There were ten novels published in this stage, as they are 

shown in the appendix. See (p. 252) 

 

 

 

                                                 
(229) Jayyusi, Salama, Modernist Arab Women Writers: A Historical Overview. In Gender, nation and 
community in Arab women’s novels, Majaj, L, Sunderman, P and Saliba, T, (New York: Syracuse University 
press, 2002), p.8. 
(230)  ibid: 17. 
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3. The Most Prominent Women’s Issues in the Novels of the Early Stage: 
 
The two novelists that have been selected to represent this stage are Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\, who 

initiated the beginnings of not just the women’s novel but also the Saudi novel in general; 

and Hud[ al-Rash\d, who moved a step further in the development of the women’s novel 

since she represented an important turning point in the Saudi women’s novel. 

3.1. The Power of Men and the Weakness of Women 

Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\’s novel Qa%ar[t min al-Dum]<. (Drops of Tears)  

3.1.1. Introduction  
Elaine Showalter’s theory hinges on strict attention to following the history of women’s 

novels in order to show the changes that novelists themselves experienced through their 

novel-writings. She suggests that there are different areas in the novels that researchers can 

analyse in order to explore the development of women’s works, such as theme, structure, , 

linguistics and female creativity. In addition, the history of the novel is one of the most 

important areas outlined in Showalter’s theory; and this thesis will look at the progress of 

Saudi women’s novels and link it with the development of Saudi society.(231) Through the 

analysis of the  novels chosen to represent women’s work  at this stage, we can examine  such 

features as theme, since the techniques used by the novelists show the areas of the 

development of the women’s novel in the next stage. Since the main focus of this thesis is to 

trace the development of women’s awareness of their issues, this part of the thesis will 

examine the ways in which Saudi female novelists tackle women’s themes at the beginning of 

the development of the Saudi women’s novel. In addition, the artistic value of Sam\ra 

Kh[shuqj\’s novel Qa%ar[t min al-Dum]<. (Drops of Tears) will be analysed since it is an 

example of her way of delivering her theme to the reader and through this analysis we can  

see the artistic features of the women’s novel during the first stage.        

 
As previously mentioned, Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ is considered to be the pioneer of the women’s 

novel in Saudi Arabia because she was the first Saudi woman to write a novel, and also 

because she continued to write after publishing her first novel while many other Saudi writers 

stopped after the first publication, such as <Abd al-Qudd]s al-An~[r\, A+mad al-Sub[<\ and 

Mu+ammad <Ali Maghrib\. Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ was born in 1937 in the |ij[z region in Makka, 

                                                 
(231) See: Showalter, Elaine. Toward a Feminist Poetics, in Showalter, Elaine. The New Feminist Criticism. 
p.128. 
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after which her family moved to al-Mad\na where she had her primary schooling. In the 

middle of the 1950s her father sent her to study in Alexandria where she gained a B.A. in  

Economics. She died in 1986.(232)  

 

Kh[shuqj\ is placed at the top of the list of first generation of Saudi female novelists who had 

most of their education outside Saudi Arabia which means that they were influenced by 

Arabic culture, especially Egyptian. It is recorded that the first phase of women writers 

started with a distinguishing sign, that is, they use a male pseudonym. This also applied to 

British women writers(233) as well as Arabic women novelists in the feminist phase.(234) 

However, Kh[shuqj\ started her writing by using a female pseudonym Bint al-Jaz\ra (A 

daughter of peninsula) that is, she hid her name but she declared her sex and her nationality 

since the word “daughter” refers to her sex and the word “peninsula” refers to her nationality 

which, is Saudi Arabian. Hiding her name may be interpreted as the fear of disclosing her 

name as a novelist at a time when she and her family might face problems. The purpose of 

declaring her sex and her nationality may be considered to be a bid to change the dominant 

idea about women at the time, that is, they did not participate in the field of literature.    

     
The reasons for selecting this novel can be divided into two parts. The first relates to the 

novelist herself since she was the most important writer of the stage. She started to write 

novels and encouraged women in Saudi Arabia to write, by publishing six novels during that 

time. In addition, she played an important role in awakening women in Saudi Arabia by 

issuing a magazine that concentrated on women’s concerns, called al-Majalla al-Sharqiyya, in 

1978. Also, she published a book entitled Yaqa&at al-Fat[t al-<Arabiyya al-Su<]diyya (The 

Awakening of the Saudi Arabian Young Woman) which aimed to support women’s issues 

and their literature, according to her own vision.(235)  

 
The second relates to the novel entitled Qa%ar[t min al-Dum]<  which will be analysed in this 

chapter. This novel represents, generally, women’s novels at this stage in that it deals with 

women’s issues. It also pictures the old Saudi society from the novelist’s viewpoint because it 

is her only novel set in Saudi Arabia.  

                                                 
(232)  |uq]l Magazine, p.91. 
(233) See: Showalter, Elaine. “Toward a Feminist Poetics”, in Showalter, The New Feminist Criticism. p.137. 
(234) See: Alsharekh. p.45. 
(235)See al-Rif[<\. pp.38-39.  
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3.1.2.  Aspects of Male Dominance (Patriarchy):    
 
Through this novel, the novelist attempts to explore woman’s problems inside Saudi society. 

The novel reveals the weakness of a woman in a society in which she does not have the right 

to make her own decisions or to her own volition. The protagonist is a woman named Dhikr[, 

who has lost her power of speech because of  her father’s behaviour and the stress placed on 

her by her society. According to the events played out in the novel, this specific condition 

may have been chosen to symbolise the situation for women who had no option than silence.  

 

Kh[shuqj\ attempted to portray men in ways that supported her point of view and revealed 

the problems that women face in Saudi society. Therefore, men in this novel are introduced 

through two important approaches: firstly, through portrayals of men seen to have a positive 

attitude towards women, and who are often pictured as one of the main characters of the 

novel. However, although these characters have positive attitudes to women, they are 

negative in terms of having a right of decision-making or of changing social beliefs and 

therefore, they are unable to help the women in this type of society. For example, <{mir, a 

character in this novel, falls in love with Ruqayya but he decides to leave her  because he 

fears that someone might discover their love story.(236) Also, doctor <{~im falls in love with 

the protagonist but his father comes to Dhikr[ demanding that she stays away from his son 

which  demonstrates that the father controls his son’s decisions.(237)  

 
Secondly, there are characters with a negative attitude to women and these characters are 

introduced as enemies of women; and their actions in the novel are seen to be against women. 

These characters often have the authority to make decisions or to change the events of the 

novel to work against women’s rights. For example, with the support of his society, Ma+j]b 

has the right to kill his wife.(238) Also, <{~im’s father succeeds in destroying the relationship 

between Dhikr[ and his son <{~im.(239)  
 

It is important to categorise the aspects of man’s dominance according to the plot of the 

selected novel to realise the viewpoint of the novelist. This novel concentrates on the 

                                                 
(236) See: Kh[shuqji, Sam\ra, Qa%ar[t min al-Dum]<, (Beirut: Zuhayr Ba<labakk\, 2nd ed, 1979), p.50. 
(237)

 See:  ibid. p.114. 
(238)

 See:  ibid. p.56. 
(239) See:  ibid. p.114. 
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struggles that women undergo in this kind of society, and these can be divided into three 

categories. This division reveals the dominant feature in the theme of the novels published in 

this stage which is that the novelists attempt to merely show the status of women in the 

society through the events of their novels rather than allowing the protagonists, that carry 

their points of view, express their opinion directly. Therefore, the author’s method of 

addressing this problem, is that the reader, receives her point of view through the events of 

the novel rather than the protagonists’ dialogue.     

 

3.1.2.1. The Disparity Between Husband and Wife 
 

The novel starts with the story of an old man named Ma+j]b who married a young girl called 

Ruqayya who is 20 years his junior.(240) Kh[shuqj\ uses the flash-back technique to clarify 

this character’s suffering by going back to explain the reasons for Ruqayya’s marriage. After 

the death of her father she lived with her uncle who did not care about the age difference 

when Ma+j]b asked to marry her; her uncle was only interested in the financial benefit that 

marriage would mean for him. The reader realises the superficial approach of using flash-

backs, which was one of the techniques used in the early stages of the women’s novel. The 

writer’s way of handling an artistic technique was simple in that at times she used a third 

person narrator to remove the events from narrative time to the past which meant that she 

could ignore the logical sequence of events. The need for a specific event in the novel should 

be via an artistic form; for instance, one of the characters could relate this important 

background information through the dialogue or through a stream of consciousness.(241)  

 
Via its events, this novel tackles the disparity between husband and wife through an emphasis 

on the problem of child marriage, which can be seen through three important aspects. Firstly, 

the events show a lack of compatibility between husband and wife. Secondly, the 

consequences of such a marriage are played out in the novel. Thirdly, through the events 

described in the novel, the novelist examines the reasons behind this kind of marriage.  

 

                                                 
(240)  See: kh[shuqji, Qa%ar[t, p.13. 
(241)See: Matshakayile, F, The Flash-Back and the Flash-Forward Techniques in Ndebele Novels, (Zimbabwe: 
University of Zimbabwe, 2001), p 190.  
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Many studies have shown the issue of men’s dominance in the family as a symbol of the 

authoritarian tendency in political systems.(242) Therefore, the novelist attempts to use the  

example of the experiences of one family in order to criticise the whole of society. By 

following the events of the novel, the lack of equality between the couple becomes apparent 

through an exploration of their differing thoughts and concerns. An example of this can be 

found in the dialogue between Ma+j]b and Ruqayya when she admits that she was not happy 

about marrying her daughter, Dhikr[, to <{mir because she was too young, while he insisted 

on giving her in marriage.(243) Also, the reader can discern the characters’ differing thoughts 

via the conversations between couples, for example when Ma+j]b was sick and was coughing 

and Ruqayya was looking after him. She was crying and asked him to go to Riyadh to see a 

doctor but he shouted at her and did not listen to her advice. It is important, here, to 

emphasise that through this scene, the novelist wants to  point out the difference between two 

Saudi generations, that are represented by Ma+j]b and Ruqayya, in terms of the practice of 

going to the doctor when there is a health problem; and the difference in their attitude 

indicates the differences between them. In addition, Kh[shuqj\ explores the negative side of  

child marriage by introducing the lack of love between husband and wife. Therefore, when 

Ruqayya sees a more suitable man for her, she falls in love with him because since they are 

the same age, they have similar views and concerns; and the result of all these similarities is 

love. 

 
On the other hand, the novel shows the tragic end resulting from an equal relationship 

between <{mir and Ruqayya. Although they fell in love, they both appreciated that the 

situation was impossible for them, so <{mir decided to leave the area and while he was 

saying goodbye and explaining his decision to Ruqayya, Ma+j]b overheard him and, using 

his dagger, killed his nephew.(244) The tragic consequences did not stop here, though. The 

next day, some people took Ruqayya outside and stoned her until she died in front of her 

daughter who then collapsed in shock.(245) One of the reasons why critics tend to criticise the 

depiction of Ma+j]b’s rather exaggerated reaction is that it does not represent Saudi society. 

                                                 
(242)See: al-Shuraym, <Adn[n, al-Abb f\ al-Riw[ya al-<Arabiyya al-Mu<[~ira, (Irbid,<{lam al-Kutub al-|ad\th, 
2008), p. 19. 
(243) See: Kh[shuqji. Qa%ar[t min al-Dum]<. pp. 31-32.  
(244)  See: Kh[shuqji, Qa%ar[t, p. 56.  
(245)See: ibid. p. 58.  
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It seems that her portrayal shows confusion between society’s practices and Islam’s 

punishment for adultery. 

 
As previously mentioned, the reason for Ruqayya’s marriage was money; however, this novel 

asserts the existence of another reason for child marriage, that of saving women from 

corruption. This is shown through the dialogue between Ruqayya, Ma+j]b and Dhikr[, about 

her marriage to her cousin <{mir even though she was 11 years old. When Ruqayya tries to 

persuade her husband to forget his daughter’s marriage he shouts at her and says:  

-  Marriage is a cover for women.(246) 

 

The reason why the novelist employs this sentence in this scene, may refer to a very deep 

cultural feeling in society; that giving daughters in marriage is generated by the fear of 

disgrace(247) and not to a concern for their daughters’ future. The father’s insistence on his 

daughter’s marriage appears a second time when he asks his nephew directly to marry her, 

and <{mir replies: 

 

- But we are too young to marry and there is no need to be in a hurry.  

- What do you mean, son? 

Then <{mir repeated the same sentence; and the old man says: 

- I swear to God you will comply with my judgement otherwise I will leave the whole 

area.(248)  

The use of this dialogue is important since, it works as a device used to clarify the plot of the 

novel and it also played its role in developing the events of the novel and drawing out the 

characters. 

 
The novelist introduces the issue of child marriage in another novel in which she showed it to 

be an important factor in the failure of marriage. It appears in her novel War[> al-$ab[b 

(Behind the Fog) (1956) where all the protagonist’s problems were attributable to her 

marriage when she was 15 years old to a selfish, rich man.(249)  The relationship ends in 

                                                 
(246)

 See: ibid. p. 31. The Author of the thesis has translated all the texts of the sample novels from Arabic. 
(247)See: al-|ashr, <{isha, Khalf Asw[r al-|aramlik, (Beirut: al-D[r al-<Arabiyya Li>l-<Ul]m, 2007),  p 19. 
(248)See: Kh[shuqji, Qa%ar[t, p. 36. 
(249) See: Kh[shuqji. Sam\ra, War[> al-$ab[b, (Beirut: Mansh]r[t Zuhayr Ba<labakk\, n d), p 18. 
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divorce because she finds him sleeping with a woman in the next room to hers, whereon she 

decides to leave the house immediately.(250) As a result, all the difficulties that Ruqayya’s 

character faces in her life were the consequences of this painful experience. In addition, the 

novelist emphasises the reasons for marrying off young daughters and the consequences of 

this, as she did in her previous novel, which emphasised the importance to Kh[shuqj\ of 

tackling this issue.    

     

3.1.2.2. Women’s silence: 
 Women’s silence may be the product of male hegemony, as Maggie Humm has observed, 

‘women’s voices have gone unheard, masked by male power realities incorporated into 

language’.(251) Kh[shuqj\ attempted to characterise the silence of women as a significant 

problem facing women in society. The protagonist of this novel was struck dumb accidentally 

and the reason for her speech difficulty was shown as her father’s and her society’s power 

over women. At the beginning of the story, the events unfold quickly. Dhikr[ cries because 

some cruel people came to her house and took her mother away. They also take Dhikr[ to see 

her mother being stoned, but she cannot tolerate the sight and she collapses. When she 

recovered, she was unable to speak, to the consternation of all around her, including her 

father. Ma+j]b tried to treat her by taking her to Riyadh but the doctor told him that there was 

no hope that she would ever speak again. Consequently, her father registered her to study at 

the Institute for the Deaf and Dumb and she remained dumb until the end of the story. 

 

It is necessary to look beyond the novelist’s choice of such a specific condition for her 

protagonist and to explore whether it contains a special meaning that the novelist wanted to 

deliver to the reader. It is apparent from the events of the novel that the protagonist’s escape 

from a cruel and unfair society to an inner world embodies her objection to this society. The 

novelist attempts to clarify the real reason why the women in this society are silent. 

Furthermore, although Dhikr[ experienced the power of speech and then the problem of 

dumbness, she was aware that even when she was able to speak she could not change 

anything around her. For instance, when her father decided to give her in marriage even 

though she was only 11 years old, she could not change his mind so she did not have any  
                                                 
(250) See: ibid,  p 20. 
(251) Humm, Maggie, The Dictionary of Feminist Theory, (Wheatsheaf: Practice Hall/Harvester, 2nd  ed, 1995), 
p.267.   
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option but to cry.(252) Through the narrative, the novelist, is able to articulate the issue of 

women’s silence which she  linked with men’s power over women. Consequently, she tends 

to employ the symbolism of the protagonist’s inability to speak in order to express her view 

of the dire status of women in this society and their silence.  

   
It could be said that by employing this symbolism, the novelist makes an artistic error, since 

the reader might notice certain confusing contradictions in the events of the novel, which has 

the effect of weakening the plot. One contradiction is that the main character of the story has 

a specific problem in some parts of the novel while the problem disappears in other parts of 

the plot. When Dhikr[ is struck dumb at the beginning, the reader  has the impression that she 

is deaf and dumb because her father shouts at her but she does not hear him. Also, The 

novelist confirms this by emphasising the problem via the dialogue between Ma+j]b and his 

friend in Riyadh when he says: 

 

- This is your daughter who has become deaf and dumb because of your bad 

behaviour’.(253)  

However, in other parts of the story, Dhikr[ appears able to hear but cannot speak, for 

example, when Doctor <{~im explains how she could work as a nurse in the hospital and how 

much her salary would be. Also the novelist confirms this through the dialogue between the 

protagonist and her colleague Sam[> who says: I notice that you are preoccupied; what are 

you thinking about? Then Dhikr[ writes: Yes, I am preoccupied because I am in love (254). 

 

In addition, the novel that the protagonist published at the end of the story, entitled Memoirs 

of a Dumb Woman, is a clear indication that her difficulty is her lack of speach, but not her 

lack of hearing. This contradiction reveals an uncertainty about the nature of the character’s 

difficulty, and is one of the defects of the novel since it shows the novelist’s lack of a tight 

control on the material in the early stage. 

Another aspect related to the issue of women’s silence in society, is that the novelist referred 

to the problem that men’s allegations against women are believed without investigation of the 

evidence. The novelist creates two characters that see the stoning of Ruqayya and see her 

                                                 
(252)  See: Kh[shuqji, Qa%ar[t, p 32. 
(253) See: ibid, p 66. 
(254)  See: ibid. pp.85-86.  
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daughter collapse. She does so not only in order to emphasise her point of view about this 

event but also to show that women are not believed in society whereas men are believed 

immediately. The dialogue between them runs: 

 

- Brother, do you think this elderly man is truthful in his claim?! And should any 

claimant be believed? 

- And should he pay the penalty for his allegation? 

- Is this why he should be punished? Whose law is that?  Punishment in Islamic laws is 

stipulated; no single condition exists? A woman has been victimised because of this 

crazy man. 

- There was a man killed before this woman...(255) 

 

The dialogue continued in this vein and it is full of unanswered questions, which criticise the 

tribe’s position in this case, and which represents society in this novel; and also represents 

Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\’s own viewpoint. It is important to be noticed here that this scene clarifies 

the novelist’s point of view about the power of society over women in a direct way but the 

reader can see, also, her caution in expressing her view. The novelist here makes the criticism 

by men not women and this shows the characteristic of the first theme in Saudi women’s 

novel since the world of her novel pays most attention to the status of women in Saudi 

society. The two male characters eventually make their judgement about the chief of the tribe, 

when one of them says:  

 

- The case was referred to the chief of the tribe. 

- What was his verdict? 

- He judged what you saw but he did not see it. 

- I swear he is an unfair chief. What was his evidence and if the man’s indictment was 

true, should the woman and the man be killed with no evidence nor witnesses?! 

- The chief is an intimate friend of Sheikh Mahjub.(256)     

The events of this novel show that there were differences between killing <{mir and killing 

Ruqayya, which confirm the novelist’s viewpoint about man’s dominance that she expresses 

in her novel. Immediately following the event the husband kills the man, an action that would 

                                                 
(255)  See: ibid, p 61.  
(256)

  See: ibid.p.62. 
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normally be seen as the crime of murder; on the other hand, in order to emphasise the power 

of the whole system over her, the woman’s death, ordered by the chief, is considered to be 

legal. Also, the whole of society is seen to be participating in the woman’s death because they 

stoned her in front of her daughter whereas one man, the husband, committed the murder. As 

a result, the novelist attempts to make a strong criticism against society and the powerless 

position of the women within it. Also, she employs the events and the characters to 

strengthen her case and to reveal the bad practices against women in the symbolism of 

women’s silence. The silence of women appeared at the point when Ruqayya, although in the 

right, nevertheless could not defend herself and could not prove her innocence because she 

does not have permission to speak. 

 
However, the novelist makes an artistic error at this point, by leading the events of the novel 

according to her point of view. The effect of this is that the reader cannot help but notice that 

characters are sometimes created in order to confirm her point of view and sometimes, the 

structure of the novel is interrupted by the device. It seems that Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ did not 

plan her novels before writing; rather, she focused on the theme while neglecting the artistic 

form. Her other novels share this weakness. For example, according to al-|[zim\, her first 

novel Wadda<t {m[li\ depends on coincidence to develop its events without a logical 

sequence.(257)  

  
The message relating to women’s silence that the novelist might want to convey is that 

although they are currently under pressure from society to be silent, women will eventually 

break their silence and articulate their views in society. Furthermore, women do have points 

of view regarding their position and they should be listened to and respected; but society 

refuses to hear them so they wait for the opportunity to air their voices and spread their ideas. 

This idea can be read in the life of the protagonist who faced many difficulties in her life, 

starting from her mother’s murder, her loss of the ability to speak, the loss of her good 

reputation and, finally, the loss of her lover because his father does not accept her as a 

suitable wife, which resulted in her lover’s death in an accident. In spite of these difficulties, 

society admired her when they read her ideas after the publication of her novel “Memoirs of a 

Dumb Woman”.  

                                                 
(257) See: al-|[zm\, |asan, al-Ba%al f\ al-Riw[ya al-Su<]diya, (J[z[n: Al-Nad\ al-Adab\, 2000),  p.23. 
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In the last sentence of the novel, shows the direction of events that the novelist wants convey, 

which is that the protagonist and her lover are victims of their society’s practice. It is worth 

mentioning that she does not criticise society directly, rather she focuses on her protagonists. 

Therefore, the protagonist expresses her dissatisfication about society and mentions that the 

aim of her writings is to reform her status and her lover’s; as she says when she remembers 

him: ‘My love, Dhikr[ will live in your memories.. it is engraved in my heart via letters of 

light, even if they act as fire between my ribs, my pen translates them as pages that shine for 

reforming the situations of which we were their victims’.(258) 

 
Here, the novelist attempts to emphasise the meaning of women’s ‘silence’ by constructing a 

dialogue that contributed to the building of the picture of women in the novel. In each 

dialogue between Ma+j]b and his wife, the reader  is able to realise the power of man and the 

weakness of woman through the language that they use. The idea of men’s power is noted in 

Kh[shuqj\’s novels; for example, Wadda<t {m[l\ (1958) where the novelist showed the 

father’s cruelty, his power over his wife and the influence of his power on their son. This 

kind of cruelty appears in many events played out in the story, the clearest example being the 

scene where his wife was ill. For example, before she died, he seemed not to care about her 

illness and when he came to ask his son to go back to college, he said about his wife: ‘she is 

fine, just a few days and she will be great, so you must go to your college for your tests’.(259)    

 

3.1.2.3. Lack of respect for women  
 

The novel demonstrates a lack of respect for women in different ways and this was, and still 

is, an important issue that women writers in Saudi Arabia are trying to express. The novelist 

uses language as a powerful technique to criticise this situation and to reveal the 

discrimination that the community practises against women; that is, she attempts, via 

language, to bring the matter to the attention of society. Language plays an important 

function in clarifying this matter, whether through the narrative or through the dialogue. The 

novelist confirms the issue in the narrative by using words that imply anger or derision; for 

example: He angrily said to her(260) and the elderly man scornfully said.(261) 

                                                 
(258)  See: Kh[shuqji, Qa%ar[t, p.121. 
(259)See:  Kh[shuqji, Wadda<t {m[l\, p 26. 
(260) 

See: Kh[shuqji, Qa%ar[t, p 40. 
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Also, the novelist uses language in her narrative that suggests woman’s weakness against 

man’s decisions and articulates the lack of respect for woman, even in some of the vital 

decisions about her life or her future. For example, when her uncle gave Ruqayya in marriage 

to the old man Ma+j]b, the narrator uses the verb ‘ra#akhat’  "رضخت" which means ‘she 

acquiesced’.(262) The result of the word she uses to describe the woman’s position is that the 

reader infers the way that women are dealt with and can read the signs that the novelist is 

trying to show. The narrative clearly contributes to highlighting this issue in another novel 

written by Kh[shuqj\ which expresses her concern about women’s problems. For example, 

she relates the problem of adultery to the lack of respect for women which appeared in her 

novel War[> al-$ab[b. The protagonist of this novel sent her husband a long letter 

articulating her feelings about his request that she return home: 

  

If you knew that you have killed one being, suppressed a heart and ripped a 
conscience… 

If this feeling penetrates yourself…   

If you keep this thought in your mind …, 

You will be the most miserable man in the world. 

I confided in you as a child who trusts his mother, but you have wasted this 
trust… (263)  

 

In addition, the novelist attempted to use dialogue to demonstrate disrespect for women, in 

the scene where the character Ma+j]b does not use polite language with his wife in everyday 

life. This lack of respect is shown when the husband does not mention the wife’s name when 

calling her, instead calling her ‘Y[ |urma’  "حرمة يا" which means: ‘ oh woman’. This practice 

was in common use in society and the novelist uses it in all the conversations between 

Ma+j]b and his wife,(264) thereby exposing the lack of respect for women. Through the 

conversations between the husband and wife, the novelist criticises a common phenomenon 

in Saudi society at that time which was the shame of mentioning a woman’s name or of 

calling her by her name.(265) Therefore, the reader could not recognise her name from the 

                                                                                                                                                        
(261)

 See: ibid, p.40. 
(262) 

See: ibid. p.21. 
(263) See: Kh[shuqji, War[> al-$ab[b, p 21. 
(264) See: ibid, p  31, 40 and 41.  
(265) See: al-|ashr, Khalf Asw[r al-|aramlik, pp 73-75.  
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dialogue so the narrator, for critical purposes, mentions her name in the narrative to give a 

clear sign of the lack of respect for women. 

   

As mentioned above, there were many shortcomings in the beginning stage of the novel in 

Saudi Arabia, in relation to a focus on theme and the neglect of technique. It has been noted 

that the novelist made irrelevant digressions that had the effect of weakening the plot of the 

novel and breaking the sequence of events in the novel. Kh[shuqj\ interrupts the narrative 

many times to explain the Bedouins’ way of life, an explanation which should have been 

integrated into the narrative for example, through description or dialogue. For instance, when 

she tells the story of Ma+j]b’s family travelling to the village of al-Kharj to attend the 

wedding of their relative, she digressed to explain how Bedouins celebrate weddings, when 

the narrative runs: Bedouins have their own traditions and costumes. They are similar in 

some of their weddings and different in others according to their wealth… there are wedding 

nights extended and celebrated for a few days…(266) Also, irrelevant digression appears in 

Section Two when she explains the importance of camels and sheep to the Bedouins: A 

Bedouin considers his camels and sheep the source of his income, so he loves them as much 

as his children …’ (267)  

 
In another relevant extension point, the novelist made a direct statment to explain some of the 

Bedouins’ behaviour with women, which is a clear defect since, as the tools of the novel were 

not able to carry out their function, the novelist resorts to making a direct statment. For 

example, she shows women’s position in Saudi Arabia since generally, women cannot sit 

with men and cannot see them, even if they are their relatives. She says: According to the 

Saudi norms, Saudi woman is veiled so she cannot mix with her closest male relatives except 

her brothers and husband. (268)  

 
This statement should appear through the focalisation of the novel where, as Baldick 

explains, it is, ‘the kind of perspective from which the events of the story are witnessed’.(269) 

The narrator of the novel ought to be objective and she should not interfere in order to 

                                                 
(266) See: Kh[shuqji, Qa%ar[t, p 28. 
(267)See: ibid. p. 23. 
(268) See: ibid. p. 19.  
(269)Baldick, C. Concise Dictionary of Literary Terms, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 3rd ed, 2004), p 89. 
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interpret the events of the novel; her point of view should appear through the characters of the 

novel, or the reader should be able to deduce her opinions through the events of the story.(270)      

 

To summarise, as has already been discussed, Elaine Showalter’s theory emphasises that 

feminist criticism focuses on different areas of women’s writings. According to her theory, 

the theme of the novels is one of the most important subjects to be studied in order to trace 

the development of women’s writings. It appears that the Saudi female novelists who opened 

the door for Saudi women to participate in writing novels are Saudi women who have lived in 

the |ij[z region and who have had most of their education outside Saudi Arabia. The first 

theme to be tackled in Saudi women’s novels in the first stage was the problem of society’s 

authority over women. It is clear that the representative novel written by Kh[shuqj\ shows the 

poor status of Saudi women in order to criticise society. It seems that the reason for focusing 

on society’s practices is that the novelists in this stage want to diagnose the problem and see 

its bad effects regardless of its factors. As has been shown in the analysis above, Kh[shuqj\ 

commits some artistic errors in her novel which may be because this is the nature of the 

beginnings. However, as it appears above, the weak points in her novels’ techniques are not 

enough to exclude Kh[shuqj\’s novels from the circle of literature as it has been claimed 

because it contains the main aspects of the novel.      

 
3.2. The Issue of Marriage  

Hud[ al-Rash\d’s novel; Ghadan Sayak]n al-Kham\s (Tomorrow will be Thursday) 

After examining the first theme in the Saudi women’s novel through analysing Kh[shuqj\’s 

novel Drops of Tears in the previous section, the second theme treated by Saudi female 

novelists focuses on the idea of the relationship between men and women in Saudi society. 

Through her study of British women’s literature, Elaine Showalter has drawn attention to 

distinctive signs in each stage of women’s works to clarify the features of the development of 

their writings.(271) Since one of the most important subjects of women’s literature, as 

Showalter argues, is the theme of literary product,(272) this section will continue to discuss the 

second theme of Saudi women’s novels as it appears in the second of our case study novels 

which is Hud[ al-Rash\d’s novel Ghadan Sayak]n al-Kham\s (Tomorrow will be Thursday). 

                                                 
(270)See: al-|amd[n\, |am\d, Binyat al-Na~~ al-Sard\, (Beirut: Al-Markaz al-Thq[f\ al-<Arab\, 2nd ed, 1993), p 
47. 
(271)See: Showalter, Toward a Feminist Poetics, pp 137-139. 
(272)  See: ibid. p.128. 
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Hud[ al-Rash\d is a well-known novelist in Saudi Arabia. She had most of her education 

abroad, attending primary school in Lebanon for two years from the age of six with her 

brother and sister while they lived in a property belonging to her school. Then she continued 

her primary education for two years in Cairo, followed by a further two years in Alexandria. 

She attended secondary school in Saudi Arabia and then high school in Damascus and 

Lebanon.(273)  

 
Hud[ al-Rash\d started her career in 1971 as an anchor on Jeddah’s Radio and at the same 

time was an editor of <Uk[& newspaper. She experienced social pressure when she was on 

Radio Jeddah so, unfortunately, she was not successful in this position. In 1974, she moved to 

London to work in the Arabic Service of BBC Radio. Then she continued studying, gaining a 

B.A. from Buckingham University in 1992, a Master’s degree in Media from London 

University in 1993 and another Master’s degree in linguistics and translation from the School 

of Oriental and African Studies, London University, in 1995.(274)  

 
Hud[ al-Rash\d’s father encouraged education for women and, because he was not satisfied 

with women’s education in Saudi Arabia, he decided to take his children to study abroad and 

this, therefore, affected their ideas and culture. She read many writers of Arabic literature, 

such as I+s[n <Abd al-Qudd]s, ^[h[ |usayn and Naj\b Ma+f]&. She emphasised that 

studying in Egypt was an important factor in the development of her creative ability to write 

her first novel because she was influenced by the literary revolution in Egypt at that time.(275) 

In addition, looking at other cultures and understanding British civilisation contributed to the 

development of her thoughts and the expansion of her mind, as was apparent in her novels,  

which we shall examine  later.  

 
The second novel selected from the early stage of the Saudi women’s novel is Ghadan 

Sayak]n al-Kham\s (Tomorrow will be Thursday): the selection is made for two reasons. 

Firstly, this novel is the most important novel of this stage from a literary point of view; some 

critics identified this novel as the beginning of the women’s novel in terms of artistic quality. 

They consider Kh[shuqji as the pioneer of the women’s novel in Saudi Arabia, whereas al-

                                                 
(273) Interview with Hud[ al-Rash\d in London 12-11-2009.  
(274) See: al-Rash\d, Hud[,Wa min al-|ubb, (Cairo: D[r Qib[> al-|ad\tha, 2008), p 7.  
(275)

 Interview with Hud[ al-Rash\d in London 12-11-2009. 
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Rash\d is considered to be  the founder.(276) Secondly, this novel concentrated on women’s 

struggle in their society so the issue of women’s problems is very clear to the reader. In 

comparison with other novels published during this stage, the reader can perceive the clear 

objective of the novelist and the logical sequence of the plot.   

 

3.2.1. The theme of the novel 

 

The main theme of this novel is the culture of traditional marriage, which formulates the 

nature of relationship between the sexes in society. The marriage tradition in Saudi society is 

that, when daughters reach marriageable age, mothers take them to attend special events. This 

is not for enjoyment but, rather, to display their daughters before mothers whose sons are also 

of marriageable age and are looking for wives. In the high social class especially in the |ij[z 

region, girls can contact men who want to marry through meetings arranged by parents or 

relatives.(277) Through this novel, the novelist tries to emphasise that this practice concentrates 

on the appearance, not the substance, of the person, and is a situation which  may lead to an 

unsuccessful relationship. This is the starting point for the novelist and she attempts to treat 

this important issue by using the artistic tools of the novel. In her treatment, the novelist uses 

a careful discourse, which was an intelligent way to convince the reader at that time. This 

careful discourse appears through her characterisation and dialogue, which will be explained 

later in this section. The use of careful language and discourse may be the result of al-

Rash\d’s understanding of her discourse’s receivers and their way of receiving it.    

 
Through the events of this novel, the novelist presents the dominant problem of her society. 

For example, the social pressure that the protagonist Naw[l faces, which takes three forms: 

 

1- The invitation to see a man in her friend’s house; and when she, eventually, realises 

the reason for this, she becomes angry and does not respond to it.(278) 

2- The stress that her mother causes her which she expresses when she emphasises that 

they agree on all things except the idea of her marriage.(279) It also appears through the 

                                                 
(276)See for example: al-Rif[<\, pp 42-43.   
(277) See the details of marriage in: Long, David, Culture and Customs of Saudi Arabia, (Westport: Greenwood 
Press, 2005), pp. 66-68.  
(278)See: al-Rash\d, Hud[, Ghadan Sayak]n al-Kham\s, (Cairo: R]z al-Y]suf, n d), p 17.  
(279)See:  ibid. p.19.  
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dialogue with her mother when she is in the hospital, where she says, ‘your marriage 

is more important than my health’.(280)   

3- The conversations between Naw[l and her friend’s husband when he tries to remind 

her that her youth would soon come to an end and she should find a partner while she 

is still young.(281)    

  

Furthermore, the novelist emphasises the existence of this problem in society by presenting 

another character’s anxiety which appears in the dialogue between Naw[l and Sam\ra, when 

Sam\ra says: Of course, I will appear on the television and all can see my beauty; then I will 

marry’.(282) This sentence, in fact, clearly summarises the point that the novelist wants to 

make about women in a society that is influenced by the dominant ideas about women’s 

marriage. Therefore, the novelist insists on exploring the deep roots of the problem in Saudi 

society when the protagonist’s friend Lamy[> emphasises that the traditional method is the 

best way to find a husband.(283)  

 

3.2.2. Characterisation  

 
The novelist concentrates on the protagonists’ characters and the dialogue to treat this issue 

and to present her point of view. E. M. Forster emphasises the skill that a novelist needs in 

order to persuade the reader of his viewpoint. He says: ‘For me the whole intricate question 

of method resolves itself not into formulae but into the power of the writer to bounce the 

reader into accepting what he says’.(284) He referred to the critic, Percy Lubbock’s opinion on 

the issue of point of view in the novel: ‘I take to be governed by the question of point of view 

the question of the relation in which the narrator stands to the story’.(285) 

 
Through her portrayal of the main character in her novel, Hud[ al-Rash\d, attempts to 

introduce her point of view and it is, therefore, very important to see how she draws this 

character. The protagonist, Naw[l, is described through the events of the novel as a ideal girl 

and thus she carries the viewpoint of the novelist. She is characterised as having continual 

                                                 
(280)

 See: ibid, p 36. 
(281) See: ibid. p.27. 
(282)See: ibid. p.16.  
(283)

 See: ibid, p 17. 
(284) Forster, E. M., Aspects of the novel, (Victoria: Penguin Books Pty Ltd, 1963), p 86.  
(285)

 Ibid, p.85. Also, Lubbock, Percy, Craft of Fiction, (Milton Ketnes: Lightning Source UK Ltd, 2009), p 112. 
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uncertainty about everything around her, and her mind, therefore, is full of questions 

concerning the problem of women’s status, their feelings and their social communication. She 

is worried about herself and her future because of the situation of women in her society. She 

thinks about her father’s strength and her mother’s weakness and this disturbs her while she 

analyses the actual status of women.(286) Because she worries about everything around her, 

she is a lonely woman who always asks herself questions without finding any answers. This 

particular characteristic is seen in the dialogue between Naw[l and her friend Lamy[> through 

which the character of Lamy[> certainly contributes to clarifying some aspects of the 

protagonist. Naw[l says: 

- I, at least, enjoy reading.. Meditation.. Thinking.  

- This is the result; it is clear to me; worrying all the night because of enjoying 

meditation and thinking.(287)  

 

The novelist pictures Naw[l as a wise, serious, calm and balanced woman who is  distinctive 

in her ability to understand different situations and to put everything into the right 

perspective. This appears in her attitude to her friend Sam\ra’s smoking and Naw[l asks her 

why she does it, saying: 

- Why? 

- To prove to people that this is what I am; whether I smoke or not. 

- Would you go this far to care about people?!! 

- Vice versa, to the contrary, because I do not care about them or their opinions. This is 

what I am as you see me. 

- This is to prove that they are the centre of your thoughts …(288) 

 

The novelist continues to clarify the character of the protagonist to prepare the reader to 

sympathise with Naw[l and to convey her message. One of the protagonist’s most important 

characteristics is that Naw[l is described as an objective woman who defends the customs of 

her country and, through this, the reader can identify the real motivation for her position. This 

is not hostility towards men, rather, it is defending the truth and understanding women’s 

                                                 
(286) See: al-Rash\d, Ghadan Sayak]n, p 11. 
(287)See: ibid, p 12. 
(288) See: ibid, pp 14-15. 
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needs so she successfully reflects the relationship between a man and a woman.(289) This 

characteristic is demonstrated when Naw[l is at a wedding and she hears one of the students 

of the American University in Beirut saying: 

 

- One of the foreigners is as a thousand men of my country. 

- Who is this loudmouth?! She asked Sam\ra 

- One of the students of the American University in Beirut. 

Then Naw[l asks her : 

- What are you saying about the men of your country? 

- Why do you condemn what I say while you see them despising us and respecting 

foreign women…? 

Then Naw[l says: 

- You are not better than them in spite of your education if you can be so rude. 

 

When her friend Lamy[> asks her to leave her and join another group, Naw[l says to Lamy[> 

sharply: Have you heard what she was saying?! Do not you care about this matter?(290). 

 

By portraying an ideal picture of the protagonist especially in terms of her attitude to men in 

her country, the novelist emphasises that she wants to build a bridge in order to deliver her 

ideas to them. In short, she does not want to attack men through direct criticism; rather, she 

wants to diagnose the problem and to clarify it with the intention of convincing them. 

     

The protagonist is also characterised by her job, since she works as a newspaper editor in the 

political analysis department, which is not normal for a woman in the society of the novel. 

When A+mad, another character in the novel asks Naw[l about her job and she tells him 

about it, he replies: 

- Your appearance does not suggest politics; far from it. 

- What is the relation between looks and the type of your work or your degree?!)291( 

 

                                                 
(289)  See: ibid, p 113. 
(290) See: ibid, p 33. 
)291( See: ibid, p 38. 
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As a result, the novelist’s approach in describing the protagonist does not appear in a direct 

way, rather, the reader receives it through the events and dialogue in the novel so that her 

character can be deduced. As Lodge argues, the facts about her character, ‘emerge gradually, 

diversified, or actually conveyed, by action and speech’.(292) Also, the characters of the novel 

play an important role in clarifying the protagonist’s characteristics, whether through direct 

contact with Naw[l or through describing her in conversations, such as in conversations 

between her friend Lamy[> and her husband which is one of the artistic functions of the 

dialogue as it contributes in drawing the characters.(293) The reader receives all the aspects of 

the main character in a positive way even though some of her characteristics are presented in 

a negative way by other characters. For example, her friend Lamy[> and her husband describe 

Naw[l as a scrupulous woman, because she rejected their invitation after she understood the 

reason behind it, and because of this, seemed not to understand tradition. Ma+m]d says: 

Naw[l is worried and divided between what is and what should be.(294) 

 

It has been noted that when she characterises her protagonist in her novel, Hud[ al-Rash\d 

does not describe Naw[l’s physical characteristics. Whilst following the events the reader 

cannot find any indication of the main character’s appearance; there is no description of her 

height, eyes, ears, nose; the reader is merely told that she is beautiful.(295) This raises an 

important question, as to why the novelist focuses on the emotional features of the 

protagonist and ignores her physical features, even though critics emphasise the importance 

of this sort of description.(296) To answer this important question, it is necessary to go back to 

the central issue that the novelist attempts to tackle, which is that society does not understand 

the aim of marriage and they, therefore, focus on appearance and ignore the importance of 

essence. The protagonist appears, in many parts of the novel, to express her discomfort about 

this problem and she tries to present her reaction to it.(297) For example, when Naw[l and 

Ma+m]d discuss an arrangement to meet someone who was looking for a wife, the dialogue 

runs: 

- Wouldn’t you want to have a home? Ma+m]d said.  

                                                 
(292)  Lodge, D., The Art of Fiction, (London: The Penguin Group, 1992), p 68. 
(293)See: K[&im, Najm, Mushkilat al-|iw[r f\ al-Riw[ya al-<Arabiya, (Irbid: <{lam al-Kutub al-|ad\th, 2007), p 
77. 
(294) See: al-Rash\d. Ghadan Sayak]n, p.18. 
(295)See: ibid. p.37. 
(296) See for example: Hawthorn, J. Studying the Novel, (London: Hodder Arnold, 5th ed, 2005), p.109.    
(297)  See for example: al-Rash\d, Ghadan Sayak]n, pp 14,17, 29 and 38. 
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- I am looking for a home where I can feel my identity. 

- But you do not help yourself. 

- I know but I do not know what to do. 

- We are ready to help you. 

- By arranging meetings! 

- Wouldn’t you see him through these meetings? 

- False vision. 

- It is possible to see him again. 
- To increase its falsity?)298( 

Through this dialogue, and the central idea of the novel, the reader can appreciate the reason 

behind ignoring Naw[l’s appearance, as an artistic device related to the goal of the novel. 

Lodge has asserted that,  

there is no rule or regulation that says a novel may not shift its point 
of view whenever the writer chooses; but if it is not done according to 
some aesthetic plan or principle, the reader’s involvement, the 
reader’s “production” of the meaning of the text, will be disturbed.(299)  

 

Because she concentrates on emotions and feelings to describe the main character, the 

novelist suggests that the most effective method one can use to gain a happy life and a 

successful marriage is to look at the partner’s qualities, and not to focus on outward 

appearance. Therefore, the novelist introduces a distinguished female character that believes 

in her principles and defends them; and her looks are not portrayed because they are not 

important. Consequently, the novelist focuses on the issues she uses to support her point of 

view, and she omits a description of Naw[l’s physical characteristics to support her  point of 

view as well, which indicates that she uses her artistic tools and aesthetic plan in an 

intelligent way. 

As previously mentioned, Hud[ al-Rash\d has prepared the reader to receive the message 

through her protagonist who is described as a distinguished woman who sticks to her 

principles and defends them. At the same time, she uses dialogue as an important technique 

to articulate her viewpoint about the issue of marriage in her society. Although the dialogue 

contributes to describing the protagonist’s characteristics, it also plays an important role in 

revealing the issue at the heart of the novel and clarifying aspects of the problem of marriage 
                                                 
(298)See: al-Rash\d. Ghadan Sayak]n, pp. 28,29. 
(299)  Lodge. p.28. 
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in the society in which the novel is set.(300) The formulation of the issues laid out in this novel 

requires some aspects to appear through the use of dialogue and it is important to see how the 

novelist introduces the issue and how she treats it. Through the dialogue it appears that 

society has moved a step forward and that it is necessary for it to understand this change and 

move with this development. Naw[l’s speech emphasises this idea; for instance, in the 

dialogue between Ma+m]d and Naw[l when Ma+m]d says: 

 

- You are dreaming or you live in another world that does not belong to ours. The girls 
of your age got married and became mothers when they were sixteen and seventeen 
years old and this average is fine when compared to the past, when they used to get 
married at nine, eleven, twelve or thirteen and the last which was a spinster.  

- This is ridiculous and your opinions are more ridiculous; there is no reason to feel that 
proud while you compare the past to the present; the past had its own reasons and 
justifications.(301)   

 
In some parts of the dialogue, the reader can see the idea that people should leave the past 

and start a new stage. Hud[ al-Rash\d also asserts the importance of understanding the value 

of the modern era.(302) Further, through the dialogue, she introduces the disadvantages of 

practising traditional marriage. She mentions that the idea causes the problem of inequality 

between the spouses and lack of understanding of each other, because they do not see each 

other or talk with each other enough before marriage. The dialogue between Ma+m]d and 

Naw[l explores this; that is, she emphasises that being a spinster in people’s eyes is better 

than being a spinster with a man because both are mentally far apart from each other. She, 

also, explains her belief about marriage, which is based on the need for mutual understanding 

when she says:  

 

- Spinsterhood means the lack of feeling for the other person who lives with you; 
deprivation of the feeling of love for this particular person who is the only one you 
would love to share with, no-one else; it is one being in which they both complement 
each other... (303)  

 

In addition, the protagonist, through the dialogue, stresses that these meetings are not enough 

to decide whether they are suitable for each other because each of them is keen on showing 

                                                 
(300) See: al-Wahh[bi, P 112. He studies the value of the dialogue in Hud[ al-Rash\d’s two novels but the focus 
here is on the role of the dialogue in clarifying the issue of marriage. 
(301)  See: al-Rash\d, Ghadan Sayak]n,  p 30.  
(302) See for example: Al-Rash\d. Ghadan Sayak]n, pp 20, 40. 
(303)See: ibid, p 28. 
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their best but their essence, however, does not change.(304) As a result, the protagonist’s 

dialogue contributes to highlighting the problem often seen in traditional marriage, which is, 

the lack of understanding between the partners, whether about their emotions or their 

thoughts. 

 
On the other hand, through the dialogue, the reader can realise another problem of traditional 

marriage, which is the matter of disrespect for women. Naw[l’s speech stresses this problem 

in two ways: one is the feeling of embarrassment if she sees him, which is articulated when 

Naw[l becomes angry and says: If I come, I will feel embarrassed even if I try to hide.(305)  

 

The dialogue also presents a disrespect for women, an issue which appears in many parts of 

Naw[l’s language where she compares women to goods, that are displayed  in the market  for 

sale. Naw[l emphasises that society is responsible for this problem because girls’ families 

prepare them at home to be seen as items waiting for someone to buy them. This is 

demonstrated in the conversation between A+mad and Naw[l when she says:  

What do you expect from a girl if she is prepared as an item for sale?(306)  
 
As a result, it becomes clear that al-Rash\d employs dialogue as a significant technique to 

clarify her viewpoint about the problem of relationships between men and women in Saudi 

society. A possible interpretation of the novelist’s insistence on this particular technique 

relates to her main purpose, which is to suggest to the reader that talking together is an 

appropriate way for partners to understand one another, to protect each other’s rights and to 

achieve a successful marriage. Therefore, the novelist resorts to quiet conversations between 

characters in which a wise and fair woman whose arguments are based on convincing proofs 

contribute to developing the argument. It is noticeable that the protagonist who carries the 

novelist’s point of view does not resort to anger during her conversations in order to attract 

men’s attention and prepare them to accept her ideas about marriage. Hence, directing 

women’s discourse at men in society might be considered as one of the features of the first 

stage in general and al-Rash\d’s novel in particular since she is very careful when she 

describes the main character and chooses her language in dialogues.  

 

                                                 
(304)  See: ibid. p.17. 
(305) See: ibid, p 17. 
(306) See: ibid, p 51. 
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3.2.3.  The end of the novel 

 

It is important to consider the end of the novel and to understand the symbolism that the 

novelist employs in this special ending. Critics note that a novel may end happily or sadly; 

Hud[ al-Rash\d’s novel ends sadly because of the consequences of Naw[l’s and A+mad’s 

experiences. Naw[l dreamed of marrying a man who had his education in America or Europe 

because he would be someone who could understand what she needs.(307) She did, in fact, find 

him and they fell in love and, when he asked her to marry him, she accepted. However, he 

left her when she needed his support on the death of her mother, because of his confusion 

about marrying her, which he realised when his sisters visited him, and he thought about the 

primitive life of his origins. He finally returned to her when he had overcome his confusion 

but she rejected him. As a result, the reader can see that the end of the novel is sad for the 

protagonist, Naw[l, who wanted to change the conventional idea of marriage, and it is also 

sad for A+mad, who during the course of the novel, reverted to the traditional idea of 

marriage.  

 
However, it is important to look carefully at the end of the main issue if one assumes that 

there are two conflicting and different points of view in the novel. The first point of view 

relates to the dominant, traditional views on marriage and many of the characters of the novel 

represent this view, such as Lamy[>, her husband, and Naw[l’s mother, but the most 

important character who represents this idea is the character, A+mad. The second point of 

view is the new idea of marriage and the character who represents this is the protagonist, 

Naw[l. In spite of the sad ending for the protagonists, the new idea of marriage succeeded 

because A+mad, who represents the traditional idea, returned to Naw[l and told her that he 

had made a mistake. Even though she forgave him and excused him she rejected him. 

Consequently, his return to Naw[l symbolises the strength of the truth that the protagonist 

carried through the events of Hud[ al-Rash\d’s novel.  

 
To summarise, as Showalter’s theory suggests, the focus of this section is on theme; that is, 

the writer’s point of view about the idea of marriage in the traditional society and the extent 

of employing the novel’s techniques to highlight the problem. It becomes clear that the 

emergence of Saudi women’s awareness about the problem of ‘normal’ relationships between 

                                                 
(307) See:  ibid. p.14. 
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the two sexes has some characteristics. It seems that the novelist, in order to tackle the 

problem, directs her discourse at the men in her country; but she is very careful in her 

characterisation of the protagonist to convince a patriarchal society influenced by men. This 

fits with Showalter’s idea: ‘if we study stereotype of women… and the limited roles women 

play in literary history, we are not learning what women have felt and experienced, but only 

what men have thought women should be’.(308) It seems that the reason behind directing her 

discourse to the men in her country and which called her to portray the perfect woman, 

Naw[l was because of the pressure on women in society and the lack of trust in women’s 

ability to choose her husband.  It appears, that when we analyse Kh[shuqj\’s novel, Hud[ al-

Rash\d uses the same method when she attempts to highlight the problem without criticising 

the political system which contributes to the continuation of the problem.     

 

4. Comparisons and Contrasts   
  
The most apparent feature in the two themes of this stage is the idea of novelists’ concern 

about the presentation of women’s status in their society. This presentation can be inferred as 

the diagnosis of the problem that threatened women, and makes it clear for the reader. 

Therefore, observers do not notice direct criticism of society or men made by the characters 

that carried the author’s point of view. The novelists of this stage may want to stress the idea 

of women’s status as that is like saying to society, ‘this is the situation of women in our 

society’. From this point, in order to to prove this idea it is important to see the similarities 

and differences between the novels which tackled the women’s two problems in this stage, 

that is, the power of society over women and the relationships between the sexes in society, 

and how other novels present them. Therefore, this section is devoted to finding out how 

these two themes are represented in other novels that appear in the early beginnings stage.     

 
It is important here to refer to the emphasis in the methodology of the thesis that novels that 

do not tackle women’s problems will be excluded from this research. Therefore, the novel 

entitled al-Bar[>a al-Mafq]da (Lost innocence) by Hind B[ghaff[r, the novel entitled Bar\q 

<Aynayk (Glitter of your Eyes) and the novel Ma>tam al-Ward (Funeral of Roses) by Sam\ra 

Kh[shuqj\ are excluded because they revolve around issues which are not related to our two 

                                                 
(308) Showalter , Elaine. “Toward a Feminist Poetics: Women Writing and Writing about Women”, in Eagleton, 
Mary, Feminist Literary Theory: a Reader, p 189.    
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specified themes. The first novel is classified as an adventure novel and is about a girl who 

runs away from the police to prove that she is innocent of a murder charge. (309) In addition, 

the novels Bar\q <Aynayk and Ma>tam al-Ward are romantic novels. The events of the first 

novel revolve around love amongst aristocratic families(310) and the second novel is based on 

love letters between the two lovers.(311)    

 

The novel entitled Qa%ar[t min al-Dum]<. (Drops of Tears)  by Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ contains the 

idea which is analysed in the beginning of this chapter that appeared in the representative 

novel of the first theme; the power of society over women.(312) Therefore, it is important to 

emphasise the common characteristic that dominated most women’s novels published in this 

stage by referring to the similarities between the two novels. This characteristic is identified 

through the focus of Saudi female novelists, in this stage, while presenting the problem. It 

seems that when novelists present events to show women’s status in their society they do not 

criticise eastern men or the culture of eastern society. Hence, they use the events played out 

in their novels to show the features of their own society and the men in society. The method 

of introducing the men’s characters reveals that Saudi female novelists are concerned to show 

women’s status. The characterisations of men appear in two ways as they are drawn in 

Sam\ra Khashuqj\’s novel Wadda<t {m[l\; Wajd\ represents the positive type of man but he, 

nevertheless, is portrayed as a weak person who cannot change the status quo and cannot 

defend women’s rights . On the other hand, his father represents the negative type who is 

cruel and has authority over his wife. (313) The first picture appears in many scenes of 

Kh[shuqj\’s novel Wadda<t {m[l\ in which Wajd\ does not show any reaction when he sees 

his father’s unkindness towards his mother.(314) Another example of Wajd\’s passivity appears 

when his mother needed him to support her when she was in bed with a serious disease. 

Although his mother is ill and losing consciousness, her father asks him to go back to his 

college and he obeys his order.(315) On the other hand, the character who represents a negative 

attitude about women is Wajd\’s father and the novelist shows some aspects of this man to 

show how men in society deal with women. This character is described as a person who does 

                                                 
(309) See: al-Qa+%[n\, Sul%[n, pp 84 -90. 
(310)

 See: D\b, p  60. 
(311) See: ibid, pp 164-167. 

(312)See: pp 72-86  in this thesis. 

(313) See: kh[shuqji, Sam\ra. Wadda<t Am[l\. (Beirut: Mansh]r[t Zuhayr Ba<labakk\, n d), pp.11-15. 
(314)See: ibid. pp. 14-16.  

(315) See: ibid. p. 26. 
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not care about his wife even at the time when she needs him most. When the wife is in bed 

with a serious disease, he does not care about her needs as he comes home for only one hour 

in the afternoon and he also asks his son to  return to college showing no feeling towards his 

wife in this matter.  

 

In comparison to the novel Basma min Bu+ayr[t al-Dum]< (A Smile of the Lakes of the 

Tears) (1979) by <{>sha A+mad, the events of Kh[shuqj\’s novel reveal  how women suffer 

in their society. <{>sha A+mad explores her protagonist’s suffering through the main event of 

the novel,  her mother’s divorce and its consequences; for example, it prevents Afn[n from 

living with her mother, and this comes about through her father’s power derived from  his 

culture.(316) In addition, Kh[shuqj\’s novels show the picture of passive men who sympathise 

with tyrannised women as a weak person who can not change women’s status. This 

characteristic is clearly shown in <{>sha A+mad’s novel where Afn[n’s brother M[zin cannot 

change his sister’s status under her father’s rule, until he dies. This appears when the narrator 

portrays M[zin’s reaction after he is told that his sister Afn[n has been separated from her 

mother and M[zin’s reaction is  acquiescence.(317)   

 

Furthermore, one of the similarities between the novels of this stage is the picture of a 

character in the novel which represents the ideal woman. A woman with this character does 

her best to keep her home stable whereas the man does not care. Since this idea appears in the 

novel Qa%ar[t min al-Dum]< via Ruqayya’s character who looks after her husband,(318) it is 

also clear that Wajd\’s mother is keen to keep the status quo. This is domonstrated in a scene 

describing a disagreement between the couple where the son, arriving home, hears his father 

shouting loudly at his mother. However, even though Wajd\ has seen this action, the mother 

continues to defend her husband when her son asks her about it.(319) In addition, A+mad’s 

novel Basma min Bu+ayr[t al-Dum]< is keen to show the protagonist Afn[n’s suffering after  

moving to her father’s house. By highlighting her suffering, the writer shows not only that the 

protagonist obeys her father but also that patience is her only way to resist. There are many 

scenes that show the father’s power over Afn[n; for example, she works hard in her father’s 

house even when she is ill, and he often shouts at her or lashes her with a whip until she 
                                                 
(316) See: al-Sub+\, p.192.  
(317)See: A+mad, <{>isha, Basma min Bu+ayr[t al-Dum]<, (Jeddah: al-N[d\ al-Adab\, n d), 24.   
(318) See: p. 76 in this thesis.  
(319)See: Kh[shuqj\, Wadda<t. p. 22. 
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bleeds.(320) Portraying women in this way suggests that the status quo does not give women 

the opportunity to discuss men’s decisions because their domination in the home is derived 

from society itself. This exposition invites readers to see a distinctive feature of this stage 

played out in the first theme, which leads to the diagnosis of the problem, that is, the 

clarifification of women’s problems and their suffering.  

 

The diagnosis of the problem appears also in the second theme tackled by Saudi female 

novelists in this stage, which are the difficulties in relationships between the two sexes. Since 

the novel Ghadan Sayak]n al-Kham\s by Hud[ al-Rash\d uses a careful discourse to express 

the novelist’s opinion about marriage, the novels tackling women’s problems in this stage 

clarify this feature. In comparison with al-Rash\d’s novel, the novel War[> al-$ab[b (1965) 

by Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ emphasises the novelist’s opinion by showing women’s status in terms 

of their relationship with men, through a careful discourse. In order to see the apparent 

feature of the theme in this stage, it is important to highlight the novelist’s presentation of the 

problem to the reader. The story revolves around a girl who experiences four love stories and 

all of them fail; and this failure invites her to choose to be a nun in a convent. The events of 

the novel reveal that women in society cannot live a stable and romantic life with men. This 

concept is inferred by the results of the protagonist’s life and not through a direct emphasis 

by the protagonist, a method that forms the distinctive feature of this stage.   

 

The analysis of Hud[ al-Rash\d’s novel shows that the narrative reveals that the novelist 

wants to arouse the reader’s sympathy. Kh[shuqj\’s language also clarifies women’s status in 

terms of her relationship with men. This is demonstrated through the reaction of the 

protagonist when she knows that her husband betrayed her with other women; she does not 

care about the betrayal and tolerates it for her son’s sake. The world of this novel suggests 

that women are unable to resist such injustices and they are even unable to speak about them, 

as is suggested in the narrative:  

 

- She knew her husband repeatedly betrayed her and she did not feel it to be an 

extraordinary revelation, but she felt deep pain. (321) 

 
                                                 
(320

 See: A+mad, Basma min, pp 25, 26 
(321)See: Kh[shuqj\, War[>,  p 19.  
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In this novel, the writer attempts to present four types of men in society and all of them do 

not fulfil the needs of the protagonist as a woman. The first is her first husband who treats her 

cruelly and always betrays her with other women.(322) The second is the person who is kind to 

her but he does not care about her feelings even though he knows how much she loves 

him.(323) The third type is the jealous person who because of his jealousy tries to kill her and 

commits suicide.(324) The fourth man is the person she chooses to marry after her divorce and 

who, when he knows that she cannot have children, starts to see other women.(325) In contrast, 

the novel Dhikray[t D[mi<a by Samira Kh[shuqj\ shows an ideal man who makes sacrifices 

for his lover when he lets her continue her life after he has an accident which resulted in 

deafness.(326) After his accident, he hides his name and keeps himself away from his lover in 

order that she can enjoy her life with a man who can hear.(327) However, even though the 

novelist portrays this man in a positive way with regard to his lover, she still refers to his 

passivity when he obeys his father’s demand that he travels abroad for seven years and leave 

his lover; and this reflects a characteristic of this stage.(328) 

 

By looking at the titles of the novels of this stage, the reader can see clear evidence that they 

tend to diagnose women’s problems through showing their situation. From this prspective, 

we can see that the novelists do not attempt to attack the patriarchal society or men through 

direct criticism. The titles of the six novels that addressed the two themes are:  Wadd<t {m[l\  

(I said goodbye to my hopes), Basma min Bu+ayr[t al-Dum]< (A smile of the lakes of tears) 

Qa%ar[t min al-Dum]< (Drops of tears) Ghadan Sayak]n al-Kham\s (Tomorrow will be 

Thursday) War[> al-$ab[b (Behind the fog), Dhikray[t D[mi<a (Tearful Memories). It is 

clear that these titles focus on women’s situation in their society since they either focus on 

sadness or hopes for the future. 

 

As previously discussed, the novels of this stage are similar in terms of the style of writing. 

For example, Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\’s novel, analysed earlier in this thesis, shows superficial 

weaknesses in the writing style which, it has been argued, is one of the characteristics of the 

                                                 
(322)See: ibid. pp.18-22. 
(323)See: ibid. pp.54-70. 
(324)See: ibid. pp.115-154. 

(325)See: ibid. pp.182-196. 

(326) See: Kh[shuqj\, Sam\ra. Dhikray[t Dami<a. (Beirut: Mansh]r[t Zuhayr Ba<labakk\, n d), p.128. 

(327)See: ibid. p 157. 

(328)See: ibid. p 62. 
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novels at the beginning of the stages. It is clear that this is a dominant flaw in most of the 

novels of this stage, and it is useful to give some examples to explore this feature. The 

structure of the events of the novel around the idea of coincidence is clearly noticed in most 

of the novels in this stage. Kh[shuqj\’s novels are an example of this method and it seems 

that structuring the novel by this method can prevent the events from flowing in a logical 

sequence. In her novel Wadda<t {m[l\, Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ uses coincidence to show how the 

protagonist meets his lover when he returns with a gift for his mother and sees a girl in the 

street being congratulated for escaping injury in a car accident. He sees her as beautiful and 

attractive and when she looks at him, she takes a taxi saying her address loudly to the driver; 

and the protagonist feels this is directed at him.(329) This kind of sequence  occurs many times 

in this novel.(330)  

 

In comparison with other novels in this stage, it seems that structuring events around 

coincidences is usual. For example, the protagonist of Kh[shuqj\’s novel War[> al-$ab[b 

meets two characters by coincidence and lives with them which is the basis for two love 

stories. Waf\q calls her and asks her to meet him even though she had not met him before.(331) 

Also, S[mi+ meets her in a hotel’s lobby in Paris by coincidence(332) then he meets her again 

in Lebanon also by coincidence.(333) Al-@ub+\ points this out in her analysis of <{>isha 

A+mad’s novel and she refers to the effect on the novel as it results in a loss of vitality in the 

conflict.(334) Narratives that depend on a coincidence may have the effect of weakening the 

plot of the novel since it is not convincing. Therefore, al-Qa+%[n\ emphasises that <{>sha 

A+mad’s novel has no real plot.(335)        

   

The employment of ‘time’ in the narrative of the novels in this stage is simple and is such that 

the reader cannot see the novelists’ mastery while employing it. This is understandable since 

we know that this is the beginning stage of Saudi women’s novel. Most of the women’s 

novels in this stage witness an accelerated speed of time does not synchronise with the events 

of the novels. This suggests that novelists do not have sufficient skills to utilise the concept; 

                                                 
(329) See: Kh[shuqj\.Wadda<t Am[l\. pp.27-29. 
(330)See: ibid. pp.38.39. 

(331) See: ibid, p 115.  
(332) See: ibid, p 133. 
(333)

 See: ibid, p 166. 
(334) See: al-@ub+\. p. 139. 

(335) See: al-Qa+%[n\, Sul%[n. p.92. 
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hence, sometimes sentences referring to time scales are used in a superficial way. For 

example, in Kh[shugj\’s novels, the reader can recognise sentences such as, “one year has 

passed”,(336) “three years have passed”,(337) “the years have passed”,(338) “a month has 

passed”,(339) “days followed by days have passed”,(340)  “after five years”,(341) “Two years 

have passed”,(342) “The days passed followed by weeks and months”,(343) “Years and years 

have passed”,(344) Abbreviating time in the novels is an important technique, sometimes used 

in good novels; as Mah[ al-Qa~r[w\ has emphasised, there is no narrative without 

abbreviating time.(345) However, it seems that most Saudi women’s novels in this stage have 

not employed the technique professionally. This style is criticised by /m[n al-Sub+\ in her 

article al-Khi%[b al-/d]l]j\: tajs\d al-^al[q Ba%ala about the novel Basma min Bu+ayr[t al-

Dum]< by <{>sha A+mad.(346) She emphasises that the weakness of the narrative is that the 

novelist uses shorthand by using these types of sentences.(347)    

        

The setting of the novels which tackled women’s problems reveals the characteristic of 

themes played out in the novels published in this stage. Through examining them we notice 

that the events of most of novels either take place outside Saudi Arabia, such as Egypt and 

Lebanon or the events of the novels take place in an unnamed location. Only two novels are 

set in Saudi Arabia; Qa%ar[t min al-Dum]< by Kh[shuqj\ and Basma min Bu+ayr[t al- Dum]< 

by <{>isha A+mad. Kh[shuqj\ calls the setting of her novel Qa%ar[t min al-Dum]<  Najd 

which is a desert in the middle of Saudi Arabia and she does not mention the country, which 

may indicate that the events of the novel are played out before the establishment of Saudi 

Arabia. What supports this argument is that it describes a society where they decide to kill the 

victim according to the tribe’s judgement and not to the government’s law. Being abroad, the 

setting of the novel may support what we suggested previously since the novelists were 

                                                 
(336)See: Kh[shuqj\. War[> al-$ab[b. p. 144. Also see: p 213. 

(337)See: ibid,  p 165. 

(338)Kh[shuqj\. Wadda<t {m[l\. p.65. 

(339)See: Kh[shuqj\. Wadda<t {m[l\. p.47. 

(340) See: Kh[shuqj\. War[> al-$ab[b. p. 198. See also Kh[shuqj\. Wadda<t {m[l\. p.21, p.80,p 89 and p 95.  

(341)
 See: Kh[shuqj\. War[> al-$ab[b. p. 210. 

(342)
 See: Kh[shuqj\. Wadda<t {m[l\. p.25. 

(343) See: ibid. p.37. 
(344)See: A+mad, <{>isha, p 17. 

(345)See: al-Qa~r[w\, Mah[, Al-Zaman f\ al-Riw[ya al-<Arabiya. (Beirut: al-Muassasa al-<Arabiya l\ al-Dir[s[t 
wa al-Nashr, 2004),  p. 231. 
(346) See: al-@ub+\, Al-Khi%[b, p.193. 
(347) See: ibid. p.193. 
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careful not to criticise Saudi society in this stage. This may be because society had not yet 

understood that women are able to write novels and Saudi female novelists want to slowly 

build a bridge between them and their society.       

 

To summarise, through an overview of the novels written during this stage, it is clear that 

Saudi female novelists tackle two themes: the power of society over women and women’s 

relationships with men since they sense a need to diagnose the problems but not to create an 

enemy. The choice of a suitable discourse reveals the novelists’ understanding of the nature 

of their society’s thoughts and culture. This argument opposes some critics’ points of view 

that some novelists writing in this stage do not represent the nature of Saudi society.(348)          

 

5. Conclusion: 
 
 Clearly, the first stage of the Saudi women’s novel lasted for 21 years, making it the longest 

stage. It extended from 1958 to 1979 and all the novelists writing at this stage received their 

education abroad. Sam\ra Kh[shuqji is the pioneer of the Saudi women’s novel because she 

was the first women to publish a novel in the country and also because  she insisted on 

continuing to write even when some of the male writers had stopped writing. The main value 

of this beginning stage was that it encouraged Saudi women to have the confidence to write 

novels and Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ played an important role in that. It has been noted that the focus 

of the writers at the beginning of this stage was on themes which tended to make some simple 

artistic errors but by the end of the stage the novel had moved forward to reveal themes 

through the use of artistic tools such as those used by Hud[ al-Rash\d. Although Hud[ al-

Rash\d’s novel is artistically distinguished during this stage, it is hard to categorise her as a 

representative novelist of the next stage because her way of treating the problem fits with 

novels published in the first stage since they  focus more on criticising traditions and customs 

than the whole system. Moreover, she was unique since it was some time before other female 

novelists appeared; therefore she did not create a stream of novelists. That is, she published 

her novel in 1976 but the next stage did not begin until 1980. Also, there are commonalities 

between her novel and the novels written in this stage that have been mentioned in this 

chapter, such as the foreign settings of the novels and the use of dialogue which has a 

                                                 
(348) See the discussion of this idea in p 69 in this thesis  
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reference to dialects that are not from the Arabian Peninsula. In addition, the novelists writing 

during this stage were foreign-educated and were completely influenced by international, as 

well as famous Arabic writers, which  causes some Saudi Arabian critics to describe the 

works by some  female novelists of this stage as unrepresentative of Saudi Arabian society. 

 

The novelists in this stage attempted to address women’s issues and tried to express their 

points of view about the role of women in society according to the development of the 

country. The focus of the novelists at this stage was on both problems; the power of society 

over women and the relationship between men and women. They tackle the two themes via 

articulating their opinions about the patriarchal system in the family and society. Although 

this patriarchal system is a small part of political practice, the novelists could not criticise 

their country’s political system because Saudi women have no position in politics.  This is 

also the early beginnings of a stage in which Saudi women novelists started to treat women’s 

problems superficially. The didactic objective is the most important aspect of the novel in this 

stage, as it was clearly demonstrated in Kh[shuqj\’s novel. This stage laid an important 

foundation to prepare women writers for the following stage, which will be examined in the 

next chapter. It is noticeable that during this stage the novelists attempt to express their ideas 

whilst bearing in mind the reaction of men in their country; at this stage, the concept of 

thinking independently has not yet appeared. 
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Chapter Four: The Establishment of the Saudi Women’s Novel (1980-1989) 

1. Introduction  

Before looking at the issues explored by women novelists during this stage, it is important to 

consider certain more general aspects of Saudi women’s novels so that differences between this 

stage and the previous one can be identified. Furthermore, in order to understand how the 

women’s novel developed in Saudi Arabia it is useful to have a general idea of the novels 

published during this stage so that they can be compared with novels published during the first 

stage. In addition, it is worth mentioning the social and historical factors that help the reader to 

date this stage and to understand the extent of the development of women’s awareness in terms 

of tackling women’s problems. It would also be useful to look at the changes that occurred in 

Saudi society during this time.  

 

To begin this chapter, there is a central question that ought to be raised which concerns the 

changes in women’s novels written at this stage compared with those of the earlier period. This 

question can be examined in two important ways; firstly, it is necessary to look at how writers 

have changed; and this can be achieved through a general overview of the novelists of the stage. 

Secondly, changes in women writers’ techniques and styles can be examined via an analysis of the 

works chosen to represent novels written in this period. Through studying the changes in the 

writers and their writings, the reader is able to detect the development of the awareness of Saudi 

Arabian female novelists, whether they appear at this stage generally or through their awareness 

about women’s problems, which they explore in the events described in their novels.  

 

An earlier chapter discussed how Hud[ al-Rash\d’s novel plays an important role in the 

development of women’s awareness. Her novel Ghadan Sayak]n al-Kham\s may be considered to 

be a link between the two stages whether in the theme, where it was clear and focused or in the 

way she treats  the theme.(349) Together with Amal Sha%[, Hud[ al-Rash\d is considered to be a 

most important novelist in this stage of the women’s novel  following the publication of her novel 

<Abath at the beginning of 1980s. Since the publication of Amal Sha%[ and Hud[ al-Rash\d’s 

novels in the same period, as shown in the table p. (252) , the idea of women’s rights which is 

                                                 
(349) See the analysis of this novel in Chapter Three in this thesis. pp 86- 96. 
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important in their novels, has matured as shall be discussed later in this chapter. This maturity 

appears in the emergence of a new style of treating women’s themes. 

 

The dating of this stage has been considered by al-Wahh[b\, Jar\d\ and al-Rif[<\ whose research 

addresses the history of women’s novels in Saudi Arabia. All the writers agree that the year  1980 

is the beginning of a new stage in the Saudi women’s novel but al-Rif[<\ argues that his dating is 

not  concerned with exploring any artistic characteristics, but with a division of the stages in order 

to facilitate the study of the women’s novel in general.(350) Therefore, his research does not 

consider the development of the women’s novel in the history of the novel, rather, he studies  all 

the women’s novels as if they were belonged to a single stage.(351) However, through a deeper 

reading of the novels of both stages  the reader can  detect certain differences between them which  

has the effect of distinguishing the stages from each other whether they appear in the stages in 

general, or in the development of the novelists’ tools in tackling women’s themes, as shall be 

discussed in the course of  this chapter. Al-Wahh[b\ emphasises that there are some features which 

distinguish the generation that their first appearance is in this stage when he states: 

 

‘The changes that appeared in Saudi society during this period are reflected in 
the outlook or style of works of novelists... The women writers of this time 
contributed to the establishment of the novel as a new form of cultural 
discourse in Saudi literature’.(352)      

 

Even though this stage lasted ten years, only half the length of the previous stage, the number of 

novels published, that is, nine, was too close. On the other hand, a number of new novelists 

appeared during this time, which was a sign that the novel was becoming a popular  for women in 

Saudi Arabia. As the table in the appendix (p. 252) shows, Hud[ al-Rash\d and Hind B[ghaff[r 

were writers that appeared in the first stage but the other five novelists were newly published. 

However, the most important novelist of the first stage, Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\, stopped writing, even 

though she had published six novels during the first stage. 

  
As it was in the first stage, the |ij[z region of Saudi Arabia retained its position as the primary 

area for novelists at this stage, but it was not the home of all the novelists writing during this 

                                                 
(350) See p 28 in this thesis. 
(351) His book has been viewed in the literature review. See pp 28-29 in this thesis. 
(352) al-Wahh[b\. p.133. 
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period as it had been previously. Al-Man%iqa al-Sharqiyya (The Eastern Province) was the home 

of one novelist, Bahiyya B] Subayt, who published Durra min al-A+s[> (A Jewel from al-A+s[>) 

in 1988. The reason behind the importance of this Province in the novel at this time may be a 

consequence of women’s education in Saudi Arabia since it had been established 20 years before 

the beginning of this stage. The influence of women’s education on B] Subayt is obvious in the 

events of her novel since it revolves around the life of a female teacher. This also appears in al-

|ij[z where most of the novelists grew up and received their education.(353)    

 

In addition, during this stage the debates about women’s status in society became widely discussed 

by the intellectuals in Saudi Arabia. As it has been argued earlier in this thesis, these discussions 

took place through either the writers’ column in the Saudi Arabian newspapers or through the 

publication of books.(354) It is known that participants in those debates were the men in Saudi 

society but nevertheless they contributed to the increase of the Saudi Arabian women’s awareness 

of their problems especially since women started to read, which was a result of women’s education 

in the country. In spite of their reticence about their problems in the 1980s when they did not 

participate directly in the debates, women did have opinions, which can be gleaned from the 

themes in their novels.    

 

In contrast to the previous stage, Saudi Arabia appears in the setting of most of the Saudi women’s 

novels at this time, a factor that distinguishes this stage from the previous one. The title of B] 

Subayt’s novel indicates a Saudi Arabian city al-A+s[> from the Eastern Province which is the 

setting of the events of her story. In addition, most of the novels themselves take place in Saudi 

Arabia, such as Rib[% al-Wal[y[  by Hind B[ghaff[r and L[ <{sh Qalb\ by Amal Sha%[.(355) 

Therefore, it is noteworthy that Saudi Arabia was more likely to appear in the novels of this stage 

than  in the novels of the first stage. Saudi Arabia can also be seen as the place of publication of 

Saudi women’s novels, since al-Rif[<\ has recorded that 60% of the novels in this stage had been 

published in Saudi Arabia whereas only 20% had been published in Saudi Arabia in the previous 

stage.
(356) This suggests that women’s novels were welcomed by the publication houses in the 

country, a direct consequence of their popularity amongst novel readers.  

                                                 
(353)See: al-Rif[<\. p. 44. 
(354)See: pp 41-42 in this thesis. 
(355) See: al-Rif[<\. p. 45.  
(356)See: al-Rif[<\.  pp 44-45. The definition of Realism in literature ‘is the portrayal of life with fidelity’. See 
Cuddon, p 728    
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During this stage, the themes of the novels became more diverse, since the novelists began to 

tackle such subjects as social, emotional and cultural issues. Moreover, the novelists of this 

stage tried to use different methods of treating their themes;  for instance, Raj[> <{lim utilises 

the symbolic tendency and Bahiyya B]sbayt prefers realism.(357) Therefore, while the Saudi 

women’s novels in the first stage were not welcome either inside or outside the country, the 

novels of the second stage were regarded as important works, both in Europe where Raj[> 

<{lim won the Award of Honour in the Ibn ^ufayl Competition in 1985 in Madrid(358) and 

locally, where many of the novels were dealt with in critical writings in Saudi Arabia, such as 

Sul%[n al-Qa+%[n\’s writings.(359) This is a sign that female novelists writing in this period began 

to prove themselves through their work inside the Saudi Arabian literary field. 

 

2. The most prominent women’s issues in the novel in this stage: 

 

In this chapter, two novels have been chosen to represent the women’s novel in this stage; the first 

has been chosen in order to examine how Saudi female novelists express their point of view about 

the power that Saudi society holds over women and the representative novel is Ghadan Ans[ by 

Amal Sha%[. The second novel has been chosen to tackle the problem of the relationships between 

the two sexes and the representative novel is <Afwan Y[ {dam by @afiya <Anbar. Through the 

analysis of both novels, the reader can see the development of how Saudi women writers express 

their thoughts about women’s issues.   

 

2.1. Women’s right to see their children after divorce  

Amal Sha%[‘s novel Ghadan Ans[ (1980) (Tomorrow I Shall Forget). 

 
2.1.1. Introduction  

 
Elaine Showalter’s theory hinges on the study of the history of women’s writings so that important 

areas of women writers’ development can be seen. She asserts that it is important to gather these 

writers’ works and to classify them in order to reach a clear picture of women’s history. The 

themes that are played out in women’s novels are one of the most important things that need to be 

                                                 
(357) See: al-Rif[<\.  p.45. 
(358)See: <{lim, Raj[>. Arba<a @ifr, (Jeddah: al-Nad\ al-Adab\ al-Thaq[f\, 1987), The cover page.   
(359)See: al-Rif[<\. p. 45. 
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studied - because through examining their themes, the development of women’s thoughts and their 

awareness, can be realised. From this standpoint, this section will examine aspects of the changes 

in the women’s novel through the analysis of Amal Sha%[‘s novel mentioned above which has 

been selected to represent Saudi Arabian women’s novels in terms of identifying the problem  

caused by the effects of the power that Saudi Arabian society holds over women.      

 

The reason behind choosing this novel to represent the women’s novel at this stage is related to the 

value readers placed on it when it was published in the first year of the 1980s, at the beginning of 

this stage. Her novel Ghadan Ans[ together with Hud[ al-Rash\d’s novel <Abath highlights the 

movement of the novel from the beginning stage to the next stage and  marks the establishment of 

the women’s novel in Saudi Arabia. Since Hud[ al-Rash\d has been chosen as a representative 

novelist in the first stage, it is appropriate to select Amal Sha%[’s novel to  represent  the women’s 

novel at this stage.   

 

Amal Sha%[ was born in Makka of a cultivated family which supported her  through secondary 

school  up until the time that she had graduated from medical school.(360) In addition to the novel 

mentioned, Amal Sha%[ published three novels; L[ <{sh Qalb\ (1989), {dam Y[ Sayid\ (1997) and 

Rajul min Al-Zaman al-{khar (2006).  

  

This novel focuses on one aspect of male dominance, by demonstrating a tendency in men to use 

their power to control society without considering others. It also portrays the power of the rich 

over the poor and the way that, because they are rich, they are able to own things even when they 

have no moral right to them. Women are shown to be some of the victims of this power. This is 

especially true of the female character in this novel, T\m[, who comes from a poor family living in 

a poor country.  

 

The novel revolves around the story of T\m[, who comes from the island of Java in Indonesia, and 

who married a Saudi man named <Abd al-Maj\d while he was in Java on business. Deciding to 

return to Saudi Arabia, he deceives his wife and takes their three year old daughter, which leaves 

T\m[ to face an uncertain destiny. Her quest to find her daughter causes her to suffer 

psychologically, socially and economically. It was not until fifteen years later that she finally saw 

                                                 
(360)See: Ab] Ni#[l, Naz\h, Tamarrud al-Unth[ f\ Riy[yat al-Mr>ah al-<Arabiyya wa Biblughr[fiy[ al-Riy[ya al-
Nisuiyya al-<Arabiyya, (Beirut: al-Mu>assasa al-<Arabiyya li>l-Dir[s[t wa>l-Nashr, 2004), p.194. 
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her daughter, Isl[m. Her husband, who was old by now, begged her forgiveness but, looking at 

him tearfully, she replies: “Tomorrow I shall forget”. 

   

However, because the chain of events is broken in Chapter Eight, the novel appears to lack a 

cohesive plot. The story depends on three characters; the main character in Chapters One and Two 

is Isl[m and the protagonist is T\m[ (Isl[m’s mother). The central theme of the novel which 

concerns the way these characters hold together over time because of the relationship between 

them, is logical, but, the introduction of the main character of Chapter Eight, Naw[l (the head 

teacher of Isl[m’s school), breaks the development of the events.(361) The reader can see no 

connection between this character and the direction of the action,  nor does the introduction of this 

character make any contribution towards clarifying the issues played out in  the novel. Although 

the events of a good novel can be narrated outside the chronological order, with gaps or absences, 

the use of this technique should be technically proficient, that is, it should relate to the overall 

frame of the novel. The events of the novel should always be plotted.(362) 

 

It is worth noting that the technique of breaking the chain of events in this novel appears in a 

different way than it did in the previous stage. As has been discussed in the analysis of 

Kh[shuqj\’s novel in Chapter Three, the artistic errors are superficial in the first stage; for 

example, they are achieved through direct address to the reader when they are not relevant to the 

events.(363) These kinds of flaws have been noted in the works of most of the Saudi female 

novelists of the first stage. Im[n al-@ub+\ emphasises that <{>isha A+mad’s novel Basma min 

Bu+ayr[t al-Dum]< (1979)  lacks an artistic plot so that she returns these superficial errors to the 

nature of the beginnings.(364) However, breaking the plot in Sha%[’s novel cannot be classified as a 

superficial error. Clearly, the presentation of the whole of Naw[l’s life in one chapter interrupts 

the development of the events of the main story because the reader can only see a small 

connection between the characters since Naw[l is the head teacher of Isl[m’s school. In addition, 

the novelist attempts to make the story of Isl[m and her mother as the reason for the change of the 

head teacher’s life and behaviours. Although for some reasons the novelist has made much focus 

of this event in the novel, she does not succeed.  

                                                 
(361)

 See: D\b, p 229. 
(362) See: Hawthorn, Jeremy, Studying the Novel, (London, Hodder Education, 5th Ed, 2005), p 112. 
(363)See: pp 84-85 in this thesis. 
(364)See: al-@ub+\, Im[n, “al-Khi%[b al-I\dulog\: Tajs\d al-^al[q Ba%alan”, in al-Nu<n\, |asan, Khi%[b al-Sard: al-
Riy[ya al-Nis[>iyya al-Su<]diyya. p 192. 
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The novelist presents the events through the omniscient narrator since it appears that she, ‘has a 

full knowledge of the story’s events and of the motives and unspoken thoughts of various 

characters’.(365) The effect of this technique is that even though the narrator  is not part of the story, 

she knows everything, that is, she describes the characters and their thoughts, even Isl[m’s 

feelings about her father. This becomes apparent when Isl[m, having just met her mother, takes a 

good look at her father and starts to think about him.(366) At this point, the author introduces events 

through a third person narrator, and at the same time reveals Isl[m’s inner thoughts which are 

central to the theme of the novel. However, in the major part of the novel the characters tell their 

stories to each other using the first person; for example, in Chapters 3 – 7 and 9 – 10 when T\m[ 

explains her suffering to her daughter, the theme that occupies  most of the novel.    

 

A relevant point here is that the novelist starts the novel with an event that actually takes place 

near the end of the story by using a third person narration in order to hold the reader’s attention. 

The event describes the moment when T\m[, finally reaches Isl[m’s school, and asks for her 

daughter. When the protagonist completes her story in the first person narration then the novelist 

changes the mode and continues to describe the events that began the story by speaking in the 

same voice as in the beginning of the novel. It seems that the novelist’s aim is to convey the end of 

the story in an objective way that distances the characters so that they do not lead the direction of 

the action according to his or her view. For example, one of the main concerns of the novel, the 

theme of the male character’s regret, is used to suggest the kind of behaviour that harms women 

and to present an objective account of the conclusion of the events, free of the protagonist’s 

viewpoint. In addition, this technique contributes to making clear the changes in the daughter’s 

feelings when she goes back home after the school time to see her father. 

 

The novelist’s use of different types of narration, which has been discussed above, is considered to 

be one of the most important aspects of the changes that appeared in Saudi Arabian women’s 

novels at this stage.  It is important because it shows a development of an artistic awareness in 

Saudi female novelists who have begun to tackle women’s problems via an understanding of 

different types of narrative.   

 

 

                                                 
(365) Baldick, p.178. 
(366)See: Sha%[. p. 38. 
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2.1.2. The theme of the novel 
 
It is important here to explain the purpose of classifying this as a representative novel of the first 

theme to be analysed in this stage, that is, the problem of society’s power over women. The 

character <Abd al-Maj\d might be considered to be a symbol of the power of society; because of 

his selfishness he destroys the relationship between a daughter and her mother. The reason for 

creating a girl child (Isl[m), and not a boy to be one of the main characters of the novel may be to 

suggest that it is illogical that men’s power  over women in society works to prevent wives and 

daughters from having any rights. Even though this novel refers to the relationship between the 

sexes, it is hard to classify it as a representative of the second theme because the main focus of the 

novel is the outbreak of a social phenomenon that appeared at that time, which shall be discussed 

later in the chapter.  It is also difficult to discuss this novel in terms of the second theme because it 

describes society as giving men the power to make decisions that are harmful to women. 

 
In this novel, the novelist attempts to tackle an important issue which was prevalent in Saudi 

society at that time, especially in the |ij[z region. The problem was that  business-men went to 

poor countries on business and married women only for the purpose of keeping their house for 

them and meeting their sexual needs.(367) This can be seen as an aspect of the development of 

women’s novels in this stage where the novelist focuses on a certain problem in the context of 

local society. In contrast with the novels of the previous stage, this novel can be classified as the 

first women’s novel that demonstrated the courage to stand up against the society and uncover 

their flaws. Even though the events of the Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\’s novel Qa%ar[t min al-Dum]< and 

<{>isha A+mad’s novel Basma min Bu+ayr[t al-Dum]< are taking place inside the country, 

Sha%[’s novel differs from them in its clear articulation of a problem and courage to challenge a 

specific social group in her society.  

 

Through the novel’s characters Sha%[ suggests men’s power by characterising them as cruel and 

unjust. Men are presented, as in most women’s novels,(368) in two ways. Firstly, they are drawn as 

cruel characters who oppress women by exploiting their power in contrast to women who are 

shown to be weak, such as <Abd al-Maj\d and Alint] (the restaurant owner). Secondly, they are 

presented as negative characters who, although not particularly pleased by their own behaviour at 

                                                 
(367) See: D\b. p. 227.  
(368) See: for example Chapter Three which refers to how Kh[shuqji pictured men in her novel Qa%ar[t min al-
Dum]<.  
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the same time fail to help women, like Man~]r (<Abd al-Maj\d’s driver) and Tank] Damanh]j\ 

(<Abd al-Maj\d’s neighbour in Indonesia).    

     

It is important here to discuss the events leading to the divorce in order to see how the novelist 

pictures <Abd al-Maj\d as representative of one type of man and to compare the issue of divorce 

with the problem she attempts to treat in this novel. The story of the divorce begins with the 

father’s decision to abscond with his daughter to Saudi Arabia, by deception.(369) The novelist 

describes T\m[’s efforts to be more close to her husband, for example  by learning Arabic in order  

to communicate with him.(370) In this way the novelist compares men and women in terms of their 

level of respect for each other. While T\m[ worked hard to gain his love, <Abd al-Maj\d, was 

thinking about leaving her  when he had completed his business.  Although the novelist tackles the 

issue of divorce by introducing it as a devastating event in people’s lives, it is not a major issue in 

the novel because her focus is on the more important effects of separating children from their 

mothers. Therefore, the effect of divorce on the protagonist’s feelings is not stressed; rather, it is 

used to develop the events of the story. When T\m[ was told that <Abd al-Maj\d had left her, she 

desperately looked for her daughter and was shocked when she realised that her husband had taken 

her away.(371)  

 

To have maximum effect, the issue is presented in two ways related to the female characters’ 

suffering, while the ending of the novel conforms to the ideal that the most ill-used people triumph 

in the end. The first way of presenting this issue is the affect on children themselves when they are 

separated from their mothers as it is revealed through Isl[m’s story. When she knew the truth, she 

tells her mother how she missed her warm-heartedness. The sentence the novelist employs to 

describe this situation is used in the title of Chapter One of the story to press home its effect on the 

child’s life and its importance in clarifying the theme. Isl[m says in this scene: 

 

- I felt warmth and kindness in your arms ... the flow of love from my depths and from your 
depths. (372) 

 

                                                 
(369)

 See: Sha%[, Amal, Ghadan .. Ans[, (Jeddah: Tih[ma, 1980), p 115.   
(370)

 See: ibid, p 106. 
(371) See: ibid, p 117.   
(372) See: ibid. p.31. 
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The novelist employs the monologue technique when she elucidates the daughter’s feelings about 

the separation from her mother. This technique describes the change in Isl[m’s image of her father 

after seeing T\m[ which is in direct contrast to her former view of him. Before this meeting, Isl[m 

thought that <Abd al-Maj\d was a great man but after she meets her mother, he appeared to her to 

be a man without conscience. Through an inner monologue, she thought about his reasons for 

leaving her mother. She asks herself: ‘Where was his conscience when he threw my mother into 

the waves of life?’(373) In addition, she had formerly believed that her father was honest, but when 

she met her mother, she realised that he had been lying. When she asked him to tell her about her 

childhood, she muttered to herself: ‘Go dad! Let’s begin the journey of scandals! Let me see your 

face for the first time while you are lying!’(374) Through the use of this technique, the novelist 

attempts to reveal the effects of Saudi society’s practices represented by the contradictions in <Abd 

al-Maj\d’s character. This scene uncovers the father’s character for the reader since he seemed to 

have been a man with principles but his daughter gradually realises the true picture.    

 
Furthermore, the monologue is utilised to describe Isl[m’s lonely childhood without a mother. 

Through this technique, she remembered her need for someone to comfort her. For example, when 

she woke in the night her father, far from reassuring her, shouted at her to go back to bed.(375) This 

scene underlines the cruelty of  a man who  ignores a child’s need of her mother. In a women’s 

novel written in Arabic, this technique has the effect of emphasising the feminine discourse which 

condemns a society controlled by the men who formulate all the rules.(376) 

   

The second effect of presenting this issue in the narrative is that the novelist pictures the ill effects 

of the separation on the mother herself. T\m[ dedicated herself to finding her daughter; this  meant 

that she had to leave her own country and face many difficulties. The extent of her suffering is 

brought out through the novelist’s concentration on small details. For example, she is hospitalised 

after an accident, she is confined to a psychiatric hospital following the shock of losing her 

daughter,(377) she works as a servant with a rich family(378) and  she has her money stolen.(379)  

                                                 
(373) See: ibid. p.38.  
(374)

 See: ibid. p.39. 
(375)See: ibid. p.42. 
(376) See: D]d\n, Rifqa. Khi%[b al-Riw[ya al-Niswiyya al-<Arabiyya al-Mu<[~ira. (Amman: Am[nat <Amm[n al-
Kubr[, 2008), p.472.  
(377)See: Sha%[. p. 118. 
(378) See: ibid. p. 151.  
(379) See: ibid. p. 154.  
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In addition, the protagonist is presented as a desperate woman who wishes to die. Her suicidal 

thoughts continue even after seeing her daughter, which works to emphasise the extent of her 

suffering.  When she relates her story to her daughter, T\m[  repeats several times: I do not know 

why I did not die! When Isl[m countered: Did you not want to see me, Mum?! T\m[ was 

mortified, saying: I only lived to see you! Please forgive me, daughter!(380) 

 

It is important to recognise the common technique used in the ending of the Saudi Woman’s 

novel, both at this stage and in the previous one.(381) Most women novelists tend to  end their 

stories, which usually deal with social issues or relationships with men, with confessional scenes 

in which men admit their mistakes and plead for forgiveness. The phenomenon is seen twice in 

this novel. The first occurs when Alint] stole T\m[’s money and refused to return it; she cried and 

asked God for revenge, then Alint] was burned.(382) Before he died, he acknowledged his mistake 

and returned her money.(383) There is also a tendency to rely on contrived coincidence in the 

action, and it is used to emphasise the consequences of injustice towards women. The second 

example can be seen in the ending of the novel, where <Abd al-Maj\d regrets his actions and asks 

T\m[ for forgiveness.(384)  

 

To summarise, since Elaine Showalter suggests that it is necessary to study women’s writings in 

order to recognise the most important changes that appear in their writing, this section has focused 

on tracing the changes apparent in the first theme, which concerns society’s authority over women. 

<Abd al-Maj\d’s character represents social power since this power appears to determine the fate 

of women and their future; and furthermore it also determines their relationships with their 

children.  

 

Through an analysis of Sha%[’s novel it becomes clear that the technique of treating the problem of 

society’s power has developed during this stage. One of the aspects of this development appears in 

the style of women’s writing since the novelists have passed the stage of the early beginnings to 

the stage of the establishment. Therefore, some Saudi female novelists have rejected the 

                                                 
(380)See: ibid. p. 117. 
(381) I have mentioned this specific ending in Hud[ al-Rash\d’s novel Ghadan sayak]n al-Kham\s. p  98. Also, 
this idea appears in many women’s novels such as Sam\ra Khashuqj\ and @afiyya <Anbar.  
(382)See: Sha%[. p. 155. 
(383)See: ibid. p. 158.  
(384)See: ibid. p. 176. 
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superficial artistic errors that distinguish the previous stage because they have benefited from their 

education and they have been able to learn from the novels of the previous stage.  It is noticeable 

that the use of ‘the monologue’ in Amal Sha%[’s novel has been clearly developed since the first 

stage of women’s writing. 

 

In addition, through deep study of the problem tackled in Sha%[’s novel, the reader can see the 

development of women’s participation in taking on the specific social matters apparent in society. 

This can be seen when the novelist addresses, by way of the main issue, a general social problem, 

namely the effects of this kind of businessmen’s marriage on their children. This means that the 

Saudi female novelists writing in this stage began to react to important social matters in their 

society through their understanding of the situation. As has been noted, one of the flaws seen in 

Kh[shuqj\’s work is that her novels do not represent Saudi society;(385) but by this stage, it appears 

that novelists have begun to address some of the problems. Furthermore, the novelist did not focus 

only on women’s problems locally; rather, she defends women’s rights in general when she 

appeals to the reader’s sympathy in order to share the protagonist’s feelings even though she is not 

an Arab woman.  

 

2.2. The emotional traumas that cause relationships break down  

@afiyya <Anbar’s novel <Afwan y[ {dam (Excuse me! Adam) 1986. 

 

2.3. Introduction  

Since the previous section focused on the issues related to the power that society exerts over 

women which were tackled by female writers in Saudi women’s novels, this section will examine 

the development of the treatment of the second theme, which concerns the relationships between 

men and women in Saudi Arabian society. The analysis of the second problem as women see it 

and as portrayed in <Anbar’s novel will be discussed with Elaine Showalter’s theory in mind.  As 

Showalter asserts, one of the most important subjects that feminist criticism ought to research is 

the history of women writers; and to do this it is necessary to shed light on women writers’ ways 

of addressing their themes in order to recognise the most important changes that appeared in their 

work during the establishment of the Saudi Women’s Novel.    

  

                                                 
(385) This idea was discussed earlier in this thesis. See: p 69.  
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This novel was chosen to represent women’s novels at this stage because the novelist, @afiyya 

<Anbar, is highly valued amongst the Saudi literary circle. She has published six novels, the first 

one being <Afwan Y[ Adam (1986). Al-Wahh[b\ considers @afiyya <Anbar’s  first four novels  to 

be an examination  of the relationship between man and women and the injustices that men mete 

out to women.(386) Therefore, the importance of selecting this novel is that it represents the way 

that women writers have treated the theme of relationships between men and women  which shall 

be analysed  later in this section.       

 

@afiyya <Anbar was born in al-Mad\na into a high class family. She started writing in journals 

when she was 15 years old, in al-Yawm newspaper then in al-Manhal magazine, and was head 

teacher of a primary school in al-Damm[m. She lived in London for 37 years then she moved to 

al-Damm[m where she lives now. She has published six novels.(387)   

 
This novel revolves around the emotional relationship between the protagonist, @af[>, and the 

character B[sim. The story begins when @af[> looks for a specific tape of Umm Kulth]m’s songs 

in a music shop and the sales assistant tries to tempt her to other types of music. When she decides 

to leave he implores her to listen to a song by his friend, B[sim; she enjoys it and wants to listen to 

it again. Then the assistant shows her his friend’s picture, explaining that the friend is a journalist. 

She follows his writings and sends him a letter asking him to lend her his book, which he does. 

After she gets to know him through his writings, she asks him to meet her during her family’s visit 

to his village. They meet each other, exchange visits and fall in love. She learns that he has been 

disappointed in love in the past, but they continue to meet and travel together but when @af[>’s 

father is taken to hospital  she is unable to  call B[sim. However he visits her and they continue to 

talk on the telephone until he decides to return to his village. Although they agreed that they would 

call each other the following day, @af[> is prevented from calling him because guests arrive at her 

family home. Upset by this, he returns home and refuses to answer her calls. As a result of this 

misunderstanding, she decides to focus on her job hoping that work would help her to forget her 

feelings. He writes love letters in his newspaper, which she reads without feeling until she hears 

that he has fallen ill. She cannot resist contacting him after hearing this news, and when he hears 

from her he asks to resume their relationship, but she refuses.      

                                                 
(386) See: al-Wahh[b\. p 136. 
(387) See: Badr, Qu~ay, “an interview with @afiyya <Anbar”, January 30 2006, Al-Thawra Newspaper, accessed 
17-2-2009.  http://thawra.alwehda.gov.sy/_archive.asp?FileName=49899781720060129133040  

http://thawra.alwehda.gov.sy/_archive.asp?FileName=49899781720060129133040
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2.3.1. The Theme of the Novel 
 

Through the themes in this novel <Anbar attempted to tackle a most important issue for women in 

her country namely, the nature of relationships between men and women, and through the events 

of her novel, the reader can see that @afiyya <Anbar makes a point  about the problem. Al-Qa+%[n\ 

explains the author’s concern for women’s issues and the reason behind it when he states that, ‘the 

author is writing for a female audience and couching her feminist ideas in this frame is probably 

the easiest way to reach a female audience in the Arab world’.(388)  In order to understand the main 

ways in which, during this stage of women’s novels, female writers treat the most important issues 

for women in Saudi society, it is important to look deeply into the main issue that this writer 

attempts to tackle.  

 
The novelist uses the first person narrator where the protagonist, ‘appears as the ‘I’ recollecting 

her own part in the events related ... as a witness of the action... the narrator is also the central 

character’.(389) The writer’s use of this technique may help to explain the main theme of the novel  

because it makes women’s feelings clear, and helps the reader to understand women’s needs. In 

addition, this technique reveals what women think of men, whether this is a positive or a negative 

image. This technique also allows the use of an internal monologue in many parts of the novel, a 

technique that helps to highlight her views on relationships between men and women, which we 

shall discuss in the analysis of the novel. As noted above, the events of the novel are simple; 

therefore, it is possible to say that the novel’s plot is structured via a focus on the conflicts 

between both protagonists’ opinions and on the protagonist’s feelings about men’s behaviour.    

      

The theme explores the emotional relationship between man and woman, a theme that is 

considered to be one of the most important issues tackled by Saudi women writers. The theme 

gives the impression that women suffer because men do not understand them or their needs. The 

title of the novel gives us a clue to the main issue that the novelist wishes to examine; and 

furthermore, her accusation is directed at every man since the name ‘Adam’ refers to all men. In 

addition, the narrator tends to typecast as her way of judging all the men in her society as being 

responsible for the failure of emotional relationships and for the destruction of love; for example, 

                                                 
(388)  Al-Qa+%[n\. p.170. 
(389)  Baldick. pp.97-98. 
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she uses the term, “Eastern man”(390) and she describes men in general, rather than as 

individuals.(391)  

 
Through the ways that she treats this issue the novelist, portrays the nature of relationships 

between man and woman in Middle Eastern countries as being influenced by traditions and 

costumes. She always refers to traditions as a crucial factor in the failure of emotional 

relationships between lovers, whether the failure is due to men or women; for instance, when @af[>  

thinks of the moment that they met, she says: 

 

... Because of my Eastern values my mind overcomes my feelings. God! What 
should I do? I long to go to him and the traditions are stopping me.. Society.. 
Society.. Principles ... why is pure and true love stalked by a curse in my 
country?  (392)

 

 
The narrator expresses her protagonist’s problem through monologue, which differentiates 

between her desires and her culture. The way that the protagonist and her lover behave with one 

another reveals how Eastern women tend to avoid a sexual relationship, so when B[sim kisses her, 

she becomes very angry and shouts at him,: ‘Haven’t I told you that you’re crazy? What type of 

women do you think I am?’(393) However, through her inner thoughts, it is clear to the reader that 

she knows it is her own fault that she denies him, when she says: ‘why is real and true love stalked 

by a curse in my country?’ The monologue is also a means of clarifying the distinction between 

the inner life of the protagonist and its outer projection. This distinction is reflected in her 

dissatisfaction with society’s conventions, but, at the same time, she is unable to disobey these 

traditions.  

 

What is relevant here is the way the novelist portrays parental practices with daughters, and shows 

that parents mistrust them. This kind of mistrust is examined, when @af[> falls in love with B[sim,  

meets him in the park one day and comes home very late and her father asks her where she has 

been. When she explains that she has been with one of her friends, he asks for her friend’s name. 

Then she replies: “Do you not trust me, Dad? You have granted me this trust”. Family protection 

                                                 
(390) See: <Anbar, @affiya. <Afwan y[ >{dam . (Eygpt: D[r Mi~r Li%%ib[<a, 1986), p.79. 
(391) See: ibid. p.61. 
(392) See: ibid. p.50. See also pp. 42, 43, 52 and 80.  
(393) See: ibid. p.116. 
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is one of the issues that women face in Eastern society. The novelist attempted to portray the effect 

of such protection as placing girls under pressure when they want to express their emotions.  

  
She also focuses on describing the feelings of men and women to emphasise the main issues 

outlined in the novel.  In order to understand the novelist’s viewpoint on this issue, it is important 

to look at how she pictures the male and female characters in the story, and the reasons for this. 

The novelist presents Eastern man in different ways, for example, by using narrative, dialogue or 

stream of consciousness. She describes the Eastern man as a dictator who wants everything to be 

under his control and according to his desires. This appears in many parts of the story, whether 

directly or indirectly; for instance, when a male character does not wait for the female character’s 

permission before he acts. This is clear when B[sim asks @af[> to put his head upon her shoulder 

saying: Can I put my head on your shoulder? The protagonist narrates: ‘Then he put his head on 

my shoulder without waiting for my answer’.(394) Although this action is just a small detail in the 

flow of the novel’s events, it carries an indication of negative males which appears in the context 

of criticising men. This invites the narrator to comment on this action. Another example of men’s 

control is when B[sim always calls @af[> and sets the time of their next meeting without asking if 

it is convenient for her or listening to her opinion. This causes her to ask herself a question: 

‘Where is my will?’(395) This kind of behaviour is one of the reasons for the failure in emotional 

relationships between lovers and, is the reason why the last thing that the protagonist says to 

B[sim after he asked her: ‘Is this the last meeting?’ is, ‘We may meet, but without previous 

arrangement or Eastern controls.’(396)  

 

Through the events of the novel the reader can recognise that there are differences between how 

male and female protagonists initiate contact with each other so, while they both need to be loved, 

@af[> always asks that B[sim keeps their love safe. However, B[sim shows his need for @af[> 

through his column in the journal but he connot swallow his pride and call her, even though he is 

at fault and his behaviour causes their separation.(397) The portrayal of these issues works to 

emphasise that in order to put men on a higher level in a relationship women always carry the 

responsibility for safeguarding it. Therefore, the main character always asserts that men view 

                                                 
(394) See: ibid. p.52. 
(395) See: ibid. p.37. 
(396) See: ibid. p.158. 
(397) See: ibid. p.147. 
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women as odalisques in the caliph H[r]n al-Rash\d’s palace and that she does not accept this.(398) 

This idea can also be seen in Hud[ al-Rash\d’s novel <Abath where the events of the novel convey 

the idea that woman must safeguard the relationship otherwise love will be  lost. When N]f, the 

main character in al-Rash\d’s novel, neglected some of her duties to her husband, he immediately 

married another woman, even though they were in love before their marriage and, on the wedding 

night, he had promised that he would never marry another woman.(399)  

 
The novelist attempts to examine the concept of love between man and woman, and suggests that 

they differ in their understanding of love. Through the events in the novel that lead to the end of 

the relationship she emphasises that if a woman deals with a man on his terms, she will lose either 

her lover or her respect. Through her portrayal of B[sim, she draws a man who will take but not 

give. @af[> understands B[sim’s character and she deals with him accordingly, when she says: 

 

I realised also that I have to place no boundaries between us... And 
accordingly, this is how I shall deal with him from now on.(400)  

Here the writer points out that the problem for women in Saudi society is that women are expected 

to give herself to her lover but should not expect anything in return. Therefore, she has two 

choices: she can give herself, which results in her being seen as a cheap woman, or on the other 

hand, if she does not give herself to her lover it indicates that she does not love him.(401) The 

narrator suggests that the successful woman, in terms of her emotional relationship with a man, is 

the woman who manipulates his emotions, because she deals with him according to his nature.(402) 

Although the result of this behaviour is shown through  the monologue; it also appears through the 

narrative at the end of the novel when she decided to break off the relationship and B[sim asks her 

to think again  and expresses his love and his  need of her. However, she rejects him because she 

wants to keep her self-respect, saying: ‘A person without respect cannot love’.(403) 

 
Another aspect of the Eastern man’s love drawn in B[sim’s character is that he is uneasy or unsure 

about his love, even though he asserts that he loves her many times. The narrator emphasises this 

in different parts of the novel such as when her intuition tells her that because he is uneasy he is 

                                                 
(398) See: ibid. pp.43,133 and 156. 
(399) See: al-Rash\d, Hud[, <Abath, (Cairo: Ma%[bi< R]z al-Y]suf, 1980),  p  7. 
(400) See: <Anbar. p.39.  
(401) See: ibid. p.127. 
(402)

 See: ibid. p.127. 
(403) See: ibid. p.157. 
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not ready to love.(404) In addition, the novelist stresses  a change in him in various situations either 

in his emotions or in his dealings with her.(405) Another important point related to this is that he is 

not confident about his decisions concerning his relationship with a woman, because his decisions 

are influenced by his Eastern nature.  This is shown when B[sim is in the swimming pool and he 

asks @af[> to swim. She refuses not because she does not want to but because she knows that an 

Eastern man would not want people to see her in her swimsuit. He then insists that she change but 

when she is just about to get into the water he orders her back.(406)    

 
The novelist also describes women’s emotions when he fails to back her up when she expects him 

to support her. Through her portrayal of her protagonists, it is clear that the writer blames men 

when relationships fail. She also suggests that women are honest and loyal so they contribute to 

the success of the relationship.(407) To support this view, she paints a positive picture of her 

protagonist since she is able to understand B[sim’s needs and is available to him.(408) Because she 

understands B[sim, @af[> is portrayed has having the kind of disposition that is important to him; 

and this is shown when the author describes @af[> as warm-hearted. This part of her character is 

shown in her feelings for her lover, either through her actions or words. For example, when B[sim 

has a high temperature, her feelings of concern for him become clear and she looks after him until 

he recovers.(409)  

 

It is clear also that the novel contains attempts to understand the nature of a Eastern man and 

woman, which reflects a development in women’s thoughts about relationships between the sexes 

and because Saudi female novelists attempt to tackle this theme in their novels during this stage, 

this may be considered to be one of the aspects of their artistic development. Through a careful 

reading of <Anbar’s novel, the reader can see a kind of psychological analysis of western men and 

a prescription for women which shows them how to deal with them. This suggests a change in the 

way Saudi female novelists begin to treat the problems facing women in a patriarchal society at 

this point in their development.  

 

                                                 
(404) See: ibid. p.69. 
(405)See: ibid. pp. 105,124. 

 
(406)See: ibid. p.111. 
(407) See: ibid. p.31.  
(408) See: ibid. p.25. 
(409) See: ibid. p.55.  
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Another aspect of Saudi female novelists during this stage is clearly apparent in the change in the 

novelists’ form of discourse on men. During the first stage, novelists tend to be careful in any 

discourse on men especially when they tackle the theme of relationships between the two sexes. 

Furthermore, through her measured dialogue, the picture of Hud[ al-Rash\d’s protagonist attempts 

to build a bridge to the men in her society. There is a change in this discourse at this stage, since 

@afiyya <Anbar directly addresses the idea that men’s behaviour towards women is the main 

reason behind the failure of romantic relationships.   

 

The end of the story re-emphasises the problem that the novelist attempts to address, and she does 

this through the dialogue between B[sim and @af[> which concerns the history of the nature of 

men and women. The protagonist blames B[sim’s behaviour for  the failure of their relationship; 

and even though she admits that he loved her  it was not long before the features of ‘Eastern man’ 

appeared. When B[sim asked her why she wanted to end their relationship on a sad  note, and 

pointed out that they could change it to a happy one, he reminds her that she was also an Eastern 

woman who loved sadness and tears. She replies: 

 

- Remember Satan was a man not a woman. 
- Do not try to appear innocent. History records that you removed me from heaven. 
- And history records that you were the first to introduce killing into the world. 
- This is your fault @af[>. You have not educated us. 
- What can we do if you always go back to your evil nature? (410)   

 

In this scene the novelist gives a clear indication that, genetically, men cannot help their nature 

and that is responsible for destroying love between lovers. However, the novelist does not 

convince the reader here since Satan is not human and not a man, but a jinni(411) and therefore 

@af[>’s accusation seems over exaggerated. If the novelist means ‘a male’ rather than ‘a man’ and 

if this is what she wants to convey, then it seems that she commits a linguistic error.   

 

To conclude, this section concentrates on the ways that women novelists tackle the problem of the 

relationships between the sexes in Saudi society and the novel chosen to represent this is <Afwan 

Y[ Adam by @afiyya <Anbar. As Elaine Showalter suggests, the themes worked out in women’s 

writings are the most important subjects for feminist criticism to examine in the study of the 

                                                 
(410)See: ibid. p.157. 
(411) The Quran refers to this in Surat al-Kahf, Part 15, {ya 50, p 299.  
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history of the development of women’s writing.  Therefore, this chapter focuses on an analysis of 

some of the changes in the themes found in the women’s novel and in the style chosen to address 

these themes during this stage. It seems that the intellectual struggles between conservatives and 

modernists in the 1980s had an effect on the development of women’s minds and raised an 

awareness which is reflected in their literary efforts.(412)   

 
3. Comparisons and Contrasts  

 

It has become clear, through the analysis of the two selected novels that represent this stage, that 

Sha%[ and <Anbar used a different method to treat the two pertinent themes in contrast with the 

previous stage. For instance, by defining and eventually criticising a dominant problem Sha%[ 

becomes more involved in deeper interaction with her society, which was uncommon in the 

previous stage. Similarly, <Anbar abandons the rather cautious method of treating the issue of 

relationships between the two sexes which appeared in the previous stage. In contrast, she applies 

a sharp and direct criticism on the nature of Eastern men and their psychology. The change in the 

style of both novelists demonstrates their renunciation of the simple and superficial approach that 

was a hallmark of the previous stage. In addition, the authors present an increased understanding 

of various techniques in writing a novel. Based on the aforementioned, this section is devoted to 

comparing and contrasting the novels written in this stage, in order to examine how much the 

characteristics of the method used by the two aforementioned authors are representative of other 

novels at this stage. 

 

However, before one can proceed with comparing and contrasting different novels, it is necessary 

to mention that there are some novels published in this stage that can be excluded from this study, 

as they do not tackle the themes this thesis focuses on. One such example is Hind Baghaff[r’s 

novel Rib[% al-Wal[y[ (Hostel for Needy Women) (1987) which is considered to be a 

documentary novel, ‘based on documentary evidence.’(413) Furthermore, the purpose of publishing 

this work, according to the novelist, is to record the valuable traditions of Jeddah in Saudi Arabia 

and its people.(414) Therefore, the novel contains many photographs as a form of documenting 

Jeddah’s history through pictures of people, their clothes, jewellery, buildings and so on. Another 
                                                 
(412) 

There is an historical review in this thesis about the debates that took place in the 1980s and the subjects of 

these debates. See: pp 41-42 in this thesis.   
(413) Cuddon, p 233. 

(414)
 See: B[ghaff[r, Hind, Rib[% al-Wal[y[, (Jeddah: D[r al-Bil[d, 1987), p .9. 
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novel that can be disregarded given the focus of this thesis is Raj[> <{lim’s novel Arba<a /@ifr  

(Four/ Zero) (1987). By and large, most of this author’s literary products are considered to be 

leaning towards experimentalism. Thus, her novels, based on the definition of experimentalism in 

literature, ‘entail the exploration of new concepts, techniques etc., which go beyond 

convention.’(415) In the case of Arba<a /@ifr, the novel is set in a unique world of the author’s 

imagination where she creates characters which are not human. To illustrate this, the main 

character, the number Four, tries to send many letters to the number One Million asking for help. 

Furthermore, the novel is characterised by an advanced use of language and the author’s strong 

sense of imagination, which is also the reason why this novel is seen as an important step in the 

development of the style of the Saudi women’s novel.    

 

Regardless of their exceptionality, the majority of Saudi critics have concurred that most of Raj[> 

<{lim’s novels are simply difficult to understand. In this regard, al-Man[~ira went as far as stating 

that he was suffering when he read Arba<a /@ifr, mainly because of the novelist’s fondness, 

bordering on obsession, for narrative aesthetics, that is, it is directed exclusively at a special elite 

group of readers.(416) In addition, al-<Adw[n\ emphasises that Raj[ <{lim’s novels are considered 

by readers to be ambiguous since she is inspired by an Arabic heritage and she employs poetic 

texts that are characterised by high levels of imagination.(417) The idea of the ambiguity in Raj[> 

<{lim’s novels is emphasised by other Saudi critics such as al-Rif[<\(418) and al-Shadw\.(419)  

 

On the other hand, it has been argued that the central issue of <{lim’s novel Arba<a /@ifr is 

women’s problems. Al-Wahh[b\ draws attention to the fact that the title of this novel refers to the 

issue of men’s right, according to Islamic law, to have four wives.(420) The evidence for this 

argument is based on the appearance of the character Four, a female character in one of the 

dialogues in the novel. Al-Wahh[b\ refers to the following sentence is his argument:  

 

                                                 
(415) Cuddon, J.A, Dictionary of literary terms and literary theory, (London: Penguin Group, 5th Ed, 1999), p 296.   
(416)See: al-Man[~ira, p 156. 
(417)See: al-<Adw[n\, Mu<jib, al-Kit[ba wa al-Ma+w: al-Tana~iyya f\ A<m[l Raj[> <{lim al-Riy[iyya, (|[>il: al-
N[d\ al-Adab\, 2009), p 198. 
(418)See: al-Rif[<\. pp 346-348. 

(419) See: al-Shidw\, <Al\, “Sirr al-Ghandarah: Qir[>a f\ Riy[yat Masr[ Y[ Raq\b”,  in al-Nu<m\, |asan, Khi%[b 
al-Sard: al-Riw[ya al-Nis[>iyya al-Su<]diyya, pp 325-333. 
(420) See: al-Wahh[b\, p 248. 
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“Did you remember it, Four? (hal tadhakkartih\ Four? By writing the vowel i   
(kasra) under the letter t[’ (ت) an Arabic indication of the feminine, in the 
sentence, the character “One Million”, who asked the question, is revealed as a 
male character in the book”.(421)  

However, by revising the pertinent sentence in its context, it appears that this sentence is directed 

to the mother not to the number Four. The verb (  اع (ض   ($[<a) which is in the following sentence 

indicates that the number Four is a male character, as otherwise, the novelist would use female 

version of this word (ضاعت)  ($[<at). For one to better comprehend this, it is necessary to see how 

the passage appears in the novel: 

- Did you remember me..?  
Did you remember it? Four who was lost at the birthday of my sister? And you were 
looking at the door…? (422)

 

 

Another argument for excluding Raj[> <{lim’s novel is based on the fact that the novel does not 

tackle or discuss the issue of men having four wives, through symbolism. As Jeremy Hawthorn 

asserts, ‘a writer will create a symbol that has the meaning and significance that it does have only 

in the context of one particular work.’(423) This is a very important insight as in the case of Raj[> 

<{lim’s novel, readers are not given much aid in form of the text itself to deal with the author’s 

ambiguous style of writing.  

 

Having explained the reasons for the exclusion of certain types of novels from the focus of this 

section, we are now in a position to proceed with an analysis of the main themes observed in this 

stage. The first theme tackled by Saudi female novelists in this stage revolves around the extent of 

society’s control, and its pressure on women. As it is apparent from the analysis of Ghadan Ans[ 

by Amal Sha%[, the first novel in this stage, Saudi female novelists began to be more engaged in 

social issues through addressing specific problems in the Saudi society, whilst they did not lack 

the courage to criticise the state of their society.(424)  

 

Another example of this new trend in female novels is Bahiyya B] Subayt’s novel Durra min al-

A+s[> (A Jewel from al-A+s[>) (1988) which deals with a common issue related to family affairs 

in the Saudi society where a husband’s family exerts enormous pressure over his wife after 

                                                 
(421)Al-Wahh[b\, p 248. 

(422)See: <{lim, Arba<a /@ifr, p 197. 
(423) Hawthorn, p 124.  

(424)See p 113 in this thesis.  
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marriage. This pressure is manifested through the family’s desire that the wife becomes pregnant 

quickly, that is, right after marriage. The novel is based on a story of an ideal woman who grows 

up in a stable family where she studies until she becomes a teacher. The protagonist then marries 

an ideal man. Her suffering begins right after the marriage, when society, represented by the 

husband’s family, her friends and her neighbours, start to question her inability to get pregnant. In 

general, this novel is considered to be a didactic novel since its main concern is to give advice and 

provide information(425) about her city al-A+s[>.  

 

The most apparent similarity between this novel and Amal Sha%[’s novel is the idea of addressing 

women’s problems which reflect reality in Saudi society. Thus, the very issue that B]sbayt 

addressed is a commonly known problem in affecting women’s life and feelings. Furthermore, in 

comparison with the previous stage, the novelist treats this problem by attempting to show the 

effects of social pressures on women.  This  can be further clarified in the following points: 

 

Firstly, the novelist shows the practices and perceptions of society through the portrayal of the 

way it deals with women after marriage. To illustrate this, the author presents many questions 

posed by ‘the society’ to the wife concerning her possible pregnancy such as: Are you pregnant? 

Why it has not happened yet? All the girls who married at the same time as you are already 

pregnant except you…why? Have you paid a visit to the doctor? Is your mother like you?(426) The 

novelist criticises such practices by describing these questions as obtrusive or by likening them to 

‘missiles’ directed at the protagonist’s heart.(427) 

 

Secondly, the novelist presents the pressure that society applies to the husband himself regarding 

the problem, even if he is happy with his wife. This is illustrated in a scene where the husband’s 

mother visits, and whilst the protagonist is in the kitchen, she tells her son angrily: “A complete 

whole year now and no pregnancy”(428) Such pressure over the husband also takes the form of the 

mother’s request that he marry another woman if the first wife is sterile.(429)     

 

                                                 
(425)See: Baldick, p 66. 

(426) See: B] Subayt, Bahiyya, Durra min al-A+s[>, (Riyadh: Mu>assasat al-Jaz\ra, 1988), p 83.  
(427)See: ibid, p 83. 
(428)See: ibid, p 84. 
(429)See: ibid, p 84. 
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The second theme tackled by Saudi female novelists in this stage is their perception of the 

relationship between the two sexes. It is clear through the analysis of @afiyya <Anbar’s novel 

<Afwan Y[ {dam that the author directly criticises men’s conduct in interacting with women. This 

is an indication of a change in the novelist’s dealing with this theme. In comparison, her second 

novel Wahaj min Bayn Ram[d al-Sin\n (A Flame through the Ashes of the Years) (1988) might be 

considered a repetition of her ideas in the first novel. The events of the second novel revolve 

around two cousins who have been in love with each other since they were teenagers. Their 

relationship is portrayed in the novel with all its ups and downs. The novelist, in referring to the 

issues affecting their relationships, attempts to show that the reasons for failures in love are man’s 

nature and traditional society, both of which are criticised by the novelist. In addition, she portrays 

the effort of women to keep their relationships healthy and working, yet the nature of men often 

sabotages this effort. It is worth mentioning at this point the similarities between @afiyya <Anbar’s 

two novels as they demonstrate the most distinctive characteristics of the second theme of this 

stage.    

 

At the beginning, it is important to mention the status of the protagonist in the second novel, who 

is a divorced woman. As the novelist narrates, divorce is not only unpopular in Saudi society, but 

there is a stigma attached to divorced women.(430) What is relevant here is that the writer finds it 

necessary to explain that the protagonist did not have much say in her first marriage as the 

marriage was arranged under pressure from her family.(431) In other words, whilst she wanted to 

keep the promise to her lover that she would wait until he would return from his studies abroad, 

yet at the end she had no choice but to marry another man due to her family’s insistence. Similar 

to her first novel,(432) the novelist complains about society and its attitude towards love. This is 

demonstrated through the monologue in the novel: 

 

Oh our East, even though the grace of nature is stalking on your ground 
“Love”!(433)... this is our reality: the pure love is stalking as if it is a plague.(434)  

 

                                                 
(430)

 See: <Anbar, @affiya, Wahaj min Bayn Ram[d al-Sin\n, (Beirut: al-D[r al-<Arabiyya li>l-Maws]<[t, 1988), p 
14. 
(431)See: ibid, p 13. 
(432)See p 121 in this thesis. 

(433)See: ibid, p 215. 

(434)See: ibid, p 216. 
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Even when her lover returns after a long time, the protagonist still has a problem with the nature of 

eastern men. This is also the main theme of the novel. It is essential to understand the novelist’s 

point of view about men in her society which is manifested by the way she portrays the main 

protagonists in both novels. The novelist presents women in their relationship with men as loyal 

lovers whose main concern is the object of their love, whereby the women forget all the 

disagreements when their beloved have any difficulty. This can be illustrated in the following the 

monologue: His sudden illness makes me forget everything… I was wondering how I forgave all 

of his mistakes.(435) 

 

In stark contrast to the way the novelist perceives women, she criticises men’s attitude towards 

women. In this regard, the novelist insists that all men are the same in their conduct with women. 

One example of this appears in the dialogue between the protagonist and her lover Am\n when she 

uses generalization to judge men in her society: 

 

But you are like all men; if you are assured that you are loved, you will leave 
your lover without care until she is destroyed… A woman is like a rose if you 
do not water it, how can you enjoy its smell.(436)      

 

Another aspect of men’s behaviour in society criticised by the novelist is men’s selfishness. This 

aspect appears in different parts of the novel and it is seen as a major reason behind women’s 

suffering. Men’s selfishness is demonstrated through the inequality between men and women, 

when the man permits himself what he forbids a woman from doing. This form of selfishness is 

criticised by the protagonist herself in the following part of the novel: 

          

Contradicted memories are dripping on my head. Pictures are in front of my 
eyes, which I could not follow and arrange in my memory. I justify some of its 
attitudes, then I feel comfortable, then I seek some reasons for the others but I 
do not see anything except the man’s selfishness that permits himself what he 
forbids his woman.(437) 

 

It is worth mentioning here that the novelist, in her criticism, focuses on generalising the issue by 

including all men in her society. Certain degree of generalisation is characteristic in novels of this 

                                                 
(435)See: ibid, p 186. 

(436) See: ibid, p 202. 

(437)See: ibid, p 244. 
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stage. Through her treatment of the issue it seems that the novelist tends to analyse the eastern 

men’s psychology via revealing his desires and aspects, which is also seen in her first novel. 

 

<Anbar, addresses the idea of the role of women in their dealing with men from men’s perspective 

in her first novel,(438) and she returns to this issue in her second novel. The novelist emphasises 

that men in her society think that the role of women is akin to the role of women in H[r]n al-

Rash\d’s salon(439) as he ‘was well-known for his passion for his female slaves and his constant 

search for pleasure’.(440) There are two important points made at the end of the novel which 

summarise the novelist’s perception of the relationship between the two sexes. Firstly, the 

novelist’s concentration on the idea that women will prove to men that they are capable of leaving 

their traditional roles, and become very powerful members in their society. Secondly, in the novel, 

the protagonist eventually breaks her relationship with the man she loves as he cannot understand 

woman’s position in society except through her traditional role.(441)    

 

Hud[ al-Rash\d is another novelist of this stage who also wrote in the first stage; her novel Ghadan 

Sayak]n al-Kham\s.(442) <Abath, her novel for this stage, revolves around a man who marries his 

wife after a love story. She completely trusts his loyalty, yet he betrays her trust when he meets 

and later marries a Lebanese girl. Then, he eventually starts ignoring his wife and children. The 

first line in the novel is the first sentence from a letter written by <Abd al-Ra+m[n to his sister 

Mun\ra where he promises to keep his love only for his wife and his children: I promise, oh my 

life,(443) that I am not going to bring a stepmother to my children no matter what.(444)  

 

When analysing certain details in the novel, the reader observes some differences between the two 

novels. This is particularly obvious from the way that the novelist treats the theme in her first 

novel Ghadan Sayak]n al-Kham\s where she simply presents the problem to show women’s 

suffering in society. However, this presentation contains criticism of men through characteristics 

which suit the novels published in this stage. It is important to note these features to show what 

has changed in the novelist’s method of conveying her discourse in this stage.  

                                                 
(438)See p 123 in this thesis 

(439)See: <Anbar, @affiya, Wahaj min Bayn Ram[d al-Sin\n, p 247. 

(440)See: al-Wahh[b\, p 139.  

(441)See: <Anbar, @affiya, Wahaj min Bayn Ram[d al-Sin\n, pp 247-248. 

(442)See p 86 in this thesis.  
(443) Literally, in Arabic, "أعدك يا أيامي"   
(444) See: al-Rash\d, Hud[, <Abath, (Cairo: Ma%[bi< R]z al-Y]suf, 1980),  p  7. 
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Firstly, the first change appears in the title of the novel as Hud[ al-Rash\d chooses "عبث"  <Abath 

(Frivolity) 1980. By contrasting this title with the title of her previous novel, the reader can notice 

elements of criticism of men’s conduct with women in the case of the title for the second novel, 

whereas the title of her first novel symbolises hope for a better future for women in society.(445) 

Alternatively, the title of the first novel indicates careful discourse whilst the title of the second 

novel is indicative of a direct critique. Even though both novels present a change in men’s thought 

and the effect this change has on women’s suffering, the title of the first novel reflects women’s 

hope, which mirrors the presentation of women’s status, whilst the title of the second novel is 

based on the criticism of men’s practices.  

 

Secondly, it seems that in her first novel the novelist never describes the setting of the novel. This 

is a characteristic feature of the early stage of development of female novels. However, the place 

of setting of the second novel is clearly presented as Saudi Arabia, and this is emphasised 

throughout the novel in different ways; for example, the novelist indicates the place where the 

novel is set by mentioning the protagonist’s consideration of marrying a non-Saudi girl.(446) Also, 

she mentions the roots of his wife who is Saudi Arabian |a#ramiyya which means that she 

originates from |a#ramawt.(447) Furthermore, the novel shows some of the characteristics of Saudi 

society such as a picture of female pupils after school time.(448) 

 

Thirdly, in her first novel, al-Rash\d employs cautious discourse in the form of the picture of an 

ideal woman in order to convey her message to the reader. This picture appears in the section 

when the protagonist is portrayed as a defender of men in her society.(449) However, this method 

changed in her novel published in the second stage as the novelist conveys her ideas based on the 

development of the novel’s events. Hence, there is no character to carry her point of view. This 

suggests that in this stage, Hud[ al-Rash\d’ steers away from her attempts to gain society’s 

sympathy as a method of delivering her message. As a result, the novel <Abath contains elements 

of direct criticism, so characteristic for the novels published in second stage, that are aimed at 

Saudi men’s behaviour. This is in clear contrast to the first stage, where her criticism is less sharp. 

 

                                                 
(445)See: al-Qa+%[n\, Sul%[n. p 94. 

(446) See: al-Rash\d, <Abath, p.29. 

(447) |a#ramwt is a Province in Yemen but many people who are from this region have Saudi nationality.  

(448) See: al-Rash\d, <Abath, p.15. 

(449) See p 90 in this thesis. 
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The analysis of the two main themes of women’s novels in this stage revealed new forms of 

approaching pertinent issues. In the first theme, the novelists address the problems as they observe 

them in their society. In the second theme, the novelists directly criticise men and their conduct.  

In addition, there are some new aspects of style used in the novels in this stage. These aspects can 

be summarised by making several points.  

 

Firstly, there is change in the way that the novelists indicate their novels are clearly set in Saudi 

Arabia. The device of naming the place of setting is essential as it enables the authors to engage 

with society and its issues that are known to general public. As a result, whilst the events of most 

of the novels published in the previous stage take place outside the country, the second stage’s 

novels are situated inside the country. This simple idea has been mentioned in the analysis of 

Hud[ al-Rash\d’s novel <Abath, but what is significant is the way that the novelists in this stage 

employ the place of setting. Most novelists in this stage are keen to present their positive feelings 

about the place of setting as we mentioned in the analysis of B[ Ghff[r’s novel Rib[% al-

Wal[y[.(450) To clarify, it is necessary to provide examples of the novels from this stage.  

 

In her novel Durra min al-A+s[>, Bahiyya B] Subayt introduces al-A+s[> city as very pleasant and 

in such a way that reveals her fixation on this place. There are many examples in this novel that 

demonstrate the affection for the country she describes. One such example appears in her 

description of the landscape around al-A+s[> such as Q[ra mountain which is well-known for its 

coldness in the summer and its warmth in the winter.(451) In addition, she describes her 

protagonist’s attitude towards the idea that most Saudi girls wish to have their honeymoon in 

Europe as negative, as she, an ideal woman, refuses her husband’s offer for a trip to Europe, and 

prefers to spent her honeymoon in Saudi Arabia.(452) Furthermore, the novelist includes pictures of 

many places in Saudi Arabia which help to underline the extent of her relationship to her novel’s 

place of setting. This form of employing the place of setting is probably one of the reasons that 

invite some critics to classify the B] Subayt’s novel as didactic, as the reader can easily see that 

the portrayal of the setting is didactic not artistic.             

 

                                                 
(450) See p 126 in this thesis. 

(451) See: B] Subayt, Durra min al-A+s[>. p 17. 

(452)See: ibid, p 75.  
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The presence of Saudi Arabia in Saudi women’s novels in this stage is noticeable in comparison 

with the previous stage, especially as the places for the novel’s events are described with great 

affection. Examples can be found in Durra min al-A+s[>, or in Safiyya <Anbar’s novel Wahaj min 

Bayn Ram[d al-Sin\n, where one of its protagonist’s sentences underscores the above: “We lived 

in Jeddah, the most beautiful city in our beloved kingdom”.(453) However, it is important to 

emphasise that the employment of the place of setting in the novels of this stage does not represent 

an indication of the novelists’ mastery, since it is used merely as a simple way to set the events. 

Even the authors’ affection for a particular place is expressed directly which is a simple method of 

description.(454) 

 

The second aspect of the new style used in this stage is a renunciation of certain superficial artistic 

errors which were a noticeable phenomenon in the first stage.(455) For example, instead of 

structuring the plot of the novel on an unconvincing coincidence as in Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\’s and 

<{isha A+mad’s novels, the novelists in this stage structure their work logically. This is evident 

from the novels analysed in this chapter such as the Amal’s Sha%[ and Safiyya’s <Anbar, even 

though there are certain weak points in Sha%[’s novel as previously discussed.(456) Regardless, the 

rest of the novels in this stage are structured logically. Since only Hud[ al-Rash\d demonstrated 

her capacity to structure a logical plot in her first novel in the first stage, it is of considerable 

significance that most of the novelists in the second stage learned this technique. The few effective 

characters in her novel <Abath might be one of the factors that helped al-Rash\d to determine her 

focus, thus plot her novel logically.  

 

In comparison, the plot of <Anbar’s novel follows the same method that she used in narrating her 

first novel.(457) To clarify, the novelist ties the events of her novel Wahaj min Bayn Ram[d al-

Sin\n to the revelation of the conflict between two paths; the first path is the protagonist’s 

disagreement with Am\n. This conflict is depicted through a number of cycles wherein it 

continuously returns to normal a few lines later, until the end of the novel which witnesses the 

                                                 
(453) See: <Anbar, @affiyya, Wahaj min Bayn Ram[d al-Sin\n, p 43. 

(454) Some novelists in the third stage use a different method to employ the place of setting. See p 164 in this 
thesis.   
(455) See pp 102-103 in this thesis. 
(456) See p 112 in this thesis. 

(457) See p 120 in this thesis. 
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couple’s separation. The second path, may be characterised as ‘internal conflicts’(458) since the 

protagonist’s language reflects her contradictory feelings of her love of Am\n and her fear of the 

eastern man’s behaviour.   

 

In contrast to Hud[ al-Rash\d’s ability to write a logical plot in her novel <Abath, the small number 

of the characters in the B] Subayt’s novel Durra min al-A+s[> do not help to create and maintain a 

coherent plot. Due to the novelist’s insistence on the idea of promoting local tourism, some events 

and characters are redundant, and prevent action. To illustrate this, it is useful to compare two 

scenes in this novel to see the different impact they have on the novel’s plot. The first scene is a 

conversation between the protagonist and her fiancé about where they will honeymoon. This scene 

is suitable for the development of the events of the novel as it concentrates on the main character 

of the novel. The reader also sees the pertinent topic as a logical issue to be raised between two 

couples planning to marry during the summer holiday. Therefore, the reader does not feel that he 

is being dragged through random events for ambiguous reasons; this helps the novelist to convey 

her message. Yet in the second scene, the novelist devotes about four pages to an ordinary 

character explaining to the teachers the most important tourist attractions in al-A+s[>.(459) Such a 

style of narrating a story reveals the didactic purpose of the novelist which as a result, weakens the 

novel. Therefore, it may be said that artistically, this novel is more in line with the style used in the 

first stage novels.         

 

4. Conclusion: 

 
This chapter examined the way the women’s novel had developed and moved forward in 

comparison to the previous stage. The first stage lasted for 21 years while this stage lasted only 10 

years, and each stage saw a similar number of publications since there are ten in the first stage and 

nine in the second. It is clear that the novelists writing in the second stage had a greater 

understanding of Saudi society since most of them had lived and studied in the country and 

therefore used Saudi Arabia as the main setting for their novels’ events. As in the previous stage, 

the novelists’ main concerns were emotional and social; and the main issue tackled by Saudi 

female novelists was the relationships between men and women together with the problem of 

society’s power over women. However, the novelists in this stage appear to be more interactive 

                                                 
(458) Cuddon, p 175. 

(459)See: B] Subayt, Bahiyya, Durra min al-A+s[>, pp 42-45. 
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with their society than the novelists in the first stage which is clearly apparent in Amal Sha%[’s 

novel. Also, the reader can see a change in the novelists’ discourse on men; that is, during the first 

stage the novelists’ protagonists attempt to convince men whereas the novelists of this stage 

accuse them.    

  

Furthermore, evidence of a development is clear in the improved artistic value of these novelists’ 

works, even though this improvement was limited. The value of their works can be seen generally 

because they successfully employed various techniques, which were not apparent in the previous 

stage. The method that the novelists writing during this stage use to address their themes may be 

considered as a new move in Saudi women’s works as can be seen in Amal Sha%[’s novel which 

hinges on the change in the narrative technique; and as it appears in the @afiyya <Anbar novel 

which utilises a psychological analysis to understand Eastern men. However, the reader can detect 

an artistic weakness in some of their works since, for example, some stories depend on 

coincidence in order to increase the effects of the events on the reader’s feelings as was seen in 

Sha%[’s novel.  The difference between the first and second stages is that coincidence was 

dominant in the first whereas it is absent in the second. Also, the novel Durra min al-A+s[> 

exaggerates the novelist’s viewpoint at the expence of its artistic value and therefore, the reader 

cannot readily follow the development of events. Hence, some critics have described it as a 

didactic novel.  
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Chapter Five: The Coming of Age of the Saudi Women’s Novel (1990-2001) 

1. Introduction  

The analysis of Saudi women’s work carried out in the last chapter demonstrated a change in 

the language of female discourse on men; and the analysis also suggested that the Saudi 

women’s novel became established during this period. This chapter will discuss the stage 

which is considered to be one of the most important in the maturity of Saudi women’s 

literature in terms of both quality and quantity; and through the analysis of the represented 

novels, the distinguishing features of this stage will be examined.   

 

There is no doubt that the Saudi women’s novel should be read and explored with the general 

social and cultural context of Saudi Arabia in mind. The beginning of this stage witnessed the 

Second Gulf War (1990), an event that had a most important affect on the women’s novel. 

Firstly, the war affected the whole of society. As Pascal Menoret has asserted, the new 

generation, ‘had come into being a generation which understood that, unlike its elders, it would 

have to live in an uncertain world… Young Saudis had never felt as threatened as they did in 

the morrow of the second Gulf War’.(460) In addition, Saudi society’s exposure to the world 

through Satellite channels was synchronous with the Second Gulf War since society found it 

easy to see different cultures and receive new ideas in different fields.(461) Moreover, the Saudi 

government was widely criticised by the al-Jazeera channel which played an effective role in 

society’s awareness.(462) Furthermore, the first women’s demonstration occurred during this 

period when certain Saudi women demanded their right to drive cars.(463) Secondly, the 

influence of Saudi society is reflected in the  cultural scene in Saudi Arabia which can be seen 

in the intellectual struggles between politicians, intellectuals, writers and poets. As has been 

discussed in previous chapters, the 1990s saw the peak of al-@a+wa’s stream in Saudi Arabia 

since articles in magazines and published books discussed their attitudes to these issues. (464)     

 

There are critics who refer to the factors that impacted on the Saudi novels produced at that 

time; and one of the most important factors that they cite is the Second Gulf War, because it not 
                                                 
(460)

 
 Menoret, p 195. 

(461)
 See: ibid, p 35. Also, see: al-Qa+%[n\, N]ra, p 28 and Jar\d\, p 30. 

(462)See: El-Nawawy, Mohammed and Iskandar, Adel, Al-Jazeera: How the Free Arab News Network Scooped 
the World and Changed the Middle East, (Cambridge: Westview Press Books, 2002), p 83. 

(463) Details of this action are discussed on p 44 of this thesis.  
(464) 

 For a discussion of this, see p 43 in this thesis.  
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only created political, social and cultural changes but also the changes that extended to the field 

of fiction. Therefore, according to al-Man[~ira, Saudi novels were transformed in terms of their 

setting, time, language, characters and the events  that were the product of the post Second Gulf 

War era in this decade.(465) He  discussed the value of the novels of the 1990s in his book 

Dh[kirat Riw[yat al-Tis<\niyy[t: Qir[>[t f\ al-Riw[ya al-Su<]diyya (The Memory of the Novel 

of the Nineties: Readings in the Saudi Novels) (2008), and he devotes a section in this book, 

which was published in the al-Jaz\rah Newspaper in September 2002, to answer the question, 

‘Why the Novel of the 1990s?!’ which emphasises that the novel of the 1990s is the actual 

Saudi novel in terms of both quality and quantity, since it represents the brightest period in the 

Saudi Arabian novel.(466)  

       

Accordingly, it is logical to recognise the influence of the Second Gulf War on the Saudi 

women’s novel and this has been widely discussed by literary critics in Saudi Arabia. Al-Rif[<\ 

argues that this stage witnessed an important turning point for the Saudi women’s novel in 

terms of both the theme and the artistic value.(467) The turning-point that he mentions appeared 

in the middle of 1998 with the publication of al-Firdaws al-Yab[b. However, he dates this stage 

between 1990 and 1999 although he does not give specific reasons why he deems this point to 

be the end of the period. As discussed in earlier chapters al-Rif[<\ stresses that the only reason 

for his classification is to simplify the study of the women’s novel for the reader,(468) which 

means that this classification is not grounded in  artistic, thematic or historical reasons.  

 

However, as it has obviously had an effect on the Saudi novel in general, the most important 

factor in the development of the women’s novel is the Second Gulf War. Al-Wahh[b\  argues 

this  when he states: ‘In the era after the Second Gulf War, novels become the new literary 

phenomenon within artistic circles in Saudi Arabia. Thus novel writing gradually became a 

constituent of the cultural scene and many writers turned to this, even employing erotic styles, 

because this satisfied the market demand and added a new dimension. This created a great deal 

of media interest and conferences have been held to discuss this new trend.’(469) Just as the 

Second Gulf War affects the style of the Saudi female novelists, it also appears in the events 

                                                 
(465) See: al-Man[~ira, p 35. 
(466) See: ibid, p 34  
(467) See: Al-Rif[<\,  p 49. 
(468) See p 28 in this thesis. 
(469) Al-Wahh[b\, p 269.  
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played out in some of the novels written during this stage; for example, in her novel, <Uy]n 

<Al[ al-Sam[>, (Eyes on the Sky) (1999) Qum[sha al-<Ulayy[n refers to the effect of this war 

on the protagonist’s life. Also, the influence of this war appears clearly in Zaynab |afn\’s novel 

al-Raq~ <Al[ al-Duf]f  (Dance to the Tambourine) (1998).   

 

 Before starting an analysis of the novels chosen to represent this stage, it is useful to refer to 

the general aspects of the Saudi women’s novel. Through a general overview of the novels 

published for women in this phase, the reader can see some aspects that distinguish them from 

the previous stage. Firstly, this stage extends for twelve years during which thirty-one novels 

were published; and this means that the number of novels published is more than double the 

number published during the previous stage, which reflects the development of women’s novels 

in terms of quantity. In addition, twenty novels were published during the previous stages for 

over three decades, which is another sign of how far the Saudi women’s novel had developed. It 

also means that women found that writing novels was an appropriate way to discuss their issues 

and express their suffering. It has been noted that during this stage the first Saudi female writer 

switched from publishing a collection of poems to publishing a novel.  As is seen in the above 

list, N]ra al-Mu+aym\d published her novel Unth[ Fawq >Ashri<at al-Ghurba (1998) the year 

after she published her first collection of poems entitled: Nuq]sh fawq Sa%+ al-M[> 

(Inscriptions on the Water’s Surface).(470)  

 

Secondly, eleven new novelists first attempted to write in this stage in contrast to the previous 

stage when there were only six. The rise in Saudi women’s appetites for writing novels at this 

stage provides researchers with new evidence that women found this particular genre to be an 

excellent way of expressing their problems.   

     

Thirdly, after Raj[< <{lim in the previous stage won an award for her novel Arba<a @ifr, the 

third stage witnessed three more awards to two novelists. Layl[ al-Juhan\ won al-Sh[riqa’s 

award for her novel ‘The Waste Paradise’ in 1998.(471) Also, Qum[sha al-<Ulayy[n won the 

Abh[ award for her novel <Uy]n <Al[ al-Sam[> in 1999 and she also won the Arabic creative 

                                                 
(470)See: al-Rif[<\. p.49. 
(471) See: Sulaym[n, Nab\l, Asr[r al-Takhy\l al-Riy[>\, (Damascus: Iti+[d al-Kutt[b al-<Arab, 2005),  p.101. 
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cultural award in al-Sh[riqa in 2000 for her novel Unth[ al-<Ankab]t.(472) The fact that women 

writers sted to win competitions during this period seems to suggest a development in the 

artistic value of the Saudi women’s novel. Before discussing this stage it is important to refer to 

the table listed the authors, and the novels published in this period together with their dates of 

publication which are shown in the appendix (p. 253).  

 

2. The Most Prominent Women’s Issues in the Novels of the Coming of Age 

Stage: 

 
This chapter focuses on the development of the female novelists’ thoughts and writing styles 

through an examination of two themes that they tackle in many of the novels written at this 

stage. The first theme is society’s power over women and the novel chosen to represent this is 

Unth[ al-<Ankab]t by Qum[sha al-<Ulayy[n. The second subject to be discussed is the way the 

novelists address relationships between the two sexes and the novel chosen to represent this 

theme is al-Firdaws al-Yab[b by Layl[ al-Juhan\.   

 
3.1. The Search for Freedom  

          Qum[sha al-<Ulayy[n’s novel Unth[ al-<Ankab]t (A Female Spider). 

3.1.1. Introduction  

 

The historical observation of women’s writings is the backbone of Elaine Showalter’s theory on 

feminist criticism. The purpose of this is to recognise the most important phases of 

development that women’s writing has gone through.  She emphasises that the themes explored 

in women’s novels is one of the most important subjects for feminist criticism. Therefore, this 

section will examine the changes in women novelists’ treatment of the first theme, which 

concerns society’s power over women. 

 

Qum[sha al-<Ulayy[n is a well-known Saudi writer who has won various cultural awards such 

as the award for the Arabic Creative Novel in 2000 and the Abh[ Cultural Award in 2008. She 

was born in Riyadh and took her BA in Chemistry from King Sa<]d University. Her literary 

works began with the publication of short stories such as Kha%a> f\ |ay[t\ and al-Zawja al-
                                                 
(472)See: al-Faq\r, S[lim. Al-Ru>iya wa al-Tashk\l fi A<m[l Qum[sha al-<Ulayy[n al-Riy[>iyya, (Al-Damm[m: 
D[r al-Kif[+, 2011), p.7.  
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<Adhr[>, and thereafter she progressed  to writing novels that focused on the same issues that 

she had begun to explore in her short stories; namely, the problems women face in Saudi 

society when they want to be free.(473) 

 

The reason for choosing this novel to represent the women’s novel during this stage is two-fold. 

The first point centres on the fact that this very important female writer published four novels 

during this stage. The second point is the importance of this novel because it represents a clear 

change in the way that the novelist tackles the problem of society’s power, which will be 

discussed in this chapter. 

 

Through her treatment of women’s freedom al-<Ulayy[n reflects the development of how the 

women’s novel attempts to raise awareness of concerns which are specifically related to gender. 

Previous novelists had already examined the quest for freedom in their novels but al-<Ulayy[n’s 

novel could be said to present a noticeable change in the exploration of this theme. A study of 

Saudi women’s novels reveals a deep concern over a lack of progress in women’s journey 

towards freedom. For example, the search for freedom is apparent in the early stages of Hud[ 

al-Rash\d’s novel in which the protagonist confronts the issue of marriage and the impact it will 

have on her status.(474) However, it is easy for the reader to see the different ways in which each 

of these two novels portray the novelist’s response to the issues explored. Al-Rash\d chose one 

of the most important women’s issues at the time since the events of her story emphasises a 

woman’s right to choose her own husband. The writer uses her female protagonist’s conviction, 

asserted through cautious dialogue as a tool for examining the important issues explored in her 

novel. By contrast, al-<Ulayy[n suggests that violence is the best way to achieve women’s 

freedom; and she uses a murder to assert that resistance may be the only way for a woman to 

gain her freedom.  

  

Even though artistically, there are different areas of weakness in the novel as will be discussed 

later on in this chapter, it is obvious that the novelist is as aware of the issues that she attempts 

to deal with as she is of the solutions that she suggests. The novel revolves around a girl who 

has a very dictatorial father and her conflict with him is mirrored in the conflict he also has 

with her brothers and sisters; and the novelist uses a first person narrative to relate the struggles 

                                                 
(473) See: al-Faq\r, pp 5-15. 
(474) See the first chapter of this thesis pp 87-95.  
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between the protagonist and her father in order to achieve her freedom. This technique allows 

the novelist to show the protagonist’s feelings and opinions about the problems that women 

face within a patriarchal society.  

 

The novel starts with a sentence that makes direct reference to the issue which is at the centre of 

the novel. This didactic technique, which immediately exposes the writer’s vision rather than 

letting the events of the novel reveal the problem to the reader, could be said to be an artistic 

flaw. The novelist’s method clearly directs the reader to the theme that she wants to engage 

with, which presents a rather superficial start to the novel. The narrator says: 

What is freedom? I am wondering what the meaning of this wonderful word 
is!! I am the woman who is tied by shackles and restrictions!! Is freedom 
happiness? Or is it freedom of speech? Or is it a revolt against social 
customs?(475)  

This error is also apparent when the narrator describes the characters and reveals the 

characteristics of family members; that is to say, the novelist does not wait for the events to 

reveal their characteristics.  For example, without offering any explanation she describes the 

father as dominant, despotic and dictatorial.(476)  

 

3.1.2. The Theme of the Novel 

 

The novelist attempts to present the issue of women’s right to freedom through an emphasis on 

the status of women in a society in which they do not know their rights and even if they know 

them, they do not fight to gain them. Through the plot, the novelist explores two important 

points in her treatment of this theme:  

 
The first point is that she depicts the restrictions that the family routinely impose on women, 

which are apparent in the description of the father’s characteristics. The purpose of focusing 

upon these restrictions is to prepare the reader for the solution that the novelist later suggests. 

The novelist proposes the idea that in order to end their suffering women should fight for their 

freedom, even if this involves physical violence; and that this is the best solution to this 

problem. This type of treatment of the theme is considered to be a new development that 

                                                 
(475) See: al-<Ulayy[n, Qum[sha, Unth[ al-<Ankab]t, (Al-Damm[m: D[r al-Kif[+,7th Ed, 2010), p 9.    
(476) See: ibid. p.10. 
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appeared in the work of some novelists of this stage. The various facets of the restrictions upon 

women appear through the following: 

 

Firstly; women do not have the right to choose their partners; rather, even when daughters 

refuse to marry someone, fathers have the authority to choose their husband and force them to 

accept them. The novelist attempts to show that a father chooses someone to marry his daughter 

for his own benefit and not in her interest. The novelist emphasises this matter in many parts of 

her novel in order to describe this problem to the reader. The problem arises when the 

protagonist chooses her future partner Sa<d, a wise, young, well educated poet, and who, more 

importantly, cares about people.(477) He comes to ask her father for A+l[m’s hand in marriage, 

but the father refuses him and the reason for this rejection is that the father once saw him bring 

A+l[m home from school. Through the conversation between A+l[m and her father  the 

novelist shows that this is a flimsy reason. He asks her severely: ‘He took you home once then 

he came to ask to be engaged to you! What does that mean?!’(478)   

 
Not only does the father refuse to allow her to marry the man she really loves but also forces 

A+l[m to marry a man who is seventy years old. By introducing the old man into the story the 

novelist highlights the awful face of a father’s attitude when he perceives his daughter to be 

little more than a commodity that can fulfil his greed and self-interests. The father says to 

A+l[m: 

 
Your future husband will pay a large dowry as agreed. I will give you a part of 
it and the other part is for me. It is my right! I have educated you and I gave 
you what you want.(479)  
 

The novelist portrays a woman’s psychology through the monologue following the rejection in 

order to convey a very powerful message, which is that not only is A+l[m prevented from 

having any right to choose her future husband, but also she  does not have the power to stop 

this injustice. By exploring the problem of women’s inability to refuse this kind of injustice, the 

novelist wants to convey to the reader the huge problem that women face in Saudi society:  

 

                                                 
(477)

 See: ibid. p.41. 
(478) See: ibid. p.139. 
(479) See: Ibid. P.170. 
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You deprived me of the right to choose, the taste of freedom and the feeling of 
love and happiness. You want me to be a tool for your injustice and cruelty... a 
tool you remove however you want... you can kill it, burn it or deprive it. You 
want it to be a flexible tool in your hands without choice and feelings. You 
want to decide my future and my siblings’ future; and not as we want, and here 
is the result; they live miserably, suffering from having to obey you.(480)   
  

The novel also attempts to show how her attitude is mirrored in the relationships between other 

members of the family and the father. This can be seen in the second chapter where the 

protagonist refers to the family’s silence and the power the father has over their lives. She 

asserts that her father manipulates and controls all of their fates and decisions and there is not 

one person who is able to influence him through discussion.(481) As it has been argued, the 

crises a girl faces when she is forced to marry someone she does not want is a pivotal theme in 

novels concerning the patriarchal society. Patriarchal power not only controls women in 

society, but also men, and it profoundly and dramatically affects both sexes through the 

destruction of confidence, regardless of whether victims are male or female.(482)  

 

What is relevant to this thesis is that the narrator portrays the father’s inability to understand 

female sexuality when he agrees to accept the old man as a husband for his young daughter. 

When the narrator describes the details of the wedding night, it seems that the old man’s failure 

during his sexual attempts is due to his reliance on his sexual supplements.(483) This scene 

makes an important point because women dare not talk about their sexuality socially, although 

it is important to them. Female sexuality is taboo in Saudi society; women are seen as the 

sexual objects of men and are expected to keep quiet about their own needs. Therefore, when 

she breaks the silence and talks about her sexuality, a subject that is rarely, if ever, given voice 

in Saudi society, this young girl shows great courage.   

 

It is worth mentioning here that bedroom themes and descriptions of sexual activity between 

two partners is one of the innovations that appeared in the novel at this stage. It is noted that 

during the two previous stages, novelists do not refer to sexual relationships at all. This 

                                                 
(480)See: Ibid. P.144. 
(481)See: ibid. p.20. 
(482) See: al-Shuraym. p.109. 
(483)See: al-<Ulayy[n. p. 176. 
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characteristic also clearly appears in al-Juhan\’s novel, which is the next representation to be 

discussed.(484)  

 

Secondly, the novelist empathises with widows and divorced women in a society where 

remarriage is not allowed, and consequently, does not even consider the idea that women may 

wish to marry again. This problem is explored in the story of the protagonist’s sister, Badriyya, 

who had five children when she is widowed. Her deceased husband’s brother comes to ask her 

father to marry Badriyya, but as the narrator explains:  

 

But the widow and the divorced woman in my father’s understanding cannot be 
married again; rather, she must be with her kids until she dies. (485)   

 

Before she rolls back time to tell the full story of the sister and recounts the chain of events as 

they occurred, the novelist has the narrator utter the above sentence in the first paragraph of 

Chapter Five. This could be viewed as an artistic flaw, since the father’s response is clear to the 

reader before the story unfolds. Some readers might feel that this narrative technique spoils the 

story and since the outcome is already known, the unfolding of events lacks excitement. In 

addition, it is slightly confusing that the novelist addresses the problem of her father’s opinion 

of divorced women when the reader is unaware of any divorced women in the family. 

Furthermore, as discussed later in the analysis, the father does not allow his daughter the right 

to divorce. It can be said, here, that the didactic style is more apparent than the artistic style 

because the focus of the novelist is on the social matter of widows and divorced women.  

   

Through Badriyya’s character, who is as obedient and silent as she is beautiful and full of life, 

the novelist attempts to represent the traditional Saudi girl.(486) The novelist is keen to describe 

Badriyya’s nature both before and after the objection to her marriage; and it could be said that 

the reason for introducing the story of this sister, is to demonstrate women’s weakness and the 

power that the father exerts over his daughters. When she introduces this event, the writer 

explains the sister’s situation by showing the two sides of Badriyya’s character, as follows: 

1- Before the father’s rejection of her marriage Badriyya was very happy. This happiness 

appears when A+l[m asked her if she had any idea that the brother of her old husband 

                                                 
(484)See p 161 in this thesis.   
(485)See: ibid. p. 43. 
(486) See: ibid. p.43. 
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had come to ask her father for her hand in marriage, whereupon she stared at her in 

astonishment and her face shone with happiness which she could not hide.(487) Also, 

happiness appears in her face again when her sister A+l[m asked her about her response 

which was to turn her face shamefacedly, and lift her hair unconsciously whilst 

smiling.(488) It seems that the novelist portrays these characteristics of Badriyya to show 

two important meanings; her need to desire this man and her difficulty even to express 

her needs to her sister. In addition, her answer to A+l[m’s question highlights the 

passivity of Badriyya about the important decisions determining her future. A+l[m asks 

her: Are you going to accept him Badriyya? Her answer is: It is up to my father, if he 

accepts I will accept.(489) 

 
2- After the rejection of her marriage proposal, Badriyya’s feelings have completely 

changed and this attitude appears on her face. The narrator describes Badriyya’s situation 

after she emerges from her father’s office when she tells us: ‘But changed in only half an 

hour... she appears that she grew up at least ten years... the pallor and disorder appeared 

on her... the shine of her eyes and hope disappeared... my father destroyed her’.(490)  

 

Here, the novelist attempts to convey the effects of the father’s power over his daughter by 

presenting two different pictures of Badriyya. Hence, the reader can observe the character’s 

external appearance, but at the same time she is described as having changed, emotionally. 

In spite of the fact that her father has broken her heart Badriyya is still reluctant to resolve 

her situation even though A+l[m attempts to convince her to go back to discuss the decision 

with him.         

 

Thirdly, the novelist depicts violence as one of the ways that fathers and husbands use to 

impose restrictions on daughters and wives. Both the father and the husband think that they 

can use violence as a way of ‘educating’ women. The author refers to this as a dangerous 

behaviour that threatens women and abuses their dignity as they move from childhood to 

adulthood. For example, the protagonist describes her father’s violence when their neighbour 

tried to rape her when she was a child. Even though the attempted rape failed, A+l[m cried 

                                                 
(487)See: ibid. p. 46. 
(488)See: ibid. p. 46. 
(489)See: ibid. p. 46.  
(490)See: ibid. p. 47 
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and told her father about it. Instead of understanding her situation, he slapped her on her 

cheek, and this was followed by many more blows.(491) The novelist points out that the result 

of his  lack of compassion especially for his child is that it tends to strike a chord in her heart 

which cannot be erased and indeed contributes to a deep rooted fear which lasts for the rest of 

her life.(492) The impact of this violence affects all A+l[m’s decisions. For example, when 

heavy rain closes the school for the day, she misses a lift back home because the driver has 

already left, which leaves her stranded until the usual home time at the end of the day. 

However, one of the teachers and her husband offered to take her and her colleague to 

Riyadh; and her colleague agrees immediately. However, A+l[m faces a dilemma because, 

remembering her father’s violence, she is unable to make a decision which would resolve her 

problem. As a direct result of the fear generated by the childhood incident she remembers, 

she prefers to stay at school and brave the rain until the driver returns.(493)  

 

This characteristic crops up again in other parts of the novel. For example, when the father 

marries a second wife, his first wife packs a bag to leave the house. Her husband meets her at 

the front door and asks her to calm down and take her bag inside but she shouts and he slaps 

her so harshly that she has to be hospitalised.(494) The novelist continues to portray men 

beating women and the psychological effects when she tells the story of her sister Nad[. At 

this point in the novel, the father hears her screaming and after failing to persuade her to calm 

down, he resorts to violence in order to silence her by repeatedly slapping and kicking her. 

The long term effects of such violence may be observed in the novel after Nad[ is diagnosed 

as suffering from schizophrenia.(495)  

 

It is worth mentioning here that because she scatters many seemingly irrelevant events in 

order to stress her point of view, the novelist may have weakened the plot of the novel, as it 

suggests that perhaps she did not plan these events in any great detail. The reader notices 

certain artistic errors such as explanations and partial events, which tend to stop the 

development of the action at the expense of the novel’s artistic value. This is seen when she 

shows the father’s power during seemingly irrelevant events that are crammed into the novel. 

                                                 
(491) See: ibid. p. 14. 
(492)See: ibid. p. 14. 
(493)See: ibid. p. 32. 
(494)See: ibid. p. 16. 
(495) See: ibid. p. 23. 
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For example, in the story of Badriyya and her son, the problem of the protagonist’s mother; 

Nad[’s madness; the story of her brother and  his son who had cancer. One of the most 

obvious examples of an irrelevant event is the story of the father’s second wife, where the 

novelist devotes a whole chapter to relating the problems between them.(496)      

 

Fourthly, the novelist emphasises that women suffer from neglect after marriage because the 

family does not protect them from their husbands, and this has the effect of perpetuating the 

problems caused by a husband’s violence. The system of violence imposed on women, which 

has been passed down from father to son, is regarded as tradition, and accepted in the society 

the novel describes. This is clear when Badriyya returns to her family’s house to request a 

divorce because her husband is a drunkard, and has beaten her so violently and regularly that 

his brutality causes a miscarriage. Although most of her brothers and sisters supported her in 

her divorce petition, emphasising that it is her right, her father asserts that: 

 
We do not have divorced women in our family and it will not be. You are 
going to live with your husband and you will tolerate all of the difficulties, then 
you will die with him because my daughters whom I give in marriage never 
come back to my house... so get up and go to your husband.(497)   
 

The novelist stresses her second point, with reference to the restrictions that men impose on 

women, in the notion of absolute surrender to the father’s power in order to make the point 

that he represents the patriarchal system in Saudi society.  The novelist exposes this problem 

to show that women are never going to be able to assert their rights if this kind of culture 

persists. Hence, she prepares the reader to consider and accept the solution that she suggests 

is the crucial and final solution. In every event outlined in the novel, whether it is central to or 

a part of the action, the novelist emphasises that when a woman comes into conflict with a 

man she will always have to give in and will not dare to demand her rights. This is apparent 

in the portrayals of all the female characters that are under their fathers’ control, and can also 

be seen clearly in the characterisation of the mother whose reaction to any view is always the 

same: 

 “There is no power and strength but in All[h ”. 
 

                                                 
(496)See: ibid. p. 57. 
(497)See: ibid. p. 13. 
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This sentence demonstrates the kind of fatalism described in many literary works whenever 

oppressed characters attempt to justify the reasons why they have to adapt to reality and how 

they see their fatalism as a measure of their satisfaction and proof of the acceptance of their 

destiny.(498) This sentence is repeated by the character who suffers from  her father’s power, 

as can be seen in the episode when the father beats Nad[ on her feet and hands. He stops 

beating after she utters the sentence, and his response is:  

The same as her mother’s disease... Oh my God! She inherited this disease 
from her mother. (499)        
 

Here, the father delivers the message that the novelist wants to share with the women that 

exist in and identify with, this kind of society, where as far as men are concerned, women’s 

silence is regarded as a disease. Because his first wife was silent, he finds another woman and 

marries her and when his daughter is silent he describes her compliance as a disease. When 

she wants to marry, Badriyya’s fate depends on her father’s acceptance, but she has to 

surrender absolutely when he objects to the marriage. This is made clear when she says:  It is 

up to my father! If he accepts I will accept.     

 

The protagonist also appears to surrender when she recounts the story of her marriage and her 

sexual relationship at the beginning of her marriage. The narrator describes her absolute 

surrender in the words: I walk to an end which I have not chosen and to a life which I did not 

want.(500) The novelist wants to demonstrate women’s lack of freedom when she explains 

how the protagonist married the old man; and communicates this idea through her monologue 

about the loss of her freedom: I came to him unwillingly, humiliated and subordinate to do 

what he wants to me... I did not refuse anything and I did not argue...(501)     

  
As the novelist introduces the meaning of women’s surrender, she also employs symbolism to 

stress the effects of submission. Al-|ass]n argues that,  

 

The fact that A+l[m was born in a psychiatric clinic where her mother, a 
schizophrenic, was undergoing treatment, does not help the reader much. It is 
not clear whether the novelist wishes this to explain A+l[m’s thirst for love and 
warmth as the result of having been emotionally deprived as a baby and semi-

                                                 
(498)See: al-$[min, p 256. 
(499)See: al-<Ulayy[n. p. 23. 
(500)See: ibid. p. 175. 
(501)See: ibid. p. 181. 
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orphan, or whether she wishes to show her as also suffering some split-
personality traits.(502)  
 

However, the author’s choice of schizophrenia as the disease that the protagonist’s mother 

suffers carries a symbolic signification intended to convey the character’s inner conflicts 

concerning her desire to change and her struggle with her duty to submit to a man’s 

power.(503) The reader will notice the symbolic employment of the place of setting as it 

appears, therefore, that the novelist wants through symbolism to assert that the protagonist 

was born into this situation and grew up with a specific problem that affects not only her 

status, but the status of all women in her society.   

   

3.1.3. Steps to a Solution  

After the reference to the restrictions imposed upon women and the taciturn acceptance of 

absolute surrender, the novelist introduces her thoughts about the possible solution to these 

problems. She highlights the need for women to try to achieve freedom through the portrayal 

of her protagonist’s miserable life and through the picture of her sisters who are not able to 

gain their rights. At the beginning, A+l[m’s role was  to be an observer and analyst of the 

interplay between the mother and her sisters. But, through her analysis of the situation, the 

need for freedom is clarified. Furthermore, details of ways in which women might strive for 

freedom are shown through the events of the novel where three important stages can be 

clearly identified: 

 

Firstly, the narrator calls for others to join the revolution in order to gain their freedom and 

this stage occurs at a time when the protagonist thinks only about others’ problems but she 

does not have any personal goals to fight for, herself. However, women do not respond in a 

positive way to this call for them to rally, and to fight for their rights, because every woman 

has been brought up to avoid challenging men and patriarchal power. The reason for this 

negative response to the call, as shown through the events of the novel, is that women in this 

particular society do not have the strength to fight men nor do they have a forum where they 

can discuss their decisions. The novelist is keen to stress this point through the events of the 

novel by demonstrating women’s failure to contest a decision that has already been made. 

                                                 
(502)Alhasoun,  p 226.  
(503)See: al-$[min, p 256. 
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This can be seen for example, at the point where the narrator strongly recommends that her 

sister Su<[d requests her freedom from her husband by obtaining a divorce after he marries 

another woman. She assures her that if she achieves this, she can then become free and marry 

someone who loves and respects her.(504) Su<[d’s response is disappointing as, accepting her 

fate, she says to A+l[m: 

- Where can I go after divorce?! Your father will expel me of course... and my 
husband will not leave me in his house even one minute... Su<[d said 

- No! No Su<[d! This is not life, which you live in. This is a slow death. You 
must revolt and ask for divorce...  

- A+l[m... please! Let me go in peace. (505) 

This can also be seen in her sister Badriyya’s attitude when she wants to marry her old 

husband’s brother, which her father rejected: 

- Are you going to acquiesce to him?! A+l[m asks 

Also adding: 
- If you want my opinion, you have to resist and fight to the end... this is your right.(506)  

Through these two scenes the narrator attempts to show that at the beginning she sought 

freedom calling for a peaceful revolution that could have changed the status of her sisters 

who represent all the women in her society. However, the women’s reaction to her peaceful, 

non-violent call is disappointing because they do not have enough confidence in themselves 

to take a stand against men in the patriarchal society in which they live. When one of her 

sisters mentions peace the word indicates that any action they might take to fight the men 

would be futile as it is a battle that women can never win. The other sister describes her 

concern for her children and the quality of their lives when she emphasises that all she wants 

is a good life for her them.(507) This may be true of course and it is a natural enough hope for 

one’s children, but it also indicates that she lives in a state of panic and fear about what will 

happen next, especially if she is disobedient. This is obvious because she links a good life for 

her children with obeying her father’s decisions.  

 

In addition, the novelist shows that the protagonist discusses the matter of Badriyya’s 

marriage with her father when he suddenly returns while she is actually trying to convince 
                                                 
(504)See: al-<Ulayy[n. p. 116. 
(505)See: ibid. p. 116. 
(506)See: ibid. p. 48. 
(507)See: ibid. p. 48. 
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her to return to her father and persuade him to reconsider this matter again. When he hears 

A+l[m saying, “I will discuss this with him”, the father asks A+l[m in  a loud voice “what 

matter are you going to discuss with me A+l[m?” Here, it seems that the author wants to 

emphasise his injustice as well as the issue of whether Badriyya has the right to marry again. 

The conversation ends dramatically when the father slaps her with two  heavy blows and she 

falls to the ground, unable to speak, to scream or even to cry.(508) In this way, the novelist 

suggests that the notion that a woman has the right to discuss her freedom with a man is 

unthinkable. The action is also symbolic of the way in which patriarchal culture silences not 

only this woman, but all women who dare to speak up for their rights, and the consequences 

of such disobedience is extreme violence since women must be punished for disobeying the 

law of the father. 

 

Secondly, the next stage is a development of the first at the point where conflict arises 

between the protagonist and her father after he refuses to allow Sa<d to be his daughter’s new 

husband and instead gives her in marriage to an old man. The reader receives the narrator’s 

reaction via an inner monologue:  

My father! I can refuse your unfair selection and I can revolt against all your 
decisions. I can escape or commit suicide to prevent you from taking over my 
life. But no!! Something inside me prevents me from doing that... maybe it is 
an interior desire for revenge.(509)     

 

The idea that rebellion is the only solution to issues of injustice might be considered as an 

important step in the process of achieving justice and restoring women’s dignity; and because 

the narrator has insisted upon rebellion against patriarchal systems from the very beginning 

of the novel, the notion becomes the writer’s central focus. However, this idea also represents 

a noticeable change in the consciousness of the protagonist, because although at first she does 

not take any action she calls on others to fight for freedom and starts to think about standing 

up to men herself. At this stage she either thinks about peaceful revolution or when she thinks 

about violence, she recognises that any action must be hers. This attitude is evident in the 

protagonist’s choice of language, that is, in words such as ‘refuse’, ‘escape’, ‘revolt’, 

‘suicide’ and ‘revenge,’ words that presage the emergence of  a new kind of consciousness 

                                                 
(508)See: ibid. p. 49. 
(509)See: ibid. p. 144. 
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and that this will involve women in the kind of rebellion that could indeed turn out to be 

physical.  

 

The monologue is the technical means by which the novelist shows the shift in the 

protagonist’s feelings and the emotional stages the protagonist experiences; that is, from 

thinking in general terms about the novel’s main issue to thinking about the serious business 

of finding solutions. This shift is apparent when A+l[m is in her class meditating on her 

problem: 

….an ugly decline in my humanity, my dignity and my femininity, which leads 
me to death. It must be an action, it must be a rebellion, it must be liberation or 
I will end while I am bent and humiliated without principle or identity.(510)     

 

This kind of thinking constitutes a significant shift from a calm outlook to a violent one and it 

prepares the reader for the novelist’s ultimate solution. The reference to her humanity, dignity 

and femininity is to justify the violent action she will take in her next step and it shows 

despair, having tried all the possible ways to solve her problem. Ultimately, the final solution 

is violence which she thinks is necessary because she believes that society does not value 

women’s humanity, dignity and femininity.  

 

Thirdly, when the protagonist kills the husband chosen by her father, the murder symbolises 

the destruction of the father’s power and moves her closer to freedom. When her husband 

flirts with her, she pushes him away and says NO! Then he screams: “Are you crazy? 

Woman!” Then he tries again and she pushes him away again, this time with more force and 

hatred. The narrator continues to describe this scene: 

 
He beat me and kicked me while my anger increased... until I forgot myself 
and the giant inside me got out and announced the end of the silent period... I 
pushed him with both hands... his madness increased when he saw my 
rebellion and my boldness... but I did not waiver. Then I picked up his thick 
stick which was lying on the floor and I brought it down on his empty head 
then I broke it in one strike... then he fell next to me and died.(511)      
  

It is necessary to understand why the story ends with this tragic action. It represents  a move 

towards the end of women’s silence, expresses the need to break the cycle of fear, and puts an 

                                                 
(510)See: ibid. p. 184. 
(511) See: ibid. p. 195. 
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end to women’s suffering within society by giving them freedom and a voice of their own. In 

short, dramatic changes need dramatic solutions. The violent killing of the husband not only 

dispatches the evil character in the novel but can also be seen as symbolic of the destruction 

of the patriarchal society, a system that is represented in the novel by the head of the family, 

the protagonist’s father. It could be said that the novelist commits an artistic error in the over-

explanation of the symbolic importance of the destruction of the father and hence the whole 

patriarchal system. It may have been more effective if she had trusted the integrity of the 

readers to deduce this meaning for themselves, but nevertheless the novelist clearly interprets 

her symbol when the narrator says: ‘I killed him and I killed the evil and the selfishness and 

greed with him and I killed my father inside him’.(512) She also continues to emphasise this 

meaning in the conversation between her and her father when she says: ‘What I have done is 

that I have broken my shackles and become free again! Do you understand, father?’ (513)  

 

It seems that the novelist is not sure that the reader will understand the meaning in the death 

of the husband as she insists on interpreting it many times. For example, she repeats the 

symbolic meaning for the reader when her father asked her: ‘Why did you do that? A+l[m!’ 

And her answer is: ‘I did not kill my husband, I killed you Father!’.(514)  

 

In addition, the novelist attempts to show how the protagonist’s violent action changes the 

patriarchal system by describing the character that represents this system as a very strong 

dictator, who becomes very weak in the end. His countenance changes to show a broken man 

whose tears, face and situation are described by the narrator as real tears on her father’s 

face... tears that come from  deep inside him, and drop on a pale face...(515)   

 

3.1.4. The value of the novel 

It seems that this novel refers to a very important stage in the development of the women’s 

novel in terms of a change in Saudi women novelists’ consciousness and the stance that they 

take about their past problems. 

                                                 
(512) See: ibid. p. 197. 
(513)

 See: ibid. p. 203. 
(514)

 See: ibid. p. 203. 
(515) See: ibid. p. 203. 
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Through its analysis of a social system which is based on men’s dominance and which results 

in the oppression of women in order to prevent them from obtaining their rights or even 

having a voice in society, a new and emerging awareness has appeared in this novel. This 

novel speaks for women that were tyrannised by a society that gives men the power they hold 

over them. In this literary work, the novelist explores the issues of women’s oppression 

through the appropriate  of the melodrama. The search for female freedom within the theme 

of the problem of society’s power can be said to be one of the most important issues explored 

in the history of Saudi women’s novels, and indeed it could be argued that the women’s novel 

had reached maturity in its examination of the serious and crucial solutions to the problem 

that the novelist wanted to explore in this work.   

As a focus on theme is one of the most important things that Elaine Showalter suggests is 

crucial to the study of women’s literature, this analysis refers to some important changes in 

Saudi Arabian women’s writings in the fictional field. In terms of courage, the reader can 

detect two important innovations; firstly, the novelist’s courage when she suggests solutions 

aimed at destroying the restrictions placed on women by a society that has put women under 

men’s absolute control. Secondly, the novelist is courageous enough to describe the secret of 

sexual relationships; and even though there are few examples of this in the novel, her courage 

in this issue can be considered to be one of the changes that appeared in this stage. 

On the other hand, as has been discussed previously, this novel includes many artistic errors, 

which could be said to have weakened the plot of the novel. There is no explanation for some 

of the events; and the unnecessary overworking of events in the novel has the effect of 

detracting from the excitement and tension that could have been built by holding some of the 

information back from the reader. The novel also includes many characters because the writer 

creates many irrelevant events, which tend to confuse the reader. Maybe the novelist should 

have had more faith in her readership’s ability to understand the deeper meanings in the 

symbols found in her writing and maybe she should not have laboured the points in quite 

such a superficial way.    
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3.2. Women’s Betrayal  

Al-Juhan\’s novel al-Firdaws al-Yab[b (The Waste Paradise) (1998). 

 
3.2.1. Introduction 

After the examination of the first theme treated by Saudi women’s novelists in this stage, the 

focus will move to the second theme which concerns the various ways that Saudi female 

novelists express their viewpoints on the problem of women’s relationships with men. As has 

been noted, one of the most important subjects for feminist criticism is the theme in women’s 

writings. Layl[ al-Juhan\’s novel al-Firdaws al-Yab[b has been chosen to represent  the 

second theme in the women’s novel in the third stage. This novel sheds light on betrayal as a 

dominant social problem that not only threatens relationships between the sexes but also 

society itself. 

      

Layl[ al-Juhan\ is a well-known novelist in Saudi Arabia. She was born in Tab]k,in northern 

Saudi Arabia, in 1969 and was awarded her BA in English Literature at King <Abd al-<Az\z 

University in Jeddah and an MA in teaching aids in 2000 at the Education College in al-

Mad\na followed by a PhD in 2009. She won al-Sh[riqa’s award for her novel The Waste 

Paradise in 1998. She has also published another novel, entitled J[hiliya.   

 

The reason for choosing this novel to represent the problem of the relationships between men 

and women is divided into two parts. The first part concerns the novel’s artistic value as it is 

considered by some critics to be a very important turning-point in the Saudi women’s novel’s 

journey.(516) The second part is related to the theme of the novel which has been widely 

discussed by Saudi female novelists and this section argues that this is one of the best 

examples of novels that tackled this problem in this stage.   

 

3.2.2. The theme of the novel 

The events of the novel centre on the situation that the protagonist (@ab[) faces because her 

lover betrays her. She becomes pregnant after he promised marriage but when she tells him 

about her pregnancy, he refuses to marry her and decides to marry her friend Kh[lida instead. 

                                                 
(516) See: al-Rif[<\. p. 49.  
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Therefore, she decides to abort and then commits suicide in a bid to end her sufferings. 

Before she kills herself, she informs her friend, and this forms the first four chapters of the 

novel. The next two chapters are written by her friend Kh[lida explaining her attitude to her 

friend @ab[‘s story, her own actions and her point of view. 

 

The central focus of this novel is on a man who plays the role of lover to a woman only for 

his sexual enjoyment, and once he has had his pleasure, escapes to play the same role with 

another victim. The novel shows that in a practical sense, society itself motivates men to play 

this role by putting the responsibility for sexual relationships on women and not expecting 

men to share the guilt when things go wrong. The result is that in practice, society authorises 

betrayal, lies and disloyalty in the relationship between the sexes because it punishes women 

and excuses men. Even though this novel tackles the problem of the formulation of 

relationships between men and women in society, it puts society’s power at the root of the 

matter. In the light of this kind of social practice, the novel is structured to address the issue, 

by tackling the problem of the betrayal of women in a wider sense, that is, the betrayal of 

women by society. The issue of women’s betrayal in this novel is tackled in two important 

ways:  

 

3.2.3. Women Betrayed by Society  

 The events of the novel, show that the novelist’s message is that the social system is greatly 

responsible for the betrayal of women because it does not fulfil its duty to protect them. The 

novelist does this by pointing to certain social practices that let women down by failing to 

consider them as active members of society. This can be gleaned when the protagonist 

expresses her suffering in a particular way while contemplating her problems and this 

sentence comes from deep within as she remembers her conversation with Kh[lida: 

- Is it not torment to be a woman?!! (517)   

 

The entire novel can be read as an answer to this central question as it focuses on women’s 

position in society. The first example of society’s betrayal of women is that it justifies men’s 

sexual behaviour before marriage and views women’s sexuality as a fault. The reader sees the 

                                                 
(517) Al-Juhan\, Layl[. Al-Firda]s al-Yab[b. (Cologne: Al-Jamal Press, 1999), p.8.  
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reference to the collective conscience in society since it is generally understood that “if a 

woman falls in love before marriage, she will be accused of having more than one lover”.  

The justification for men’s affairs appears in the novel in two forms: 

 

Firstly, it appears in mimesis, which means that the theme is shown through the events of the 

novel:(518) ‘In this case, the narrative almost literally shows what was said in the reality 

evoked by the text’(519) For example, when the protagonist comes to <{mir to tell him that she 

is pregnant he ridicules her, saying: 

 

Nobody has forced you, and if you mean love, love is gone, lost, faded… if 
you mean the embryo, cheat another one or go and look for his father.(520)  
 

This scene typifies society’s attitude because this kind of response is a major problem that 

women face when they become involved in forbidden relationships in a society that allows 

men to avoid the responsibility for their actions. In addition, this scene explores the issue 

when <{mir pushes her and says: 

 
If you can, go and say you are pregnant by me @ab[! I dare you. Do you hear 
me?! I dare you @ab[! Understood, woman?!! Oh wise woman… love is 
rubbish, but that’s what you wanted. I told you before; nobody forced you.(521)  

 
This scene carries the novelist’s view that men are convinced that in this kind of situation 

there are no steps women can take to secure their rights. The reason for this is that society 

maximises women’s responsibilities but expects nothing of men. The protagonist lives alone 

and does not tell anyone about her problem, even her close friend Kh[lida.    

 

Secondly, society’s justification for the way men behave also appears in the diegesis when 

the narrator’s voice is heard(522) and in this case, the problem is clear because it is carefully 

articulated,(523) for example, when the protagonist talks about her driver, |asan’s, dreams, 

which advise him to return to his country and marry there. The main reason for the creation 

                                                 
(518)See: Baldick. p.66. 
(519)

 Herman, Luc and Vervaeck, Bart, Handbook of Narrative Analysis. (Nebraska: Board of Regents of the 
University of Nebraska, 2005), p.14. 
(520) See: Al-Juhan\. p.6. 
(521)See: ibid. p.7. 
(522)

 See: Herman and Vervaeck. p. 14. 
(523)

 See: Baldick. p. 66. 
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of this character is to present society’s negative principles and to highlight them for the 

reader. Sarcastically, @ab[ suggests that |asan ascertains whether his future wife is a virgin 

before marrying her, because society would expect him to take this precaution. 

 
Check the woman that you want to marry: maybe she has fallen in love and 
played(524) too. Precaution is necessary and this is your right. It is your basic 
right. It does not matter if you play. But it does matter if she plays… It is a big 
matter.(525)    
 

Kh[lida knows this, and after she learns that her friend @ab[ has committed suicide, she 

criticises the social system’s position on these issues, emphasising that society looks at things 

differently according to who the subject is. She blames society for the death of @ab[ when 

she analyses her suicide: 

 
A woman can choose a womaniser. If a woman suddenly discovers that her 
husband is a womaniser, she will tolerate it. However, men rarely marry 
promiscuous women … any woman who gives herself without marriage is only 
a prostitute.(526)   
 

This analysis is meant to probe the structure of a society which seems to have two different 

reactions to sex before marriage, based on the sex of the actor. If the actor is a man, society 

forgives him and he can continue to be a part of society, but if the actor is a woman, society 

will reject her and she will be regarded as a prostitute.  

 

The stream of consciousness technique also plays an important role in clarifying society’s 

attitude about a woman who is involved in a sexual relationship before marriage. It is clear, 

when the idea dominates the protagonist’s thoughts, that it has the effect of restricting her 

from doing anything to resolve her problem. When she hallucinates she thinks that she meets 

her friend Kh[lida and has a conversation with her. Her hallucination has reference to 

collective consciousness, as it is ‘the totality of beliefs and sentiments common to average 

members of society from a definite system’.(527) Because she knows what society thinks about 

women involved in this problem, the narrator shows her fear of  her friend’s reaction should 

she hear the story from <{mir and she imagines that her friend will believe him.  

                                                 
(524) She uses the word “play” to mean having sex. This is an Egyptian expression because the driver is from 
Egypt.  
(525)See: al-Juhan\. P.55. 
(526) See: ibid. p.70. 
(527) Mitchell, G. Duncan. A Dictionary of Sociology. (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1968), p.32 
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- What do you mean? Kh[lida! Tell me, what did this cock say? @ab[ asked 
- He said a lot. He said that he is not the only man in your life. 
- (…) 
- And he said the baby in your womb is not his alone, but that three others have 

ejaculated their semen into your womb.(528)   

The consequences of society’s insistence on holding women responsible for everything 

sexual is conveyed through the monologue when she quietly meditating; she thinks about 

modern science, and how it has not yet invented anything to remove bad memories from the 

brain. Then she imagines that she enters what she calls the locked box (the brain) and finds 

faces, houses, streets, names, books … and a single rose, which captures her attention, and 

she focuses on it. It seems that the rose is a symbol to the protagonist and the words are a 

symbol of society’s accusations and her reaction to them. The novelist wants to emphasise 

the strength of the words (accusations) and their effect on @ab[. The rose stands alone among 

the details of the memory when she asks:  

- How does the rose resist the falsity of the words? (529) 

The narrator tries not to lose the rose, although it cannot reveal its secrets, but when she loses 

the rose and looks deeper into the brain, she hallucinates. The unknown faces from society 

shout fourteen sentences, at her. These words are examples of what she calls the artificiality 

of words, since they represent charges without evidence: 

- Prostitute! Prostitute! How do you dare to stand in front of me now?    
- Exile her from Jeddah.  
- The curses of All[h  be upon her. She insists on her sin: stone her.(530) 

The large number of sequential sentences that focus on the protagonist’s faults represent 

society in these situations together with the pressure society places on @ab[ (the woman), 

whereas <{mir (the man) celebrates his engagement. The sentences convey the writer’s point 

of view on how social systems control women’s minds and reactions when they are faced 

with social issues. The novelist shows that the social system restrains the woman and forces 

her to admit her fault, defend herself or at least explain her sufferings.  

The second aspect of social betrayal is society’s rejection of a woman even though she feels 

guilty and admits that she has made a mistake. Society’s neglect creates an obstacle which 

isolates women from society in these situations and this is clearly seen at the end of the 

                                                 
(528) See: Al-Juhan\. p.48. 
(529)See: Ibid. p.45. 
(530)See: Ibid. p.46. 
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protagonist’s story when she commits suicide because she believes that her problem cannot 

be resolved after her attempts to get <{mir to cover her scandal. The protagonist feels regret 

when she apologises to her unborn child which clearly signals her understanding of her fault: 

 

 I did not choose the right time for you. I followed the mess of love. And after 
this mess, the ruin always comes. In another word, death. And you, what a 
sadness, you must die.(531)    
 

This sentence indicates that the victim knows exactly what her mistake was, but she cannot 

admit it because her society is unforgiving. Therefore, even though she is honest and shows 

that she wants to rejoin society in any way possible her repentance would be rejected. The 

novelist attempts to make society aware of its mistake when it does not give honest women a 

second chance, even when they are valuable members of society and she examines the 

protagonist’s thoughts concerning her actions when she says: 

 

<{mir was an adventure and its consequences were inconsiderable. Its 
consequences are inevitably severe. Nothing changes. Everything was clear 
from the beginning.(532)    
 

From this, the reader realises that the protagonist wants to make amends, and she utilises 

various techniques to convey the idea throughout the novel. One such technique is that the 

protagonist contrasts herself with her city Jeddah. Her employment of the city refers to an 

element of the modern novel where it shows the cities more perfect than the real cities 

through the struggle of the characters with themselves or with others.(533) This is clear when 

the protagonist reveals her inner thoughts, using the city of Jeddah: 

Jeddah is a woman, like me, but she is smarter than me. She does not hand her 
keys to others. Her lovers are many and each one thinks that he knows her, but 
actually he only knows one face.(534)  
 

The use of spatial dimension refers to al-Juhan\’s mastery of her artistic tools, where the 

space of Jeddah is employed as one of the main characters in the novel.(535)  Jeddah appears in 

this novel to inspire different meanings, not all of which refer to the real city.(536) Jeddah in 

                                                 
(531) See: Ibid. p.13. 
(532) See: Ibid. p.8. 
(533)See: @ayd[w\, Raf\f, al-Riw[ya Bayn al-Waqi< wa>l-Takhiy\yl, (Beirut: D[r al-F[r[b\, 2008), pp 153-154. 

(534)See: al-Juhan\, p 23. 
(535)See: Sulaym[n. p.101 
(536) See: Jar\d\. p. 121. 
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this novel is personified(537) as a thinking and acting human being. In a deeper use, Jeddah is 

also employed as a symbol by the narrator herself when she says: 

 

It is another unknown continent. Nobody has discovered it except a cock which 
pecks at her heart, then the water leaks and the sands, the coconut trees, the 
green ivy, the gulls, the books, the papers and people disappear.(538)    
 

Since the picture of Jeddah, in its universal form, appears in this novel with a sad face in the 

same way that the protagonist appears in the novel, the novelist also colours the small details 

of the place with the feelings of the protagonist.(539)    

 

Through this novel the author attempts to highlight the consequences of neglecting women 

that have made a mistake and she describes the type of behaviour that can save women from 

this kind of immoral action. She makes clear reference to the fact that when they err, society 

gives women two choices: to commit suicide, as the protagonist does, or, according to the 

narrator, as the smart girl does, to carry on, in spite of the consequences. By mentioning the 

smart girl, the novelist wants to emphasise that putting pressure on women in this way does 

not resolve the problem; rather, it makes it complicated and worsens the situation:  

 

The smart girl is the one who plays a little! She plays far from the dangerous 
point. There are three kinds of play: a little play with clothes, play in between, 
half-clothed, and heavy play without clothes, like what I have played 
before.(540)    

Through her treatment of the problem, the novelist reveals the negative consequences of 

society’s betrayal:  

 

 The patriarchal system in society creates injustice as one of the consequences of betraying 

women, which can be seen in the result of the conflict between <{mir and @ab[. Even though 

the protagonist admits that she is guilty, the lack of justice is described in the way a woman 

                                                 
(537)  For the definition of the literary term “personification”, see Baldick, p.190.  
(538) Al-Juhan\. p.28. 
(539) See: al-|[zm\, |asan, al-Bin[> al-Fann\ f\ al-Riy[ya al-Su<]diyya: Dir[sa Naqdiyya Ta%b\qiyya, (Riyadh: 
Ma%[bi< al-|umay#\, 2006), p 377. 
(540) See: al-Juhan\, p 55. The novelist here refers to the sexual relationships between sexes. The meaning of the 
dangerous point in her account is the reference to the hymen. So she wants to say that the smart girl is the one 
who can have sex with men before marriage without breaking her virginity.  
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bears the consequences of her mistake and <{mir’s.(541) Although the man lies when he 

denies that he is the father of the unborn child, he marries and appears to be happy and safe 

from society’s punishment, whereas the victim, unable to resolve her problem, turns to 

suicide. The sad and confused woman does not know where to turn when her lover lets her 

down and because there is no justice in society she knows that she will not be forgiven.     

 

In addition, the novelist stresses the negative effects this problem has on the relationships 

between men and women in society and the enmity it creates between them. Instead of love, 

trust, understanding and loyalty, the relationship becomes cold because of the lack of love 

and it transforms into doubt and disrespect. This idea can be seen in Kh[lida’s analysis of  her 

friend’s death, which demonstrates the depth of the novelist’s language. When Kh[lida 

analyses her friend’s suicide, it seems that she does not believe in love between man and 

woman. She attempts to interpret her friend’s story by emphasising that love does not mean 

death and if the end of a love story is death then it is a disease in the heart. Kh[lida talks to 

@ab[ after her death: 

Since it caused your death, this is not love. It is just a worm that ate your heart 
away and taught you how to give up. (542)     
 

It is clear that Kh[lida, who is introduced as a wise woman, does not believe in love in this 

society, which clearly suggests that the cold relationship between the sexes is because of the 

social system. Also, Kh[lida indicates the cold relationship between the fiancée and her 

fiancé when she mentions that she has doubts about him and she knows that he does not love 

her. In her mind, man is a dictator who judges according to his desires, rather than justice, 

and society supports him in this. The novelist wants to stress that the smart woman who 

wishes to survive in this type of society must know how man thinks, even if she knows that 

there is no place for love in his heart.(543) The novelist emphasises that as the patriarchal 

system destroys the potentially beautiful relationship between man and women, it also 

destroys love in women’s hearts and hence destroys love in  society. When Kh[lida knows 

that her friend @ab[ committed suicide, she expresses her attitude towards this by saying: ‘… 

                                                 
(541) See: Kashghar\, Am\ra, “Qir[>ah f\ Riw[ya: Al-Firdaws al-Yab[b”, in al-Nu<mi, |asan, Khi%[b al-Sard fi al-
Riw[ya al-Nis[>iyya al-Su<]diyya, (Jeddah: al-N[d\ al-Adab\ al-Thaq[f\, 2006), p 463. 
(542) Al-Juhan\. p.69. 
(543) See: ibid. p.69. 
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I will also denounce love, which leads us only to death. Love!! which has the germ of its 

death and our death’.(544)    

 
@ab[ comes to this conclusion when she imagines her driver declaring that he loves her. Her 

response reveals the way she values the concept of love in her heart, which takes the reader to 

the root of the novelist’s point of view about love:  

Do you love me?! Is there anything called love?! God disappoints you. You are 
looking at me now!! So open your eyes well and see the end of love. Love is 
rubbish.     
 

These strong words express the narrator’s feelings; she knows this experience and feels that 

there is no love in this kind of society. The novelist also supports her point of view through 

Kh[lida’s remarks on this situation.   

 

3.2.3.1. Women Betrayed by Men.  

 As mentioned above al-Juhan\’s novel addresses the problem of women betrayed through a 

criticism of the social system. According to the novelist, men behave badly because society 

allows them to, and they derive their power from this system, whether it is direct, such as 

through education, or indirect, such as in social practices. The novelist refers to the problem 

women commonly face when they start relationships with men. The effects of this can be 

seen in two important ways:  

 

Firstly, the novel portrays the emotional abuse or emotional manipulation. This problem is 

one of the most clearly defined matters in women’s novels: women are suffering from 

relationships with men and are presented as emotional victims.  Al-Juhan\ tackles this issue 

by introducing <{mir as a traitor who manipulates @ab[’s emotions in order to fulfil his 

sexual enjoyment. When <{mir’s desires have been  met, he rejects this relationship, using 

the  fact that @ab[ (the woman) cannot speak up and claim her rights.  

 

The novelist chooses the first-person narrator to highlight this issue when the novel starts 

with Kh[lida’s engagement party. She employs a stream of consciousness technique to 

describe the protagonist’s struggle because if she tells her best friend to refuse him, she faces 

                                                 
(544) See: ibid. p.69.  
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scandal.(545) Male betrayal appears in its ugly form when the novelist uses the flashback 

technique in different parts of the novel to show the contrast between <{mir before and after 

leaving @ab[. The narrator’s memory flows, via the monologue, and recalls some events in 

her love affair with <{mir when she sees his arm encircling her friend’s arm like a snake.(546) 

She also uses flashback when she mentions how he dismissed her after she told him about her 

pregnancy in order to show men’s betrayal using their power in the society: Nobody has 

forced it on you, and if you mean love, love is gone, lost, faded… if you mean the embryo, 

cheat another one or go and look for his father.(547)  

 
In Chapter Four, the narrator also goes back to her relationship with <{mir when she 

describes the night that he enjoys her. By using this technique she aims to highlight the 

picture of a man of bad character, and the worst characteristic is his tendency to betrayal. The 

portrayal therefore uncovers the issue that she wants to address, which is that the man uses 

emotional manipulation to reach his immoral goal. The narrator gathers six examples from 

<{mir’s description of her love affair to express how far this relationship went:    

- I love you. 
- My god! How beautiful the woman I love!! Even the flowers grow on her shoulders 

and her forearms. 
- Come here. Let me touch your forehead. You are now more beautiful than before. 
- How beautiful the smell of the woman that I love! God bless her. 
- @ab[, @ab[, I swear I love you.(548)       

However, as the novelist wants to show, this kind of flattery is the instrument he uses to reach 

his goal, although @ab[ thinks that he is honest. The novelist describes the woman, @ab[’s 

naivety since she trusts the man <{mir and gives him her body, unsuspecting that he is a 

traitor. Through the stream of consciousness technique, the narrator talks to Kh[lida,  

describing how his emotions change: 

… I did not know any man except the one who looked at me, when he stood 
next to you, with unlimited aversion after he embraced my body by unlimited 
love, or at least this was what I supposed.(549)    
 

                                                 
(545) See: ibid, p 5.  
(546) See: ibid, p 5. 
(547) See: ibid, p 6. 
(548) See: ibid, pp 31-32. 

(549) See: ibid. p.8. 
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This refers to the conflict in his emotions, which led to the narrator’s suffering: as she calls it, 

the “Hell of Contradiction”.(550) She tortures herself when she faces this major 

disappointment:  

 

Everything contradicts everything; dreams with the reality, principles with 
conduct, the word with the act, and the worst thing is the contradiction of the 
present with the past.(551)         
 

Secondly, the novel shows men’s distrust of women, so it presents another aspect of men’s 

betrayal that is depicted as one of the issues considered to be an insurmountable problem for 

women in their relationships with men. The novelist insists that no man trusts any woman 

who has a love affair with a man before marriage, even if the man she loves is him. Although 

this idea is rooted in society’s attitudes, the man who thinks it carries a large part of the 

responsibility for it because he knows his lover and he shows his love in different ways. The 

novelist tackles this from two different perspectives: 

1-  Society’s distrust of women, which has been discussed.  
2- Men’s distrust of women.  

The novelist attempts to examine the idea that the man does not trust the woman, even though 

she shows him her true emotions in order to assure him that she truly loves him. Instead, he 

uses this true love to fulfil his immediate needs and is indifferent about her fate.   

 

Through exploring <{mir’s characteristics in this novel, the reader can see the novelist’s 

image of men, and one of these characteristics is man’s suspicion of women. It appears first 

through his dealings with @ab[ when he asks her to look elsewhere for her baby’s father. The 

novelist succeeds in explaining the protagonist’s loyalty to the reader, and the way <{mir 

returns her love with his suspicions. Al-Muhawwis declares that the aim in depicting the man 

in this way is to make the reader participate in <{mir’s abhorrence and disgust.(552) Distrust 

also appears directly, as an aspect of men’s betrayal of women in Kh[ida’s analysis of 

<{amir’s personality when she states clearly that he has had previous relationships with 

women and that he ends them in this way: 

 

                                                 
(550)See: ibid. p.60. 
(551)See: ibid. p.60. 
(552)See: Al-Muhawwis. p.120. 
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For <{mir, my doubts about him were true. This is the style of his thinking, and 
this is the way, he finishes his outstanding matters. I watched all his previous 
relationships and I was sure that he would come back to me; not because he 
loves me but because he has never trusted anyone except me. (553) 
 

Through her analysis and @ab[’s story, the reader can see how <{mir betrays women, which 

can be  examined in three ways:  

1- <{mir has had many relationships and he knows that they will not last and that all the 
women he knows will meet the same fate as @ab[. 

2- The word ‘love’ is used in each affair, which is evidence that he uses it falsely. 
3- He will marry Kh[lida even though he does not love her, and he betrays @ab[ and 

others because he does not trust them.   

The novelist presents this important theme perfectly because the discourse of her novel is 

delivered through her artistic tools. This novel reflects the great forward step that Saudi 

female novelists have made, whether in their awareness of the themes and the way they 

choose to treat them, or in the modern style of their novels. As mentioned in the analysis, al-

Juhan\’s awareness of her chosen theme appears through her understanding of the limitations 

of the problem, so that she does not hesitate to discuss publicly what is forbidden to be  

discussed; for example, her description of sexual intimacy.(554) As it has been discussed in the 

analysis of the first theme in this section and in relation to al-Juhan\’s novel, the Saudi female 

novelists writing during this phase have rejected society’s taboo when they describe sexual 

relationships. This can be seen as one of the themes that had not been seen in the two 

previous stages. In addition, because the novelist dared to treat this subject in this way it 

caused <Al\ al-Dumayn\ to declare that the novel is one of the local novels that gets closest to 

the nature of Saudi society; and furthermore it contributed to exposing Saudi’s social 

problems, especially the ones affecting women.(555)    

 

The reader can also appreciate the artistic value of this novel and this highlights the 

development of Saudi women’s writings in contrast with the previous stages. The techniques 

that the novelist employs, enhance the artistic value of this stage, as, for example, she 

structures her novel around two central narrators: the first one, @ab[, tells her story in the first 

                                                 
(553) Al-Juhan\. p. 69.  
(554) Some critics value al-Juhan\’s novel for its exposition of women’s artistic awareness and consider this novel 
to be an important turning point in the development of the Saudi women’s novel. See for example; al-Rif[<\, p  
49.  
(555)See: al-Dumayn\, <Al\, Layl[.. Wa al-Mawt, al-Wa%an Newspaper, October 1st, 2000. p 9.  
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four chapters. The second narrator, Kh[lida, describes her attitude to the problem after her 

friend’s suicide.  

 

As explained previously, the narrative time in the first four chapters is while @ab[ is writing 

the letter to Kh[lida after  her decision to kill herself. Therefore, she usually uses the present 

tense in her narrative. The narrator employs analepsis, where ‘some of the events of the story 

are related at a point in the narrative after later story-events have already been accounted’.(556) 

The first scene in the novel is from a past narrative time, when @ab[ sees <{mir putting the 

engagement ring on Kh[lida’s finger. This scene evokes her memory of her relationship with 

<{mir, so that she describes, artistically, an earlier event in her story after a later one. The 

artistic reason for using analepsis is its suitability for introducing the events of the novel 

according to the psychological situation of the narrator, and not the chronological order of the 

events.    

 

However, <Izzat <Umar criticises the novel, arguing that the attendance of the first narrator, 

@ab[, and the second narrator, Kh[lida, remains the same in terms of language and thoughts. 

He believes that the stylistic aspects of the narrative do not change when the narrator 

changes, which is a clear artistic error in the narrative. He thinks that the aim of the second 

narrator is only to extend the event, so he does not see the point of creating a new 

narrator.(557) Yet, the end of @ab[’s life reveals a subtle detail that supports the novelist’s call 

where it appears in Kh[lida’s actions. @ab[’s suicide causes her friend to experience a 

revelation and to speak up loudly for her rights and for the rights of other women. This subtle 

idea is conveyed through contrasting Kh[lida before her friend’s death and after, which is 

clear in the two following points:  

 

The first point; before @ab[’s suicide, Kh[lida, is silent because she appears to be merely 

watching <{mir doing what he wants to do.(558) However, she raises her voice and shouts to 

<{mir when she goes to his house and  says, with the benefit of  her revelation, “@ab[ is 

dead!! I will never forgive you”; “I knew that there is something terrible deep inside you but I 

                                                 
(556) Baldick. p.10. 
(557) See: Sulaym[n. p.99. 
(558)See: al-Juhan\. p.69.  
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did not know that there is disease”; “it is not a disease … it is an epidemic. Yes, it is an 

epidemic which killed @ab[”(559) 

 

The second point; before @ab[’s suicide Kh[lida is passive; she knows that her fiancé is a 

womaniser and she also knows that he does not love her, but she agrees to marry him 

nonetheless.(560) However, she changes after @ab[’s death and goes to his house to throw the 

engagement ring back in his face.(561) It is important to emphasise that the idea appeared in 

the previous theme which explains the creation of a new narrator and the change in the 

novelists’ attitudes to their society as they believe that they have to revolt if they are to get 

their rights. This idea appears in al-<Ulayiy[n’s novel via the murder of the  man who 

represents the patriarchal society, it also appears in al-Juhan\’s novel in the woman’s 

throwing the ring(562) at the face of the  man who represents all men in society.  In Arabic 

culture the ring symbolises female passivity as shown in Kh[lida’s character before she 

knows about @ab[’s suicide. It is important to understand the culture of the writer in order to 

infer the novel’s symbolism and to reveal the meaning that a novelist wants to convey.(563) 

Because she throws the ring, Kh[lida’s action can be seen to symbolise the change in 

women’s attitude to men.               

         

It is worth noting that the narrator presents some past events using the present tense and 

allows the context to lead the reader to the right time. Critics emphasise that this is one of the 

features of ‘stream of consciousness’ novels, because the method shows that the narrator is 

living through these events at the moment of the narrative.(564) This technique appears when 

@ab[ narrates the details of her night of love with <{mir: 

I pile the dress in front of me on the sand. Then I bring one of the candles 
closer to him to ignite the fire of love. The flame blinks suddenly and the smell 
of burning cloth mixes with the smell of the sea. The roses burn… the kisses 
and lies burn. (565)      
 

                                                 
(559)

 See: ibid. p.72. 
(560)

 See: ibid. p.69. 
(561) See: ibid. p.72. 
(562) There is a special meaning to the ring in Saudi culture which can be clarified through the Arabic byword; if 
people want to describe someone who obeys orders, they say: he is like a ring on his finger.  
(563)

 See: Hawthorn, p.123. 

(564) See: Mabr]k, Mur[d, Bin[> al-Zaman f\ al-Riw[ya al-Mu<[~ira, (Cairo: Al-Hay>a al-Mi~riyya li>l-Kit[b, 
2006), P.29. 
)565(  Al-Juhan\. p. 32. 
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In addressing the issue of betrayed women, al-Juhan\ leans on the technique of narrator 

revelation, which is another feature of stream of consciousness technique novels, and bases 

al-Firdaws al-Yab[b on this technique. The stream of consciousness gives her a space in 

which to reveal the protagonist’s suffering at the hands of her lover so that the painful 

experience guides her to judge the social system. It seems that through this technique, the 

novelist attempts to say to society that although its women are silent they have opinions; and 

given this situation, how are they going to gain their rights?  

 

In addition, since consciousness indicates all the levels of the mind,(566) the employment of 

this technique succeeds in revealing the psychological stages of the protagonist’s regression 

in this novel, which takes five recognised stages: 

1- The beginning of the story witnesses @ab[’s complaints about <{mir and  her 

explanation of her situation to him, which suggests that she can merge with society 

and reveal her problems. 

2-  Then she regresses and keeps her thoughts to herself, so that she talks to herself when 

she sees <{mir and @ab[ getting engaged. The apparent aspect in this stage is that her 

analysis is logical.  

3- After that, the protagonist regresses to a kind of hysteria, which results in a number of 

disorganised questions and images of unreal characters and dialogues.  

4-   The previous stage affects her mind so that she starts to think about suicide, giving 

reasons why it is the best decision.  

5- The end of @ab[’s life by suicide. 

The novelist’s employment of the stream of consciousness technique reveals a development in 

some of the Saudi women’s novels we will discuss in terms of their ability to utilise new 

techniques. The use of this technique in this way appears at the beginning of this stage in the 

publication of Wa M[t Khawf\ (1990) by *[fira al-Masl]l. According to Humphrey, the stream 

of consciousness novels are the novels which ‘have as their essential subject matter the 

consciousness of one or more characters; that is, the depicted consciousness serves as a screen 

on which the material in these novels is presented’.(567) Al-Juhan\’s novel is a presentation of 

                                                 
(566) See: Humphrey, Robert. Stream of consciousness in modern novel, (California: University of California 
press, 1968), p.2. 
(567)

 Humphrey. p. 2. 
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the protagonist’s feelings about her problems, for example, in the long conversation between 

@ab[ and her child in her womb: 

Leaving you is a crime, I know! But if you stay it is worse and nobody will 
forgive me, even you. Do you understand my child who I am not going to see? 
I wish to touch you. To enter my hand deeply and pass the chunk which its 
features have not completed yet… pull it a little… modify the placenta… then I 
kiss it before I hand it to death. I kiss the blood and the heart strongly and 
cry.(568)  
 

To summarise, in the light of Elaine Showalter’s theory, this section is devoted to an 

examination of the development of women’s novel in terms of the second theme and Layl[ 

al-Juhan\’s treatment of the problem of relationships between the sexes. Showalter’s theory 

asserts that the development of the women’s novel can be examined through the observation 

of the themes played out in their writings. The reader can see through the analysis carried out 

here that the novel’s theme has certain features that distinguished it from the previous stage. 

The most important aspect that has been discussed is that it supports the theme of al-

<Ulayy[n’s novel which calls for a revaluation of the social system which persecutes women. 

The novel raises women’s voices in refusing to be subjected to men. In addition, this novel 

outlines a very important step forward in terms of the use of artistic tools to clarify the 

problem, and it is considered by critics to be a very important turning point in the Saudi 

women’s novel in terms of its technique, which has been discussed in the analysis.   

 

3. Comparisons and Contrasts  

This chapter has examined two of the most important themes tackled by Saudi female 

novelists in their novels, which are the two powers; the power of society and the power of 

men. It has been clarified, in this chapter, that two Saudi female novelists introduced a new 

method in their way of treating these themes. This method is represented through the violent 

discourse that appeared in the events of the two novels and their characters. This does not 

mean that the method that appeared in the novels in the previous stage had disappeared in this 

stage; rather, it is important to emphasise the new technique that appeared in this stage. 

Therefore, this section is devoted to examine the similarities and differences between the 

novels in this stage in terms of the treatment of these themes and to see the aspects of 

development that appeared in the Saudi women’s novels in this stage. 

                                                 
(568) See: al-Juhan\. p. 13. 
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Due to the increase in the publication of Saudi women’s novels in this stage, it is impossible 

to present all the twenty-nine novels. Therefore, eight novels have been selected for analysis 

in this era; two of them are used in our model and six novels are presented here to adjust the 

main analysed models. Our remarks here as elsewhere in the thesis therefore pertain to the 

novels evaluated and may or may not tune with others which have not been surveyed.    

          

Through an examination of the first theme, which is society’s authority over women, it is 

noticed that some novels of this stage revolve around the idea of destroying the existing 

authoritative system and beginning a new era with more freedom. Qumasha al-<Ulayy[n’s 

novel Bayt min Zuj[j (A house of Glass) (2000), is a clear example of the insistance of this 

idea. The novel revolves around a girl called Mun[ who has lost her mother and her youngest 

sister and she marries an old man because of her frivolous father. He gives her in marriage to 

an old man when she is a teenager in school and she is told about her marriage on the day 

before the wedding.(569) The language in different parts of her novel refers to the word 

‘revelation’(570) to show that this is the best way for freedom. For instance, when the 

protagonist, hears something inside a room in her house by accident, she attempts to find out 

what is going on. She somehow takes her husband’s keys while he is sleeping and she goes to 

make a copy of the keys to resolve the mystery of this room. She finds a gentleman locked in 

this room because he has AIDS and his uncle, waiting for his death, has imprisoned him in 

fear of scandal.(571) In one of the conversations between them, she asks him: 

 

- Why do not you revolt against your gaoler and get away from this captivity?  
- We both live the same circumstances.. Why do you not also revolt against your gaoler 

and get away from this captivity?(572)  

The novelist employs symbolism in this novel to highlight her meaning, which may be said to 

be the centre of this novel. The gentleman who is imprisoned is young, handsome and 

cultivated,(573) and he is imprisoned because of traditions and customs. By interrogating the 

                                                 
(569)

 See: al-<Ulayy[n, Qumasha, Bayt min Zuj[j, in Buk[> Ta+t al-Ma%ar, (al-Damm[m: D[r al-Kif[+, 4th ed, 
2004), p.94.  
(570)

 See: ibid. pp. 121, 124 and 125. 
(571) See: ibid. pp. 110-113.  
(572)See: ibid. p. 121. 

(573)See: ibid. pp. 111-112. 
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symbol, the reader can see that the novelist wants to say that tradition is the reason behind the 

restrictions on young people whether they are women or men. At the end of the novel, the 

protagonist releases the gentleman and she also liberates herself from her husband and her 

father.(574) Al-<Ulayy[n’s reference to a rebellion in her language and the actions of the 

protagonist when she eventually behaves against the codes of her society whether in the 

desires of her father or her husband, is a clear indication of the discourse that the novel 

carries which is that women need to free themselves from the restrictions that society places 

on them.  

 

In contrast, it is noticed that some Saudi women’s novels in this stage use a different method 

in treating the problem of the power of society over women. This is apparent when Saudi 

female novelists in this stage use a method which has been used in previous stages to tackle 

this theme. After seeing one method of treating this theme in the first stage, we note that there 

is yet another method of treating the theme. The novel entitled Imr>ah <Al[ Fawhat Burk[n 

(A woman at the mouth of volcano) (1996) by Bahiyya B] Subayt represents the previous 

method which has appeared in the first stage. In comparison, both novels Bayt min Zuj[j and 

Imr>ah <Al[ Fawhat Burk[n treat the problem of society’s power, for example; they both 

tackle the problem of giving young daughters in marriage to old men,(575) they both 

emphasise that women have no right to choose their husband(576) and they both refer to 

women’s suffering through this kind of marriage.(577) Furthermore, they both choose tragic 

portrayals to present the events of their novels when they address this problem, and the actual 

events are exaggerated. However, here, the method which is adapted to address this theme is 

different since the reader can see the references to the violent reactions by referring to the 

revolution in al-<Ulayy[n’s novel. Whereas the picture of a compliant woman who adjusts to 

a painful reality is drawn in Bahiyya B]sbayt’s novel and the protagonist’s surrender appears 

in many scenes in the novel, such as her acceptance of the old man as a husband,(578) and 

tolerating the husband’s violence such as his beating and shouting(579) and more importantly, 

                                                 
(574)See: ibid. pp. 132, 141. 

(575) See: B] Sbayt, Bahiyya, Imr>a <Al[ Fawhat Burk[n, (Riyadh: D[r <{lam al-Kutub, 1996), p.13. and see 
also this idea in Al-<Ulayy[n, Bayt min ZuJ[j, p.94. 
(576)  See: B] Sbayt. p.7. and see al<Ulayy[n. Bayt min Zuj[j. p.93.  

(577)See for example: B] Sbayt. p.57. and see for example al<Ulayy[n. Bayt min Zuj[j. p.97. 

(578)  See: B] Sbayt. p. 11.  

(579)  See: B] Sbayt. pp. 27, 28. 
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displaying this type of women to be the best examples of women as at the end of the 

novel.(580) This means that surrender is the  best way to overcome this problem. Her novel 

also refers to the ideal woman who is loyal to her husband even though life is painful because 

of the practices of her husband. Therefore, it is important to emphasise that B] Subayt’s 

method of treating this theme reminds the reader about the form that Saudi female novelist 

use in the first stage when they tackle it. 

 

It is also noted that there is another way to treat the problem of society’s authority over 

women as seen in Saudi women’s novels at this stage. This way can be partially observed in 

Saudi women’s novels in the previous stages but *[fira al-Masl]l differs from them in the 

structure of her novel, Wa M[t Khawf\ (And my Fear has died) (1990) which shows the 

effect of a father’s authority on the formation of the child’s personality. This novel is 

considered to be one of the stream of consciousness novels(581) in this stage as it attempts to 

highlight the character’s emotions, as will be discussed. To highlight the theme that she wants 

to tackle, the novelist chooses a man as her protagonist because she wants to say that the 

power that men exert over women will affect all children whether they are male or female. 

Since the novel attempts to treat the problem of the father’s power, it also refers to the role of 

this power in the forming of unstable personalities in Saudi society.  

 

The novelist chooses the first person narrator as a way of telling the story, which is a most 

suitable way to treat this kind of narrative as it highlights the innermost feelings of the 

protagonist. Through this technique, the protagonist Sa<d is introduced in different scenes 

when he appears to have an unconfident, disturbed and hesitant personality.(582) Furthermore, 

the narrator admits, through the monologue, that he has these characteristics.(583) The novelist 

wants to show the reasons for the existence of this type of personality and through flash back, 

the narrator shows his father’s influence in shaping his son’s personality. The father is shown 

to be a very angry person when the son refers to his behaviour with his mother: “She also 

feared my father… she hated him. He frightened her”.(584) 

                                                 
(580)See: ibid, pp, 97-100. 

(581)
 See: Jar\d\, pp, 335-341. 

(582)
 See: al-Masl]l, *[fira, Wa M[t Khawf\, (London: D[r Riy[ya, 2nd Ed, n d), pp, 6-15   

(583)See: ibid, 21. 

(584)See: ibid, 23. 
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The novelist shows that the situation that the protagonist has seen between his parents has 

affected his personality when he says: “When my father came to take me I could not look at 

his face.. I was afraid of him, why? I do not know but I was so scared. I drank fear when I 

was child”.(585)   

 
Through observing the novelist’s point of view about the issue of men’s power over their 

wives and children, we noted that al-Masl]l focuses on revealing the effects of this behaviour 

on the child’s feelings and the kind of personality this type of father created. In comparison to 

previous stages, we can see the treatment of this issue in Sha%[ and Kh[shuqj\’s novels.(586) 

However, the treatment of this theme in this stage concentrates on a very small idea which 

flows through memories and the feelings of the child and this is common in the stream of 

consciousness novels.(587)     

 

The second theme tackled by Saudi female novelists in this stage is the relationship between 

men and women in Saudi society.  The reader can observe this through an analysis of Layl[ 

al-Juhan\’s novel al-Firdaws al-Yab[b. It seems that the novelists want to reject an absolute 

submission to the men in their society by means of another female narrator.(588) By 

comparison, through the characterisation of her novel Li>l-Qalb Wuj]h Ukhr[, Nid[> (The 

Heart Has Different Faces) (1998), Ab] <Al\ defends the principles that Layl[ al-Juhan\ has 

defended in this stage. The character Duj[ realises that she will be killed by <{dil who 

represents the men who manipulate women’s emotions. To clarify the novelist’s idea, it is 

important to see how Ab] <Al\ portrays the character of <{dil in this novel. The most 

important feature that the novelist shows in <{dil is that he always looks as if he is greatly 

enamoured of a woman he has selected to meet his sexual needs, and once he is satisfied, he 

will look for another victim. This characteristic appears in different scenes in the novel, for 

example; it appears when he manipulates the emotion of his brother’s lover Sih[m and they 

have sex after he knows that his brother is going to propose to her.(589) Another example of 

this characteristic appears when a child of five years old comes to <{dil’s brother with a letter 

signed by the child’s mother which says:  

                                                 
(585)

 See: ibid, 23. 

(586)See: p 79 and p 115 in this thesis. 

(587) See: Humphrey, p, 7. 
(588)

 See pp 170-171 in this thesis.  
(589) See: Abu <Al\, Nid[>, Li al-Qalb Wuj]h Ukhr[, (Jeddah: D[r Bi+[r al-<Arab, 1998), pp, 45-46.  
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To Mr N[~ir, this child has just reached five years and he is your nephew. Yes, 
he is. <{dil has deceived me then he left me with the problem. I left the family 
house to disguise my disgrace… His mother(590)  
 

In addition, the novelist is keen to portray him as a man who has a great ability to reach 

women’s hearts and to manipulate their emotions. This is shown in the female characters’ 

stories, such as Sih[m,(591) Mays]n(592) and Duj[.(593)    

 

After the elucidation of <{dil’s character in this novel, the novelist also shows the character 

of a strong woman who defends her principles in Duj[’s story. In the last call between Duj[ 

and <{dil, she tells him that there is a letter for him in her flat and he can read it if anything 

happens to her.(594) This means that this girl expects danger after a confrontation with <{dil in 

order to remove this perverse man from society. The letter she wrote to <{dil says that she 

has discovered his nature and she admits that she loved him:  

 
I am not going to allow you to get into my house while I am alive, oh vicious 
man!.. I am wondering why you have this vicious heart?! I realised from the 
beginning that we do not suit one another … Oh how much I love you, even 
your sins, and even though you are my killer.(595)  
 

The end of the novel witnesses the scene when <{dil is affected emotionally by this action 

and he decides to leave the country.(596) This may symbolise that Duj[’s sacrifice has 

succeeded in removing this kind of man and his effects from society. This way of treating the 

theme is similar to al-Juhan\’s treatment since both writers describe violent and dramatic 

actions in order to change women’s status quo in terms of their relationships with men, that 

is, the protagonist’s suicide.  

In contrast, the novel entitled Iftaqadtuk Yawm A+babtuk (I Missed you When I Loved you) 

(1995) by @afiyya <Anbar represents a different method of tackling the problem of women’s 

relationships with men. This form is similar to the form adopted by novelists in the previous 

stage and which is discussed in the analysis of her novel <Afwan Y[ Adam in Chapter 

                                                 
(590)

 See: ibid, p 114. 
(591) See: ibid, p 45. 
(592)

 See: ibid, p 190. 
(593) See: ibid, p 195. 

(594) See: ibid, p 181. 

(595) See: ibid p  195. 

(596)
 See: ibid, p  197. 
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Four.(597) Her novel is based on narrative and dialogue in which the author uncovers the 

psychological features of a man’s character and its effect on the formation of relationships 

with a woman in Saudi society. Through both narrative and dialogue, the novelist reveals her 

point of view about the way men picture women and what women need from men.  

 

The importance of looking at this novel is that it is an example of how Saudi female novelists 

have diversified in finding ways of treating this theme. Also, it is important to prove that the 

method used in the previous stage in order to tackle this theme is still being used in this stage. 

This is because Layl[ al-Juhan\ and Nid[> Ab] <Al\’s way of treatment does not dominate all 

the novels in this stage; rather, their way of tackling this theme is new. Their method also 

adds new meaning. Due to the large number of novels that flowered and were published in 

this stage, Saudi female novelists began to think of using different voices and thoughts to 

treat women’s problems. The novel Iftaqadtuk Yawm A+babtuk is a romantic story which 

revolves around a girl called <Ab\r who falls in love with Sam\ whose age is about 50 years 

and therefore much older than her.(598) Through this discrepancy in their ages the novelists 

may want to suggest that the characteristics of Eastern men are much the same at any age. 

The novelist chooses the first person narrator to present the events of the novel and through 

this method of narrative, the novelist reveals the protagonist’s feeling about her relationship 

with S[m\.  

 

As it is one of the most apparent characteristics of the second stage, the female voice that 

criticises Saudi men is clearly heard through the details of <Anbar’s novel. The events of the 

novel explore the relationship between S[m\ and <Ab\r which goes through many difficulties 

and all of these difficulties demonstrate that at the bottom of their problems is, the man. The 

novelist shows that the woman works hard to keep her relationship with the man and respect 

it. It seems that the novelist structures her plot on the fluctuating relationship between S[m\ 

and <Ab\r since the novelist’s concentration is on the role of S[m\ who spoils their love every 

time and the novel, therefore, has a variety of complexities. This kind of structure allows the 

novelist to criticise men’s nature since they do not respect their love for women. There are 

many examples of this concept in the novel and it is useful to describe some of them. One of 

                                                 
(597)See p 123-124 in this thesis.  

(598)
 See: <Anbar, @afiyya, Iftaqadtuk Yawm A+babtuk, (Cairo: Ma%[bi< al-Ahr[m, n d), p 7. 
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these examples is that the protagonist insists on the idea that men want women’s bodies and 

not women themselves, and on the contrary, women do want men for themselves. This 

appears when Sam\ comes to kiss her and she refuses then she says: 

I prevent you from kissing me because love has many meanings in people’s 
mind. Love in my opinion is a spiritual relationship which remains forever and 
it is, in others’ opinion, an emotional relationship because of desire and 
temporary need.. Then it will disappear with lull of the emotion. I am your wife 
and I do not accept myself as a tornado of transient desire.(599)   
 

This passage shows that the novelist wants to criticise the men in her country and the idea 

dominates the novel through the narrative, the dialogue and the monologue.(600) 

 

In comparison to <Anbar’s novels, Zaynab |afn\’s first publication, al-Raq~ <Al[ al-Duf]f 

(Dancing on the tambours) (1998), treats the problem of relationships between the sexes in 

Eastern societies. Through the events of the novel, the novelist reveals her discourse about 

the failure of most romantic stories and their sad endings. The novelist does not hide her 

opinion, that Eastern men’s selfishness is the root of the matter. This central idea can be seen 

by exploring three important points: 

 

Firstly, the author attempts to show that the Eastern woman is concerned about the feelings of 

the man if she does not love him since she will reject the relationship if she is put in this 

situation and she will respect him by being honest with him. This is clear in the portrayal of 

the protagonist, <Ab\r’s first marriage, with Mu+ammad when she marries him under her 

family’s pressure. When she is sure that she does not love him, she respectfully asks him for 

a divorce and they quietly divorce.(601) The novelist attempts to make contrasts between her 

attitude to Mu+ammad and her attitude to her second husband Majd\ in terms of her love. 

Even though Majd\ always expresses her love toward <Ab\r, he chooses to marry her secretly 

in fear that his first wife and his children discover his marriage.(602) In addition, when Majd\ 

knows that his wife becomes pregnant, he becomes angry and asks her to abort or she will 

                                                 
(599)See: ibid, p 98. 

(600) There are many examples in the novel emphasising her idea. For example, see: ibid, p 118, 142, 143 and 
181.  
(601)See: |afn\, Zaynab,  al-Raq~ <Al[ al-Duf]f, in Zaynab |afn\, al-A<m[l al-K[mila, (Damascus: D[r ^l[s, 2nd 
ed, 2003), pp 220-222. 
(602)

 See: ibid, p 243. 
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lose  him. The protagonist makes a comment about this which reveals the novelist’s 

confusion about Eastern men when she says:  

 

She blames herself too much.. Why is the eastern man so selfish?? Why does 
the woman always pay the cost of sin?? Don’t they both take pleasure in sex?  
Don’t they both enjoy the orgasm??(603)    
  

Secondly, after the protagonist’s experiences with Majd\, she conveys her point of view about 

Eastern men to the readers. It reminds us of the most important characteristic that appeared in 

the second theme of the second stage(604) where novelists show a direct criticism of the men 

in Eastern societies. The narrator’s criticism comes after scenes of men’s behaviour towards 

women and this is further shown as the protagonist continues her study and participates in 

different discussions about women’s rights in Arab societies.(605) The narrator offers this idea 

directly when she emphasises that the protagonist becomes more understanding about the 

nature of people.(606) This experience and her study allows her to issue her judgement about 

Eastern men when the narrator tells us:  

 

She realised that Eve, according to the eastern men in Arab societies, is still a 
delicious fruit. They do not mind picking them which makes women lose their 
trust of men.(607)  
 

Thirdly, after the clarification of her picture of men in Arab society, the novelist addresses 

this issue by attempting to show that women should not depend on men in this kind of 

society. Because her future is uncertain if she marries an Eastern man the novelist attempts to 

show that there are many ways for women to prove themselves and to be successful. The 

protagonist does prove herself and is successful in this novel when she gets her PhD from 

Cairo University and tastes success.(608)   

 

After referring to the similarities and differences between the novels of this stage in terms of 

treating the two themes, it is appropriate to compare and contrast the style that writers use to 

                                                 
(603)See: ibid, p 259. 
(604)See p 124 in this thesis.  

(605)See: |afn\, al-Raq~, p 249. 
(606)See: ibid, p 267. 
(607)See: ibid, p 267. 
(608)See: ibid, p 274. 
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tackle the themes. The analysis of the main two novels in this chapter shows that Saudi 

women’s novels move forward in their choice of style. This invites some critics to stress the 

stylistic changes that appeared in this stage in Saudi women’s novel such as Kh[lid al-Rif[<\ 

who calls the period of 1990-1999 as a ‘flowering’ stage.(609) At the beginning of this stage, 

the Saudi novelist *[fir[ al-Masl]l shows a distinctive form of presenting the emotions and 

feelings of her protagonist. Since the plots of the stream of consciousness novels are 

‘concerned with psychic processes and not physical actions’,(610) Al-Masl]l succeeds in 

highlighting the inner conflicts of the protagonist and introducing him as a hesitant and 

confused character in order to clarify her point of view. Therefore, the novelist depends on 

the stream of consciousness which allows the writer to highlight the protagonist’s emotions 

and feelings, and through this technique, she can reveal the reasons for the formation of this 

kind of personality.    

 

In this stage, Layl[ al-Juhan\’s novel al-Firdaws al-Yab[b represents the stream of 

consciousness novels and it has been seen that al-Juhan\ employs the novel’s place of setting 

in order to reveal the protagonist’s suffering.(611) In comparison, al-Masl]l also reveals her 

mastery when she employs the place of setting in her novel where it interacts with the 

protagonist’s feelings. Jar\d\ emphasises this idea when he states that through the inner 

monologue, the protagonist remembers the house of his childhood where this reveals his 

dispersion and his sharp feelings of fear, shyness and feeling of inferiority.(612) This is very 

clear when he goes to this house then says to himself:  

 

I eventually reached a house… A small house which I knew eight years ago.. 
The eight years come back to me now. They come back like they happen at the 
moment. I knew this house since I was fourteen… I was sad, gloomy and 
scared.(613)      
 

Also the protagonist says in another part:  

I went to the street.. My heavy steps lead me behind my thought and it revolves 
and revolves! And I revolve around it after I gave in to it. I found myself in 
front of my mother’s house.. I knocked at the door.. My heart was pulsating 

                                                 
(609)See: al-Rif[<\, p. 40.  

(610) Humphrey, p 86.  

(611)See p 164 in this thesis. 

(612) See: Jar\d\, p 338.  
(613)See: al-Masl]l, p 22. 
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inside me.. I do not know why I knocked.. And then I cried, loudly, for the first 
time. I was screaming, calling her while hope lies when it says to me she is in 
the house but I knew she has gone, and I am not going to see her after this 
day.(614)  

 

These two passages are an example of the novelist’s concern since she focuses on the 

protagonist’s inner feelings and the role of the place of setting in showing these feelings. 

Also, the novelist employs flashback as one of the most important type of techniques, in the 

stream of consciousness novels.
(615)

 Through using this technique the novelist attempts to 

show an important point, which is that the protagonist is psychologically unstable; and to 

reveal the reasons why this kind of personality is created.  

 

Through observing the novels in this stage it is noticed that Qum[sha al-<Ulay[n’s novel 

Unth[ al-<Ankab]t and Layl[ al-Juhan\’s novel al-Firdaws al-Yab[b witness a description of 

the sexual relationships between the sexes.(616) In comparison, Zaynab |afn\ in her novel al-

Raq~ <Al[ al-Duf]f  shows some bedroom sexual scenes. Showing details of what happens in 

the bedroom is a new feature that appeared in Saudi women’s novel at this time; and this may 

refer to the idea that some Saudi female novelists began to renounce one of the features of 

conservative writing that is the cornerstone of conservative societies. For example, |afn\ 

describes the sexual relationship between Mu+ammad and <Ab\r on the first night after the 

wedding, from his carrying her and putting her in the bed, to his virility and her moaning.(617)     

 

In contrast, the majority of novels published in this stage do not take this direct approach; 

rather, they avoid these kinds of scenes. For example, Nid[> Ab] <Al\ in her novel Li>l-Qalb 

Wuj]h Ukhr[ refers to the sexual relationship between the characters but she does not 

describe the details. That is, when the scene concerns the sex act, the novelist alludes to it 

rather than making a direct statement. This happens many times in the novel and one example 

of this is when Sih[m describes her relationship with <{dil and when she reaches the sexual 

relationship she says: ‘I gave him the best of what a girl owns’(618) which means her virginity, 

and also refers to her reputation.   

                                                 
(614)See: al-Masl]l, pp 24-25. 
(615) See: Humphrey, p 86 

(616) See p 146 and p 164 in this thesis. 

(617)
 See: |afn\, al-Raq~, p 219. 

(618) See: Ab] <Al\, p 45. 
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 However, explicit description in the Saudi women’s novels is apparent in this stage but only 

in a small number of cases; and when it does appear in a novel, it is not stressed. This means 

that the few novelists who approached this theme at this stage have prepared readers for this 

secret topic to be shown in more detail during the next stage.   

 

It seems that Saudi female novelists, in the two previous stages, employed symbolism to 

express women’s problems as is clear in Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\’s novel.(619) The employment of 

symbolism to express women’s problems is more powerful in this stage because some 

novelists have developed their artistic techniques. In the previous section, analysis of Layl[ 

al-Juhan\’s novel and Qum[sha al-<Ulayy[n’s novel discussed their tendency to adopt various 

tools to express their points of view. For example, al-Juhan\ uses her technique to show that 

women are not going to obey men.(620) The use of this technique, which expressively conveys 

women’s concerns appears in different novels in this stage; for example, the novelist 

Qum[sha al-<Ulayy[n’s employment of the character of a young and handsome man who is 

imprisoned because his disease refers to an unjust society and the weakness of its youth.(621) 

In addition, Nid[> Ab] <Al\ employs DuJ[’s suicide symbolically as it suggests that women 

have the courage to stand against men’s injustice. However, some novels in this stage employ 

realism, which is clear in Bahiyya B] Subayt’s novel Imra>ah <Al[ Fawhat Burk[n. This 

novel is an example of the artistic weaknesses in some novels. There are critics who 

emphasise that the novel is full of artistic errors such as the author’s intervention in the 

narrative to express her point of view.   

   

4. Conclusion                     

In conclusion, it appears that the Saudi women’s novel moves forward in terms of both theme 

and artistic value. Furthermore, since they have won both local and Arabic awards the novels 

may be regarded as evidence of such development. These awards include the following: al-

<Ulaiyy[n won the Abh[ award and al-Juhan\ won the Sh[riqah award. Therefore, this stage 

can be considered to be the dawn of a new era in which Saudi female novelists have become 

well-known in Arab countries before achieving international fame, which will be a very 

important stage indeed. At this stage, perhaps, novelists will start to interrogate more 
                                                 
(619)See p 79 in this thesis. 

(620)See p 156 in this thesis.  

(621) See p 171 in this thesis. 
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complex issues in society that were not tackled in the previous stages since it would have 

been too inappropriate. In this stage, readers see controversial topics such as the nature of 

sexual relationships and the problem of abortion freely debated by daring Saudi female 

writers. 

 

In the themes worked out in the novels of this stage, the reader can see changes in Saudi 

women’s discourse whether directed at Saudi society or to the men in society. The novelists 

appear to have passed the stage of using careful language, which they use in the first stage; 

and they appear to have also passed the stage of discussing and directly stating their problems 

with society, which was seen in the second stage. The world of their novels shows that they 

have reached the stage of demanding a re-evaluation of their society, since their discourse 

rejects society’s controls and women’s absolute subjection to men.   

 

Furthermore, this stage witnesses clear signs of development in its artistic value, since the 

novelists are influenced by the modern novel in Arab and international countries. The third 

stage introduces some novelists who employ the characteristics of the modern novel 

perfectly, as seen in al-Juhan\’s novel. The most pertinent example of this is the use of the 

technique of stream of consciousness as an important method of describing women’s 

suffering and feelings. Even though this aspect appears in the previous stages, the use of this 

technique in al-Juhan\’s novel shows a clear development. In the light of these characteristics, 

it might be appropriate to say that the Saudi women’s novel flowered during this stage in 

terms of the novelists’ choice of themes and their style of treating them.    
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Chapter six: Popularisation of the Saudi Women’s Novel (2002-2011) 

1. Introduction 

The final stage of the Saudi women’s novel owes its forward movement to the international 

interests of countries where some of the novels have been translated into non-Arabic 

languages. The stage extends for a period of approximately ten years, from 2002 until the end 

of 2011; and the number of novels published is remarkable since Saudi women published 

more than a hundred novels during this time.(622) Therefore, it is considered to be the most 

important stage of the Saudi women’s novel. However, there are various factors that 

contribute to the importance of this stage that can be explored through the following points:  

 

Firstly, the event of September 11th 2001 is one of the most important topics that we might 

examine in order to raise questions about many issues in Saudi Arabia such as religion, 

education, society and women. Women’s problems are one of the most significant subjects 

discussed by Saudi intellectuals during this stage; and they attempted to analyse the matter or 

explain reasons for it. Al-Ghadhdh[m\ is one of the well-known intellectuals who published a 

book entitled: Thaq[fat al-Wahm: Muq[rab[t |awl al-Mar>ah wa>l-Jasad wa>l-Lughah (A 

Culture of Illusion: Approaches About Woman, Body and Language)(623) in 2006. Because the 

question of women is, in this stage, widely discussed at different levels, opportunities for 

women are expanded to present their problems. It is true to say that questions concerning 

women were presented before the events of September 11th 2001 but this stage is 

characterised by greater diversity and courage. In addition, the number of women who 

discuss their problems through the novel increases dramatically during this stage, which in 

itself represents a new Saudi literary phenomenon. Through observing the Saudi women’s 

novel at this stage, we can see the effect of the events of September 11th on the content of the 

novels and their titles such as al-Inti+[r al-Ma>j]r (The Paid Suicide) (2004); {l[> al-Hudhl]l 

and Unth[ Mufakhakha (A Booby-trapped Female 2010), by Am\ra al-Mu#+\.  

 

One of the results of the events of September 11th  is that a discussion of women’s rights has 

been implemented by all the cultural scholars with the support of government; the media also 

                                                 
(622) See the table of Saudi women’s novel in pp 190-192. 
(623) This book attempts to follow traditional stories and how they affect culture by rooting some perceptions in 
society’s mind and then it examines how these perceptions transform into beliefs or stereotype. 
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plays an important role in marketing women’s novels even though it comes, sometimes, at the 

expense of its artistic value. Al-Rif[<\ refers to al-Qir[n al-Muqaddas by ^ayf al-|all[j and 

al-Inti+[r al-Ma>j]r by {l[> al-Hudhl]l as an example of media interest in women’s novels 

even though they do not fulfil the artistic conditions of the novel.(624) As a logical result of the 

media’s support of women’s writing in this period, the readers of women’s novels increased 

dramatically, especially in the case of Raj[< al-@[ni<’s novel Ban[t al-Riy[# (The Girls of 

Riyadh) where the first edition was sold out in four months, unprecedented.(625)     

     

The technological revolution plays an effective role in utilizing the Saudi women’s novel as 

the best way of delivering women’s messages to readers. The number of internet users 

reached a million at the end of 2001 and increased by 50% in 2002.(626) The internet offers a 

way of publishing women’s novels and  in this way writers can gauge whether they are going 

to be successful or not. There are many Saudi novelists who have published their novels first 

on the internet, and then when they saw their work’s popularity, published them as books.(627) 

Due to the status of women in Saudi society, Saudi women, before the age of the internet, had 

difficulty in communicating with critics and intellectuals because women wish to protect their 

privacy in Saudi Arabia, but the internet has the effect of easing communication.  

 

Another considerable factor contributing to the increase in the publication of Saudi female 

novels during this stage is the people’s growing appetite for reading women’s works.(628) One 

result of the proliferation of women’s novels during this stage was that people were 

beginning to hear what Saudi women had to say, and this might have been the result of media 

support or to a change in readers’ thoughts and opinions. In addition, some of the top Saudi 

writers encouraged Saudi female novelists in different ways. For example, Ghaz\ al-Qu~ayb\ 

wrote an introduction to Raj[> al-@[ni<’s novel Ban[t al-Riy[#  focussing on the ways that 

                                                 
(624) See: al-Rif[<\. p.55. 
(625) See: ibid. p.55. 
(626) See: al-H[jir\, Iy[s. T[r\kh al-Internet f\ al-Mamlaka al-<Arabiya al-Su<]diya.( n p: n pub, 2004), p 62. 
(627) There are many examples which represent this idea such as al-<A]ba by Warda abd al-Malik. See: al-Rif[<\. 
p.52.   
(628) See: al-Rif[<\. p.55. 
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she had mastered her writing tools and skills and the famous critic <Abd All[h al-

Ghadhdh[m\ specified articles in the al-Riyadh newspaper about the novel.(629)   

 

Since the remarkable number of Saudi women’s novels published during this stage is a 

specific aspect of the awareness of Saudi female novelists, there are further more general 

aspects of the women’s novel at this stage. The translation of some Saudi women’s novels to 

other languages and international distribution may be considered to be one of the interesting 

characteristics of Saudi women’s novels in this stage in terms of exposure to the rest of the 

world. For example, the novel Ban[t al-Riyadh was translated into the English language 

under the title of Girls of Riyadh in 2007.(630) Another example of the translation of Saudi 

female novelists works is Nis[> al-Munkar by Samar al-Muqrin which has been translated 

into Italian under the title of ‘Le Donne Del Peccato’ (631)  

 

Although some Saudi female novelists had won literary awards during the previous stage, 

female writers also proved their talent in this era by winning international prizes, which 

offers more evidence of the development in Saudi women’s novels. In this stage, Raj[> <{lim 

gained the International Prize for Arabic Fiction (Booker) for her novel ^awq al-|am[m 

(Collar of the pigeons) in 2010.(632) In addition, Mah[ B[ <Ishin won another international 

prize called The Arabic Human Award for her novel Al-|ubb fawq Sa%+ Marmarah (Love 

Above the Surface of the Marmara) in 2011.(633) 

 

In comparison to the previous stage, (as the table in the appendix shows p.254), the number 

of new Saudi women’s novelists in the fourth stage was over seventy, whereas in the third 

stage, there were 11 fresh faces. This can be considered to be a very clear sign of the 

development of the Saudi women’s novel in terms of quantity. From stage to stage, Saudi 

female novelists learn that the genre of the novel is a suitable for them to express their 

                                                 
(629) See this article about this novel al-Ghadhdh[m\, <Abd All[h, “Ban[t al-Riya# Ban[t al-Nasaq” December 8, 
2005, 13681, Riyadh newspaper, Accessed 04 June 2012: 
http://www.alriyadh.com/2005/12/08/article113797.html   
(630) The copy translated to English language is issued in United State of America by The Penguin Press in 2007 
and the translator is Marilyn Booth and Raj[> al-@[ni<.     
(631) See “Riw[ya Nis[> al-Munkar al-Akthar Jadalan f\ al-Khal\j Ta~dur bi>l-Lugha al-I%[liyya”, Majallat Anh[r 
al-Adabiyya, Feb 27,2012 Accessed 12 August 2012 : 
http://www.anhaar.com/arabic/index.php/permalink/13664.html   
(632)See: <{lim, Raj[. ^awq al-|am[m, (al-D[r al-Bay#[>: al-Markaz al-Thaq[f\ al-<Arab\, 2010), cover page.  
(633)See Takr\m al-Riw[>iyya al-Su<]diyya @a+ibat Riw[ya al-|ubb Fawq @a%+ marmara” Uniem, Accessed 13 
Augus: http://www.uniem.org/index.php?action=show_page&ID=919&lang=ar  

http://www.alriyadh.com/2005/12/08/article113797.html
http://www.anhaar.com/arabic/index.php/permalink/13664.html
http://www.uniem.org/index.php?action=show_page&ID=919&lang=ar
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problems. Interestingly, the phenomenon of female pseudonym has returned as was the case 

with some of the new novelists such as al-Muh[jira and Fikt]riya al-|ak\m. Perhaps 

‘Diversity’ is the appropriate word to use to describe a stage that witnesses different 

tendencies, whether in the novels’ themes or techniques. It might be useful to start with a 

reference to the table of list of the novels published during this stage. It mentions the author 

and the date of publication. See appendix (p. 254) 

  

 
2. The Most Prominent Women’s Issues in the Novels of Popularity and 

Extension 

This part is devoted to the examination of the two themes examined previously in this thesis, 

which are the Saudi female novelists’ view of society’s power over women and how the 

writers see the relationships between the sexes. Two novels have been chosen to represent 

these themes. To represent the first theme, the novel is Lam A<ud Abk\ (I No Longer Cry) 

(2004) by Zaynab |afn\ and the novel chosen to represent the second theme is Saqar (Hell) 

(2008) by <{>isha al-|ashr.          

 

2.1.  Women’s Self-proving: 
3.1.1. Introduction  

In this section, the aim is to shed light on the way that Saudi female novelists have attempted 

to develop their treatment of the problem of society’s hold over women. Elaine Showalter has 

emphasised that one of the subjects that can be examined to see the development of women’s 

writings is ‘theme’. Through the exploration of how Saudi female novelists at this stage 

tackle the problem of the patriarchal system in Saudi society, the reader can see the issues 

that Saudi women’s novels raise as their writing develops.   

 

The reason for selecting this novel to represent the women’s novel in this stage is that it 

introduces the new vision that Saudi novelists wish to convey concerning the problem of 

society’s power. Therefore, the novel deserves to be introduced as representative of the 

novels published in this stage. In addition, the novelist Zaynab |afn\ is considered to be one 

of the female activists who always calls for women’s rights, whether through her literary 

works or through her articles in newspapers.    
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The representative novel chosen to examine this theme is Zaynab |afn\’s novel, Lam A<ud 

Abk\ 2004 (I No Longer Cry). Zaynab |afn\ was first known as a columnist in various Saudi 

and Arabic newspapers, and later in 1993 she published a book entitled Ris[la Il[ Rajul ‘A 

Message to a Man’. Between her three collections of short stories published in 1994, 1996 

and 2000, she managed to publish her first novel, al-Raq~ <Al[ al-Duf]f (1998). Following 

this, her collection of poems went to press in 2004. Most recently, Zaynab |afn\ has enriched 

her collection of writing with three novels: Mal[mi+ ‘Features’ (2006), S\q[n Multawiya 

‘Crooked legs’ (2008), and Wis[da li+ubbik ‘A Pillow for your Love’ (2011).(634)  

 

The novel ‘I No Longer Cry’ has been published in three editions (2004, 2007 and 2009). 

Zaynab |afn\ chooses the third person narrative technique, whereby she tells the story ‘from 

a source external to the world of the novel by a narrator who is not one of the characters in 

the novel.’(635) The novel revolves around the life of the protagonist, Gh[da, who 

distinguishes herself from other women by choosing not to use her beauty as the instrument 

of her success. Rather, to become a successful woman, she relies on hard work and her 

determination to succeed. The novel focuses on the issue of men’s dominant role in Saudi 

society and the consequential subjugation of the other members of society to the patriarchal 

social power structure that is so apparent in the area of women’s rights. Therefore, the 

protagonist seeks a place in which to find herself and to prove that women have the strength 

and the wisdom to succeed in the social sphere monopolised by men.    

 

At the beginning of the novel, two different viewpoints of women’s right to prosper in society 

are presented. This helps to further highlight the main issue of the novel. Nashw[, Gh[da’s 

friend, laughs at Gh[da’s decision to leave her job as a teacher for a job in journalism. Her 

doubts about Gh[da’s chances are based on the way patriarchal society ties women by many 

social restrictions, and thus very often obstructs the fulfilment of their ambitions. Nashw[ 

believes that women in such a society are not able to overcome these restrictions. 

Notwithstanding her friend’s doubts, the protagonist claims that women should not give up 

fighting and never cease to attempt to overcome the obstacles put in place by society. She 

says: 

                                                 
(634) See: Zaynab |afn\’s website at: http://zhauthor.com/html/en-cv.htm  
(635) Hawthorn, p 82. 

http://zhauthor.com/html/en-cv.htm
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Take this seriously and I will prove that you are wrong. I have the power to 
face the world to reach my dream. I will prove to you that woman is able to 
walk this bumpy path if she possesses will, intention and determination.(636)    
         

This work represents a noticeable development in this particular theme of women’s novels, 

and offers an alternative perspective to |afn\, who treats the problem of male dominance and 

the struggle between the two sexes differently. The main contrast with previous topically 

similar novels lies in the new thematic aspect offered by Zaynab |afn\. This new aspect is 

manifested by discussion about the demand for women’s participation in the politics of the 

country e.g. through the appointment of a woman as editor-in-chief of the country’s major 

newspaper. This idea has not been noted or discussed in the past, which seems to indicate that 

Saudi women’s awareness of their rights has become highly developed during this period.    

 

On the whole, the novel I No Longer Cry may be classified as a step forward in the issue of 

female criticism of male dominance in Saudi society. The novelist starts with a diagnosis of 

the issue by depicting some members of society who are stripping society’s system. She 

refers to certain aspects of this through the example of Gh[da’s father and her lover, who 

clearly behave according to the collective consciousness of society and who also disregard 

their own value system.  The conflict between their personal convictions and the norms of 

society is demonstrated by the actions of Gh[da’s lover ^al[l. He is an open-minded person, 

not least because he studied abroad. He also puts himself in the role of the defender of 

women’s rights in Saudi Arabia. He was even imprisoned for his statements in the Saudi 

press. Notwithstanding his beliefs, he eventually yields to the pressure of the collective 

consciousness when he refuses to marry Gh[da because she is no longer a virgin, which is a 

severe handicap for a single women in the eyes of Saudi society. The novelist emphasises that 

in the past, ^al[l had proposed marriage to his Spanish ex-girlfriend even though she had had 

many relationships before him.(637) She refused his proposal. It is clear, therefore, that the 

novelist mentions this event to demonstrate how the social system and its norms control the 

men in her society, even though they do not follow the same norms when acting outside 

Saudi society’s parameter.  Also, she wants to point out the contradiction in the actions of a 

Saudi man who deals with the issue of women’s morals according to the woman’s 

nationality. The conversation between ^al[l and Gh[da reveals this contradictory approach, 

                                                 
(636)See: |afn\,  Zaynab. Lam >A<ud >Abk\. (Beirut: D[r al-Ss[q\, 3rd ed, 2009), p.45. 
(637)See: ibid. 68. 
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when Gh[da asks ^al[l to marry, having just confessed to him about her previous sexual 

relationship with <{mir. To this, ^al[l replies: 

- I know that you ask for your rights but I need time to  forget the past. 

- Do you want to punish me for a past in which I do not have any sin?   

- No, my love! I know that you were a victim but please help me to 
overcome this problem. 

- Remember! One day you wanted to marry a woman who had many 
relationships and you wished her to accept this marriage... why do you 
wash away all of her mistakes and you do not forgive me for even one 
mistake? 

- I do not know... Yes Gh[da! We are internally selfish and barbarous when 
it comes to our women because we consider them as a part our 
possessions.(638)  

This dialogue reveals ^al[l’s inner conflict and its various aspects which are caused by 

society’s powerful influence.   

 

Firstly, the novelist wants to underline society’s dominance over men’s minds, which is seen 

as the ‘norm’; and how difficult it is for them to escape the pressure of society. Secondly, the 

author points out the issue of unequal criteria for society’s judgment of people based on their 

nationality or gender, for example, a mistake made by a Saudi man (^al[l) or a non Saudi 

woman (Isabella), mistakes that are tolerated, whilst it is strongly unforgiving of the same 

mistake made by a Saudi woman. Thirdly, what appears throughout this conversation is a 

clear ambivalence of ^al[l’s inner convictions: on the one hand he goes with the flow of 

society yet on the other hand he notices the injustice stemming from main stream thinking; 

and he vocally criticises the men in his society, notwithstanding the fact that he himself is 

actually one of them.   

 

The novelist supports her point of view about the dominance of men in society by referring to 

the perception of Saudi society shared by non-Saudis. She illustrates this through ^al[l’s 

Spanish ex-girlfriend, Isabella’s attitude, when he proposed marriage to her. She refused 

^al[l because of the way she perceives the position of women in Saudi Arabian society. In 

Isabella’s own words: 

 
                                                 
(638) See: ibid.p.97. 
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‘You know how much I love you and I believe that you do not have any 
doubt about this. But I cannot live in your country. A woman in your 
country has no dream. Her function as a woman, in this life, is having 
children and she wastes her time by following the fashion news. I cannot 
prove myself in your country. In only a few days I will be a lawyer and to 
marry you is to bury my dream.’(639)   
 

The novelist also attempts to stress the idea of male dominance through one aspect of the 

country’s rule. This kind of concentrated criticism, which is directed at the country’s 

institutions, can be seen as a new feature appearing in the themes in Saudi women’s novels 

during this stage. The criticism of the governmental system in Saudi Women’s novels written 

in the previous stages is shown in glimpses whereas in this stage it is clear and can be seen 

throughout the whole novel. For example, Gh[da is not allowed to choose her job until she 

produces a letter of consent from her father. The protagonist discusses this rule with the boss 

of the women’s section in the newspaper: Is it necessary to bring a letter from my father? Do 

you not think that this decision is my own concern? Then the boss strictly replies: ‘Sister 

Gh[da! I would like to remind you that you live in a conservative society. I believe this is 

enough to answer your question.’(640)  

 
The novelist manifests Gh[da’s struggle with her society first by showing her happiness upon 

receiving the letter from her father, followed by her indignation at the system supporting 

male dominance. The author emphasises this in Gh[da’s desire to have the right to determine 

matters relating to her personal life. By means of Gh[da’s inner monologue, the author is able 

to shift the focus from the problem of male dominance to the more general issues relating to 

women and their position in society. This shift is reflected in the following questions that 

Gh[da asks herself: ‘Why do a woman’s aspirations depend on a stroke of her father’s and 

husband’s pen? Does this represent social justice? Why does our society insist on appointing 

itself as the judge of our ambitions?’(641)  

 

Although the third person narrative technique used in this novel provides the novelist with an 

extra space in which to observe the characters and the events, it also weakens the plot of the 

novel, since the amount of often, irrelevant, narrations and descriptions is considerable. As a 

result, the use of this technique in this novel can easily distract a reader and weaken his or her 
                                                 
(639)See: ibid.p.68. 
(640)See:  ibid.p.49. 
(641)See:  ibid.p.50. 
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concentration. Since it is emphasised that the novel, artistically, is not meant to answer the 

question ‘what happens next?’ its events should be tied to the causality.(642) For example, the 

novelist goes back to the history of Tal[l and the history of Nashw[ without any discernible 

artistic reason, or value except to extend the events of the novel.(643)   

 

3.1.2. The obstacles to a woman’s ambitions 
 

The issue of male dominance in society is intertwined with the difficulties that women face 

when trying to prove themselves in their society, i.e. to fulfil their ambitions in a restrictive 

and limiting kind of social system. The novelist stresses the fact that women are capable of 

facing such challenging conditions. Through her experience as a working woman, the 

protagonist attempts to answer a fundamental question that any woman wanting to prove 

herself and fulfil her ambitions has to ask: ‘Why do women not succeed in a patriarchal 

society’? Having done it before, the novelist illustrates again how the patriarchal society 

plays an effective role in undermining women’s efforts to realise their ambitions. The 

novelist tries to tackle this issue from different angles by mentioning various obstacles that 

prevent women from succeeding. Whilst criticising society as it is, the author objectively 

points out the fact that women themselves often play an important role in the continuation of 

women’s problems in their society. This is due to several factors. 

 

Firstly, the novelist refers to the common element of Saudi society: a distrust in women’s 

capabilities. This is demonstrated by the futile effort of the boss of the women’s department 

Fawziya, to obtain the full authority to function properly as a ‘real’ editor-in-chief. Fawziya 

demands the authority to appoint qualified journalists and to fire anyone who is less, or not 

even, qualified. She also asks for the right to issue a complete authorisation before any 

reports or columns are published. Yet, the editor-in-chief refuses her demands. She considers 

this to be clear evidence of the distrust women often have to face in the workplace, and of the 

department’s insistence on rendering women dependent on men. Consequently, Fawziya quits 

her job.(644)  

 

                                                 
(642)See: Forster. p. 93. 
(643)See for example the history of Nashw[ in the novel pp. 30-40. 
(644)See: |afn\. p.98. 
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Apparently, the fact that Fawziya had the courage to demand her rights is a sign of 

advancement in women’s awareness of their position in society. The novelist diagnoses the 

problem clearly and shows that men in Saudi society can acquire high positions in their jobs, 

yet they prevent women from having the same aspirations. In other words, men do not give 

women any, or very little, opportunity to prove themselves or to fulfil their ambitions. 

Through Fawziya’s actions, the reader notices a shift in the  lens through which the writer 

sees this issue from a mere disagreement between the editor-in-chief and the boss of the 

women’s department to a more general and all-encompassing ‘battle’ between the two sexes 

in society. In this regard, the novelist tells us: 

 

She considered his attitude as clear evidence of a distrust in a woman’s 
capabilities, which is reflected in man’s insistence on maintaining her 
dependency on him.  (645)    
 

Secondly, the novelist emphasises a dysfunction within women’s communities; and the 

consequence of their lack of co-operation with one another is that they fail to achieve their 

rights. The author points out these aspects of Saudi society in different places in the novel. At 

the beginning, she refers to the problem of jealousy between women. This jealousy is based 

primarily on their appearance. This is obvious from the author’s description of the 

protagonist’s beauty: She used to receive looks of admiration from men and envy and 

jealousy from women.(646) This sentence appears on the first page of the novel, which 

underlines the importance of this issue for the author. Thus, a reader is able to notice that the 

novelist attempts to classify the jealousy of women as one of the most important reasons for 

Saudi women’s failure in their society. When Gh[da submits her first report in the journal, 

which took a month to complete, Fawziya asks her in a reluctant way about the reason for 

ignoring the viewpoint of the female scholar in this report. Gh[da answers: ‘They refused to 

cooperate with me’.(647)  

 
This example reveals another issue, that is, the lack of cooperation between women in Saudi 

society.  The highly educated woman, who should be aware of other women’s needs, does not 

encourage another talented woman to prove herself in her area of the job. The novelist 

                                                 
(645) See:  ibid.p.98. 
(646)See: ibid.p. 9. 
(647) See: ibid. p.51. 
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employs a specific dialogue to highlight this problem and to analyse the reasons behind the 

disunity of women in society.    

                        

One of Gh[da’s colleagues admits that women always criticise the way men treat them, but 

when they have the choice of whether to deal with a man or a woman, they immediately 

choose the former.(648) This is a direct critique of the way women, by not supporting other 

women’s rights when an opportunity arises, contribute to the weakening of the role of women 

in society in general. A reader can see between the lines a message holding women’s 

disagreements responsible for their current status in society. In addition, this message stresses 

an important point: an idea requires hard work and a certain amount of effort in order that it 

can be transformed into something real.  

 

The novelist emphasises the problem of disunity between women whilst referring to jealousy 

as being the main element of this disunity. Yet, this jealousy stems not only from another 

woman’s appearance but also from her apparent success. When Gh[da asks her colleagues 

about the reasons for  women’s reluctance to support other women, Mun[ replies: 

I have a convenient interpretation! It relates to the problem of jealousy in 
women, one of our characteristics. We burn with jealousy when one of us 
excels at any field or achieves a high position, so we set up a trial for her, 
show her errors to public gaze and expose her secrets.(649)  
 

The following situation can serve as an illustration of Mun[’s thoughts: After Gh[da 

succeeds in her first report and the deputy editor-in-chief shows his satisfaction with her 

work, Fawziya spreads rumours about Gh[da’s relationship with ^al[l. Following this, 

Gh[da’s colleagues begin to gossip about her. Eventually, she meets Fawziya, who tells 

Gh[da openly: It seems that there is someone supporting you in this newspaper for private 

reasons.(650) This scene reveals that the protagonist faces fierce personal enmity from her 

female colleagues, who should, on the contrary be rather happy about her success. The author 

reminds the reader that women not only abstain from congratulating another woman on her 

success, they also attempt to spoil her success by making up false accusations about her and 

the way she reaches her success. Through this dialogue and events, the novelist wants to 

                                                 
(648) See: ibid.p.52. 
(649) See:  ibid.p.52.  
(650)See:  ibid.p.79.  
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deliver a message about this kind of practice and the consequences that weaken women’s 

defence of their position in society.   

     

 It is clear that what the writer wants to convey is that the most important obstacle to any 

woman being able to prove herself in society is the rivalry and jealousy felt and shared across 

Womanhood. The author also draws attention to the issue of men abusing this perceived 

weakness in women in order to prevent them from raising their demands. In other words, the 

novelist attempts to present the idea that it is women themselves that are the main reasons 

behind the weakness of their position in society and that this is the reason why men’s status 

seems unchallenged. This idea can be compared with Elaine Showalter’s theory that women 

can be ‘indoctrinated into being very deeply identified indeed with male culture’.(651) 

According to Showalter’s argument, this can have a negative impact on women’s ability to 

work together to achieve their rights. It is not, of course, suggested that Zaynab |afn\ has 

based her treatment, in this novel, of the problem of women’s disunity on Showalter’s theory, 

but the reader can easily recognise a similarity in the issues raised. One of the examples of 

the writer’s criticism of the impact of male culture on women is the attitude and behaviour of 

the female manager of the newspaper’s women’s department to Gh[da’s objection to the idea 

of forcing a woman to produce a letter of consent from her father, which we have already 

discussed. Instead of working with Gh[da to change the situation, the female manager 

colludes with the status quo by reminding her that she lives in a conservative society. 

 

In addition, men are well aware of this and they try to use it to their own benefit. ^al[l’s 

comments about Gh[da’s situation shows that he is aware of women’s handicaps. This is 

apparent from his reaction when he hears what kind of treatment Gh[da receives from her 

boss: What a women’s world! This is Woman. Whenever she educates, the jealousy remains 

in her mind.(652)    

 
Related to the problem of women’s disunity is the account given by the novelist about Tal[l’s 

imprisonment. He landed in gaol because he demanded, in public, that the government 

uphold women’s rights. Through a political statement, she wants to emphasise that the best 

defenders of women’s rights should be women themselves since they know about their 

                                                 
(651) Showalter, Elaine, Toward a feminist poetics, p.189. 

(652)See:  |afn\. p.79. 
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struggles best. At the same time, when men stand up for women’s rights, society sees it as a 

call for sexual liberalisation or for women’s unveiling. This was also the substance of Tal[l’s 

case against him.(653) The novelist underlines the fact that men will give up as soon as they 

face the first obstacle, since they are not fighting for their own cause. This can be understood 

from Tal[l’s remark after leaving prison: I was wrong when I interfered! I have to leave this 

duty to you and to women like you, who have decided to be on the line of fighting.(654)  

 

Tal[l leaves the country and breaks up with Gh[da because of this problem. The issue is so 

simple in its logic: Men are not going to fight for women’s rights, so women must do so. Yet, 

this requires unity amongst women. As the author pointed out several times, the lack of unity 

is just another obstacle in the way of achieving women’s rights. In this scene, the novelist 

enters the political arena; she wants to criticise the government directly since it does not 

appear to allow people to discuss the problem of women’s rights. As mentioned previously, 

this kind of direct criticism may be considered to be one of the characteristics of the Saudi 

women’s novels at this stage.  

 

Thirdly, through the novelist’s treatment of the obstacles that prevent women from proving 

themselves in society, she refers to the prevailing idea, that is, that women reach their success 

not through their qualifications but through their beauty. Even though the protagonist is 

described as a beautiful woman, the events of the novel show that she achieves her various 

successes through her performance. When the reader examines the plot of the novel, it seems 

that the novelist wants to disconnect between two important lines she uses to reach her goal 

in the novel; the first line is to stress the idea that women have  the  ability to succeed through 

their own qualifications, thus the novel’s argument is that the protagonist’s sex is not the 

reason for her failure. The second line is to refer to the problem in society where a woman’s 

beauty is used as one of her qualifications in her working life and this is one of the obstacles 

that prevents women from proving themselves in this kind of society.  

 

The events of the novel lead the reader to imagine that members of society evaluate women 

according to how beautiful they are, or not, rather than whether they are qualified or not. 

Gh[da’s appointment as a journalist shows that the way she was employed did not examine 
                                                 
(653)See:  ibid.p.142. 
(654)See:  ibid.p.142. 
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whether she is qualified for this kind of job; she is appointed because of a special relationship 

with her friend Nashw[. Her friend is a beautiful woman who knows a rich and high class 

man who always does what she wants; and he called the editor-in-chief to appoint her in the 

newspaper.(655) Here the novelist wants to deliver an important message which is that even 

though women are well qualified like the protagonist in this novel, they cannot reach their 

goals without the help of a beautiful woman. This idea is strongly stressed when the novelist 

creates a partial event carrying a message that concerns the new journalist appointed in the 

newspaper. The writer describes Dal[l’s sensuality to show the reason behind the 

appointment: 

 

She is luscious. Gathered between nomadic beauty and the Damascene 
sensation. Her body is feminine. Her skin is coloured white tinged with 
pink. She has wide, blue, eyes. Her hair is smooth and gold and flows down 
her back.(656)     
        

The novelist continues to emphasise what she looks like and describes the staff’s reaction 

when they see her for the first time: they gape at her beauty. Then she refers to her 

qualifications and the fact that she is not cultivated. Furthermore, she has no knowledge of 

the nature of journalism and she has, nevertheless, come to the newspaper with the 

appointment letter from the editor-in-chief. (657) When Dal[l is appointed, Gh[da was the boss 

of the women’s department and the editor-in-chief did not ask for an opinion about 

appointing her. In addition, Gh[da was surprised when she saw a column by Dal[l which had 

been given to her without Gh[da’s permission.(658)  By describing this event the novelist 

wants to focus on the idea that this kind of practice leads women to lose their value in 

society.  An unqualified woman represents women in journalism in that Dal[l is appointed 

because of her relationship with the editor-in-chief. She considers this to be one of the 

obstacles that prevent women from proving themselves. However, the protagonist does not let 

this difficulty stop her as Fawziya did but she continues to try to prove herself.  

  

Fourthly, lack of support from men is one of the problems that women face in Saudi society if 

they want to prove themselves. The novelist attempts to highlight this problem through the 

                                                 
(655) See:  ibid.p.46. 
(656) See:  ibid.p.106.  
(657) See:  ibid.p.106. 
(658) See:  ibid.p.108. 
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dialogue between the protagonist and Tal[l. Comparison between the creative women in  

western countries and Arab countries is the instrument used to deliver  this message to the 

reader. This is shown when Tal[l asks Gh[da about the book that she is reading, and she  tells 

him that she is reading Three Guineas, a novel by Virginia Woolf, and comments: 

 
What draws my attention when I read her biography is the letter that she 
wrote to her husband thanking him for standing beside her when she was 
sick. How much do we miss this kind of supreme relationship between man 
and woman in Arab societies!(659)    
 

 It seems that the novelist shows this obstacle directly by allowing the protagonist to vent her 

feelings about the problem of lack of support between men and women in society. It is clear 

that the protagonist misses this support from the people around her, which suggests that 

women need the support of special relatives such as husband, father and brother, etc. On the 

other hand, this problem is highlighted through the events of the novel where it is depicted as 

a social matter. As previously mentioned, Fawziya demands to have the right to lead the 

journal, but she is not supported by the men in the department which has a bad effect on her 

work and forces her to make the decision to quit. When Gh[da becomes the leader, she 

suffers from the same kind of problem when the men’s department does not support her in 

her quest to prove herself in her job.      

 

Characterisation is used as one of the novelist’s techniques to deliver her message and she 

utilises two methods to introduce the protagonist of the novel. The first is the direct 

method.(660) It appears when she describes Gh[da’s attributes in a way that presents her as an 

example of a militant woman who fights to prove herself despite the difficulties. The 

protagonist is presented in various aspects such as: her physical characteristics, her feelings 

and her intelligence. She directly shows how Gh[da is beautiful  by describing the details of 

her body such as her legs, buttocks, hair, eyebrows, skin and  bosom. Her beauty, as we have 

seen, is implied here to examine the traditional idea that a woman’s beauty is used to prove 

herself and to reach success. She wants to say that women can use their beauty for different 

goals as is well known in Saudi society, but, there is also a matter of other attributes, their 

wisdom, mind and hard-work that can lead them to success. The protagonist is also directly 

described in the presentation of her hobbies when the novelist tells us: 

                                                 
(659)See:  ibid.p.59. 
(660) See: Baldick. p. 37. 
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Gh[da has different hobbies: Woodcarving  to make different frames from 
Islamic Decoration, Flower arranging and her mania for reading and when 
she became a teenager, she spent most of her time on reading international 
literature such as Chekhov and Virginia Woolf.(661)   
 

From this full description of the protagonist’s hobbies, the reader can read Gh[da’s character; 

she could be thought of as the carrier of the novelist’s message; woodcarving and flower 

arranging suggests that the protagonist was an aesthete and an artist who had understood the 

value of the aesthetic ever since childhood. That she reads international writers suggests that 

Gh[da  is knowledgeable and it is clear, too, that she started to build her knowledge when she 

was a teenager. The presentation of the message carrier (Gh[da) in such a positive way is one 

of the instruments that novelists employ to clarify problems and by using this technique she 

pictures the protagonist in a way that attracts the receiver’s sympathy. However, it is also 

noticeable that the novelist exaggerates her attributes by having Gh[da use sophisticated 

language. It is unlikely that a secondary school child uses very complicated language and has 

mature ideas. For example, the novelist goes back to the protagonist’s childhood to show her 

criticism of the Arabic poet Jubr[n Khal\l Jubr[n(662) (1883-1931) when she said to her 

teacher: 

 

Why does Jubr[n always sing about his homeland?! And if the homeland is 
the safe refuge for a person, why did he leave it behind preferring to live in 
a very far away land until his expatriation devoured him; after which he 
died alone and his body was covered by foreign sand. 663) )  
 

 It is obvious that this cannot be the language of a secondary school child since it carries a 

strong idea, poetic words and metaphoric language. Logic is very important when the novelist 

describes the characters, especially if she tackles social issues that should be gleaned from the 

society in question; and the writer’s exaggeration in the characterisation of her protagonist’s 

language is hardly convincing. 

 

The novel starts with a stress on the idea that the protagonist has a point to make and a 

message that needs to be delivered to the women in her society and these appear via different 

attitudes played out in the novel. At the same time Gh[da is challenged by her friends and 

                                                 
(661)See: |afn\. p.13. 
(662)Jubr[n Khal\l Jubr[n was a famous Lebanese-American artist, poet, and writer and he is considered to be one 
of the most important writers in the Mahjar literature.  
(663)See: ibid.p.13. 
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journalist colleagues in a world led by the patriarchal system, and in which she cannot 

succeed. This is demonstrated through the conversation between Gh[da and Nashw[ when 

Gh[da express her wishes to be a famous journalist, and her friend replies: 

Excuse me! I have never heard of a Saudi female who shot to fame as a 
journalist. You, my darling, live in a country handcuffed by many social 
restrictions that will obstruct your ambitions. Do not forget that we live in a 
patriarchal society.(664)     
 

The protagonist ponders this and she replies: 
 

I will prove to you that a woman is able to go on this bumpy path if she 
possesses will, intention and determination.(665)  
 

In spite of these challenges, she does not hesitate, and she works harder to prove to society 

that women are able to enter the world of the Press and succeed, despite the difficulties.  To 

achieve this goal, the novelist shows women’s success in proving themselves in this society 

through different ways: 

 

Firstly, the protagonist proves herself in her work from the first task she takes on when her 

first report is published although it is a lengthy one. The editor-in-chef allows the report 

(which is about the importance of a direct arrangement between universities and the labour 

market), to be published in two parts, because of its value.(666) In addition, because of 

Gh[da’s success in her job  as a result of her efforts in preparing reports, the editorial board 

chooses her to be the youngest department president compared with the presidents of 

departments in other local newspapers in the country.(667) She continues to succeed and 

becomes the president of the women’s department where she tackles different social issues 

and also submits a distinguished report that updates the department.(668) The protagonist 

shows her staying power when she faces difficulties  in proving that women can overcome  

obstacles that impede their progress.(669)    

 

Another aspect of the novelist’s point that women can succeed in the world of the Press is 

that the reader is shown that, in the beginning, Gh[da’s father  was not happy for her to quit  

                                                 
(664)See:  ibid.p.13. 
(665)See:  ibid. P.45. 
(666)See:  ibid. p.52. 
(667)See:  ibid. p.98. 
(668)See:  ibid. p.127. 
(669)See:  ibid. p.108. 
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her job as a teacher in order to work in the media. When she told him of her plan, he shouted 

at her and warned her that she would lose much if she left the job in government. He swears 

that he is not going to help her if she chooses this job.(670) Through this event, the novelist 

attempts to show her father’s initial attitude towards her dream and his prejudice  against her 

ambitions. He is supposed to support her in her attempt to fulfil her ambitions but he leaves 

her to manage on her own. Through this, the writer also wants to show the prevailing idea in 

Saudi society that women are not able to succeed in the Press. However, after Gh[da 

becomes a journalist, her relationship with her father changed; he always asks about her 

recent reports and he discusses the substance of the subjects that she presents with her and 

encourages her to choose the issues which  concern their society.(671) The change in the 

presentation of the father’s way of dealing with his daughter is considered to be an implicit 

recognition of what Gh[da has achieved in the Press, since it also conveys the idea  that 

women can possibly change the dominant man’s thoughts about her, whenever they are given 

an opportunity to prove themselves. The novelist stresses the possibility of changing the 

father’s mind about her job and therefore, an aspect of the patriarchal system, when he says 

on his deathbed: 

 

I stood against your ambitions in the past but I admit today that I was 
wrong. I wish to live longer just to see your successes but it seems that 
destiny will not reprieve me to see this day.(672)    
 
3.1.3. The end of the novel     

 

The novelist chooses the title “I No Longer Cry” and connects it to the end of the novel in 

support of her point of view that is, that women should be encouraged to prove themselves in 

their society. It has been emphasised that the title is a clear reference to a new era for women 

represented by Gh[da and that it is possible that this era could be formed without tears and 

with no room for surrender or defeatism.(673) The end of the novel is clearly linked with the 

title when the protagonist is shown in a contemplative mood thinking about her story and 

considering her problems and her achievements. The light is shed when she remembers her 

problem with her first love, Zayd, who left her after his sexual desires had been fulfilled.  She 

                                                 
(670)See:  ibid. p.43.  
(671)See:  ibid. pp.80-81. 
(672)See: ibid. p.156. 
(673)See: al-Rif[<\. p.238. 
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also remembers how her lover Tal[l left her, his country and his principles about women’s 

rights when he faces the first difficulty. She also remembers how she lost her parents and her 

best friend Nashw[ who dies after suffering from leukaemia.(674)  These memories and their 

detrimental effects on the protagonist are portrayed in such a way that the reader might be led 

to think that she will  stop fighting to prove herself in her society because she is frustrated 

and her morale, low. However, she recovers herself and starts to talk to herself: 

 

Time has not passed yet. I am not going to throw myself in the water as it is 
said in the Chinese proverbs. I must live with the hope of tomorrow and 
cling to my dream for the future. I am not going to let my life be like a 
feather thrown by the wind of memories. I have to ride the horse of my will 
to go forward to the gardens of the future with an optimistic spirit. There 
are many things I need to fight for. I have many big issues that need a 
desperate defence.(675)   
                  

The novelist chooses an open ending as a symbol of the idea that the issue itself is left to 

women in Saudi society to deliver the message that society is not going to allow women’s 

status to change. For this reason, women must work in a united way to achieve their rights 

and prove themselves so that they can contribute effectively to their society. The last sentence 

in the novel is uttered when the protagonist stands up in front of a mirror and wipes her tears 

repeating: “No tears after today”.(676) The novelist suggests that the solution to the problem of 

male dominance as discussed in the above analysis is that if they want to introduce 

themselves to society, it is  up to women themselves.  

 

To summarise, Elaine Showalter’s theory is based on the reconsideration of women’s 

literature, historically, in order to recognise the phases that their writing has passed through 

and to establish the characteristics of women’s writings from stage to stage. Through an 

analysis of Zaynab |afn\’s novel it appears that in tackling society’s power over women, 

writers employed a new tactic when they started to look deeply into the country’s institutions 

and to criticise them; which in turn, heralded a new stage, based on the idea of reformation. 

The novel clearly shows that the governmental system contributes to the prevention of 

women from proving themselves since, for example, it is illegal for women to choose her 

career or type of work, if her father does not want it. Also, the Press, which is supervised by 

                                                 
(674)  See: |afn\. p.156. 
(675)See:  ibid. p.157. 
(676)See:  ibid. p.157. 
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the government in Saudi Arabia, does not trust a woman even though highly qualified, to be a 

leader. As a result, Saudi female novelists’ political vision appears to become wider during 

this stage. Since they tackle society’s power over women through a focus on public authority, 

they expand their view concerning the power exerted over women to include governmental 

power as one of the important reasons for the low status of women in Saudi society.  

     

2.2. The Effects of the Tribal System on the Formation of the Relationships 
between the Two Sexes  

 

 In the previous section the first theme tackled in Saudi women’s novels in the fourth stage, 

namely, society’s authority over women was examined. This section is devoted to an 

exploration of the second theme, which treats the relationships between men and women in 

Saudi society. Through this, the reader can recognise the changes that appeared in the themes 

of the novels at this stage. This change is the focus of Elaine Showalter’s theory when she 

suggests that researchers study women’s literature through women’s history and by finding 

out the most important changes that appeared in their writings. She emphasises that the 

themes found in women’s writings are one of the most important subjects that should be 

tackled when studying women’s novels. Therefore, this section will shed light on the second 

theme through an analysis of <{>isha al-|ashr’s novel, Saqar (Hell). 

 

The reason why this novel has been chosen to represent the novels published during this stage 

that tackle the second theme under discussion is its clear vision in describing the problems 

played out in the novel.  In this section the viewpoints of female novelists of this period in 

general, and which can be found in this novel, are widely discussed; for example, the issue of 

a change of ideas about men in Saudi society. In addition, the novelist, as mentioned below, 

is considered to be one of the foremost Saudi activists concerned with women’s rights.       

 

<{>isha al-|ashr is a Saudi Arabian writer who was born in a region in southern Saudi Arabia 

called <As\r. The novelist published two novels preceded by a book entitled: Khalf Asw[r al-

|aramlik which is about the rights of women. The novelist is classified as an activist Saudi 
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Arabian woman who defends women’s rights and calls for the resistance of certain systems in 

society.  She published another novel entitled Tasha&&\ in 2011.(677)  

 

3.2.1.  Characterisation  
 

The novel revolves around the experiences of the two main characters representing the new 

generation who carry their own ideas about how to form relationships between men and 

women. The novelist’s criticism of the traditional way of finding partners appears through the 

two main characters’ struggles with their society regarding its principles. It is important to 

present the main problem that the novelist attempts to tackle by displaying the main 

characters’ backgrounds in order to show that even though they grow up in the same society, 

their thoughts are formed differently.   

 

The first character and the protagonist, Mah[ is represented in this novel as a girl from a well-

known tribe in the area. The novelist does not describe the characters directly; rather, the 

reader can see their characteristics through the events of the novel. In addition, she employs 

the events of the novel to show certain aspects of the antagonist in order to criticise 

traditional characters. For example, through the events of the novel, the observer can see that 

Mah[ has a rich understanding  of a variety of areas, such as literary criticism, music and 

painting and by delivering this idea, the writer highlights  her father’s ignorance, which 

represents traditional society.  This is apparent when she explains how she found the books 

that she is reading when her father bought them merely to decorate a part of his house. Then 

<Abd All[h asks her: 

 

- So your father loves reading. 

- No.. my father did not even open one of these books, and until now, he does 
not know what those books contain but when someone from the city wanted to 
get rid of his library, my father thought that this library fits with a part of our 
house because the shelves are good and the books were well organised... So we 
got a library but no one reads the books except me.(678)                

 

                                                 
(677) See: D[rat al-Malik <Abd al-<Az\z, Q[m]s al-Adab wa al-Udab[> fi al-Mamlaka al-<Arabiyya al-Su<]diyya, 
unpublished dictionary.  

(678)See: al-|ashr, <{isha, Saqar, (Beirut: Arab Scientific Publishers, 2008), p.45. 
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From this dialogue, the reader can see how the protagonist gained her knowledge and she is 

shown through her different conversations to be highly cultivated. This is one of the aspects 

of the cultivated characters in Saudi novel where reading various books contributes to 

forming their thoughts.(679) By emphasising this idea, the novelist also wants to deliver a clear 

message, that the educational system in Saudi Arabia does not prepare women to be 

cultivated. This message is strongly stressed in the passage where the novelist creates a 

partial event to show how the educational system forms girls in Saudi Arabia. This idea is 

demonstrated when she uses the flashback technique, returning to Asm[<’s earlier years in 

primary school where the teacher has a bad affect on her feelings and her life. Asm[< believes 

that the teacher is always  right and that she is going to guide her in the right way. The 

teacher tells her about the torment of guilt that she will suffer in her grave and in hell on 

Doomsday if she does not become a good Muslim. The child heard a lot about the levels of 

torment in the grave such as the existence of a very big snake called al-Shuj[< al-Aqra<.(680) 

The information dominates the child’s life where she saw the torment of the grave in her 

dreams, and her fear of snakes caused her to wet the bed every night. (681) The novelist 

digresses here to show how the educational system destroys Saudi girls and undermines their 

confidence and she concludes with the story of Asm[> who according to her diagnosis suffers 

from paranoid schizophrenia.(682)  

 

This event naturally leads the reader to make comparisons between Asm[> and Mah[ in terms 

of their personality and their knowledge since the effects of the educational system on them 

both is examined. However, the novelist wants to suggest the idea that reading books plays an 

important role in protecting Mah[ from these negative effects. Through her own efforts ever 

since she was a teenager, the protagonist fortified herself from the consequences of the bad 

effects of educational practices in Saudi Arabia.  

 

The idea of criticising a governmental ministry, which, in this novel, is the Ministry of 

Education, is one of the innovations that appeared in the theme of women’s novel in this 

                                                 
(679)See: al-Sh[yi<, Mah[, Shakh~iyya al-Muthaqaf f\ al-Riw[ya al-Su<]diyya, (Riyadh: D[r al-Mufrad[t Li>l-
Nashr wa>l-Tawz\<, 2009), p 361. 

(680) This idea came from the Islamic religion and is emphasised by many Islamic intellectuals. For example, Ibn 
Taymiyya refers to the torment in the grave. See: Ibn Taymiyya, A+mad. Majm]< Fat[w[ Shaykh al-Islam 
A+mad Ibn Taymiyya. (Cairo: D[r al-Waf[>, 3rd ed, 2005, Part 4), p.248.   

(681)See: al-|ashr. Saqar. p.25.  
(682)See:  ibid. p.63. 
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stage. This kind of criticism is based on the idea of reformation after the revelations 

concerning society that appear in the world of Saudi women’s novels in the previous stage. 

The appearance of any criticism of the government was absent in the previous stages,   

however, in this stage it becomes a phenomenon which can be considered to be one of its 

characteristics. In the first section of this chapter it was noted that Zaynab |afn\ directed a 

sharp criticism of a Press that does not consider women when it appoints an editor-in-chief; 

and here <{>isha al-|ashr directs her criticism at the Ministry of Education in a society which 

prepares women to be subservient and silent. Since these practices oppress women, al-|ashr 

wants to pay attention to a change in the characterisation of the new generation of young 

men; and this could be seen as a change in female novelists’ view of men in Saudi society.  

 

The second main character represents a new generation of young men <Abd All[h , who, to 

some extent, is portrayed differently than the negative picture of male figures in the previous 

stages. It is obvious, in the first stage, that A+mad, (who represents men in al-Rash\d’s 

novel), returned to his family and let his lover down which suggests that men in conventional 

society support the traditional system.(683) The result of the device of returning A+mad to his 

family and ignoring his lover Naw[l is that she rejects him and does not accept his apology, 

which suggests that women do not yet trust men. It is also seen in the third stage that the man, 

<{mir, has been portrayed as a traitor who just uses love to fulfil his sexual enjoyment. As we 

noticed previously <{mir did not believe that Naw[l loved him and trust him and he thought 

that she has had many sexual relationships. However, the character <Abd All[h , in al-|ashr’s 

novel thinks differently about marriage which suggests a central change in the Saudi female 

novelist’s ideas about men. The writer attempts to show the former idea about men in some 

characters of the novel since they advise Mah[ to distrust <Abd All[h because men, in this 

kind of society, do not deserve women’s trust. This is demonstrated when her colleague 

Fawziyya says: 

 

Men are men whether they are old or young… they are all one type. Their 
concern is to entrap their prey.. Play with a girl’s heart.. Reach her by 
titillating her feelings.  (684)  

 

                                                 
(683)See: p 96 in this thesis.  
(684)See: al-|ashr. Saqar. p.19. 
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The same attitude is shown when the novelist refers to Fawziya’s story before she married in 

the traditional way. The idea that men cannot marry women if they have had a relationship 

with them is strongly emphasised by Fawziya’s character.(685) The purpose of illustrating this 

idea is to refute the dominant problem in women’s minds about men in Saudi society and to 

show an apparent change in men’s ideas about women. This is clear in Mah[’s case when she 

did not believe Fawziya’s idea about her lover and she is shown to be completely confident 

about him. It also appears when <Abd All[h comes to Mah[’s father and asks for her hand in 

marriage which is a clear reference to his absolute trust in Mah[ even though she went out 

with him.(686) The novelist is keen to describe the change in men’s minds demonstrated when 

Mah[ told <Abd All[h about a case that happened in her place of  work at school. This was 

about one of the students who collapses from time to time due to epileptic fits and the 

occasion when one of her friends went to call her parents to come and take her home. Then 

her brother came and took her, but the case had been unveiled and the school has discovered 

that with the plan was that her friend call her lover not her parents. The school found this out 

from her friend who tells another friend about the secret, after which it passed between the 

students and on to the head teacher. The importance of this particular action stems from <Abd 

All[h’s comment about this case when he says: 

 
Her plan was excellent. The problem is her trust in someone who does not 
deserve this trust. If her friend had not betrayed her, she would have 
continued to meet her lover without problems.(687)    
 

This comment switches from the idea that a man’s view of relationships between the two 

sexes before marriage is that it is a casual affair that results in distrust, to the view that the 

relationship is now more serious for men, and that it ends in marriage. Another issue dealt 

with in this comment is that of the ever present problem of distrust, when men play the role 

of lover; and here the novelist tries to show a change in the idea.   

  

According to the change made by Saudi women novelists about men at this stage, al-|ashr 

describes <Abd All[h positively, especially regarding his point of view about marriage before 

he gets to know Mah[. Therefore, she introduces <Abd All[h in the first chapter of the novel 

by portraying the scene in which <Abd All[h lays on the beach thinking about his trip to 

                                                 
(685) See: ibid. p.79. 
(686) See: ibid. p. 92. 
(687)See: ibid. p. 65. 
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Saudi Arabia. The second main character in this novel is shown to be a well-educated man 

who has extensive knowledge from his reading and foreign travel. This knowledge has an 

affect on his life when he starts to see the relationship between the sexes differently. In this 

chapter, the novelist shows the conflicts between him and his traditional family in terms of 

marriage where it is shown that he is strictly against the traditional way. The writer employs 

comedy to criticise the traditional way of marriage and to show the change in the ways in 

which men choose their future wives. For example, <Abd All[h’s mother keeps asking him 

about his marriage, trying to persuade him to allow her to look for his future wife. He, 

however, attempts to convince his mother that he wants to love his wife before the 

engagement and a woman’s looks are not enough to guarantee a happy life. Then his mother 

asks him: 

- Son! You are not going to get engaged to a girl who is just beautiful, but I will 
make sure that she is well educated… just tell me what you want her to look 
like and I will look for a girl who suits you. 

- I want her to be white with four wheels, two doors and sunroof. He said 
sarcastically… then he said, ‘I am a human being and I want a human being not 
a car with specifications’. 

- Your brother and your three sisters got married… you were the only one who 
did not tell me about the girl that suited you and trust me to find her for you!! 

- What about the girl’s dreams? Mother! What about her personality?! What 
about her thought? I have to make sure of these things, from my feelings about 
her, mother!(688)                              

 

This conversation shows the novelist’s change in ideas about men’s motives because here, 

men want to know their future wives before marriage and not because they are thinking of 

their sexual enjoyment as in previous stages; and the reason for this change is to build the 

idea of starting a family on the right basis. Through the means of comedy, the novelist 

conveys the change in men in the new generation when <Abd All[h shows that women, from 

his society’s perspective, are only commodities with their own specifications, for sale. The 

criticism of the traditional way of marriage in society appears also in the characterization of 

Mah[ since she refuses anyone who wants to marry her if she doesn’t know him because she 

thinks that marriage in Saudi society is contrary. This is because traditionally the marriage 

comes first and only then the woman starts to know the man who has become her husband. 

                                                 
(688) See: ibid. p. 11. 
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Marriage made in this way, transfers her into an odalisque or slave because someone pays an 

amount of money, called mahr, (dowry) but it is, in Mah[’s opinion,  money  used to buy her 

and take her into his house  and  under his authority.(689)    

 

So it seems that the novelist presents the representatives of both sexes and their ambitions 

about their future partner as those of a new generation. The two characters meet each other in 

a bookstore when Mah[ looks for a new collection of poems. When the attendant tells her 

that the collection is no longer available she groans. When the protagonist returns to the 

shelves to have another look at the books, someone has been there and left a piece of paper 

with a message inside:  

 
Hello! I have the collection… I will bring it tomorrow at the same time and 
I will leave it outside, at the bookstore door and you can take it whenever 
you want. <Abd All[h.(690)   

 

The protagonist gets the collection as <Abd All[h has suggested in the note and she goes 

through the collection until she reaches a poem entitled ‘telegrams of love to an absent 

female’ where he has underlined five lines in the poem: 

I come to you. 
While I shine the day. 
I ask the seaports, the seas about you 
I search in oysters about you 
I come to you.(691)      
 

<Abd All[h has written his telephone number after this poem, which means that he wants to 

contact her. Through this event, the reader realises that the novelist suggests that the meeting 

place itself symbolises the difference between the generations. That is, the bookstore is a 

symbol of the knowledge and awareness of the youth in Saudi Arabia because both characters 

are keen to learn from the best resources of knowledge, from books, rather than through the 

instructions of conventional society. Then the novelist attempts to show the traditional 

society’s attitude through the natural relationship by emphasising that the tribal system plays 

an effective role in the formation of a relationship between the sexes. Through the novel’s 

                                                 
(689)See: ibid. p. 16. 
(690)See: ibid. p. 17. 
(691)See: ibid. p. 22. 
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scenes the novelist attempts to say that a tribal system does not allow women to know their 

future husbands before marriage although it is one of their most basic rights.   

 

It is important to notice here that the novelist demonstrates a clear change in women’s views 

on the problem of tribal systems. In this stage, the novelist shows the negative effect that the 

nature of social composition based in tribal racism and discrimination, underlined by the 

giving of daughters in marriage, has on Saudi women. The treatment of this problem had not 

been attempted in Saudi women’s novels before, which may mean that the novelists of this 

stage were beginning to delve much more deeply into social issues in order to analyse 

women’s problems. 

  

3.2.2 The Generation’s difficulties in society  
 

The novelist highlights the difficulties that face both men and women in a tribal society that 

prevent them from formulating their relationships through choosing their own partner. It is 

worth noting here that in order to stress this idea the novelist always represents these 

difficulties as problems threatening both sexes especially when she attempts to tackle the 

issue of men’s power.  Therefore, she employs the actions and the conversations of the novel 

effectively to show how youth suffers from the traditional system, and these techniques can 

be divided into two sections: 

 

Firstly, the novelist refers to the problem of tribal intolerance as one of the most apparent 

difficulties facing the new generation as it appears in the novel. This problem is highlighted 

and criticised by the novelist through the actions and the conversations in the novel. When 

<Abd All[h agrees with Mah[ that the end of their love story should be marriage, <Abd All[h  

approaches her father asking for Mah[’s hand in marriage. Later, however, her father refuses 

him and the reason for this rejection is revealed in the conversation between her father and 

her mother, which she hears when she is listening on the stairs. The father discovers that 

<Abd All[h does not belong to any known tribe when he says to the mother: 

- He is not suitable. This man is well-educated and has a great job and everyone 
knows him, commends him. I swear I work hard to find someone who knows 
his roots in order to accept him as a husband to my daughter but when I could 
not find the tribe he belongs to, I am not going to expose myself among my 
tribe.   
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- Of course! We are not going to accept him for our daughter as long as he is not 
a match to us.(692)     

The act of refusing <Abd All[h, and the dialogue which shows the reason for the refusal, 

reveal the central idea that the novelist wants to emphasise which is that the traditional 

system represented by the father and the mother forces the new generation to behave 

according to its instructions. Even though her parents’ acceptance of her future husband and 

the right to determine her own future is a girl’s basic right the novelist shows how much the 

tribal system controls girls in order to prevent them from enjoying their rights. This is 

demonstrated when Mah[ comes to her father and says: 

- Dad I.. I agree to marry <Abd All[h. 

- What? Repeat what you said. 

- I want to marry <Abd All[h. 

- Who asks for your opinion...? 

- Islam gives me the right of rejection or agreement and I am not going to marry anyone 

except <Abd All[h even if you kill me. 

Then her father lunged at her and gave her a powerful slap, repeating: 
- So you know him, whore! What did you say?! Islam?! You know Islam now...?!(693)  

In this conversation the novelist shows that the tribal system works contrary to Islam since it 

is against the patriotic pride found in each tribe and the effects of the rivalry this causes 

between them. This problem also has different effects on society; for example, the problem of 

violence against daughters that many events in the novel describe. In addition, the problem of 

tribal intolerance is strongly attacked by Mah[ through the conversation between her and 

<Abd All[h after they know the father’s attitude. This is shown when <Abd All[h asks Mah[: 

- Why does your father take pride in his tribe? Who is your grandfather? For what has 

he became known? What is his history? 

- He has nothing else to be proud of. People are proud of their tribes and hang on to the 

traditions of the tribe because that is the only thing they have. Their grandfathers were 

very simple and what they achieve in their life is related to their ability to survive... I 

                                                 
(692) See: ibid. p. 99. 
(693)See: ibid. p. 101. 
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hope you do not think that one of our grandfathers invented something or resisted for 

freedom. Edison is not my grandfather and nor is Che Guevara.(694)       

She continues: 
- Also, Nelson Mandela is not from our tribe, of course. Imagine, my father thinks that 

he is better than Mandela because Mandela is black... 

Through this dialogue, the novelist shows other disadvantages of tribal intolerance because it 

is against nationalism and the religion of Islam, which is demonstrated when <Abd All[h 

criticises the father’s refusal to have him as his son-in-law. He looks at this from the father’s 

point of view; he did not consider whether he is a Muslim or he is a Saudi Arabian man, 

when he did not accept him, but rather, he wanted something else, which turned out to be, a 

tribe.(695) The novelist goes further in criticising the |anbal\ law school when she describes 

the judge’s attitude as a consequence of Saudi culture. This is apparent when <Abd All[h asks 

Mah[ to go to the judge and ask him to conduct the marriage and Mah[ told him that he is 

going to refuse because there can be no marriage without the family’s consent.(696)     

   

The reader can detect some artistic errors in the treatment of this issue because the main 

characters are obviously unaware of the nature of the tribal system in Saudi Arabia. This is 

shown in Mah[’s and <Abd All[h’s decision to marry when they know nothing about the 

tribes in Saudi Arabia since tribes do not give their daughters in marriage if the man does not 

belong to a known tribe. The whole dialogue between Mah[ and <Abd All[h before he 

proposes marriage to Mah[ was about how they might build their future and no one thinks 

that the marriage can be refused because of the tribal system. It is obvious that the novelist 

wants to demonstrate how the tribal system destroys their dreams especially when the scene 

is portrayed at the time when they are shocked by the father’s reaction. However, this does 

not convince the reader who understands the nature of Saudi Arabian society. 

 

 Another artistic error, which can be related to the previous one, is that the novelist shows 

<Abd All[h to be a person who does not understand the |anbal\ Madhhab of his country. This 

is obvious, when he asks Mah[ to go to the judge, which is against the Madhhab which 

requires the attendance of a custodian. These errors contradict the picture outlined previously 
                                                 
(694)See: ibid. p. 103. 
(695)See: ibid. p. 104. 
(696)See: ibid. p. 105. 
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when the writer describes the main characters of the novel to be cultivated and to have a 

developed knowledge of different civilisations; so it is a fortiori to know the basics of 

marriage in their society.    

 

Generally, it is important to highlight the structure of the tribal system in Saudi Arabia since 

in many parts of the novel the novelist is keen to illustrate it. This tribal system hinges on the 

idea of fear of scandal and the spreading of rumours which is strongly emphasised in the 

novel. Many of the motives behind the traditional family’s way of dealing with Saudi 

Arabian lifestyle stem from reading the reaction of others in the society, and not from the 

interests of the family. There are different central events which refer to this panic such as the 

father’s refusal of <Abd All[h as Mah[‘s husband, because he thinks about the scandal should 

his tribe get to know that he gave his daughter in marriage to someone who  did not belong to 

a known tribe.(697) It is also apparent when Mah[’s father decided to allow his daughter to go 

back to work and the reason for this is the fear of scandal. Again, this is clearly shown when 

Mah[’s mother tells the father that many of Mah[’s friends have telephoned to ask about her 

and some of them want to come and visit her and she says: 

 

- What should I say to those people? There is no doubt that they have started to talk 
about her and our reputation.  

- Listen.. I will let her go to school but I am going to drive her and pick her up. And she 
can meet the relatives when they visit us and apart from this she will stay in her room. 
She is not allowed to sit or eat with us.(698)  

Another aspect of the tribal system illustrated in the novel is that this kind of system shows 

its commitment to the doctrine of Islam but in practice, it does not apply Islam if it 

contradicts the system of the tribe. One of the examples of this problem is related to the 

giving of daughters in marriage which happens in Mah[’s story where she explains to her 

father that in the opinion of Islam in this situation,  Islam gives her the right to accept or 

reject the man. However, because Islam’s opinion does not fit in with the tribal system, the 

father controls Mah[’s wishes and rejects the man that she wanted, and he then,  chooses her 

future husband. 

 

                                                 
(697)See: ibid. p. 99. 
(698) See: ibid. p. 122. 
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This system, with its particular contradictions, reflects an impossible situation that women  

have to endure,  and which is described in the interpretation of  the title of the novel (Saqar),  

that is, ‘hell’. The protagonist explains the title in one of her conversations with <Abd All[h 

which appears in Mah[’s comment about the student who pretends epilepsy when she 

suggests that her future is over after her family finds out what happened. When <Abd All[h 

says “Poor girl, I symphasise with her”, Mah[ replies: 

- Are not we all pitied?! Are not we all like to be in hell? 

- Why all of this pessimism? My love! 

- Because this is the reality. Do not people in hell eat, drink, talk but they are tortured. 

And this is our situation as women! We eat, drink, talk and we are also tortured. In 

short, we are not happy at all.(699)         

Secondly, the novelist refers to the inequality between men and women in society’s practices 

that have been widely tackled in the previous stages. This difficulty is clarified through two 

important techniques; the first is by showing the problem directly through dialogue, for 

example, when <Abd All[h and Mah[ talk about different subjects before they meet each 

other. They find much common ground between them through these conversations and at the 

same time <Abd All[h is trying to convince her to meet him so that they can see more of each 

other. However, Mah[ is scared, even of their conversations on the phone, because of her fear 

of the power of an unjust social system which Mah[ clearly criticises when she says: 

 

Assume that our families know about our love story and our nightly 
conversations! What will happen? Is your father going to kill you? He is 
not going even to admonish you because you are a man! But me! The 
situation is different. It is not because I commit a sin, which differs from 
the one you commit... You and I do the same action, which is, talking 
together on the phone and society will see me as guilty and our guilt never 
becomes equal and our punishment is not going to be the same! Why? 
Because I am a woman!(700)        
 

 It is clear to the reader that the lover’s attitude has changed from the negative position in the 

previous stages and as discussed in previous chapters. The novelist attempts to keep the 

reader aware by stressing through each event, the idea that the new generation takes a 

different position to the last generation since it supports women and trusts them. Through the 

                                                 
(699)See: ibid, p 65. 
(700)See: ibid, p 66. 
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dialogue relating to this particular problem, the reader can see <Abd All[h’s positivity which 

is apparent in his language; for example, “Yes I know this about our society and I know 

more” “My love, calm down... This status can be changed with your patience and awareness 

and other women’s” “You can write to the newspapers about this matter”.(701)    

 

The second technique is through showing the way Mah[ is punished, after her father finds out 

about her relationship with <Abd All[h. When they break the traditional system and commit a 

mistake (from the point of view of the tribal system), the victim in this matter is Mah[ and 

she, therefore, is punished by her father with different types of punishment. For example, she 

is imprisoned in her room, she is deprived of going to school to work and her father beats her. 

However, <Abd All[h is not punished by his society even though he does the same thing as 

Mah[ but because the novelist insists on the idea of a change in men of the new generation, 

she shows <Abd All[h to be yet another victim of unjust practices. He suffers when he hears 

that Mah[ marries another man and because of his stress, he drives his car up the hill after 

drinking alcohol, and, hugging Mah[’s photo he allows the car to career down the hill. 

Unable to move because most of his bones are broken <Abd All[h is taken to hospital and 

admitted to the intensive care unit.(702)   

 

The end of the struggle between the tribal system and the new generation is a tragic one since 

the protagonist’s heart is broken when she is forced to marry someone she does not want and 

does not choose. The end also witnesses the breaking of <Abd All[h’s body after the tribal 

system destroys his dreams and separates him from his lover. However, this end raises many 

questions of the system that are aligned with the objective of the novel. These questions are 

raised after Mah[ hears of <Abd All[h’s condition when his niece telephones just as her father 

enters into the room. She attacks him, beating his chest and screaming: “You are the reason! I 

am not going to forgive you. All[h  is not going to forgive you... I hate you I hate you”.(703) 

Then he slaps her but he does not have her locked up; then he retires to his room, puts his 

head in his hands and cries. He wishes, from the bottom of his heart, that he was able to give 

his daughter to the one she loves and chooses to marry but he cannot do that because of the 

tribal system. The novelist shows that he realises that he is weak even though he is physically 

                                                 
(701)See: ibid, p 67. 
(702)See: ibid. p. 157.     
(703)See: ibid. p. 158. 
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stronger than his daughter but he is weak because he stands against the weakest. He thinks 

that if he is strong, then he must support his daughter and resist these traditions and customs 

and if he is not a weak man, he must fight for his daughter’s happiness.(704) So this tragic end 

sheds light on the problem and makes the author’s criticism more effective because the reader 

can see  that the tribal system has detrimental effects on both the victim  and the offender.  

 

To summarise, this section focuses on an examination of the second theme that Saudi female 

novelists attempt to tackle in their novels. Elaine Showalter’s theory emphasises the idea of 

the history of women’s literature in order to see the development of women’s writings. 

According to her theory, research into the theme of their writing is essential in order to 

observe the development of women’s thoughts. Therefore, in the light of her theory, the 

analysis of al-|ashr’s novel shows that Saudi women’s novels witness a change in their ideas 

about men where they think that their views on women has changed. This is to insist on the 

idea that the generation, whether members are men or women, should cooperate in an attempt 

to reject traditional ideas about women. Since she criticises Saudi society, al-|ashr has the 

courage to question the Saudi educational system which somehow contributes to perpetuating 

women’s unequal status in society.      

 

3. Comparisons and contrasts  

It is apparent, through the analysis of the two novels, I No Longer Cry by Zaynab |afn\ and 

Hell by <{>isha al-|ashr that a new method of treating our two themes was adopted by 

novelists. Their courage is obvious when they criticise governmental systems, which they 

view to be one of the reasons for the low status of women in their society. Since some of the 

Saudi female novelists of the previous stages directed their discourse at society in order to 

diagnose, criticise and revolt, their discourse is directed at the government in an attempt to 

reform. Both novels analysed in this chapter reveal this tendency since al-|shr criticises the 

ministry of education and |afn\ criticises the Press organisations. Therefore, this section is 

devoted to proving that this characteristic exists in some others novels of this stage. 

Constraints of size and space prevent the analysis and evaluation of all the 119 novels 

published in this period. Eight novels have been chosen, therefore, from this period, and the 

two novels of our model for a discussion and comparison of themes. Our remarks here as 

                                                 
(704)See: ibid. p. 158.  
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elsewhere in the thesis therefore pertain to the novels evaluated and may or may not tune with 

others that have not been surveyed.  

 

The first theme examined is the power of society over women which has been tackled by 

Samar al-Mugrin in her novel Nis[> al-Munkar (the Women of Vice) (2008). This novel 

directs sharp criticism of the three powers; the legislative, executive, and judicial. The 

novelist chooses the first person narrator to convey her point of view through S[ra who is the 

protagonist of her novel. The novel revolves around a girl who suffers from society’s rules, as 

they do not allow rights for women. Her conflicts with her society lead her to be imprisoned 

and in the prison, she listens to the imprisoned women where the most apparent reason for 

their problems is society’s injustice and the loss of women’s rights. Therefore, through a 

careful reading of the novel, the reader can find the key sentence of the issue that the novelist 

attempts to tackle when the narrator says:  

 

Because I am a Saudi woman who must suffer from inferiority since she 
did not get any of her rights.(705)    
  

This sentence is the starting point that the novelist uses to tackle the problem of society’s 

power over women. The word “Saudi woman” suggests that the problem belongs to women 

who live in Saudi Arabia. The word “inferiority” indicates the psychological status of women 

in Saudi Arabia from the novelist’s point of view. The word “any of her rights” suggests 

society’s practice with women, as it is the only reason for their low status. This careful 

diagnosis shows that the novelist has gone far in treating women’s problems in the novel, 

because it reveals a development in the female writer’s method in tackling this theme at this 

stage.  

 

Through her novel, the writer accuses the government of preventing women from gaining 

their rights; and this is apparent through her criticism of the three powers. Her criticism of the 

legislative power appears sometimes through her criticism of the regime and sometimes 

through examples of the way legislation is carried out. The novelist criticises the regime 

through the narrator’s direct criticism of Wahhabism, which is at the foreground of the Saudi 

Arabian regime in her viewpoint. In one of her comments on the status of women in society 

                                                 
(705)See: al-Muqrin, Samar, Nis[> al-Munkar, (Beirut: D[r al-S[q\, 2nd Ed, 2008), p. 27. 
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the narrator emphasises that the extremism of Wahhabism has stolen many things from 

women’s lives.(706) In addition, the narrator shows that Saudi legislation neglects to legislate 

in terms of what is important to women, which is illustrated when the narrator says: We, as 

Saudi women, still timidly or sometimes fearfully call for women’s right to drive a car.(707)  

 
Since the novelist criticises the legislative power through her criticism of the regime and the 

way it rules the country, she also directs sharp criticism at one example of executive power 

when it uses the system against women’s rights and freedoms. This example appears when 

the narrator criticises al-Hay>ah, which is one of the executive organisations, in their way of 

dealing with women. For example, the novelist shows through the narrative, the lack of 

women’s freedom in shop centres when she portrays how the members of al-Hay>ah hound 

women, asking them to cover themselves.(708) The writer shows that they employ the waiters 

in restaurants to spy on the customers if they suspect any forbidden relationship.(709) 

Therefore, when she has dinner with her lover Ra>\f, the members of al-Hayah attack them 

and take them to al-Hayah’s centre where she is cursed, beaten and kicked.(710) The novelist 

compares London with al-Riyadh to show how different it is for lovers when the protagonist 

meets Ra>\f and they express their love freely by describing a poetic moment in Hyde 

park.(711)    

 

The novelist also criticises the judicial system in the country when it denies women their 

rights. This is shown when the protagonist speaks of her suffering in the court after she has 

spent six years waiting for divorce papers. Her description of the scene in the court building 

has an artistic purpose(712) because it shows that her attendance there has no effect. In 

addition, the novelist shows contradictions in judicial power because women are judged in a 

way that infringes Islamic law. For example, this is shown when the narrator is in prison and 

talks to women who have been imprisoned for love and one of them  has been given four 

years and seven hundred lashes. Commenting on this judgement, the narrator says:  

 

                                                 
(706)See: ibid, p 11. 
(707) See: ibid, p 22. 

(708) See: ibid, p 12. 

(709)
 See: ibid, p 39. 

(710)See: ibid, pp 41-45. 
(711)See: ibid, pp 20-21. 
(712)See: ibid, p 8. 
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Even All[h , in S]rat al-N]r ,(713) punishes the adulterer, male or female, by 
a hundred lashes. I do not know how this number has doubled and from 
which law this number comes!!(714)     
 

In comparison, in her novel S\q[n Multawiya (Crooked Legs) 2008 Zaynab |afn\  treats this 

theme partly in the way the writers used in the previous stage and partly in new ways. The 

protagonist of her novel S[ra is born and grows up in London where she gets to know a 

different culture that insists on freedom for any woman who reaches 18 years of age. 

However, because she lives with an eastern family, her father does not approve of her 

insistence on freedom and he uses violence to deal with the situation. In general, the novel 

revolves around the daughter’s attitude and the family status, and the way decisions are made 

on the matter. It is clear that the novelist wants to tackle the problem of society’s power over 

women and therefore, for the purposes of this thesis, it is important to see how the novelist 

tackles this problem.  

 

An analysis of the novels shows that in the previous stage, a new method appeared in 

women’s treatment of society’s power; and the world of some novels witnesses a women’s 

revolution either through violence or through the picture of the female protagonist leaving her 

unfair society.(715) |afn\’s novel discusses this matter through concentrating on two important 

paths. The first path, which is also seen in the previous stage, appears in S[ra’s revolution 

against the society’s traditions, and in her bid to choose her own life, which is based on the 

freedom of women. The conversation between S[ra and her father demonstrates the conflict 

between the two ideas; the traditional idea and the modernist one which appears when the 

father asks:            

 

- Where were you? Oh daughter of the dog! 

- I am not underage to report my daily movements. Yesterday was my twenty 
third birthday! It means I am an adult.(716)    

 

                                                 
(713) Al-N]r chapter in Qur>[n. 

(714)
 See: ibid, p 57. 

(715) See: p 156 and p 171 in this thesis.  

(716) See: |afn\, Zaynab, S\q[n Multawiya, (Beirut: al-Mu>assasa al-<Arabiyya li al-Diras[t wa al-Nashr, 2008), p 
16. 
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The father beats her violently and because of his attitude, she decides to leave home. Before 

she leaves, she writes a note, which says: “do not look for me”.  Here, the novelist wants to 

emphasise that women will turn to revolution as a result of violence against them. She also 

hints that the rules in Saudi Arabia do not fulfil women’s rights and freedoms because they 

allow the family and men to practice their authority over women. This meaning is 

demonstrated when S[ra chooses to be free and renounce the repression of the family when 

she has the backing of the law. The second path is a new characteristic that appeared at this 

stage; that is that the novelist criticises the Saudi government as being the most important 

reason for women’s low status in society. For example, in comparison with Samar al-

Muqrin’s novel, Zaynab |afn\ makes direct criticism of the justice system in the country. The 

novelist employs the flashback technique to show that the system judges according to a 

person’s sex; and this supports sexism and inequality between men and women. It appears in 

the scene when S[ra remembers her trip with her family to Saudi Arabia and the conversation 

when S[ra asks her cousin about the reason for her divorce and she replies: 

 

- In our country there are not convincing justifications for divorce. It is enough 
for the man to say that he does not want his wife any more; then the judge will 
immediately approve his request.  

- What if a woman wants to divorce? 

- Then she must justify her request…(717)                 

In addition, the novelist shows the power of al-Hay>ah over women and its effect which 

restricts women’s freedom and appears in many parts of the novel.(718) The novelist’s point is 

made at the end of the novel when S[ra insists on her right to choose her husband Ziy[d 

outside her country.(719) The reader will compare this scene with the one where the judge 

separates two married lovers because of the difference in their lineage.(720) Also,  the writer’s 

intention is shown through the monologue when S[ra thinks about her country and her father, 

saying: 

 

I hate the ingratitude and I do not hate my country, but I refuse to live in a 
land that seizes my freedom because of traditions and customs.(721)  

                                                 
(717) See: ibid, p 102. 

(718) See for example: ibid, p 101,103.  

(719) See: ibid, p 124. 

(720)
 See: ibid, p 108. 

(721) See: ibid, p 127. 
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In the context of the whole novel, this sentence suggests that the Saudi women’s novel in this 

stage uses a new method of tackling the theme of society’s powers over women and their 

desire for reformation of the country’s rules in order to fulfil women’s rights. It also reveals a 

development in the way that Saudi female novelists in this stage treat this important issue; 

and it also shows a newly acquired courage in  addressing such political topics.  

 

In contrast with these two novels, Layl[ al-Juhan\’s novel J[hiliyya (Times of Ignorance) 

(2007) does not criticise governmental systems in Saudi Arabia even though it tackles the 

problem of discrimination. As in the previous stages, the novel’s focus is on the effect of 

tribal discrimination on women when they fall in love with men who are unsuitable because 

they do not stem from the same roots as their own family. It is possible to say that this novel 

falls within the second theme as it treats the relationship between the two sexes, but the 

novelist’s focus also invites us to classify it with the first theme because she concentrates on 

society in general as will be seen later. The novel does, at the same time, treat another social 

issue, which is the problem of society’s discrimination against blacks.(722)  

 

The novel revolves around the story of L\n who falls in love with a black man; and the novel 

shows the couple’s conflicts with their society’s traditions. As has already been noted, 

tackling the problem of tribal society’s concerns about the importance of the tribal roots of a 

person who proposes marriage, is one of the new themes that appear in this stage.(723) The 

author’s way of addressing this problem, is by portraying the tribal system through two  

means; the first appears through the monologue technique since the father is shown as 

sympathetic with his daughter’s need to marry the one she loves but he is also shown as  

being scared about her dark future when he remembers what happened in  a similar case. For 

example, after M[lik comes to her father to ask his daughter’s hand in marriage, the novelist 

describes the father’s anxiety showing that he had not slept for two nights thinking about 

what would happen to his daughter if he said, Yes: 

 

She will be happy for a short time but she will suffer for a long time. He 
believes that people will not let her alone; they will talk about her and 

                                                 
(722) See: Alhasoun, p 277.  
(723)See pp 116-121 in this thesis.  
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despise her. He believes that they will not settle for discussion but they will 
attempt to change what they do not want.(724)

         
 

The father remembers many stories relating to this problem such as the two youths who 

kidnap their cousin and her husband ordering the husband to divorce his wife and when he 

refuses, killed him.(725) It is unusual in Saudi women’s novels to find the picture of the father 

who symbolises the patriarchal system in this way. However, picturing the father as such is 

an intelligent technique, in that it conveys the idea that the system controls the members of 

society, even if they do not accept its traditions; and this suggests both the difficulty of 

changing the system and also provides clear evidence of women’s suffering under such 

regimes.    

 

The second method is achieved by showing what the supporters of the tribal system do to root 

the traditional practices in their society. This is described through the character of L\n’s 

brother H[shim who is considered to be a product of society’s culture. Although the world of 

some of the fourth stage’s novels which are mentioned in this thesis shows the change in the 

new generation of men since they trust women, this novel shows H[shim differently. 

Alhasoun refers to this when he states that H[shim ‘is young and one expects him to be free 

of much that hampers the older generations but, on the contrary, the novel reveals him as 

more shackled by the outmoded codes than his own father’.(726) An example of this appears in 

the scene when he comes to his sister’s room and looks everywhere to find evidence to show 

to his father which justifies his revolution against his sister.(727) H[shim’s character reveals 

that the tribal system does not set justice rather it enables men to use its rules for fulfilling 

their desires and putting pressure on women. Since H[shim’s character is full of 

contradictions, it is used as one of the novelist’s methods to convey her points of view. The 

novelist uses the flashback technique to show how H[shim deals with Sa+ar in order to reveal 

one of his contradictions. It appears when the narrative flows concerning Sa+ar: 

 

She did what she did by her choice. He did not force her to do anything and 
he did not promise her anything. He thought that he loved her but after the 

                                                 
(724)See: al-Juhan\, Layl[, J[hiliyya, (Beirut: D[r al-{d[b, 2nd Ed, 2008), 125.  

(725)See: ibid, 125.  
(726) Alhasoun, p 280. 
(727)

 See: al-Juhan\, J[hiliyya, p 18. 
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blood dropped between her thighs, everything is over; the happiness of 
knowing her is over, the longing to touch her is over…(728)    
 

The novelist shows the pain that his ignorance causes Sa+ar and through Sa+ar’s reaction to it 

when she insists on meeting him to discuss something important. When she meets him, she 

speaks one sentence, “Life is credit oh H[shim! You have a sister and tomorrow you will 

regret”(729) and turns away from his car. After hearing this H[shim doubts and distrusts his 

sister and all his behaviour after that is unacceptable to her. In other words, Hashim can have 

relationships with girls but his sister is certainly not allowed the same freedom.      

 

The second theme tackled by Saudi female novelists in this stage is how they see the issue of 

women’s relationships with men. This is demonstrated in an analysis of al-|ashr’s novel 

where it seems that there are some changes made in the novelist’s method of treating the 

theme. This change is shown through the change in women’s ideas about men who fall in 

love with women before marriage.(730) In addition, the novel shows a sharp criticism of the 

government which does not give women a right to get to know her future husband before 

marriage. In comparison, Badriyya al-Bishr’s novel al-Urj]+a (the Swing) (2010) represents a 

new aspect that appeared in women’s writers’ novels in this stage. The novel revolves around 

Maryam and two of her female friends; and the novelist utilises the flashback technique to 

describe the background of those characters. To examine the novelist’s ideas the focus will be 

put on the character of Maryam and her relationship with Mush[r\, which can be seen through 

two points:   

 

Firstly, although the idea of exploitative man is a dominant idea in the women’s novels in the 

previous stages,(731) the picture of man changes during this final stage since the events of this 

novel reveal an important innovation. The novel chosen to represent the second theme in this 

chapter shows the change which appears in the relationship between <Abd All[h and 

Mah[.(732) In comparison, Badriyya al-Bishr’s novel shows the  new idea in the scene when 

Maryam falls in love with Mush[r\, and the novelist’s point of view is revealed through the 

narrative when she says: 

                                                 
(728) See: ibid, 24.  

(729)See: ibid, 25. 

(730)See pp 212-213 in this thesis. 

(731)See p 122 and 160  in this thesis.   

(732)See pp 212-213 in this thesis. 
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She was a prisoner of the old stories which say that when the young man 
reaches his goal from a woman, he will leave her and look for another girl 
... He was amorous and wanted to enjoy his love so his religious and social 
conscience did not ruin his love.(733)    
 

In addition, the novelist shows the change in men’s ideas about women in this case through 

the action of Mush[r\ who proposes to Maryam. Their love story ends in marriage, which 

suggests that the novelist attempts to show a different motive for the formation of the 

relationship between two sexes. In other words, the world of women’s novels in this stage 

witnesses the idea that men of the new generation have changed, in particular in their opinion 

about love before marriage.     

 

Secondly, one of the most apparent aspects of the treatment of this theme that appears in this 

novel is the idea of the effect of the governmental system on the relationship between the 

sexes even when they are married. This effect appears through the novelist’s insistence on the 

freedom that has been emphasised in many parts of the novel. In order to express the 

importance of freedom, the novelist uses different methods such as making a comparison 

between the freedom in the western world and Saudi Arabia. She also emphasises the lack of 

freedom in Saudi Arabia in the scene when the protagonist’s husband invites his friend and 

his wife for diner in a restaurant. When the two families start to eat, members of al-Hay>ah 

group attack them and spoil the evening. The novelist does not refer to individual names, 

rather, she refers to each member of al-Hay>ah as, “One with a surly face”(734) to symbolise 

his extremism.  

 

Since the novelist criticises a governmental organisation, namely “al-Hay>ah”, which she sees 

as having a bad affect on members of society and their freedom, she clarifies Mush[r\’s 

opinion about the previous scene. Mush[r\’s character in the novel describes a cultivated man 

who is knowledgeable and an excellent poet. Introducing Mush[r\ as this specific character 

may have the effect of preparing the reader to receive his discourse whether through dialogue 

or through his actions. Therefore, his comment about the scene is important in order to 

establish the novelist’s opinion about al-Hay>ah practises and he summarises his criticism of 

                                                 
(733)See: al-Bishr, Badriyya. Al->Urj]+ah. (Beirut: Dar al-S[q\, 2010), p.17. 
(734) See, for example, ibid, p 21, 22 and 24.  
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the whole political system when he says: Islam lost its moderation when the political power 

agreed with religion.(735)   

 

In contrast, the novelist Raj[> al-@[ni< through her novel Ban[t al-Riy[# (The Girls of 

Riyadh) 2005 does not criticise governmental systems in the way that the other novels tend to 

do. The focus of her criticism is on traditional society and the Saudi Arabian men who follow 

its traditions. In addition, the novelist draws a clear picture of ideal society for Saudi women 

according to her viewpoint, which shall be discussed. The novel revolves around the love 

stories of four girls from the capital city of Saudi Arabia, Riyadh, and through their stories, 

she reveals the picture of Saudi men as she understands them.  

 

Through her treatment of the problem of relationships between the sexes, the novelist 

attempts to portray different types of Saudi men in order to emphasise women’s difficulty in 

dealing with them since men appear to be full of contradictions. However, It is noted that the 

novelist refers usually to “Najd\” men(736) and their extremism, which suggests sharp 

criticism of the men from this area. This method starts with the second stage when @afiyya 

<Anbar criticises Eastern men(737) but al-@[ni< makes this more specific when she specifies 

men from the region of Najd. The events of the novel show that Lam\s’s experience is the 

only successful love affair among the girls’ characters in this novel because she and her lover 

are from al-|ij[z region which suggests that men from Najd are extremist. It is worth 

referring here to Alhasoun’s statement about the difference between people who live in the 

two Saudi regions when he states: “Even though she lives in Riyadh, Lam\s comes from 

|ij[z\ roots and her young husband is |ij[z\; al-|ij[z is considered, by all standards, a 

region much more open than Najd or any other region in Saudi Arabia”.(738)    

 

Therefore, the most apparent focus of al-@[ni<’s novel is the picture of the men from Najd 

who are seen as having a weak personality which prevents them from fulfilling their love 

affairs and marrying the girls that they love. This is because they have to obey the orders of 

traditional families even though obedience comes at the expense of their happiness and their 

lovers’. This picture reveals men as weak in facing up to their families and strong in facing 
                                                 
(735)See: ibid, p 23.  
(736) It is stressed in many parts of the novel that Najd\ men are from the centre of Saudi Arabia (Najd). 

(737) See p 123 in this thesis.  

(738) Alhasoun, p 268. 
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up to their love and lovers. For example, after a very passionate love affair between Mash[<il 

and Fay~al, he eventually comes to her and explains that his mother does not agree that he 

marries her. He points out that she can imagine the results of challenging his family and that 

no power can stop their anger if he insists on his attitude about marrying her.(739) The same 

scene appears via Fir[s who falls in love with Sad\m and he breaks this romantic relationship 

because his relatives and friends advise him to use his mind not his emotions, and he follows 

their advice.(740) Through referring to these two men’s cases the novelist wants to show the 

ways that the families use to control men; the first one, when she shows the direct 

confrontation which appears in Fay~al’s case. The second one is the family’s ability to 

change their son’s mind through convincing him that they are right, which appears in Fir[s’s 

case.  

 

Another picture of men drawn in Ban[t al-Riy[# is the image of an undecided man who 

makes a fateful decision based on his doubts. Sad\m’s first relationship is with Wal\d and the 

picture of his character appears after he asks for her hand in marriage; and they conduct the 

marriage contract before the wedding night. This contract allows him to visit her only in her 

family’s house or to meet in public places such as restaurants. When Wal\d wants the 

wedding to be earlier than the summer holiday, Sad\m refuses because she wants to focus on 

her study and wishes the wedding to be arranged for a time after she has completed her 

exams.(741) Sad\m feels that Wal\d is not satisfied with her decision but although she is 

disappointed, she decides to make him happy and invites him to the family’s house. She 

wears black diaphanous lingerie because she is now his legal wife. After having a beautiful 

night, he sends her a divorce letter because he thinks that she is too bold which means that he 

thinks she had relationships before him.(742) The novelist uses the monologue of the character 

to convey her message which reveals the complicated psychology of Najd’s youth as young 

men insist on having sex before the wedding but if they get what they want, they tend to think 

that  the women are experienced.(743)  

 

                                                 
(739) See: al-@[ni<, Raj[>, Ban[t al-Riy[dh, (Beirut: D[r al-S[q\, 2005), p 129. 
(740) See: ibid, p 283. 

(741) See: ibid, p 40. 

(742)See: ibid, pp 41-43. 
(743)See: ibid, pp 42. 
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The events drawn in the novel suggest that the author is keen to visualise an ideal society for 

Saudi girls represented in the picture of the house of the Kuwaiti lady Umm Nuwayyir. It is 

important to see the message in the choice of a Kuwaiti lady, which may be that to suggest 

the existence of such a strong character in Saudi society is fraught with difficulties. In Umm 

Nuwayyir’s house, the girls gather with their lovers in order to understand one another and to 

express their feelings. However, the novelist is keen to show that it is impossible for them to 

be involved in forbidden relationships since Umm Nuwayyir takes on the role of control. 

When Umm Nuwayyir allows Mash[<il and Fay~al to come to her house to protect their love, 

the narrator shows that from time to time she comes into the room to see if everything is  

going well. The narrator’s comment on this scene is: 

How nice is Umm Nuwayyir! In spite of her liberation, she cares about the 
four girls as much as her daughters. She obviously observes them in a nice 
way.(744)   

In addition, Umm Nuwayyir plays the role of advisor when she often shares her experiences 

with them, in different scenes in the novel. Her house is employed to symbolise an excellent 

environment for the girls and it also symbolises the new generation of Saudi Arabian 

daughters. 

          

In contrast, in her novel Dh[kira Bil[ Wish[+ (A Memory with no Scarf) (2005), |asna al-

Qarn\ shows a woman who wants to rebel against men in her society. This kind of treatment 

of this theme appears first in the third stage as we have seen in the analysis of Layl[ al-

Juhan\’s novel.(745) At the beginning of al-Qarn\’s novel, the reader can notice the author’s 

attempts to convey the message that the pressure of husbands over their wives in this society 

is inspired by their families. The ideas of machismo and masculinity are given more focus in 

many parts of the novel; for example in the scenes where the writer stresses the family’s 

indulgence towards her brother Ebr[h\m, just because he is a male.(746) Also, the novelist is 

keen to show that the girls in the family take these principles and adopt them with their 

husbands, which appears in the character of the narrator’s sister Mun\ra since she is steeped 

in these bad traditions.(747)    

 

                                                 
(744)See: ibid, pp 106. 

(745)See p 171 in this thesis. 

(746)See: al-Qarn\, |asna, Dh[kira Bil[ Wish[+, (Riyadh: D[r al-Mufrad[t, 2005), p 19. 

(747)See: ibid, p 75. 
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In comparison, Raj[> al-@[ni<’s novel Ban[t al-Riy[# shows that men think that women 

threaten their power if they are self dependent.(748) In spite of this, the female characters in the 

world of her novel do not protest against men and, three of them have sad endings. However, 

the world of al-Qarn\’s novel shows that the novelist wants to stress the idea of rebellion 

when the protagonist deals with her husband differently. The novel revolves around a well-

educated girl growing up in a traditional family, and she marries twice, unsuccessfully. The 

author reveals that women in Saudi society are taught that they have no rights when they 

marry. To emphasise this idea, the novelist paints many scenes, and in one of these the first 

husband comes to see the protagonist Fi##a in her father’s house before the marriage 

contract. The narrator tells us that her stepmother advises her: ‘Fi##a, when you get in, say 

hello and put your head down’; then she starts to talk and talk about what I should do and 

what I should not. I thought, how am I going to know what he looks like if I’m not allowed to 

look at him. Why should he see me if I can’t see him?!!(749)   

 

In addition, the novelist shows that her second husband despises her because she has been 

divorced and another man has enjoyed her body. She asks herself what she should do? Does 

she have to bury herself after the failure of her first marriage? The protagonist portrays the 

husband’s carelessness and ignorance which invites the novelist to repeat the word "تمرد"  “to 

rebel” many times.(750) One of her ways of rebelling is to tell her husband, N[~ir that she 

wants to become a radio announcer which is not allowed in Saudi society; and after she 

becomes a successful woman, her husband does not change, rather he throws her out of the 

house. Her comment about that is ‘this is because I am a woman who rebelled and 

succeeded’.(751) At the end of the novel the protagonist commits suicide because society 

rejected her when she rebelled against it.    

  

An analysis of some of Saudi women’s novels in the third stage shows that the writers’ style 

has flowered, which can be seen through their diversity and their capacity to treat themes 

aesthetically. As has been argued previously, Layl[ al-Juhan\’s novel al-Firdaws al-Yab[b 

was considered to be one of the most important novels in the previous stage, especially in 

                                                 
(748)See: Ban[t al-Riy[#, p 92. 

(749) See: al-Qarn\, |asna, p 72. 

(750)See: ibid, pp 64, 73, 133  and 90. 

(751) See: ibid, p 138.  
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style. The novelists, in the fourth stage, do not show a considerable change in their style, is 

considered to be a feature of the style of this stage. What is important to emphasise is that 

they expand in using the characteristics of the style that appeared in the previous stage. Some 

of the novelists, in fact, show their mastery in employing the aspects of the novel where their 

ideas, feelings and points of views are shown. Therefore, it is important here to refer to some 

examples which help readers see how the novelists use their techniques to convey their 

messages and to clarify the two examined themes. 

 

Firstly, it appears that some Saudi female novelists use the place of setting to show their 

feelings, which has the effect of expressing the ideas that they want to emphasise. This idea 

has appeared in Layl[ al-Juhan\’s novel in the previous stage where she shows Jeddah as a 

human being that can feel.(752) It also appears in this stage in many novels such as Badriyya 

al-Bishr’s novel al-Urj]+a and this appearance reveals the novelist’s problem with her 

society. She employs the place of setting artistically in order to reveal its feelings and hence 

uncover the nature of her society, which does not respect women’s rights. After the 

protagonist suffers from her experiences with the al-Hay>ah, the reader can see the novelist’s 

message between the lines of her description of her city Riyadh. She narrates:  

 

Maryam left Riyadh as it is, in the summer, pale and congested like a 
pregnant woman but with dust. Dust covers everything…(753)     
 

This type of description shows the novelist’s feelings about the city of Riyadh as it is a mirror 

image of the novelist’s idea about women’s rights in this city. To make this idea clear, the 

reader can see the novelist’s description of the city of Geneva after the plane landed, when 

she says: 

When the plane landed, there was a new morning lighting the sky in its 
pure face like a mirror… the green of the trees appeared celebrating the 
sunshine after a light shower which cleaned the asphalt of the airport. 
When the captain announced that the temperature is 16, everybody laughed 
and one of them said: “Wow! We were in hell. Did we reach heaven?(754)   
   

By contrasting the portrayal of the two places, the reader notices that throughout the course of 

the whole novel, the writer does not mean the place itself, rather she suggests that the 

                                                 
(752) See p 163 in this thesis.  
(753)See: al-Bishr, p 7. 

(754)See: ibid, p 27.  
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freedom offered to women in Geneva is not provided in Riyadh since the protagonist’s 

happiness is mirrored in her vision of the place of setting. Therefore, the reader notices 

references which highlight her meaning, for example, her suffering at the hands of al-Hay>ah. 

 

What is relevant here is the employment of ‘time’ in women’s novels in this stage used to 

serve the novelist’s ideas and to clarify their feelings or points of view. In her novel J[hiliyya, 

Layl[ al-Juhan\ attempts to make a comparison between the tribal system in the era before 

Islam and the current tribal system in terms of people’s inequality. This reveals the novelist’s 

understanding of the past as it becomes, in the historical consciousness, an instrument to 

understand the present.(755) The novelist shows that the dominant idea about blacks has been 

destroyed after Islam but people have revived it recently. The novelist uses an intelligent idea 

to convey this message to the reader, which clearly appeared through the titles of the novel’s 

chapters. She does not use the name of the days and months used after Islam; rather she uses 

the name of days and months used at the time prior Islam as titles of the novel’s chapters. For 

example; the title of the first chapter is: 

Jub[r al-Th[lith <Ashar min Wa<il: min al-<{m al-Th[n\ <Ashar Ba<d 
<{~ifat al-@a+r[>.  
Jub[r the 13th of Wa<il: Twelve Years After the Desert Storm. (756)        

 

The novelist dedicates the last chapter to explaining the meaning of these names and the 

reader sees their meaning as the following  

- Jub[r means al-Thul[th[> = Tuesday  

- Wa<il means Shaww[l = October
(757)

     

By using J[hil\ time, she suggests that because of their practices people are like the people 

who lived before Islam, a time which is called the “time of ignorance”. This indicates that the 

novelist does not use time only to show the period of the novel but also as an artistic device 

to support her idea about discrimination.  

 

Secondly, the analysis of the previous stage shows that the novelists began to describe 

bedroom scenes, which readers had not seen before. This method continues in this stage and 

                                                 
(755)See: Darr[j, Fay~al, al-Riw[ya wa Ta>w\l al-T[r\kh: Na&ariyya al-Riw[ya wa al-Riy[ya al-<Arabiyya, 
(Casablanca: al-Markaz al-Thaq[f\ al-<Arab\, 2004), p 81. 

(756) Al-Juhan\, J[hiliyya, p 11. 

(757) See: ibid, pp 176-177.  
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indeed, writers expand on the technique. The ease of access to the internet and to books 

written by international writers may contribute to the use of this style since it is considered to 

be a sin in a conservative society. For example, Zaynab |afn\ in her novel S\q[n Multawiya 

shows this kind of description when Ziy[d explains the first time he has sex when he says: 

 

… That day she wore a skirt which almost covered her briefs and a shirt 
with a bra that revealed the beauty of her prominent breast. There was a 
crafty smile on her face when she saw me shaking and saw the sweat on my 
brow…(758)            
 

It is also worth mentioning that the number of novelists that use this method has increased in 

this stage and some novelists describe the details of homosexual relationships such as @ab[ 

al-|arz.(759) Therefore, the novelists hide their names and use a pseudonym because this 

theme is not allowed in Saudi society and they fear  the reaction of their families.(760)     

 

Thirdly, due to the effects of the internet on Saudi society, some Saudi female novelists 

employ technology in their novels and they use it to push forward their points of view. In her 

novel Ban[t al-Riya#, al-@ani< employs the device of the internet, (that is email), to convey 

her ideas. This appears through her use of narrative, since it reveals her capacity to adapt it  to 

serve the issue she wants to address. The author chooses the third-person narrative as her way 

of telling the story and the characters in her novels are referred as ‘he’ and ‘she’.(761) In this 

way, the narrator appears to know everything about the characters and the events of the 

story.(762) The narrator in Ban[t al-Riy[#, goes further as she also appears to know the 

reactions of society about the events of the novel. Al-@[ni< structures her novel in fifty 

chapters and each chapter begins in the form of email, such as the first chapter which starts:  

To: seerehwenfadha7et@yahoogroups.com    

From: “seerehwenfadha7et” 

Date: 13/2/2004 

Subject: (763) سأكتب عن صديقاتي 

 
                                                 
(758)See: |afn\, S\q[n, p 62.  

(759)See: al-|arz, @ab[, al-{khar]n, (Beirut: D[r al-S[q\, 2006). 
(760) See: |afn\, Zaynab, al-Thaw]ra f\ al-Adab al-Nis[>\ al-|ad\th, (Cairo: an unpublished paper presented in 
the American University in Cairo, May 31, 2010), p 3.  Accessed: 24 Sep 2011 
http://www.zhauthor.com/html/ar-cv.htm.     
(761)See: Baldick, p 259.  

(762)See: ibid, p 259.  

(763)See: al-@[ni<, p 9.  

mailto:seerehwenfadha7et@yahoogroups.com
http://www.zhauthor.com/html/ar-cv.htm
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The narrator emails a chapter to the group every Friday starting from 13/2/2004; chapter fifty 

was emailed on 11/2/2005. In the week following each email the novelist imagines the 

receivers’ reaction and responds in the first part of the chapter, and then she continues telling 

the events of the novel. In addition, this section allows the novelist to present her point of 

view about society’s reactions, presented in the emails that she receives. For example, in 

Chapter Five the novelist starts the chapter by discussing the emails that she has received: 

Some wrote saying: I am not authorised to talk on behalf of girls of Najd. You are only being 

spiteful, trying to vilify women in Saudi society.(764) This reaction is what the novelist 

expected from Saudi society before publishing this novel. So structuring the work in this way 

allows her to defend herself when she answers the accusation at the beginning of Chapter 

Nine saying:  

 

I always work on reforming my mistakes and I insist on developing them. 
However, I do not see people around me doing this. I hope people who 
criticise me evaluate themselves instead of evaluating me. Hopefully, we 

repent from our sins after we read them on the internet pages. So we can 
discover our hidden cancers then we can treat them. But I do not see 
anything here that people could learn from.(765)   
 

It seems that the novelist anticipated her society’s reactions to the content of her novel and 

she, therefore, prepared her answers in advance. Her expectation was true since her novel 

faced very strong opposition, which prevented it from being sold in Saudi Arabia. This 

technique also allowed her to directly convey her messages to Saudi society when she gave 

her critique of the status of divorced women and society’s attitude to her.(766)       

 

  At the beginning of this chapter it was noted that there were many novels published in this 

stage in comparison with the previous stages. Al-Rif[<\ emphasises that some novels may be 

characterised artistically as weak novels at this point.(767) It seems that the reason behind the 

appearance of weak novels is that some novelists enter this field without knowledge or talent 

which is a result of the technological revolution and the success of some novelists. This 

affects Saudi women’s novels as they witness one of the characteristics appeared at the first 

                                                 
(764) See: al-@[ni<, p 36. 

(765)See: ibid, p 68. 
(766)See: ibid, p 195. 

(767)See: al-Rif[<\. p 56. 
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stage, which is the problem of superficial errors. It would be useful, here to examine some of 

these weaknesses in Dh[kira Bil[ Wish[+. 

  

The novelist chooses the first-person narrative as her way of telling the story which has the 

effect that the narrator is the most important character of the novel.(768) The thematic purpose 

of choosing this device is to describe the protagonist’s feelings about the experiences she had 

with her two husbands. Therefore, this novel may be considered as a stream of consciousness 

novel because it depends on the protagonist’s inner feelings. However, the author makes 

superficial errors when the narrative does not fit with the narrative. The reason for this may 

be her desire to use everything she can to prove her society’s underdevelopment because it 

insists on holding on to its traditions. An example of the superficial artistic errors in this 

novel appears when the novelist describes the status of the narrator’s father when he goes to 

find shaykh Ab] Mann[< to treat the protagonist. She says: 

 

My father went to shaykh Ab] Mann[<. He was afraid of being seen by 
anybody because treating by herbs prevented the daughter’s marriage. He 
sat beside a tree and waited until dark came and after the roads were clear, 
he went to his house and asked him to come.(769)    

 

It appears that this scene springs from the protagonist’s knowledge, although the narrator is 

not part of this scene, and throughout the context of the novel, the reader cannot see any 

indication that led to the narrator’s knowing about this event. Providing such a detail in the 

novel in this way raises an important question in the readers’ mind, which is, how does the 

narrator know about how her father went to shaykh Ab] Mann[<? A similar problem also 

appears at the end of the novel where two characters continue the dialogue in the story after 

the protagonist’s suicide.(770) It is useful here to see the difference between al-Qarn\ and al-

Juhan\’s way of dealing with this kind of narrative. Al-Juhan\ creates a new narrator to 

continue the protagonist’s narrative when she posts her story to Khalida in two chapters.(771)    

 

 Furthermore, the novel is full of language errors where the novelist chooses to use the 

Classical Arabic language to be the language of the narrative and the dialogue. However, the 

                                                 
(768)See: Baldick, p 98. 

(769)See: al-Qarn\, |asna, p 23. 
(770)See: ibid, p 154. 

(771)See p 171 in this thesis.  
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novelist makes some mistakes, whether they appear in the grammar or in the structure, which 

negatively affect the meaning. For example, the narrative presents two sentences: 

 

"اسما حقا إنها"
)772(

"وكراهية غضبما رأيته في عينيها "، 
(773)

  

 

The underlined nouns are given wrong forms where they should be grammatically "  اسم"  and 

"غضبا  "  because the position of the first noun is Marf]< which takes the $amma form   َ"  " and 

the position of the second noun is Man~]b which takes the Fat+a form   َ"  ". In addition, the 

novel has some complicated sentences, which confuse the meaning because of the novel’s 

prosaic writing style. For example: 

I wish to penetrate his head to reach his heart so he penetrates my mind. (774) 

 

4. Conclusion  

This stage in the Saudi woman’s novel reveals a noticeable development in terms of its 

themes and its artistic value. Before observing the development of the novels during this 

stage, it is important to overview the movement of the publication of women’s novels in this 

era because that will give us a clear sign of its progress. As it has been noted, the number of 

women’s novels is remarkable in this stage due to different factors; and this increased number 

enabled more women to reach their readers. The remarkable number also creates more 

diversity whether on the artistic level or on the thematic level. At the same time, the number 

of novels published by Saudi women contributes to the expansion of a cluster of artistic 

weaknesses in the novel because there are some writers who manage to enter the literary field 

when they are not artistically qualified.       

                 

Saudi women’s novels have developed clearly in terms of the novelists’ awareness of their 

specific problems, and these can be seen in the issues that they attempt to tackle. Through 

their criticism of the patriarchal system, Saudi female novelists’ demands becomes greater 

than their demands in the previous stages because they start to criticise a system which 

prevents them from taking up highly paid, and responsible jobs, for example, as an editor-in-

chief in the newspapers. The novels represented in this stage show strong criticism of the 

                                                 
(772) See: al-Qarn\, |asna, p 13. 
(773)See: ibid, p 16. 
(774)See: ibid, p 70. 
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issue of making women dependent on men in their work, which can be classified as a kind of 

political criticism because it is directed at the government. The observer can see an increase 

in Saudi women writers’ confidence in describing women as holding higher political 

positions, a situation that had not been treated in the previous stages. It is worth mentioning 

that Saudi women’s novels do not go deeply into the problem of Saudi women’s reluctance to 

occupy higher positions in Saudi politics but it is important to consider this stage as a forward 

step in this matter. 

 

In addition, it is clearly apparent that the picture of men during this stage has changed in 

Saudi women’s novels to the extent that it might be considered to be a phenomenon because 

the number of the novels dealing with this change deserves our consideration. As has been 

discussed in the previous stages men, whether they are well-educated or not, are the reason 

for women’s difficulties in Saudi society; and during this stage of the novel the new 

generation of men become supporters of women attempting to gain their rights. According to 

this new idea about men, the reasons for women’s problems are seen as the traditional society 

as well as the governmental systems. 

 

As far as the novels’ techniques are concerned, the observer can see that Saudi women’s 

appetite for writing novels sometimes negatively affects the artistic value of their works. This 

is because there are many writers who enter this field without professional artistic tools and 

with a lack of innate talent. However, it is noted that some of the novels written in this stage 

have been developed artistically in terms of employing certain aspects of the novels such as 

the construct of characterisation and the use of language. In addition, the novelists in this 

stage dare to discuss subjects previously understood to be taboo, as is noted in |afn\’s novel 

where she describes the details of sexual intercourse and it is also apparent in @ab[ al-Kharz’s 

novel al-{khar]n where sex has been clearly described, a phenomenon which is unmatched 

in the previous stages. Because of this, the Ministry of Culture and Information has prevented 

these kinds of novels from being sold in the country.     
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion 

This thesis examined two important themes, which were tackled in Saudi women’s novels from 

1958-2011. While exploring these themes, Elaine Showalter’s theory concerning the study of 

women’s literary history was borne in mind. As outlined early in the thesis, Showalter suggests 

that the study of themes in women’s writing is essential in an examination of the development 

of women’s thoughts and writing style. Through a general overview of the Saudi women’s 

novel, it is true to say that the most important themes that novelists address in these novels 

revolve around tackling the problem of two authorities; society’s power and men’s control. 

Therefore, this thesis argues that the development of Saudi female novelists’ awareness of the 

effects of these two social powers is divided into four noticeable stages. The thesis argues that 

the political, the cultural and the social movements in Saudi Arabia have played an important 

role in the formulation of the novelists’ thoughts and awareness.  

 

Through tracing the development of the awareness of Saudi female novelists, the reader can see 

that it mirrors the development of society itself. This notion appears in the novels discussed at 

each stage; and the influence of foreign societies is clearly apparent in the novels of the first 

stage since they employ other Arabic dialects in the novels’ dialogue or the events of the novels 

take place in another country. The reader can see that the change appears in the form and the 

theme of Saudi women’s novels, which are concurrent with the changes that appear in society 

in the second stage, which witnessed the results of women’s education in Saudi Arabia. The 

second Gulf War also witnessed a change that appeared in society, which affected the women’s 

novels in the third stage since they show a noticeable development in terms of both technique 

and themes. The changes that appeared in the fourth stage are the consequences of the changes 

that appeared in society after the events of September 11th 2001 as has been discussed in this 

thesis.   

 

The most important findings of this thesis can be divided into two parts; the first is related to 

numerical phenomena seen in the literary world which affected the texts (novels). The second 

part relates to the development of women’s awareness seen through the analysis of the novels 

written by Saudi female novelists. Together, these parts demonstrate the development of Saudi 

female novelists whether in the development of their artistic consciousness shown in the use of 
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literary tools or in an improvement in terms of the ways that they treat the problems that 

women face in the society.  

 

The first part can be seen as a kind of reference to the development of Saudi female novelists’ 

awareness, as has been outlined in the thesis. This study has proved that the number of Saudi 

women novelists and novels has increased from stage to stage. The second stage witnessed nine 

novels which is close to the number of the first phase but the difference between them is the 

length of the stages; that is, ten years in the second stage whereas, 21 years in the first. The 

number of novels published in the third stage more than doubled those of the second stage in a 

period of twelve years. In the fourth stage, the number of novels increases dramatically, since 

more than a hundred novels were published during this era. This rising number shows an 

increase in the popularity of Saudi women’s writers since the emergence of women’s novels in 

Saudi Arabia.  

 

Furthermore, each stage of the Saudi women’s novel witnesses the appearance of new female 

faces on the literary scene, which indicates the importance of this genre for Saudi women 

novelists since they seem to have found it a very effective method of conveying their messages. 

Five new female writers appeared on the literary scene during the second stage whereas there 

were eleven new novelists in the third stage. There has been a dramatic increase, to more than 

fifty, of new female novelists in the fourth stage.   

  

In addition, the number of awards that Saudi female novelists gained for their novels has 

increased, which is another sign of the development of the Saudi women’s novel. Although 

Saudi female novelists did not achieve any awards in the first stage, the second stage witnessed 

the achievement of Raj>[ <{lim which was the first award gained by a Saudi woman for her 

novel,  and was the only award gained at this stage. The number of awards for Saudi female 

novelists increased in the third stage since three prizes were awarded to two Saudi female 

novelists, Qum[sha al-<Ulayy[n and Layl[ al-Juhan\. Saudi female novelists’ literary skills 

reached a peak when Raj[> <{lim achieved the International Prize for Arabic Fiction (Booker) 

and there are other novelists who gained various  prizes for their novel.     
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In short, the examination of various novels carried out in this research demonstrated ways in 

which Saudi women novelists changed techniques in the treatment of their themes, from one 

stage to the next. 

 

This does not mean that the changes are shown in all the novels of a stage rather, the 

appearance of a change in some novels at any one stage indicates a change in women’s 

thoughts and in the method employed to tackle their problems through the genre of the novel. 

To prove this, the thesis shows that some Saudi women’s novels do not show a specific change 

whether in the theme or in the style which appears in the sections devoted to comparing and 

contrasting the case study novels with some of the novels in the same stage. As a result, the 

analysis of the representative novels shows that the awareness of Saudi female novelists has 

developed whether in the actual theme or in the artistic tools that the novelists used in order to 

explore it.   

 

Through analysing the theme of the novels, the thesis highlights the characteristics of the two 

themes examined in this thesis. It is noticeable that in the first stage Saudi female novels were 

concerned with the diagnosis of women’s difficulties since they focused on women’s problems 

in order to highlight them. Saudi female novelists’ criticism of both their society and the men in 

their society in the first stage is played out through the events of their novels; and their criticism 

is meant to be interpreted by their readers. In their treatment, the novelists have not shown their 

characters to be in a position to make accusations against the society or against men; rather 

their novels, in this stage, attempt to highlight intrinsic problems. The reason for this is that the 

novelists want to awaken their society to the core of their issues rather than to create an enemy 

of society. Hud[ al-Rash\d’s novel is a clear example of this tendency as she conveys her point 

of view through a calm discourse which appears in the novel’s cautious dialogue and in her 

concern for portraying an ideal picture of her protagonist’s character.  

 

The second stage witnessed a new kind of treatment since the novel started to tackle current 

problems that appeared in Saudi society during that time; and, they also criticised men directly. 

Amal Sh%[ dared to treat the problem that appeared in Saudi society, that is, the effects of Saudi 

men’s behaviour when they travel abroad for business and @afiya <Anbar directs criticism at 

men when she discussed them as the sex responsible for the failure of relationships between 
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men and women in society. Furthermore, she also criticises eastern men, directly. As a result of 

the examination of women’s themes, it seems that in the first stage, women novelists criticised 

both men and society through highlighting women’s status, but in the second stage, novelists 

criticised men in a more direct way.  

 

In the third stage, the world of Saudi women’s novels examined in this thesis undergoes a 

rebellion, since women novelists’ discourse is clearly directed at society and men. While the 

novels of the second stage criticise men and Saudi society through the words spoken by their 

women characters, the third stage shows women’s rebellion and strong protest against both men 

and society, through their actions. Both representative novels demonstrate this kind of rebellion 

whether shown through the murder of a man to symbolise the destruction of the patriarchal 

system, or the throwing of the ring in a man’s face to suggest the end of women’s submission to 

men. In addition, as the thesis suggests, some novels in this stage reflect the dominant 

characteristics of the two themes that appeared in the previous stages.       

   

In the fourth stage, some Saudi female novelists’ discourse made progress since they began to 

participate in the reformation of the system. This is clearly apparent in the way that women’s 

issues were tackled since novels began to criticise the governmental system that allows 

inequality between men and women. Some Saudi female novelists in this stage tackled the 

problems through criticising many governmental organisations which prevented women from 

gaining their rights and the thesis shows examples of this criticism.  For example, Saudi female 

novelists criticise important governmental organisations such as al-Hay>a as the system uses the 

power of government to prevent women from gaining their rights, the ministry of education as 

it is designed to teach girls how to be silent and the novel also tackles the problem of the 

prevention of women from being leaders in the Press. The thesis refers to the change in 

women’s relationships with men when the novelists portray them as romantic and open minded 

which has not been clearly defined in the previous stages. It can be said that this picture of men 

is dominant in most of the women’s novels in this stage as has been indicated in the case study 

novels. This can be seen as a kind of development in Saudi novelists’ awareness as they 

experiment with the idea that the women and men of their generation can gain their rights if 

they cooperate against an unfair system. 
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The changes that appeared in Saudi women’s novels can also be said to have broken a sexual 

taboo. Women’s novels in the first and second stage do not show the intimate relationships 

between the two sexes even though some of their main events are couched in romantic stories; 

rather, they attempt to avoid describing the details. However, this tendency changed in the third 

stage since some Saudi female novelists were daring enough to describe these kinds of sexual 

scenarios. The novels in the fourth stage show great courage in this area and they, therefore, 

faced a fierce attack from Saudi society. Hence, the sale, inside the country of some of the 

novels, in this stage, have been banned, such as Raj[> al-@[ni<’s novel Ban[t al-Riya#.  

 

Since Saudi women’s novels demonstrate a noticeable progress in the novelists’ awareness of 

women’s problems shown in the two themes that the thesis has examined, they also show a 

noticeable development in the style which the novelists utilise to highlight women’s issues. 

This development is clearly shown in the novels selected in the case study of Saudi women’s 

novels. There are some characteristics that distinguish the style of women’s novels in each 

stage, which convey the development of the novelists’ awareness in terms of the way they 

master their writings and the techniques they use.  

 

The first stage, which is called the ‘early beginnings’ of the Saudi women’s novel has some 

stylistic features which refer to the nature of beginnings. This stage witnessed some superficial 

errors in the novels’ techniques; the details of these flaws have been clarified in Kh[shugj\’s 

novels. In addition, in most of the women’s novels in this stage, the employment of the novel’s 

technique is simple and the conflicts between the events are clearly recognised. The didactic 

form has predominated in most of the novels where the novelists insist on their points of view, 

sometimes at the expense of the artistic value as has been noted in this thesis. However, the 

thesis agrees with some of the critics’ views when they argue that Hud[ al-Rash\d’s novel is 

considered to be a shifting point as it prepares women’s novel to move forward to the next 

stage.  

 

In the second stage, Saudi women’s novels show an improvement in style which can be seen in 

their use of a variation in narrative, such as in Amal Sha%[’s novel. The employment of a 

psychological analysis to understand the nature of Saudi men is a new style used in the Saudi 

women’s novel, which has not been recognised in the first stage. For example, in her novel, 
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@afiya <Anbar attempts to interpret her male character psychologically in order to criticise 

western men’s behaviour. The use of artistic techniques is shown to be more mature such as 

employing the flash back in Sha%[’s novel. 

 

In the third stage, a noticeable change in the style of Saudi women’s novels demonstrates a 

considerable development in the novelists’ awareness of the genre of the novel. At this stage, 

Saudi female novelists seem to become aware of the benefits of using modern techniques and 

employing them to highlight women’s problems. Layl[ al-Juhan\’s novel al-Firdaws al-Yab[b 

is the best example of this development since she shows great skill in employing the stream of 

consciousness technique as well as symbolism in her writing.  

 

In the fourth stage, the reader cannot recognise a huge change in the style of the novels written 

by Saudi female novelists. However, as the thesis has clarified, the stage of the establishment of 

Saudi women’s novel contributes to the continuation of women’s capacity to improve their 

writings in the fourth stage. That is to say, due to the large number of Saudi women’s novels 

published in this stage, the stylistic tendencies have varied, which proves that Saudi female 

novelists are capable, artistically, of expressing women’s problems in their society. The fourth 

stage can be considered to be a stage of dissemination, since women’s novels become known 

internationally as a result of a wide employment of modern techniques.   

 

Through an historical observation of women’s novels, the thesis reveals numerous issues 

relating to women’s literature, which offers scope for further studies; and it might be useful to 

explore such issues and to make them the focus of future research.  

 

It has been noted that in the early stages, the efforts of the researchers whose interest is in Saudi 

literature were focused on Saudi male literature and they did not return to Saudi women’s 

literature until after the events of September 11th 2001. Therefore, one of the most important 

subjects in this field is the return to the beginnings of women’s novel to see their contribution 

to the emergence of the Saudi literary novel in an impartial way, as women represent an 

essential element of literature in the country. Therefore, it is important to reconsider the issue of 

the beginning of the Saudi novel through careful analysis of the novels published by Saudi 
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women at the end of 1950s and the beginning of 1960s and to compare them with the novels 

published by men during that period.  

 

Because of the limited number of critical studies of Saudi women’s novels, the aesthetics of the 

Saudi women’s novel need more in depth analysis to reveal their distinguishing features. That 

is to say, this kind of research can lead to specific features that distinguish Saudi women’s 

writings from those of Saudi men’s writings. For example, studying women’s language in their 

novels and analysing their discourse can add a new contribution to the Saudi literary field. 

Because a large number of Saudi female novelists are young, these kinds of studies may 

improve their writings. 

 

This thesis shows that the increase in the publication of Saudi women’s novels and novelists in 

the fourth stage is remarkable and it is important therefore to devote studies to exploring the 

reasons behind this dramatic increase. These studies can also examine the artistic tendencies of 

Saudi female novelists in this stage. In addition, because this stage is the appropriate stage for 

women in their bid to reform the governmental system as it has been shown in this thesis, it is 

useful to devote studies to the examination of women’s points of view about reform played out 

through the events and themes of their novels.   

 

The phenomenon of employing symbolism in the Saudi women’s novel to reveal their points of 

view about women’s problems also needs to be studied deeply. This phenomenon appears, as 

the thesis shows, in the Saudi women’s novel in all the stages. Therefore, as this topic is one of 

the most important characteristics of the Saudi women’s novel, it will be useful to devote some 

further research to exploring why this concerns Saudi female novelists, in order to clarify its 

features, the stages of its development and the differences between the novelists in using this 

technique.  

 

As the thesis shows, the fourth stage witnessed Saudi novelists referring to themselves via 

pseudonym. This issue first appears at the beginning of Saudi women’s novel and it 

isrecommended to investigate this idea to see the reasons for returning to pseudonym in 

women’s novels in the fourth stage.         
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This thesis shows that the Saudi women’s novel gives the two themes examined in this study its 

attention and this shows the contribution of Saudi female novelists in treating these problems. 

In addition, this study shows the participation of Saudi female novelists in Arabic literature 

since 1958. Importantly, Saudi female novelists show through their novels a noticeable 

development whether it appears through their awareness about women’s problems or through 

their improvement of the style that they use to show their problems through the genre of the 

novel.   

 

It is clear that the awareness of Saudi female novelists has increased in-between different stages 

of their novels’ development, reflecting to a large extent to the development of Saudi society in 

general. This development indicates a positive outlook for the future of women’s novel in Saudi 

Arabia, whether in terms of the ways female novelists tackle their problems or the artistic value 

of their literary works. However, it is not possible to predict whether Saudi women gain their 

rights and have their demands fulfilled by the society, yet it might be assumed that the 

awareness of Saudi women of their rights has developed substantially and represents a right 

way for channelling their aspirations regarding their position in Saudi society.   
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Appendix  

A.  Diagrams  
These diagrams refer to the main topic of the thesis, as they show the development of Saudi 

female novelists’ awareness through highlighting the characteristics of the two themes studied 

in this thesis and the writers’ styles. The first diagram indicates the features of the first theme 

by referring to the characteristics of this theme in the four stages. The second diagram shows 

the development of the second theme regarding the power of the society. The third diagram 

presents the development of Saudi female novelists’ style. 
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B. Tables  

1- The novels published at the First stage: the Early beginnings of Saudi women’s novel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2- The novels published at the Second stage: the Establishment of Saudi women’s novel 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
(775) This novel is mentioned by al-Rif[<\, but I failed to find a copy. I contacted al-Rif[<\ to borrow his copy but 
he does not have one either.  

 Novel date Novelist 

1.  Wadda<t >{m[l\ 1958 Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ 

2.  Dhikray[t D[mi<a 1961 Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ 

3.  Bar\q <Aynayk 1963 Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ 

4.  War[ al-$ab[b 1965 Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ 

5.  Al-Bar[>a al-Mafq]da 1972 Hind B[ Ghaff[r 

6.  @a+wat al->{l[m 1973 Naz\ha Kutb\ 

7.  Qa%ar[t Min al-dum]< 1973 Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ 

8.  Ma>tam al-Ward 1973 Sam\ra Kh[shuqj\ 

9.  Ghadan sayak]n al-Kham\s 1976 Hud[ al-Rash\d 

10.  Basmah min Bu+ayr[t al-Dum]< 1979 <{>isha Z[hir A+mad 

1.  <Abath 1980 Hud[ al-Rash\d 

2.  Ghadan Ans[  1980 Amal Sha%[ 

3.  A#ay[< wa al-Nn]r yubhir 1986 @afiyya A+mad Baghd[d\(775)
 

4.  <Afwan Y[ >{dam 1986 @afiya <Anbar 

5.  Arba<a @ifr 1987 Raj[> <{lim 

6.  Rib[% al-Wal[y[ 1987 Hind B[ghaff[r 

7.  Durra min al-A+s[> 1988 Bahiyya B]subayt 

8.  Wahaj min Bayn Ram[d al-Sin\n 1988 @afiya <Anbar 

9.  L[ <{sh Qalb\ 1989 Amal Sha%[ 
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3- The novels published at the third stage: the Comimg of Age of Saudi Women’s Novel 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
(776)  My copy, published in 1999 purports to be a first edition. However, the first edition of this novel was 
published in al-Sh[riqa in 1998. 

1.  @ir[< <Aql\ wa <{%ifat\ 1990 By Salw[ Damanh]r\ 
2.  Wa M[t Khawf\ 1990 By *[fira al-Masl]l 
3.  Al-La<na 1994 By Salw[ Damanh]r\ 
4.  ^ar\q al-|ar\r 1995 By Raj[ <{lim 
5.  Iftaqadtuk Yawm A+babtuk 1995 By @afiya <Anbar 
6.  Jama<atn[ al-@ad[qa wa Faraqatn[ al-Taq[l\d 1995 By @afiya <Anbar 
7.  Imra>a <Al[ Fawhat Burk[n 1996 By Bahiyya B] Subayt 
8.  {dam Y[ Sayid\ 1997 By @afiya <Anbar 
9.  Masr[ Y[ Raq\b 1997 By Raj[ <{lim 
10.  Unth[ Fawq Ashri<at al-Ghurba  1998 By N]ra al-Muhaym\d  
11.  Al-Raq~ <Al[ al-Duf]f 1998 By Zaynab |afn\  
12.  S\d\ Wa+d[na 1998 By Raj[ <{lim 
13.  Al-Firdaws al-Yab[b  1998 By Layl[ al-Juhan\(776)  
14.  Li>l-qalb Wuj]h Ukhr[ 1998 By Nid[ ab] <Al\ 
15.  Wamarrat al-Ayy[m 1998 By Nid[> ab] <Al\ 
16.  Ant |ab\b\: Lan Naftariq Ma<an Il[ al-Abad 1999 By @afiya <Anbar 
17.  |ik[yat <Af[f wa al-Dukt]r @[li+ 1999 By Bahiya Bu Subayt 
18.  Al-Raj[> Iltiz[m al-Waq[r  1999 By F[%ima Bint al-Surat 
19.  Sitat Aqd[m @agh\ra 1999 By F[%ima Bint al-Surat 
20.  @[li+ al-Najd\ wa Zahr[ al-Jan]biyya 1999 By F[%ima Bint al-Surat 
21.  <Uy]n <Al[ al-Sam[> 1999 By Qum[sha al-<Ulayy[n 
22.  Unth[ al-<Ankab]t 2000 By Qum[sha al-<Ulayy[n 
23.  Buk[> Ta+t al-Ma%ar 2000 By Qum[sha al-<Ulayy[n 
24.  Bayt min Zuj[j 2000 By Qum[sha al-<Ulayy[n 
25.  |ubb[ 2000 By Raj[ <{lim 
26.  Al-Shay[%\n Taskun al-A<sh[sh 2000 By Muhra al-<U~aym\ 
27.  B[sima bayn al-Dum]< 2001 By @afiya <Anbar 
28.  Kh[tam  2001 By Raj[ <{lim 
29.  Al-Ma~\r 2001 By L\nd[ al-W[bil 
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4- The novels published at the fourth stage: the Popluarisation of Saudi Women’s Novel 
 

1.  Mawqid al-^ayr  2002 Raj[ <{lim 
2.  Wijhat al-Baw~ala 2002 N]ra al-Gh[mid\ 
3.  Ba<d al-Ma%ar Hun[k D[>iman R[>i+a 2003 F[%imah Bint al-Sur[t 
4.  Tawba wa Sulayy[ 2003 Mah[ al-Fay~al 
5.  Saf\na wa Am\rat al-*il[l 2003 Mah[ al-Fay~al 
6.  <Indam[ Yan%iq al-@amt 2003 |an[n Katt]<ah 
7.  Maz[m\r min Waraq 2003 Nid[> Abu <Al\ 
8.  Yafirr]n min Ruf]f al-Maktaba 2003 Su<[d Sa<\d 
9.  Ajindat Mughtariba  2004 Khul]d al-Si]%\ 
10.  R]+uh[ al-Mawsh]mat Bih 2004 >Amal Al-Far[n 
11.  Ghayr wa Ghayr 2004 H[jar Makk\ 
12.  Al->Inti+[r al-Ma>j]r  2004 >{l[> al-Huthl]l 
13.  Lam A<ud Abk\  2004 Zaynab |afn\ 
14.  Mad[>in al-Ram[d 2004 Badriyya <Abd al-Ra+m[n 
15.  Ban[t al-Riy[# 2005 Raj[> al-@[ni< 
16.  Al-Ta+addiy[t 2005 <{liya al-Sh[m[n 
17.  |ubb f\ Sijn al-Kar[ma 2005 Al-Muhajira 
18.  Dh[kira bil[ Wish[+ 2005 |asna al-Qarn\ 
19.  Sitr 2005 Raj[ <{lim 
20.  <Uy]n Qadhira  2005 Qumpsha al-<Ulay[n  
21.  Al-Qiran al-Muqaddas 2005 ^ayf al-|all[j 
22.  Al-Nahr al-Th[lith 2005 Nisr\n Ghand]ra 
23.  Wa Gh[bat Shams al-|ubb 2005 Am\ra al-Mu#+\ 
24.  Al-{khar]n  2006 @ab[ al-|arz 
25.  Al-Awba  2006 Warda Abd al-Malik 
26.  Al-Ba+riyy[t  2006 Umayma al-Kham\s 
27.  Baq[y[ Imra>a  2006 Naj[t al-Shaykh  
28.  Buk[> al-Rij[l  2006 La%\fa al-Zuhayr 
29.  Ban[t min al-Riy[#  2006 F[>iza >Ibr[h\m 
30.  Hind wa>l-<Askar 2006 Badriyya al-Bishr 
31.  Bayn Ma%[rayn  2006 Nab\la Ma+j]b 
32.  Rajul min al-Zaman al-{khar 2006 >Amal Sha%[ 
33.  Su<]diyy[t 2006 S[ra al-<Ulayw\  
34.  Shams fi |ay[t\  2006 Lind[ al-W[bil 
35.  Shih[b Mazzaq Rid[> al-Layl  2006 San[> Sa<\d  
36.  @amt Yaktubuh al-Ghiy[b  2006 Su<[d J[bir  
37.  Al-#ay[<  2006 Maryam |asan  
38.  Fi |iddat al-Ashw[k  2006 Waf[> al-<Umayr  
39.  Li>l-|uzn Baqiya wa Ashy[> Ukhr[  2006 Muhra al-<U~aymi\ 
40.  Mi+uar al-Shar  2006 Nab\la Ma+j]b  
41.  Al-Mir>[t al-Mun<akisa  2006 S[ra al-Z[mil  
42.  Mal[mi+  2006 Zaynab |afn\   
43.  Wa##[> 2006 Mah[ Ba <Ishin  
44.  A+babt wa lam Ar |ab\b\  2007 R\m Mu+ammad 
45.  Bi<t al-Jasad  2007 Fikt]riy[ al-|ak\m  
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46.  Bayt al-^[<a  2007 Mun\ra al-Subay<\ 
47.  Thaman al-Shikul[ta  2007 Bash[>r Mu+ammad  
48.  |atta l[ Ya#\< al-|ij[b 2007 Al-Muh[jira  
49.  Dim[> Mutan[thira  2007 But]l Mu~%af[  
50.  Ant L\  2007 Mu[ al-Marsh]d 
51.  Al-Raq~ <Al[ al-Jir[+ 2007 Amal al-Mu%ayr  
52.  Shar<uk All[humma l[ I<tir[# 2007 Al-Muh[jira 
53.  Fat[t al-Qarn 2007 Hat]n Ba <A&\m 
54.  Fitna  2007 Am\ra al-Qa+%[n\ 
55.  Kit[b al-Mut<ab\n  2007 May al-<Utayb\ 
56.  Al-Mal<]na 2007 Am\ra al-Mu#+\ 
57.  Hur]b al-Za<\m 2007 Nab\la Ma+j]b 
58.  Jahiliyya 2007 Layl[ al-Juhan\ 
59.  Wa Ashraqat al-Ayy[m 2007 Maryam al-|asan 
60.  |ubb f\ al-<{~ima 2008 Waf[ <Abd al-Ra+m[n 
61.  S\q[n Multawiya  2008 Zaynab |afn\   
62.  Al-<Ab[>ah  2008 Mah[ al-Juhan\  
63.  Mad\nat al-Sa<[da 2008 F[%ima {l <Amr  
64.  Ka>in[t min ^arab  2008 >Amal Al-Far[n 
65.  Lu<bat al-Mar>ah.. Rajul  2008 S[ra al-<Ulayw\ 
66.  Nis[> al-Munkar  2008 Samar al-Muqrin 
67.  Al-W[rifa 2008 >Umayma al-Kham\s  
68.  Saqar 2008 <{isha al-|ashr 
69.  Al-|irm[n al-Kab\r  2008 N]r Abd al-Maj\d  
70.  Insiyya  2008 Am[n\ al-Sulaym\  
71.  Al-<Atma 2009 Salam <Abdulaz\z 
72.  <Uy]n al-Tha<[lib  2009 Layl[ al-U+aydib  
73.  Aunth[ al-Raghba  2009 Badriyya al-Bu%ay+ 
74.  Khim[ruk bi |im[r\  2009 Khayriyya al-Sayf 
75.  Al-Dakh\la  2009 Han[> A+mad Y]suf  
76.  Al-Tasha&&\  2009 <{>isha al-|ashr 
77.  Dh[kirat Sar\r 2009 Had\l Mu+ammad 
78.  Nuw[+ al-@amt  2009 Ibtis[m <Urf\  
79.  Nis[> wa l[kin  2009 N]r Abd al-Maj\d 
80.  Ya<n\ <{d\  2009 Mays[> Bint Sa<d 
81.  A+babtuk Akthar Mimm[ Yanbagh\ 2009 Ath\r al-Washm\  
82.  Mughtarib[t al-Afl[j  2010 Bash[>ir Mu+ammad 
83.  Hams al-Majh]l  2010 Nahla al-Thaqaf\  
84.  ^awq al-|am[ma  2010 Raj[> <{lim  
85.  Abn[> wa Dim[> 2010 Lamy[> Ibn Su<]d  
86.  Raghm al-Fir[q 2010 N]r Abd al-Maj\d 
87.  Iunth[ Mufakhkhakha  2010 >Am\ra al-Mu#+\  
88.  Al-Urj]+a  2010 Badriyya al-Bishr 
89.  Rash+ al-|aw[ss 2010 N]ra al-Mu+aym\d 
90.  Ma<a Sabq al-I~r[r wa>l-Tarassud  2010 Sih[m Mur#\ 
91.  Aqd[m wa <Aqab[t 2010 N]ra al-Gh[nim 
92.  Mutt F\k  2010 Had\l Mu+ammad 
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93.  Al-Am[kin f\ <Uy]n Jum[na 2010 Nad[ al-<Ar\f\  
94.  <Ayn <Al[ al-Mukhayyam  2010 Rub[ al-Qu<ayd  
95.  Sam[> Th[niya Talfu&un\  2010 Iym[n H[d\ 
96.  Qalb al-Warda  2010 Waf[ al-<Umayr  
97.  Ashqar f\ Kulliyat Ban[t 2010 San[> al-Qa+%[n\  
98.  Al-|ubb f\ Muthakkira  2010 But]l Mu~%af[ 
99.  <Ishr\n\ wa Arba<\nak 2010 |an[n al-Ruwayl\ 
100.  F\ December Tantah\ Kull al-A+l[m  2010 Ath\r al-Washm\  
101.  *il[l al-Wa>d  2010 Mun\ra al-Subay<\  
102.  Al-Raq~ <Al[ Asinnat al-Rim[+ 2010 Ri+[b Ab] Zayd  
103.  Al-Din[~]r al-Akh\r 2010 Sa+ar al-Sudayr\  
104.  Basha< <Ashw[>\  2010 |asna al-Qarn\  
105.  Aur\d Rajulan  2011 N]r abd al-Maj\d 
106.  Z[f\r[  2011 Ilh[m al-Br[h\m  
107.  Al-K[b]s al-Mu>lim  2011 |an\n N[j\ 
108.  Al-|ubb fawq Sa%+ Marmara 2011 Mah[ B[<ishn  
109.  Raghab[t shay%[niyya 2011 Waf[ <Abd al-Ra+m[n 
110.  Taraktuk Li>All[h  2011 Shur]q al-Kh[lid  
111.  *ill wa Mir>[t  2011 Nid[> Ab] <Al\ 
112.  |ar\q al-Mam[l\k al-Mushtahat  2011 Balq\s al-Mul+im 
113.  Shaghaf Sharq\ 2011 Gha~b[> al-|arb\ 
114.  Mu%awwa<a new look  2011 A#w[> 
115.  Tawbat Ibn <Irs 2011 Tah[n\ al-Gh[mid\ 
116.  An\n al-Thikray[t    2011 Ibtis[m <Urf\  
117.  Album Bint Ghabiyya  2011 Mays[>Sa<d  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


